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PREFACE 

THE PRESENT VOLUME of the Upanishads contains translations 
of the Sveta$vatara, Pragna, and Mandukya. The first volume of the 
Upanishads, containing translations of the Katha, Iga, Kena, and Mun- 

daka, was published in New York in 1949. An English edition appeared 
in 1951. 

God willing, I plan to translate four additional Upanishads, namely, 
the Taittiriya, Aitareya, Brihadaranyaka, and Chhandogya, in two 
further volumes, and thus present to the English-speaking public the 
eleven major Upanishads which form the source-books of the Hindu 
philosophical and religious culture. 

The introduction to the present volume, entitled “Hindu Ethics,” 
is intended to supplement the introduction to the first volume, embody- 
ing a general survey, the metaphysics, and the psychology of the Upani- 
shads. In preparing it I have gathered materials from The Ethics of the 
Hindus by S. K. Maitra CCalcutta University Press, 1925) and Essen- 

tials of Indian Philosophy by M. Hiriyanna CNew York, The Macmil- 
lan Company, 1949). It is a pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness 
to them both. It is also a pleasure to express my gratitude to Mr. Joseph 
Campbell for his kindness in reading the manuscript and making many 
valuable suggestions. 

Thanks to the advance of science and technology, peoples that only 
a short while ago appeared inaccessible to one another are becoming 
close neighbours. An insatiable urge for knowledge is impelling men 
to study the heritage of cultures other than their own. The daring 
investigations of the Hindu mind into the transcendental realm of the 
Spirit are known to reflective people of the West and respected by 
them. Books of varying degrees of authenticity are being published on 
the subject. The time is now ripe for serious Western students to go 
to the very source of Hindu philosophical thought. This is perhaps 
some justification for publishing a new translation of the Upanishads 
and explaining them in the light of the commentaries of one of the 

greatest Hindu philosophers and sages. 
NimHILANANDA 

Thousand Island Park, N. Y. 
August 15, 1951
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NOTE ON THE PRONUNCIATION 
OF SANSKRIT WORDS 

has the sound of o in come. a 
A vo» ” ” q@in far. 
e v8 ” ” ein bed. 
i noo» ” ” ee in feel. 
Oo noo» ” 9 in note. 
u nH ” ” win full. 

aiay ” ” ” ” oy in boy. 
au vo» ” ” 9 pronounced deep in the throat. 

ch vo” ” —” chin church. 
d noo ” ” hard d in English. 
g noo ”  ” gin god. 
in woos ”  ” hard gy in English. 
$ 7” ” sh in shut. 

sh may be pronounced as in English. 
t and d are soft as in French. 
th has the sound of #-h in boat-house. 
Other consonants appearing in the transliterations may be pronounced 
as in English.



HINDU ETHICS 

HINDU ETHICAL DOCTRINES are implicit in Hindu metaphysics. 
The practice of certain ethical disciplines by all students of metaphysics 
is presupposed. Without such disciplines metaphysical experience would 
not be possible. Most of the religious systerns of India enjoin upon their 
devotees the observance of moral laws as long as they live. Non-dualism, 
it is true, holds that the perfect man is no longer bound by such laws. 
He is not affected by good or evil. But such a statement, often misunder- 
stood, is really meant as a glorification Carthavada) of the state of per- 
fection. Though the Hindu scriptures praise Knowledge in this manner, 
they certainly do not mean that the perfect man is free to commit sin. 
That is utterly impossible for him. In order to qualify himself for 
perfection an aspirant must first of all completely eradicate all evil 
tendencies. While absorbed in ecstasy a perfect man remains oblivious 
of the world and moral law; when not thus absorbed he devotes himself 

to the welfare of his fellow men. 
Hindu philosophers have discussed ethics both from the subjective 

and from the objective standpoint. Subjective ethics is related to indi- 
vidual discipline. Its purpose is the purification of the mind (chit- 
taSuddhi) and the consequent deepening of the inner life. It culminates 
in the realization of the Highest Good, which transcends and fulfils 
all relative values. This is the ethical standpoint of Sankaracharya, 
Patanjali, Ramanuja, and the Buddhist philosophers. Though they 
hold different views about the ultimate meaning of Reality, yet all are 
unanimously agreed that Reality is beyond the ordinary categories of 
good and evil. 

Objective ethics deals with social welfare. It is based upon the Hindu 
conception of duties (dharma) determined by a man’s position in society 
and his stage of life CvarnaSramadharma), and also upon certain uni- 

versal duties (sadharanadharma) common to all human beings. But 
objective ethics is not an end in itself. Ultimately it helps the indi- 
vidual to attain the Knowledge of Atman or of God. All through 
Hindu ethics, both in its original formulation and in its later develop- 

I
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ments, the subjective value of action has been stressed. The reasons for 
this emphasis will be discussed later. 

The ethical theories of the Hindus are determined by certain meta- 
physical concepts laid down in the Upanishads, which contain the 
wisdom of the Vedas, the highest authority of the Hindus in all 
matters pertaining to their religion and philosophy. Therefore we shall 

first consider the ethics of the Upanishads. 
According to the general Upanishadic view the value of an action 

is to be judged by the degree of personal sacrifice involved. An action 
is judged meritorious if it involves a denial of personal comfort (tapas) 
together with renunciation (mysa) on the doer’s part, though the 
action in itself may not be conducive to the immediate well-being of 
others. 

But the objective value of action is not denied. The Chhandogya 
Upanishad CIII. 17.) describes life as a sacrifice Cyajna) which is to be 
performed by the advanced soul without any external ceremonies. In 
this sacrifice the gifts (which must accompany a sacrifice) are enumer- 
ated as austerities (tapas), liberality (danam), righteousness (arjavam), 

non-violence (ahimsi), and truthfulness (satyavachanam). A good 
action is thus extolled in the Mahanaraiyana Upanishad (9): “As the 

scent is wafted afar from a tree laden with flowers, so also is wafted 
afar the scent of a good deed.” Wicked actions are universally con- 

demned. Self-Knowledge is denied to him, says the Katha Upanishad 
CI. ii. 24.), “who has not first turned away from wickedness, who is 

not tranquil and subdued, and whose mind is not at peace.” According 

to the Chhandogya Upanishad CV. x. 9.) dire consequences overtake 

a man “who steals gold, who drinks spirits, who dishonours his teacher’s 
bed, who kills a brahmin, and as a fifth, who associates with men guilty 
of any of the above four sins.” The Taittiriya Upanishad CI. 9.) enu- 

merates the following twelve duties, each of which is to be accompanied 
by the study and the teaching of the Vedas: right dealing and truth- 

fulness, austerities, self-restraint, and tranquillity; (and as duties of a 

householder) feeding the sacred fire and the daily obligatory sacrifice 

Cagnihotram), hospitality and courtesy, and duties to wives, children, 
and grandchildren. 

The general moral tone of the people in Upanishadic times is indi- 
cated in the Chhandogya Upanishad (V. xi. 5.) by the following 

statement of King Aévapati Kaikeya: “In my kingdom there is no
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thief, no miser, no drunkard, no man without an altar in his house, no 
ignorant person, no adulterer, much less an adulteress.” 

As stated above, Hindu ethics is primarily concerned with self- 
discipline leading to the liberation of the individual. The general trend 
of Indian philosophical thought can be summed up in the words of 
the Bhagavad Gita (VI. 5-6.): “Let a man be lifted up by his own self; 
let him not lower himself; for he himself is his friend, and he himself is 
his enemy. To him who has conquered himself by himself, his own 
self is a friend, but to him who has not conquered himself, his own self 
is hostile, like an extemal enemy.” The chief disciplines for subduing 
the lower self are austerity (tapas) and renunciation (nydsa). 

From the time of the Rig-Veda down to that of Ramakrishna, the 
practice of austerities has been accepted in India as an effective disci- 
pline for self-control, for curbing man’s selfish natural impulses. By 
this practice Hindu ascetics acquired superhuman and supematural 
powers which exalted them far above the world of men, nay, even 

above the world of the gods. Through self-control and concentration 
they penetrated into the mysteries of nature and the universe and ac- 
quired the wisdom that is their unique contribution to the world. 
Later on, however, asceticism was sometimes abused with the selfish 
aim of exciting wonder or of securing personal profit and was thus 
deprived of its original significance. 

In the earlier part of the Vedas one reads that the Creator God 
practised austerities (tapas) in order to prepare Himself for the task 
of creation. Everything that is great in the universe is created through 
the power of tapas. According to a Vedic myth the four first-created 
men renounced the world immediately after their birth, to practise 
austerities. Since the universe could not be perpetuated by such men, 
the Lord created others with worldly tendencies. 

The Katha Upanishad CII. i. 1.) states that the sense-organs are 
created with an inclination to material pleasures and that that is why 
embodied souls are entangled in this phenomenal life of unceasing 
birth and death, but that calm sages turn their sense-organs inward in 
order to attain Immortality. The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad CII. v. 1.) 
exhorts us, as conditions for liberation in Brahman, to renounce the 
yearning for offspring, wealth, and the heavenly worlds. The same 
Upanishad CII. iv. 1.) describes Yajnavalkya’s renouncing of the world 
in search of Immortality. In the Taittiriya Upanishad CII. 2.) Bhrigu 
is repeatedly asked by his father Varuna to seek Brahman by means of
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tapas; for tapas is Brahman. The Kena Uypanishad CIV. 8.) speaks of 
tapas as the foundation of the Knowledge of Brahman. The Chhandogya 
Upanishad CII. 23.), the Mundaka Upanishad CI. ii. 11.), and the 

Praina Upanishad C1. 10.) prescribe austerities for anchorites, during 
the third stage of life, as the means for the soul’s passage to a higher 
heaven after death. According to the Maitrayani Upanishad CIV. 3.) 
it is impossible, without asceticism, to attain the Knowledge of the 
Self or to bring work to fruition. Mere mental austerities are not 
enough for the attainment of Self-Knowledge. ‘That they must be ac- 
companied by external signs is stated in the Mundaka Upanishad 
CII. ii. 4). 

The Katha Upanishad Ci. ii. 1-3.) does not allow any compromise 
between the ideal of pleasure and the ideal of the good; the two are 
sharply distinguished, like darkness and light. “He who chooses the 
pleasant misses the end.” And again, “The fool chooses the pleasant out 
of greed and avarice.” 

The practice of austerities does not mean the mere mortification of 
the body or of the sense-organs. If these are weakened the spiritual 
goal cannot be achieved. ‘The meaning of self-control is described in 
the Katha Upanishad CI. iii. 3-9.) through the illustration of the 
chariot. The body is compared to a chariot, the intellect or discrimina- 
tive faculty to the charioteer, the mind to the reins, the senses to the 
horses, the sense-objects to the roads, and the embodied soul to the 
master of the chariot. ‘The chariot can take the master to his destination 
only when it is well built, when the driver knows his way, and when the 
reins are strong, the horses firmly held in control, and the roads well 
chosen. The seeker of Liberation should possess a healthy body and 
vigorous organs, unfaltering determination, and an undistracted mind. 
His discrimination should guide his senses to choose only those objects 
which are helpful to Self-Knowledge. If, on the other hand, the body, 
the mind, or any other faculty is injured or suppressed, he cannot attain 
the goal; just as the rider cannot reach his destination if the chariot 
and the accessories mentioned above are not in good condition. The 
Katha Upanishad here emphasizes discrimination and will-power as 
two important elements in the practice of self-control. The Bhagavad 
Gita CXVII. 6.) calls those people fools who “torture their bodily 

organs.” It extols CVI. 17.) the man who is “temperate in his food 
and recreation, temperate in his exertion at work, temperate in sleep 
and waking.”
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Renunciation (nyasa) is the other discipline for self-perfection. This 
is the basis of the Hindu conception of the varnasramadharma, or the 
duties pertaining to the castes and the stages of life. 

The word arama is derived from the root sam, which means “to 
toil” and conveys the idea of austerity. Each stage in life and position in 
society has its appropriate duty, the right performance of which re- 
quires self-control and austerity. Through the four stages of life a man 
learns progressive renunciation and gradually becomes purified of all 
earthly attachment. During the first stage he is a brahmacharin, or 
celibate student. For twelve years, according to the Chhandogya 
Uvpanishad CIV. x. 1.), or for a series of years CIV. iv. 5.), he dwells 
in the house of his teacher, studying the Vedas and tending the sacrifi- 
cial fire. Reverence and obedience mark his relationship with the 
teacher. At the end of this period, when the student takes leave of 
the teacher, the latter, as described in the Taittiriya Upanishad C1. 11.), 

says to him, by way of admonition: “Speak the truth, do your duty, 
forsake not the study of the Vedas; after you have presented the ap- 
propriate gifts to the teacher, take care that the line of your race is not 
broken.” He is further asked not to neglect his health and possessions, 
to honour father, mother, and guests, to be blameless in act and life, 
to honour superiors, to bestow alms in an appropriate manner, and in 
all doubtful cases to order himself according to the judgement of ap- 
proved authorities. 

The second stage is called garhasthya, or the life of a householder. 
At this stage the aspirant marries, pursues the study of the Vedas, 
performs daily sacrifices, and leads a life of self-control. It is required 
of him to establish a family, beget children, and do his duties according 
to his position in society. The householder’s life is the foundation of 
a healthy society. 

At the approach of old age the householder relinquishes family 
duties and retires into the solitude of the forest for the contemplation 
of the deeper mysteries of life. He is still bound to perform ritualistic 
worship, but meditation now takes the place of concrete ceremonies. 

The final stage of life’s journey is reached when, after the com- 
pletion of the third stage, a man renounces the world and becomes a 
sannyasin. It is also said in the Upanishads that one can give up the 
world from any stage of life, whenever one feels dispassion for material 
things. A sannyasin is a free soul, cultivating the virtues of chastity, 
poverty, truthfulness, and abstinence from doing injury to others. He
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gives an assurance of fearlessness to all living beings. No longer bound 
by any social obligations, he is a living demonstration of the unreality 
of the world and the teality of the Spirit. 

Every stage has its corresponding duties and responsibilities. It 
is the duty of the student to acquire knowledge, the duty of the house- 
holder to serve society according to his capability, the duty of the 
recluse to lead a life of contemplation, and the duty of the sannydsin 
to lead a life of purity, freedom, and fearlessness. A sannydsin is free 
from all worldly duties. He relinquishes them when he takes the vow 
of monasticism. He cultivates the Knowledge of Reality and constantly 
radiates that Knowledge. He is beyond all categorical imperatives; but 
no unethical action is possible for him. He is the very embodiment of 
truthfulness, goodness, and fearlessness. He no longer strives for ethical 
perfection; virtue embellishes all his actions. He devotes himself to the 

welfare of others without seeking any personal gain. Ethical disciplines 
prepare one for this highest consummation of human life. 

Caste duties, which have an important social bearing, are described 
in the Bhagavad Gita CXVIIL. 42-44.) and also by the various Hindu 
lawgivers. They constitute the objective morality of the Hindus, that 
is to say, morality as represented in a code of extemal acts and requir- 
ing outward conformity. The duties relative to the first three stages of 
life are similarly described. 

The duties obligatory for brahmins are officiating at religious ccre- 
monies and the study and teaching of the Vedas. The brahmins live 
on gifts made by members of the other castes. The duties obligatory 
for the kshattriya or military caste are protecting people from external 
oppression, guaranteeing the peace and prosperity of the people through 
wise administration of justice, chastising the wicked, supporting the 
righteous, and never turning from an enemy on the battlefield. The 
duties of the vaigyas are trade, agriculture, and the breeding and rear- 
ing of cattle. The Sudra caste should serve the three upper castes through 
manual labour, receiving protection from them in return. 

The caste-system is based on men’s admitted inequalities—physical, 
mental, and spiritual—at the moment of birth. These are the result of 

actions in previous births, and each is himself therefore responsible for 
his condition. He will attain a higher position in society by cheerfully 
discharging the duties of his present position. 

The four castes are the four principal parts of society; their common 
welfare therefore depends upon the welfare of each. The higher caste 
must show gentleness and compassion to the lower. Mixed dining and
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intermarriage were permitted among the castes in ancient India, and 
the caste rules were flexible. Ruthless competition was eliminated 
through the caste-system, and a harmonious relationship established. 
Furthermore, through the caste-system India recognized the superiority 
of knowledge over military valour, the power of wealth, and organized 
labour. It preserved the integrity of Hindu society during the long 
period of ruthless alien rule. 

Objective morality, according to the Bhagavad Gita, is determined by 
a man’s position in caste. Moral conduct is relative to birth and position. 
It is called dharma, which is the law of inner growth determining a 
man’s reaction to the outer world. The brahmin, the king, the merchant, 

the labourer, and the world-renouncing monk must observe their re- 
spective dharmas and thus ensure the well-being of society as a whole. 
A man is wamed to pursue his own dharma, however imperfect, and 
not to try to imitate another man’s dharma, however perfect the latter 
may appear to be. In the Gita CII. 31.) Arjuna was admonished to 
pursue his dharma on the battlefield for the preservation of the moral 
order. He had been born in a military caste; hence it was his duty to 
fight for the chastisement of the wicked and the protection of the 
righteous. 

The faithful performance of duties purifies a man’s heart and mind 
by removing selfish impulses. ‘Thus he becomes entitled to contemplate 
profound spiritual truths. In the end, says the Lord, in the Bhagavad 
Gita (XVIII. 66.), he should give up all social duties and come to 
Him alone for shelter, In communion with God a man finds the 
culmination of all relative values. Worldly duties prepare him for the 
fulfilment of his supreme duty, which is the realization of God. 

Besides the objective duties based on the castes and stages of life, 
there are laid down the common duties of men, the sidharanadharma, 

which are the foundation of the moral life. Manu, the lawgiver, enu- 

merates these common duties as follows: steadfastness Cdhairya), for- 
giveness (kshama), good conduct (dama), nonappropriation or the 

avoidance of theft (chauryabhava), control of the senses Cindriya- 

nigraha), wisdom (dhi), leaming (vidya), truthfulness (satya), and 

absence of anger Cakrodha). 

It will be readily seen that most of the duties mentioned here aim 
at individual perfection. As stated before, the aim of Hindu ethics is 

to enable a man ultimately to conquer his lower self and attain freedom 

from passion, desire, and attachment. 

The great purpose of objective morality is to create an ideal society,
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affording its members facilities for developing their highest potentialities. 
Such a society enables men to cultivate the subjective morality, which 
aims at the purification of the mind. 

Equanimity of mind, detachment, and self-control are the necessary 
conditions for the practice of deep contemplation, through which one 
ultimately realizes the Highest Good. This Highest Good may be 
cosmic or acosmic, according to the metaphysical theories with which it 
is related. Sankaracharya, as will be seen later, speaks of the Highest 
Good as transcendental or acosmic. Therefore, according to him, the 
highest man discards all moral standards, subjective or objective. But 
though he does not strive to be virtuous, virtues ado him like jewels. 
According to Ram&nuja, an important interpreter of Vedanta, the 
moral virtues are not given up, but for the highest man acquire a new 
significance. In him the ego and good and evil do not mean the same 
things that we understand them to mean in our daily practical life. 

A few words may be said here to explain why objective morality 
or social welfare has been relegated to a secondary position in Hindu 
ethics. It is individuals, after all, who constitute society. If individual 
perfection is emphasized, so the Hindu philosophers argued, social 
welfare will follow automatically. Secondly, Hindu society, in olden 
times, was prosperous. The people, as a rule, prized spiritual values. 
The ideal man in society was the brihmin, who accepted the vow of 
voluntary simplicity and poverty. The genera] moral tone was high. 
Every man was expected to follow his own dharma, or duty. Men 
were generous and charitable. No great need was felt for organized 
charity, which even in European society became prominent only in the 
wake of the Industrial Revolution. And lastly, according to the dominant 
Hindu philosophical view, the empirical world is not ultimately real. 
All values here are impermanent. The pairs of opposites, such as good 
and evil and pain and pleasure, will always exist in the dual world. 
The sum total of human happiness and suffering remains constant. 
Hence moral laws have only an instrumental, and not an intrinsic, 
value. ‘They show the way to freedom from the laws of the relative 
world. In the Hindu tradition the ideal society should enable its 
members, through proper discipline, to rid themselves of desires and 
attachment and ultimately become world-renouncing sannydsins, who 
transcend all moral laws. 

The ethics of the Hindus is based upon metaphysical theories which 
deal with the Highest Good and the supreme end of life. A common
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feature of these theories is that the ultimate goal negates or transcends 
the empirical life. It is supra-moral. Sankaracharya’s doctrine of the 
ultimate goal completely negates the phenomenal life, whereas Ramanuja 
relates the moral duties to devotion to God, whose grace alone bestows 
Liberation. But even in the latter instance the ordinary idea of duty 
is given up. The ethics of Sankara and Ramanuja will be discussed 
later. 

All Hindu philosophers, regardless of their conceptions of the supreme 
end of man, admit the empirical reality of the individual, endowed 
with volition, desire, will, conscience or consciousness of duty, emo- 
tion, etc. The goal of Hindu ethics is to train these faculties in such 
a way that they shall lead the individual to the realization of Moksha, 
or Liberation. Therefore all schools of philosophy have described the 
virtues and their opposites in detail. It is expected of the moral agent 
that he should follow the former and shun the latter. We propose to 
discuss the virtues and their opposites according to the classification of 
Nyaya and of Patanjali’s system. 

Vatsyayana, in his commentary on the Nyaya aphorisms, classifies 
will as impious (papatmika) and auspicious (éubha). The impious 
will leads to unrighteousness Cadharma), and the auspicious will, to 
righteousness (dharma). Righteousness, it is necessary to add, is con- 
ducive to the Highest Good, whereas unrighteousness produces evil. 
The purpose of ethics is to subdue the impious and to manifest the 
righteous will. 

Unrighteousness may take three forms, namely, physical, verbal, 
and mental, depending upon the condition of its functioning. Physical 
unrighteousness manifests itself as cruelty Chimsa), theft (steya), and 
sexual perversion (pratisiddha maithuna); verbal unrighteousness, as 
falsehood C(mithya), rudeness (katukti}, insinuation Csuchana), and 
gossip Casambaddha); mental unrighteousness, as ill-will Cparadroha), 
covetousness (Cparadravyabhipsa), and irreverence (nistikya). The 

above list covers both subjective and objective vices and gives a specific 
direction to the volitional life as a whole. It may be noted that even 
harsh words, which, unlike cruelty or ill-will, do no visible wrong to 
anybody, are classified as vicious. 

Righteousness (dharma) also is threefold, namely, physical, verbal, 
and mental. Physical righteousness consists of charity (dana), helping 
the distressed (paritrina), and social service Cparicharana). Verbal 
righteousness consists of truthfulness (satya), speech conducive to the
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welfare of others (hitavachana), and gentleness of speech Cpriyava- 

chana). And Jastly, righteousness of the mind consists of kindness or 

tendemess (daya), detachment (aspriha), and reverence CSraddha). 

It may be noted that this list, too, covers both subjective and objective 

duties. The purpose of good speech is the ultimate good of others. 

A Hindu philosopher broadly defines virtue as what is conducive to 

the welfare of others, and vice as what causes suffering to others. 

Patanjali, the author of Raja-yoga, describes the virtues that must 

be cultivated by spiritual aspirants seeking liberation from the bondage 

of matter. These virtues purge the mind of evil passions and form the 
steel-frame foundation of the spiritual life. ‘They include non-injury 

Cahimsa), truthfulness (satya), abstention from theft Casteya), chastity 
or continence (brahmacharya), and detachment from material objects 

Caparigraha). 
Non-injury is the basic moral duty and the mother of all virtues. 

It implies positive goodwill and kindness to all beings. One practising 

non-injury exercises self-restraint and self-sacrifice and abstains from 
greediness or inordinate desire. Non-injury also requires control of 
hate, which often impels one to acts of cruelty, and mental alertness, 
in the absence of which one may commit acts of greediness, hatred, 

and cruelty. Lastly, it includes gentleness, that is to say, abstention 

from harsh words. The other virtues, such as truthfulness and detach- 

ment, are to be practised to the extent that they do not clash with the 
highest of all virtues, non-injury. Mahatma Gandhi, as is well known, 
recognized non-violence as the basic virtue and applied it to the welfare 

of humanity. 
Truthfulness is opposed to falsehood. It consists in the correspondence 

of thought and speech to the objective fact or event established by 
valid proof. Therefere one practising truthfulness must fulfl two con- 

ditions. First, he must ascertain the fact by such valid proof as direct 
perception, correct inference, and reliable testimony. Secondly, he 

must faithfully describe the fact, without any intentional deceit or un- 
necessary verbiage. Half-truths and evasions are to be treated as lies. 
But truthfulness, in order to be a virtue, must not hurt or injure others. 

Its purpose is the welfare of others. When such a purpose is not served, 

it is wise to remain silent. What is true must be good and what is 
good must be true. A Hindu injunction says: “Speak the truth, 

speak the pleasant, but never speak an unpleasant truth.” 
Abstention from theft implies that one must not unlawfully ap-
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propriate another's property or harbour greediness. It also implies up- 
rightness in thought, word, and deed. According to some commentators, 
this virtue condemns ownership or appropriation in every sense of the 
word; for the very idea of ownership is opposed to morality. Thus it 
really means absolute indifference to material advantages in life. 

The practice of continence, highly extolled by all the philosophers 
and mystics of India, implies, besides the literal meaning of the vow, 
abstention from lewdness in thought, speech, and action through any 
of the sense-organs. Through the practice of this virtue, one develops 
the capacity for subtle spiritual perception. 

The idea behind detachment from material objects is that their ac- 
cumulation is generally tainted by cruelty or other blemishes. One can 
hardly acquire, much less hoard, wealth without some sort of deceit or 
injury to others. 

According to Patanjali the virtues enumerated above are to be 
cultivated without any exception as to particular creatures, and also 
without any restrictions as to specific occasions or particular methods 
Csarvatha@ sarvadé sarvabhutinam anabhidroha). They are universal 
virtues and admit of no exceptions arising out of class, profession, place, 
or occasion. The morality laid down by Patanjali is quite different from 
the morality practised in society by an average person. The latter 
follows different moral standards: one for dealing with human beings, 
a second for animals, a third for his countrymen, a fourth for foreigners, 
and so on. Patanjali, in order to avoid the conflicts between the rela- 
tive and the universal moral codes, lays down only the highest moral 
standard. 

A few words may be said here about the conceptions of morality in 
Jainism and Buddhism, which, though influenced by Hindu philo- 
sophical thought, fall outside orthodox Hinduism. 

The distinguishing feature of Jaina morality is that a moral action 
is determined by the subjective intention Cabhisandhi) of the agent 
and not merely by the results of happiness or suffering. Moral actions 
are bad if they are impelled by impure thoughts in the agent, and good 
if impelled by pure thoughts. The virtues in their tangible forms are 
almost the same as those described by the Hindu philosophers men- 
tioned above, with the exception that the Jainas place forgiveness 
Ckshama) at the top. The Jaina virtues aim more at self-culture than 
at social service, though in actual practice the Jainas of India are most 
active in alleviating the misery not only of afflicted men but also of
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dumb animals and even insects. Nevertheless their motive is self- 

purification. 
Buddhist philosophers show a great sensitivity about virtues and 

their opposites. They recognize subconscious morality and not merely 

the self-conscious morality of orthodox ethics. For instance, it is not 

merely manifest actions and words that are moral or immoral, but 

even dispositions of the mind. Thus unrighteousness begins to ac- 

cumulate if a man resolves that from a certain date he will eam his 

living by plundering and killing other human beings, even though this 

resolution may be put into effect only after a long time. A fisherman, 

for instance, begins to accumulate the result of unrighteous action from 

the day he begins to weave a net with which fish will be caught at a 

future date. Likewise, the subjective act of a pious resolution may 

incline one’s personality in the direction of righteousness even though 

the conscious action may appear much later. Furthermore, Buddhists 

speak of institutional morality, which is not generally found in other 

systems of ethics. The founder of an institution is responsible for the 

good and evil effects of the institution. For example, if a man establishes 

a temple in which animals will be sacrificed he is committing an im- 

moral action. 
As has been stated above, Indian ethics aims at the purification of 

the mind with a view to the attainment of personal liberation. Thus 

such virtues as non-violence, detachment, compassion, and reverence 

are highly prized ethical qualities with the Hindus. In contrast, the 
Greeks emphasized the social virtues. Two of the characteristic Greek 
virtues were justice and friendship—the former emphasizing proper 

regard for the rights of others and the latter being a social quality. 
Ethics, comprising the rules of conduct either for self-purifcation 

or for social welfare, is not an end in itself. According to Hinduism, as 

already noted, it is a means to the experience of the transcendental life 
or the life of freedom. The different systems of Hindu philosophy 
conceive different ideals of freedom. According to Nyaya, Simkhya, 

and Non-dualistic CAdvaita) Vedanta freedom implies the total nega- 
tion of the empirical life. Though the Nyaya and Vaiseshika philoso- 

phers conceive negation itself as the ultimate freedom, those of Samkhya 

and Non-dualistic Vedanta describe freedom in terms of knowledge . 
and bliss. According to Ramanuja negation is only a step to the xe- 
affirmation of experience in relation to the Godhead.
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We shall now briefly discuss the metaphysical theories of the various 
Hindu philosophical systems. 

According to Nyaya and Vaiéeshika, pain and pleasure—like intel- 
ligence, desire, aversion, conation, righteousness, unrighteousness, and 
predisposition due to past experience—do not belong to the essential 
nature of the self or atman, though they are its specific qualities. 
Freedom is the “escape” Capavarga) from both pain and pleasure. It 
is a state of perfect repose bereft of consciousness. Since a man is eager 
to seek his own freedom, he should help others to achieve theirs. After 
the death of the body the liberated man is totally free of thought, feel- 
ing, and will, but before death he continues to exercise right knowl- 
edge, right volition, right will, and right feeling. Evil is due to the 
association of the self with the body and the mind. Though the physical 
body is destroyed at death, the self will assume another body in ac- 
cordance with the law of rebirth. But the mind will always be in 
contact with the self. Freedom consists in the recognition of the fact 
that though the self is actually related to the body and the mind, that 
relationship is by no means essential to it. Right knowledge severs the 
relationship and ignorance creates it. Ignorance produces aversion and 
attachment and is the root cause of the life of the world, with its 

sorrows and fleeting joys. As the self is beyond pleasure and pain, so 
it is beyond the righteousness (dharma) and unrighteousness (adharma) 
which produce them. After the attainment of self-knowledge a man 
will continue to perform right action, which is free from self-interest 
and short-sightedness. The preliminary discipline for the realization 
of freedom is the practice of detachment, which is, after all, the in- 
trinsic nature of the self. During this stage the moral virtues, especially 
control of selfish desires and impulses, are cultivated. This is followed 
by the attainment of the seriousness of mind necessary for acquiring 
the ultimate knowledge of truth through study and reflection. The last 
step consists in meditation (yoga) on the ultimate truth, which results 
in the direct experience of truth. 

According to the systems of Samkhya and Yoga, which rest on a 
common metaphysical foundation, individual selves Cpurushas) are 
innumerable, there being as many as there are living entities. In their 
true essence they are light and sentiency. They are desireless and action- 
less. Another fundamental category of the two systems is nature 
(prakriti), undifferentiated, non-dual, and insentient. Nature is, how- 
ever, complex in the sense that it consists of three factors called gunas.
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These are sattva, rajas, and tamas. Sattva, roughly speaking, denotes 
what is pure and fine; rajas, what is active; and tamas, what is static 

and offers resistance. They have their psychological counterparts in 
calmness, passion, and inertia. By the proximity of the purusha, or the 

self-conscious entity, prakriti undergoes a transformation and becomes 
the variegated world. Intellect, ego, mind, sensory organs, motor organs, 
subtle elements, and gross elements are all modifications of nature. Their 
activity, due to the proximity of the purusha, is reflected in the purusha, 
which thus appears to experience pleasure and pain in the empirical 
world. This reflection, which is illusory in character, is the cause of 
the purusha’s bondage. ‘There is a design in prakriti. It creates a desire in 
the purusha for the experience of material objects, furnishes the ob- 
jects of enjoyment, and ultimately creates disgust for all material ex- 
periences, thus paving the way for its freedom. In short, prakriti helps 
the purusha to attain freedom. 

Freedom, according to Samkhya and Yoga, consists in the purusha’s 
realizing aloofness or escape (kaivalya) from prakriti and its experiences. 
This puts an end to the suffering created by the illusory identification 
with nature. According to non-dualism the individual self, in a state 
of freedom, realizes its oneness with the Universal Soul, or Brahman, 

but according to the two systems under discussion, there is no such 
Absolute Self; these systems teach that the individual self comes to 
exist by itself through extrication from prakriti. It discovers its own 
pure light and consciousness. This interpretation is denied by Nyaya 
and Vaiseshika, according to which consciousness is a specific quality 
produced in the self by conjunction with nature, or prakriti. 

The disciplines prescribed by Samkhya and Yoga for the attainment 
of freedom are, in general, of the same nature as in other systems. 
They consist in the cultivation of detachment and meditation. Patanjali 
lays down eight accessories of yoga. The first two, yama and niyama, 
consist of non-injury, truthfulness, abstention from misappropriation 
of others’ property, continence, the giving up of possessions, etc. These 
have already been discussed. They are followed by posture, the regu- 
lation of the breath, the withdrawal of the senses Cuparati), the steady- 
ing of the mind (dharani), contemplation (dhyana), and absorption 
(samadhi). Of these six, the first three aim at securing the control 

of the physical frame with a view to facilitating the control of the 
mind. The last three help to secure a gradual mastery of the restless 
mind. Patanjali mentions devotion to God as a help to meditation.
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Samkhya is non-theistic; it does not accept a Creator God. The liberated 
soul, detached from prakriti, lives the life to which it has become ac- 

customed, but it is free from “passion, pain, and guilt.” 
The philosophy of Purva-mimamsa, like that of Vedanta, is based 

upon the revelation of the Vedas. It emphasizes, however, the cere- 
monial part of the Vedas and not the Upanishads. The very word 
mimamsa, meaning investigation, suggests that the Vedas should not 
be accepted without reflection or reasoning. Jaimini is the great philoso- 
pher of Purva-mimamsa. 

According to this system the self, which is different in each body 
and which is eternal and all-pervading, consists of two elements: a 
spiritual and a non-spiritual. With respect to its spiritual part the self 
is the seer, that is to say, the witnessing subject of its experience, and 
also the object of the cognition “I am He.” Knowledge is a process 
in the self. It undergoes a change in the knowing of objects. The proc- 
ess of knowing directly leads to the revelation or the manifestation of 
the self. With respect to its non-spiritual part it is subject to transforma- 
tion in the form of cognition, pleasure, pain, etc. Pain and pleasure are 
not states of the mind, as in the Samkhya and Vedanta philosophies, 
but transformations of the non-spiritual part of the self. Purva-mimamsa 
postulates a multiplicity of material ultimates underlying the world. 
The universe is without beginning or end. The theory of cycles is 
rejected. The individual entity may come into existence, grow, and 
decay, but the physical universe as a whole always exists. This system 
differs from materialistic philosophy in that it accepts spiritual values 
and posits the doctrine of karma and the survival of the soul. Its special 
feature is its emphasis on the ethical order of the universe. Purva- 
mimamsa does not accept the idea of God, and hence divine grace has 
no place in its scheme of salvation. 

The concepts of dharma and adharma play an important part in the 
philosophy of Jaimini. Dharma is what is prescribed by the Vedas to 
be a man’s duty, and applies principally to religious ceremonies. 
Adharma is the opposite of dharma. But moral conduct is not excluded 
from dharma. It is, on the contrary, a necessary condition for the fruition 
of the practice of the Vedic ceremonies. The five obligatory Vedic duties 
include the study of the Vedas, the performance of sacrifices, the offer- 
ing of oblations to ancestors, hospitality to guests, and the feeding of 
birds. The Vedas simply tell us that certain means produce certain ends 
—a knowledge which a man cannot acquire from any other source. But
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the Vedas cannot create the desire in a man’s mind to pursue the good 
and shun evil. According to the Prabhakara school of Purva-mimamsa, 
duties should be pursued for their own sake. This school defines the ulti- 
mate goal of man as the realization of the moral imperative as duty (niyo- 
ga-siddhi). The Vedas do not prescribe any reward but merely state 
what is to be done. It is not imperative that the right should produce 
a desirable result; the right may be right in itself. Work should be done 
from a sense of duty and not from the inclination of the mind. Ac- 
cording to Kumirila Bhatta, another important Purva-mimamsa philoso- 
pher, freedom consists in the dissolution of the individual’s connexion 
with the empirical world, and not in the dissolution of the empirical 
world itself, as held by Sankara. A man is connected with the world 
through his senses and their objects. Thus he is subject to pleasure, 
pain, and the like. Freedom is the cessation of this connexion and 
consequently is an escape from pleasure, pain, and the like. According 
to certain philosophers of this school there is a natural happiness of 
the self, which remains hidden during the state of bondage but which 
manifests itself during the state of freedom. This happiness of the self 
is experienced by the mind alone, without the instrumentality of the 
sense-organs. 

The discipline for freedom is dharma, or right action, and not jnana, 
or metaphysical knowledge. There is no room in this system for san- 
ny4sa, or absolute renunciation of the world. The ideal man leads an 
unselfish life, occupied with the performance of social and religious 
duties as taught or implied in the Vedas. 

Non-dualistic Vedanta has been expounded by both Bhartriprapancha 
and Sankaracharya, who is generally known by the name of Sankara. 
Bhartriprapancha lived before Sankara. According to him the selves 
and the physical universe, though finite and imperfect, are real. They 
are both identified with and different from Brahman. The three together 
constitute a unity in diversity. At the time of creation, Brahman evolves 
into the selves and the universe (Brahma-parinamavada). At the end 

of the cycle these lie implicit in Brahman. The world and the individual 
selves have no existence independent of Brahman. The liberated soul 
retains its individuality, which, however, is transformed by its intimate 

knowledge of Brahman. The discipline for Liberation is a combination 
of moral and religious duties and philosophical knowledge. By means 
of the former an aspirant rids himself of selfish impulscs, while the 
latter helps him to do away with ignorance, which veils the true Knowl- 
edge of Reality.
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Sankara (a.p. 788-820) is the chief exponent of absolute non-dualism, 

which is the outstanding philosophical system of India. According to 
him the reality of diversity is not ultimate. This reality is admitted by 
the Vedas as a concession to the empirical mode of thought. Sankara 
teaches the ultimate unity of existence. But since unity is a correlative 
of diversity, he describes his system as non-dualism and not as monism. 
He does not teach a featureless or bare unity, which would be “pure 
nothing.” He denies the many but does not affirm the monistic One. Ac- 
cording to Sankara diversity is illusory (mithya). The Real is what is 
eternal; the unreal is what is absolutely non-existent. Brahman is the only 
Reality. The universe is neither real nor unreal. That it is not im- 
mutable and eternal is apparent to all. At the same time it is not unreal 
in the sense that the “son of a barren woman” is unreal. Thus the 
universe is an illusory appearance, something psychologically given but 
not logically established. The universe is an appearance depending upon 
Brahman for its apparent reality. The familiar example given is that 
of the rope appearing as a snake. ‘The snake depends upon the rope, 
and not the rope upon the snake. Likewise, the universe is dependent 
upon Brahman, and not Brahman upon the universe. The names and 
forms that constitute the universe are purely conventional. 

The self Giva) is also an illusory appearance of Brahman. But this 
appearance is of a different kind from the illusion of the universe. This 
is explained by the example of a white conch-shell appearing yellow 
when seen through a yellow glass. The Knowledge of Reality removes 
the universe altogether, revealing Brahman in its place; but the same 
Knowledge does not altogether do away with the jiva, but only with a 
certain aspect of it, namely, finitude. When the true nature of the rope 
is realized, the snake as such altogether disappears; but when the yellow 
glass is removed, the conch-shell, which formerly appeared yellow, now 
looks white, which is its true colour. The illumined person denies the 
world, while affirming the underlying reality of Brahman, which con- 
stitutes the reality of all diverse objects. Brahman appearing through 
the limiting adjuncts of the mind is the jiva. The individual soul 
looked at from the standpoint of the Absolute is Brahman. It is not 
altogether negated by true Knowledge; on the contrary, it is affirmed 
as Brahman. To sum up, Brahman is the sole Reality, which appears 
as both the objective universe and the individual self. With the Knowl- 
edge of Brahman, the self is not lost in It; the self only realizes that it 
has always been Brahman. This is the meaning of the identity of the 
jiva and Brahman.
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Sankara does not admit the existence of any causality in Brahman, 

which is Pure Being, but says that causality operates only in the 

empirical sphere, in the realm of becoming. The universe is not a chaos 

but a cosmos. Brahman is its ground in the sense that the rope is the 

ground of the illusory snake. The appearance of the world does not 

effect any change in Brahman Itself. This view is known as vivarta- 

vada, the “doctrine of false transformation or apparent change.” 

(According to Samkhya-Yoga and Ny&ya-Vaiseshika, change or trans- 

formation is real.) The cause of apparent change is maya. It is a power, 

inscrutable to the finite mind, which inheres in Brahman and is re- 

sponsible for the appearance of the universe and the individual self. 

The universe constantly changes; yet through these transformations 

something persists. These two facts give rise to the idea of unity in 

diversity. Sankara denies any relationship between these two entircly 

disparate entities. Yet an ignorant man establishes a relationship be- 

tween them and states that the unchanging Brahman either creates the 

universe or transforms Itself into it. This is maya. The same is true of 

the individual creature. No relationship is possible between the chang- 

ing body and the unchanging spirit (Atman). They are as opposed to 

each other as light and darkness. It is through ignorance that one 

establishes a relationship between them. 

The Spirit, which is the underlying Reality behind the universe, is 

Brahman, or the non-dual Absolute. Whatever reality the world reveals 

is derived from It. Hence when a non-dualist negates the world, he only 

denies its existence when conceived as independent of Brahman. 

Brahman is devoid of both unity and diversity, which are the char- 

acteristic features of the world. It transcends all empirical attributes 

and is described in the Upanishads by the well-known formula Neti, 

neti—‘Not this, not this.” (Br. Uy. II. iii. 6.) This Brahman is identical 

with the inmost spirit in the individual creature. It is not an abstrac- 

tion. The reality of Brahman can no more be doubted or denied than 

can the reality of the individual. The very doubter or denier is 

Brahman. 
The jiva, or individual creature, is a mixture of Self and non-Self, 

the latter comprising the mind, the senses, and the body. The non- 

Self is called avidya, or nescience. The mixture of Self and non-Self 

is the result of a wrong identification, since the two cannot really be 
identified. This wrong identification is the cause of all our confusions 
and troubles in life. It creates the idea of ego. All our daily experiences
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of life are based upon an erroneous mixture of truth and untruth. 
Liberation consists in overcoming this false identification and transcend- 
ing the ego. When a man goes beyond the ego he truly knows himself. 
The Self in Its true character is the Witness, or Consciousness, and 
therefore is the same as Brahman. The Witness is involved in all 
empirical thought. The true Self cannot be known as an object; It 
is eternal Knowledge, without an object. Ordinary knowledge arises 
when the true Self functions, as a result of avidya, through the mind 
and senses. 

According to Non-dualistic Vedanta the goal of human life is libera- 
tion from ignorance, resulting not only in the destruction of all misery 
but in the attainment of positive Bliss. The Self is Knowledge, Reality, 
and Bliss. The empirical happiness derived from the contact of the 
senses is distinguished from the real or transcendental Bliss which is 
the very stuff of the Self. This Bliss always exists in the Self but is 
covered by ignorance. Therefore the real Bliss is not to be created but 
simply to be discovered. ‘This discovery takes place through right 
knowledge. For its attainment the seeker must practise constant hearing 
(Sravana), reasoning (manana), and contemplation (nididhy&sana). 

Contemplation results in immediate experience. But certain disciplines, 
mostly ethical, are a prerequisite to the practice of contemplation. They 
include various duties of life, which are to be performed in the manner 
taught in the Bhagavad Gita, that is, with no desire for external fruit, 
but with a view to removing all selfish impulses. For a beginner the life 
of quietism is condemned. It is only through the disinterested per- 
formance of duties that one rids oneself of egotistic tendencies, so firmly 
rooted in the dualistic life. Other disciplines are discrimination between 
the Real and the unreal, relinquishment of the unreal, control of the 
mind, control of the senses, faith, and strong yearning for Liberation 
from the bondage of the world. But ethical disciplines do not directly 
produce Liberation; they only generate in the seeker’s mind the desire 
for Knowledge. Therefore morality is merely a remote or mediating 
cause; Knowledge alone can bring Liberation. 

The illumined soul is called a jivanmukta, or free soul. Though 
associated with the body, the illumined one knows that the Self is 
completely separate from the body. He leads a life of service to others 
(sarvabhutahiteratah). But the basis of his service is the knowledge of 
the oneness of all. For this reason he works not under the constraint of 
obligation but through spontaneous love. Duty as such has no meaning
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for the free soul, but he is never indifferent to the world. The life that 

Sankaracharya himself led is an illustration of this attitude. At a period 

of great spiritual crisis in India he devoted himself to the reform of 

Hindu society. Besides being a umique philosopher, he was one of 

India’s greatest social and religious reformers. 
The ethics of Non-dualistic Vedanta is directly derived from its 

metaphysics, which has been briefly described above. It can be regarded 

from two standpoints: the ascetic and the positive. Let us consider first 

the ascetic aspect. 
Under the influence of maya, as already stated, the physical universe 

comes into existence, and by it the universe is sustained. Secondly, the 

same mayé is the cause of the delusion under whose influence the 

individual, or jive, engages in various activities of life in order to enjoy 
happiness and shun misery. The jiva regards the objective environment, 

which includes other jivas, as entirely distinct from itself. It develops 
love and hate for certain of these other jivas, and remains indifferent 
toward the rest. Thus, as a consequence of miya, the individual soul 
first forgets its true nature, secondly, holds the wrong belief that it is 
separate from others, and lastly, comes to see a physical and social 
environment to which it reacts in diverse ways. Suffering, which is the 
evil result of maya, springs from the second of these consequences, 
namely, the wrong belief that the individual soul is separate from other 
living beings. For in deep sleep a man may forget his zeal nature, yet 
he does not then experience any suffering; furthermore, in the same 
deep sleep, the outside world exists, as attested by other waking 
creatures, bun without causing any harm to the sleeper. Therefore the 
bitter effect of maya is felt when the individual soul, under its in- 
fluence, identifies itself with the body, mind, and senses, and creates 
the notion of J-consciousness Caham) or ego. It is this that brings the 
conflict between “I” and “you.” Egoism is the source of all evil. Selfish- 
ness is sin, as has been declared by all religions. Flence a man seeking 
Liberation should first of all renounce the ego, that is to say, give up all 
private or personal interests. Thus the non-dualistic morality, in one 
of its phases, preaches the ascetic ideal of self-denial. 

But all this is a sort of negative ethics and must be supplemented by 
another, a positive aspect. As stated before, maya hides from us the 

ultimate Truth, which reveals man’s identity with Brahman, as ex- 
pressed in the Upanishadic statement: “That thou art”—Tattvamasi 
CChh. Up. VI. viii. 7. Man is therefore more than the finite or
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narrow self. He is really the Universal Self, though oblivious of this 
fact on account of a veil concealing his true nature. It is the duty of 
man to recognize and realize his oneness with Brahman. But an intel- 
lectual recognition is not enough; everyday action must be influenced. 
To be sure, this is a rare attainment. But every man searching for the 
nature of his relationship with others can be told that all individuals 
are, in essence, the same as Brahman. Men are not fundamentally differ- 

ent from one another. Consequently it is the duty of all to avoid 
discrimination between one man and another and to cultivate a feeling 
of kindliness and love for all. 

For the non-dualist this love extends to all living creatures and is not 
confined only to men. When a man is asked to love his neighbour he 
should also be told that every living being is his neighbour. This all- 
embracing attitude is based upon the belief that all livings beings have 
souls, though all may not have reached the same state of spiritual 
growth. The universal love taught by non-dualism precludes not only 
all hatred, but also the attitude of indifference. It denies the anthro- 
pocentric view that man is the centre of creation and is alone endowed 
with a soul, just as astronomy long ago discarded the geocentric view 
of the universe. Universal love is based upon the fundamental oneness 
of all living beings. The reason advanced for such love is the unreal 
nature of the commonly felt difference between one sentient object and 
another, which difference is the result of maya. Any expression of 
love that is not related to this oneness is but a reflection of true love; 

for whether one knows it or not, the unity of existence is the ultimate 
Truth. 

It is commonly held by uncritical persons that the theory of maya 
denies ethics: if the individual souls are unreal, then what room is there 
for the cultivation of a moral attitude? We have tried to show that the 
non-dualistic ethics implies both self-denial and self-afhrmation. It 
should not be forgotten that what is denied is the narrow, apparent, 
and egotistic self. But the self that is afhrmed is the real and universal 
Self. The aspirant, according to Non-dualistic Vedanta, should renounce 
actions undertaken solely for the purpose of enjoying personal benefits 
(kamyakarma), but should adhere to the daily obligatory duties 
Cnityakarma), animating them with unselfish love for all sentient 

beings. 
Ramanuja (ap. 1017-1137) agrees with Sankara in describing 

Moksha as a state of positive Bliss, but differs from him in certain im-
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portant principles. First, Ramanuja holds that the self is an individual 

entity and not one with Brahman. Secondly, the self is not pure con- 

sciousness, but a thinking subject, with consciousness as its essential 

attribute. Thirdly, the self, in the state of Moksha, does not lose its 

individuality by merging in Brahman, or the Godhead. Brahman, the 

self or jiva, and the physical world are three different entities, equally 

eternal, but at the same time inseparable from one another. The jiva 

and the universe may be described as the body of God, who is their 

Soul and animates them. They cannot exist without God. Ramanuja’s 

system is known as Viéisht&dvaita, often translated as “qualified non- 

dualism,” which really implies the unity of the Godhead, holding 

within Itself the differentiations of the soul and the universe. In the 

state of Liberation the inseparable relationship between God, the soul, 

and the universe is recognized, the two latter realizing their entire 

dependence upon God. 
Prakriti, or nature, is insentient, with sattva, rajas, and tamas as its 

attributes. It is entirely dependent upon God and is often described as 
His body or garment. The physical world evolves from prakriti under 
the guidance of God, who mules it, remaining within it, though separate 
from it. As long as the diverse physical objects exist, they are inseparable 

from nature. 
The jiva, or individual self, is different from God but not independent 

of Him. Ramanuja believes in a plurality of selves. They are coeval 
with God. The self is atomic and intelligent. Intelligence, which is an 
attribute of the soul, is eternal and all-pervading. But it can contract 
or expand, depending upon the unrighteous or righteous action that 
the self performs. The self is intrinsically happy but suffers from misery 
as a result of past wicked actions. There are three kinds of souls: some 
are eternally free, some have achieved freedom through self-discipline, 

and some are still in the process of transmigration. 
God is the immanent principle in prakriti as well as in individual 

souls. Prakriti and individual souls are entirely subject to His control; 
they subserve His purpose. God, as Ramanuja puts it, exists for Him- 
self, whereas the souls and the universe exist for God. God, together 
with the souls and nature, is an organic whole, just as the human soul, 
together with the living cells and the body, is an organic unity. Being 
the essence of intelligence, God is self-revealing and free from defects 
and is the possessor of all auspicious qualities. Omnipresent, omniscient, 
and omnipotent, He is all-merciful. By His grace man is redeemed.
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Liberation, in Visishtadvaita, consists in the attainment of heaven or 
the world of God, who is called Narayana. In heaven the liberated 
soul enjoys perfect Freedom and Bliss. There are two main practices 
for the attainment of Liberation. One is total self-surrender to God 
(prapatti) with complete trust in His power and mercy; the other 
is love of God (bhakti), which can be cultivated by means of certain 

disciplines. The first of these disciplines is called karma-yoga. One 
must perform one’s duties according to one’s position in life, completely 
surrendering the fruit to God. The main purpose of work is to please 
God. The most important duty, according to Ramanuja, is to worship 
God through appropriate images, sacred formulas, and so on. The second 
discipline is the cultivation of jnana, or knowledge, by which the seeker 
meditates on the relationship of the soul with God, and also its 
distinction from matter, with which it is at present associated through 
ignorance. The eternal dependence of the soul upon God is the unceas- 
ing theme of contemplation. But, unlike Sankara, Ramanuja teaches 
that self-knowledge is not in itself the goal of life; it is a necessary 
discipline for God-realization. ‘The third discipline is bhakti-yoga, which 
means constant meditation on God. It is a loving meditation for its 
own sake, and not a blind faith. This meditation leads to a “firm 

recollection” Cdhruva smriti), characterized by a vivid and intense at-~ 
tachment to God, who is meditated upon. Through these three disci- 
plines the devotee attains love of God. ‘The actual goal is realized after 
the dissolution of the body. In the heavenly world the soul’s intelligence 
becomes all-pervading and does not require the instrumentality of the 
sense-organs. It may be added that the chief discipline for Liberation 
is the practice of self-surrender to God (prapatti). Without total resigna- 
tion of self-will, no one can eam divine grace, which alone leads to: 
Liberation. 

Ramanuja does not insist on sannyasa, or the renunciation of action, 

at any stage of spiritual progress. Duties, according to one’s station,,. 
should be performed throughout the first three stages of life. As the 
aspirant makes progress, he more and more combines the knowledge 
of God with his work. Neglect of duty brings evil results and deprives. 
one of God’s grace. ‘Thus a householder, too, can strive for and attain 
Liberation. The relinquishment of the obligations of a householder, 
however, may accelerate its attainment. 

The principal exponent of the dualistic school of Vedanta is Madhva 
(aD. 1199-1276). Like Sankara and Ramanuja, he too embraced the.
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monastic life and became known as purna prajna, or completely enlight- 
ened. He preached a theistic doctrine, identifying the Supreme God 
with Vishnu. His philosophy is pluralistic and realistic. Not only are 
individual souls distinct from one another and from matter; material 

objects also are so. Objects exist independent of knowledge. He claims 
to have derived his knowledge, like Sankara and Ramanuja, from the 
Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita, and the Brahma Sutras. Belief in God, 
according to Madhva, is based entirely on scriptural evidence, the un- 
aided faculties of men being quite incompetent for the purpose of 
knowing the Ultimate Cause. Madhva speaks of five forms of difference 
(bheda), namely, the difference between God and souls, between souls 
and souls, between God and matter, between souls and matter, and 
lastly between one material object and another. But both souls and the 
universe are dependent upon God and are guided by His will. God is 
immanent in the world and controls it from within. Jt should be stated, 

however, that Madhva’s system is not pluralistic in the ordinary sense 
of the term, for he says that there is only one independent entity, and 
not many. Nothing but God exists in its own right. The possessor of 
all excellent qualities, He is unknowable to the senses. He cannot 
even ‘be completely known through scriptural revelation. Two of His 
attributes are infinite power and infinite mercy. He is endowed with 
the essence of Bliss. The conception is personal, but God’s personality 
is of an absolute kind. He is not only the Creator and the Destroyer, 
but also the Controller of the universe in its every aspect. Individual 
souls and matter would cease to exist if the divine grace were with- 
drawn. God is perfect by Himself, and independent of all things, the 
universe being the revelation of His unique majesty and also a place 
affording opportunities to created beings for their ultimate salvation. 
Madhva accepts the Incamations of God. He believes, with the Puranas, 
that whenever religion declines, God assumes human form for the 
“protection of the virtuous and the chastisement of the wicked.” 

According to Madhva souls are infinite in number, each being 
fundamentally different from all the others and unique in its imper- 
fections, as is demonstrated by the variety in the degrees of men’s 
suffering and ignorance. The soul is of the size of an atom; that is to 
say, it is the smallest particle, incapable of further division. Madhva 
speaks of three classes of souls: those that are bound but may become 
free, those that are committed to eternal transmigration within the 
sphere of the relative universe, and lastly, those that are doomed perma-
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nently to the miseries of hell. Evidently Madhva does not believe in 
universal salvation. Thus a restriction is put on human effort and divine 
grace. 

The prime source of samsara, the relative universe, is beginningless 
ignorance (avidya), which, as one of the twenty “substances” of his 
system, Madhva considers to be real. On account of it man remains 

ignorant both of God and of his own true nature. Salvation consists 
in doing away with these two aspects of ignorance. The scriptures give 
man a kind of mediate knowledge regarding himself, which becomes 
immediate as man attains Salvation through God’s grace. The Knowl- 
edge of God is essential for release. Though one can learn about God 
from the scriptures, yet direct experience is possible only through 
steadfast meditation. The distinction between the selves remains, how- 

ever, even after Salvation, while the bliss and knowledge that a free 
self experiences are inferior to the Bliss and Knowledge of God. 

The essential discipline for release is spontaneous and unceasing 
love (bhakti) of God. In order to cultivate this love the aspirant 
should ponder about God’s greatness and goodness. Through love of 
God the devotee obtains His grace, which is the final means of Salva- 
tion, other disciplines being mere aids. Love of God, in Madhva’s 
system, should be more intense than any love that man may possess for 
himself or for material things. It should not be deflected, moreover, 
by any worldly obstacle. A feeling of detachment toward the world and 
a performance of one’s appointed duties in the spirit of the Bhagavad 
Gita engender divine love. Besides, the aspirant should hear the scrip- 
tures from a qualified preceptor, reflect on their meaning, and then 
constantly meditate upon it. Madhva, like Ramanuja but unlike 
Sankara, rejects the theory of Jivanmukti, or Liberation in the human 
body. ‘Therefore a man should never relinquish his duties, which in- 
clude the religious rites prescribed by the scriptures. 

From this brief description of the different metaphysical systems 
one can draw certain general conclusions regarding the ethics of the 

Hindus. 
The goal of life is not the attainment of ethical perfection through 

moral action, but rather liberation from the dual conflicts of the 
phenomenal world and the attainment of supreme felicity. The Hindu 
philosophers are sceptical about the possibility of realizing perfection 
as long as one remains attached to the finite world. Ethical virtues are 
cultivated not for their own sake but to serve a higher end. Ethics is
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based upon metaphysics and determined by it. In the Hindu tradition 
there is an integration of religion and philosophy. The one purifies the 
emotions and the other cultivates the intellect. Further, religion helps 
in the practice of contemplation, and philosophy in the exercise of 
right discrimination. A man performs right action when emotion and 

intellect balance each other and meditation makes the mind steady, 
just as a bird flies gracefully because of its two wings and tail. 

In the state of Moksha, or Liberation, the empirical life is tran- 

scended. The bound soul cannot understand the thoughts and actions 
of the free soul any more than the embryo in the egg can know the 
nature of the outside world as seen by a full-fledged bird. The nature of 
Ultimate Reality, whether as the Personal God or as the Impersonal 
Absolute, is Goodness, Beauty, and Truth, whose reflections are seen 
in their counterparts in the empirical world. What an illumined soul 
regards as good, beautiful, or true may be quite different from what a 
worldly person regards as good, beautiful, or true. The actions of a 
person. who has realized Truth often appear enigmatical to the ordinary 
man, but he can never perform an action which is unethical or in- 
furious to society. Indeed, he is the inspirer of ethical laws. 

All Hindu philosophers agree that faith, knowledge, and work are 
necessary disciplines for the attainment of Liberation. The differences 
between the philosophies lie in the relative importance given to the 
various disciplines. Even an uncompromising non-dualist like Sankara 
has composed many hymns in which the aspiring soul yearns for faith, 
love, and grace in order to obtain Liberation. ‘Though utterly convinced 
of the ultimate unreality of the phenomenal universe, he was one of 
the most untiring social and religious workers of his time. 

The value of moral actions, especially as spiritual discipline, is 
recognized by all the Hindu philosophers. Morality is assumed in all 
systems as the necessary condition for Moksha. It is true that Hindu 
thinkers have stressed subjective morality, or moral action for self- 
purification, more than objective morality calculated to bring about 
the well-being of others, but the reasons for this attitude have already 
been discussed. It is consistent with their metaphysical convictions. 
Co-operation and consecration, not competition, were prized in society. 
The Hindus never admired a ruthless, oppressive attitude. Since every 
man was expected to follow his own dharma, or duty, there was not 
much room or necessity for moral action in the form of organized 
charity. The “widow's mite” given with love and entailing sacrifice
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on the part of the giver was much more respected than the showy 
generosity of the philanthropist, who not infrequently is impelled by 
the motive of acquiring fame or power. Since every action is the outer 
expression of the inner man, really good action is not possible without 
inner goodness. 

All the Hindu philosophers agree that through unselfish action the 
heart is purified. Such action destroys egotism and selfish impulses. 
A man of pure heart alone is capable of practising the higher spiritual 
disciplines, such as love of God and surrender to the divine will. 

Indeed, without inner purity one cannot even become convinced of 
the existence of God. Only the aspirant with a pure heart can under- 
stand the scriptures, reason about their teachings, and contemplate 
their meaning. 

In the Hindu view, every man in society is bom with certain debts 
and obligations. ‘The gods, or cosmic powers, do not help him to obtain 
Liberation unless these obligations are discharged. The debt to the gods 
is redeemed by sacrificial rites; the debt to the seers of the past, by 
scriptural study; and the debt to the ancestors, by the begetting of 
children, who assure the continuity of the culture and form the bridge, 
as it were, between the dead and the living. A householder has his 
debts to guests, to the needy, to animals, and even to insects and worms. 

The Upanishads ask a man to regard his father, mother, guest, and 
spiritual preceptor as manifestations of God and to serve them with 
reverence. 

The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad CV. ii. 1-3.) narrates the story of 
how god, man, and demon, the three offspring of Prajapati, the Creator, 
sought His advice after having spent some time under Him as 
brahmachirins. In reply to their question He uttered thrice the sound 
da, which is the first syllable of three words: damyata, datta, and 
dayadhvam, meaning respectively self-control, charity, and compassion. 
He asked the god to practise self-control, the man charity, and the 
demon compassion. There exist in society three types of beings: godlike 
men, average human beings, and demoniacal persons. The godlike man, 
in spite of his culture and refinement, often lacks self-control with 
regard to certain vital matters; for instance, he may indulge in drink 
or gambling. Hence he needs to practise self-control. The average 
human being is greedy; he is always on the lookout for a chance to 
grab what belongs to others. Therefore he should practise charity. The 
demoniacal person is ruthless and cruel. It is his duty to practise the
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discipline of compassion. The Upanishad says that even now the 

Creator gives the same advice about the moral law to the different types 

of human beings through the voice of thunder, which makes the 

reverberating sound da-da-da. 
As stated before, the different systems of philosophy place varying 

stress on the disciplines of knowledge, faith, and action. Samkhya 

insists that knowledge is the most effective means to freedom. The 

discriminative knowledge Cvivekakhyati) of the purusha (the spirit) 

and prakriti (nature) destroys a man’s attachment to the world. All 

works, both secular and spiritual, produce only temporary results and, 

as a consequence, cannot yield lasting fruit. Patanjali teaches that cer- 

tain works promoting self-restraint and social welfare are necessary 
for the destruction of the subtle, evil tendencies that disturb the mind 
at the time of meditation. Besides, the worship of God (Iévara- 
pranidhana) helps in the practice of concentration and the ultimate 
isolation of the self from matter. Sankara recognizes the value of work 
and devotion for inner purification, but insists that the final release 
is directly attained through the Knowledge of the oneness of the self 
and Brahman. The philosophies of Gotama (Nyaya), Kanada CVaise- 
shika}, and Ramanuja teach that work and knowledge are to be com- 

bined. Knowledge of Reality is not incompatible with selfless action. 

Action supplements knowledge by producing in the student the spirit 

of dispassion. This dispassion, according to Nyaya and Vaiéeshika, 

reveals the true nature of worldly things and quenches the will-to-live, 

thereby leading to the freedom of the self. With Ramanuja, dispassion 
is an aid to divine knowledge, which culminates in love of God. ‘Through 

love, self-will is destroyed and one surrenders oneself entirely to God's 
will. The Bhagavad Gita is unique in prescribing the discipline of 
action for the realization of Truth. It also teaches that the liberated 
man can devote himself to the welfare of the world. 

Most of the Hindu philosophers do not accept the ideal of Jivanmukti, 

or the attainment of Liberation while dwelling on earth. But Sankara 
does. With others Liberation is an eschatological experience. The near- 

perfect man certainly sees good and evil and feels the promptings of the 
ego; but he works in harmony with God’s will, regarding himself as 
God’s instrument. His ego may be likened to a sword that has become 
gold by touching the philosopher’s stone. It retains its own shape but 
cannot hurt anyone. A free soul, Sankara teaches, while in samadhi
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sees the unity of existence, but in the normal state works for the 
preservation of the social order and the welfare of man. 

A few points regarding the goal of Hindu ethics in the context of 
the modern world remain for consideration. 

The Hindu philosophers, like their Western colleagues, recognize 
the importance of moral law for the preservation and further progress 
of both the individual and society. It is the observance of moral law 
that distinguishes men from brutes. The question is whether man, 

still living on the ethical plane, can transform himself into a superman 
or realize absolute peace, goodness, truth, and beauty, which constitute 
perfection. Is ethics an end in itself or does it lead to another state in 
which the contradictions inherent in ethics are resolved and tran- 
scended? Is ethics the whole of life or does it serve as a discipline to 
enable the psycho-physical man to realize his true self? The Hindu 
philosophers and modern Western thinkers seem to hold divergent 
views regarding the answers to these questions. 

That Hindu ethics emphasizes the subjective value of action more 
than its objective worth has already been stated. It may be mentioned 
here that in the present-day world the Hindus can learn much from 
the West about the application of ethics to the welfare of society. 
Conditions have changed in India. ‘The concept of dharma, which was 
the foundation of Hindu social life, has somewhat lost its hold upon 
the people. The struggle for existence has become keen. The vast 
masses of the people in India are victims of widespread misery resulting 
from general backwardness of life. To bring India in line with the 
progressive countries of the world, attention must be paid to the 
amelioration of the people’s lot. Herein lies the importance of objective 
ethics for India. Yet even in this new orientation the ultimate goal of 
ethics, namely, the liberation of man from the imperfection of the 
phenomenal world, must not be forgotten. 

Ethics is generally defined as the study of good or right conduct. It 
is more concerned with life as it ought to be lived than with life as it 
is actually lived. In ethics what we are interested in is the ideal of 
conduct, and not conduct as such. Therefore there is no morality with- 
out an “ought.” Those who follow moral law constantly say to them- 
selves: “I ought to have done this, I ought not to have done that”; “I 
ought to be this, I ought not to be that.” Thus ethics is a habitual 
incentive for self-improvement. There lies its strength. Again, this 
very “oughtness” constitutes its limitation.
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Before the advent of modern science the ethical laws in the West 
were largely determined by religion. Their sanction was derived either 
from tradition or scripture or from the words of a prophet. Most people 
lived an ethical life either from hope of reward or from fear of punish- 
ment, or from both. But today science dominates Western thinking. It 
has acquired its immense prestige partly for having invented what is 
called the scientific method and partly for promoting the physical happi- 
ness of man through the development of technology. Now, science has 
shaken the foundations of traditional religion by denying the existence 
of supersensuous sources of knowledge. Such supramental realities as 
God, the soul, and immortality are not encountered by physical 
scientists in their pursuit of knowledge. But these very concepts have 
been the basis of traditional moral law. 

Science seeks to give a new definition of morality, and in this it 
is largely influenced by the science of biology. According to biologists 
survival for an individual living being or for a particular living species 
is “good.” Whatever is conducive to the continuous survival of that 
particular individual or species is therefore good for it. All this is 
implicit in the Darwinian theory of evolution. Struggle for existence, 
in which the fittest come out victorious, is one of the methods of sur- 
vival. But it may give rise to a crude view of ethics, which has been 
called “gladiatorial” ethics. This method operates to a great extent in 
the world of animals and plants. The wars of modern times, fought 
with barbarous ferocity through the help of weapons invented by 
science, for the sake of national victory, make it obvious that human 
beings have not discarded the method of exterminating their com- 
petitors as a means to their own survival. But humane biologists point 
out another secret of survival, namely, adaptation and adjustment to 
environmental conditions. This too is a method of evolution. The indi- 
vidual or group that can adjust itself harmoniously to other individuals 
or groups has a better chance of survival than the one acting in a hostile 
manner. Hence that conduct is good which is conducive to harmonious 
adjustment to the environment. Biologists thus give a scientific ex- 
planation of the golden rule, which, according to them, need not be 
held to be derived from a divine source. The purpose of ethics is 
therefore to promote relationships between individuals and groups which 
are mutually satisfying. General survival is the goal which moral 
philosophers should never lose sight of. Without it there cannot be 
any progress in civilization or culture.
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This view of ethics, however, can scarcely be said to give all-round 
satisfaction. The scientists deny the existence of the soul. They do not 
believe in a mind apart from the physiological functioning of the brain. 
Therefore the meaning of individual survival is not quite clear. Further, 
a group may, for its survival, co-operate with another group (or groups) 
possessing common interests, and enter into competition with other 
groups having dissimilar interests. Thus the world becomes divided into 
hostile camps or blocs. The result is usually war, which—under modern 
conditions—can exterminate all. Mere survival, without higher values, 
may thus not be a desirable thing in itself. 

The idea of progress, emphasized by modern science, takes it for 
granted that good and evil are two utterly dissimilar entities, and further 
that the former can be multiplied infinitely and the latter gradually 
minimized. The proponents of progress uphold the view that by means 
of scientific and other forms of knowledge man will be able to create a so- 
ciety from which evil will be totally eliminated. Does this goal envisaged 
by optimists possess a philosophical basis or is it mere wishful thinking? 
History does not prove that humanity as a whole and in all respects is 
on the road to the elimination of evil, ignorance, superstition, and 
misery. According to the Hindu view, the relative world is supported by 
the twin pillars of good and evil, pain and pleasure, and the other pairs 
of opposites. The sum total of happiness and unhappiness does not 
change. Evil, like chronic rheumatism, shifts from one place to another. 
World movements do not reveal progress, but simply change, as though 
in a kaleidoscope. Creation itself is an: indication of lost balance. Where 
there is perfect balance there is no creation. The world will always 
remain imperfect. Perfection is to be sought elsewhere—outside the 
time-space continuum. 

Moral life cannot be dissociated from struggle—an incessant struggle 
for perfection, for the realization of the ideal, which, however, cannot 
be attained on the normal plane. It has already been stated that “ought- 
ness” is the very essence of morality. But there lies a contradiction in 
the concept of morality itself. Since the moral life is a struggle of good 
against evil, it belongs to the realm of imperfection or relativity. No 
one can ever be moral and at the same time perfect. “Where there is 
no imperfection,” as Bradley says, “there is no ought, where there is 
no ought, there is no morality; where there is no self-contradiction, 
there is no ought. The ought is a self-contradiction.” Struggle through 
contradiction is the very basis of morality.
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As long as a man regards himself as a part of this world of contradic- 

tion and identifies himself with it, he must follow moral law. But the 

religious prophets and seers of India tell us that there is another part 

of man, his real Self, which transcends contradictions and is therefore 

perfect. The goal of ethics is, in the Hindu view, to show man the way 
to rediscover that real Self. ‘There lies its true mission. 

The merely ethical man, moreover, cannot be expected to bring 
Liberation to one involved in the struggle between good and evil. 
Liberation comes from the realization of the soul’s true nature: sim- 
plicity, guilelessness, and innocence. It is through maya, as Vedanta 
says, that the soul forgets its true nature. The Bible, too, states that 

man was perfect before his fall from paradise. This perfection a boy 
intuitively feels before sacrificing his chastity on the threshold of 
adolescence. The purity that he then loses can never be regained 
through the help of the moralist. The ethical man, though an experi- 

enced man of the world, is still entangled in the struggle between 
good and evil. His experience has been gained at the cost of his in- 
nocence. He cannot redeem an immoral person, however much he 
may condemn the latter, simply because he himself is no longer in 
possession of purity. This is why religion says that redemption comes 
through the grace of one who is pure in heart and above good and 
evil. Thus, in the classic example of the woman taken in adultery, 
redemption came from Christ, der reine Tor, and not from the high 
priests, who were the wise and moral men of the time. Christ was not 
merely a moral man, but a pure soul who had not tasted the fruit of 
the forbidden tree. How significant were his words, smiting like a 

scourge the judges about to punish the woman: “He that is without 
sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her!” 

Hindu philosophers have suggested means for resolving the conflict 

involved in moral action. There are, in the main, two kinds of action: 

optional (kamya) and obligatory (nitya). An optional action has a 
particular end; it is performed by the agent who seeks that end. It is 
his pleasure, not his duty, to perform such an action. But if he under- 

takes an optional action he must not violate moral law while performing 
it. But obligatory action must be performed; its non-performance causes 

harm, while if one performs it one does not obtain any special and 
direct result (the indirect result being the purification of the heart). 

1“The guileless Fool.” The phrase occurs in Wagner’s Parsifal.
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Obligatory action belongs to the realm of duty and may sometimes be 
tiresome. But it must be performed in accordance with moral law. 

The Bhagavad Gita states that all actions ordinarily bind their doers 
by creating attachment to the result. It is not action, but the desire for 
the result, that brings suffering. Therefore the doer is asked to relinquish 
all attachment to the result. Though his body and senses perform action, 
his mind must remain unruffled in success and failure. Hinduism 
advocates renunciation in action, not renunciation of action. A duty 
must be done, regardless of its result, because it ought to be done. The 
desire for the result is irrelevant. This principle is to be applied as well 
to social service. Neither private ends nor the so-called public good 
should be the motive. If anyone is benefited by the action, well and 
good; but that should not be the impelling motive of the doer. He should 
perform the action simply because it ought to be done. 

What happens if action is performed in this way? Though the doer 
rejects the immediate and limited fruit of an action, he is preparing 
himself for the supreme fruit of life, namely, the realization of per- 
fection. Thus we see ethics opening the door to the realm which lies 
beyond ethics. 

Perfection is broadly defined by Hindu philosophers in two ways. 
For the believer in God it means God-realization, and for the non- 
dualist it means Self-realization. The devotee of God regards himself 
as God’s instrument, subordinating his own will to God’s will and 
dedicating his work entirely to God. His own ego is kept under control. 
Work done in this spirit becomes a mode of worship which brings about 
the fruit of God-realization. For the non-dualist motiveless action 
purifies the heart. The proper mood is thus created for the cultivation 
of the Knowledge of the Self, which is birthless, deathless, non-dual, 
free from good and evil, eternal, devoid of the illusory notions of being 
either the agent or the enjoyer of the result, and is all peace. This 
Knowledge liberates man from the bondage of the world. Both dualists 
and non-dualists are utterly unselfish. Free from the idea of agency, they 
transcend the moral “ought.” While dwelling in the body both the 
knower of God and the knower of the Self may perform action, but 
their action is never under any pressure. No categorical imperative of 
duty can function, in them, as an impelling force. They work from 
love. Spontaneous action flows from the fullness of their hearts. The 
question of improving the world is meaningless to them. The dualist 
sees God not in a limited form but as dwelling in all beings. Through
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loving service to God’s creatures he worships God. The knower of the 

Self, on the other hand, sees the Unity of Existence. There exists for 

him only one Soul. He loves his neighbours as himself because they are 

his own Self. Needless to say, all living beings are neighbours to a non- 

dualist. 

Work of lasting benefit to humanity is performed only by those 

blessed souls who are illumined by the Higher Knowledge and con- 

sequently free from moral struggle. The action performed by others 

is neither serene nor totally disinterested. Whatever benefit such action 

may produce in the phenomenal world, it cannot bring about the 

Highest Good. Even in philanthropy there lurks somewhere in the sub- 

conscious mind of the doer a desire for fame or power. He is not 

altogether motiveless. Only the fully illumined person can be free from 

selfish motives. His ego has either been burt in the fire of Self-Knowl- 

edge or totally transformed by the touch of God. 

An illumined person is no longer troubled by the idea of good and 

evil. After the realization of Truth he never again makes a false step. 

His struggles are over. With the destruction of maya, the cosmic igno- 

rance which conjures up the dream of duality, he is no longer haunted 

by the dream of good and evil. The Brihadaéranyaka Upanishad (IV. 

iv. 23.) declares: “Evil does not overtake him, but he transcends all 

evil. Evil does not trouble him, [but] he consumes all evil. He becomes 

sinless, taintless, free from doubts, and a knower of Brahman.” He does 

not strive after morality from fear of punishment or hope of reward or 

for the attainment of any mundane good. Moral virtues such as humility, 

self-control, and tranquillity, as Gaudapada says (Ma. Up. Gau. Ka. 

IV. 86.) become natural attributes of the illumined knower of Brahman.
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INTRODUCTION 

THE Svetasvatara Upanishad, which belongs to the Taittiriya or Black 
Yajur-Veda, may be regarded as one of the authoritative Upanishads 
which form the source of the Vedanta philosophy. Its verses are quoted 
profusely in all Vedantic treatises. The name seems to have been derived 
from the sage Svetsvatara, who, as we read at the end of the last 
chapter, imparted the Upanishad to a company of world-renouncing 
hermits. 

That the Svetasvatara ranks high among the Upanishads may be 
inferred from the fact that the non-dualist Sankarachirya, the qualified 
non-dualist Ramanujacharya, and the teachers of many other schools 
of Hindu philosophy have quoted from it to support their respective 
views. The Upanishad contains passages which can be interpreted to 
support dualism, qualified non-dualism, non-dualism, and even other 
systems of thought. Certain verses can be related to the Samkhya 
philosophy of Kapila. 

It is apparent that the Svetasvatara U panishad, unlike most of the major 
Upanishads, contains a strong theistic strain. Names like Hara (I. 10.), 
Rudra CII. 2, 4; IV. 12, 21, 22.), Siva CIIL 11; IV. 14.), Bhagavan 
CII. 11.), Agni, Aditya, Vayu CIV. 2.), etc., which appear in the 
Svetasvatara Upanishad, are generally used as epithets of the Personal 
God. Devotion, or bhakti, moreover, is mentioned as a means of realizing 
the Supreme Spirit, though the word bhakti actually occurs only once, 
and that in the very last verse. The word deva is used frequently. All 
this, according to Ramanuja and other theistic interpreters, establishes 
the Personal God as Ultimate Reality. But Sankaracharya adroitly gives 
these words a non-dualistic meaning and emphasizes that the goal of this, 
as of the other major Upanishads, is to prove the sole reality of the 
non-dual Brahman and the unsubstantiality of the jiva and the 
phenomenal universe. The word deva, which means, literally, “luminous 
one,” signifies for him Brahman, or Pure Consciousness. Likewise, 
Hara means “destroyer of evil,” and Siva, “all good.” 

Even if a theistic interpretation be given to certain passages in the 
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Upanishad, this need not invalidate its non-dualistic aim. Theism can 
be accepted as a step toward non-dualism. Non-dualists do not deny the 
Personal God. He is the highest manifestation of Brahman in the 
phenomenal universe. He is the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of 
the universe. But the whole creation is may4, a “power belonging to the 
Lord Himself and hidden in its own gunas.” (Sve. Up. I. 3.) Omnis- 
cience, omnipresence, and the other attributes of the Godhead belong 
to the world of maya; they are non-existent in Brahman. Both Isvara 
and the jiva are concepts of the relative universe. Maya, which is 
responsible for the appearance of multiplicity, is subject to the Lord, 

whereas the jiva is subject to maya. 
Non-dualists assign a high place to Ivara, or the Personal God. They 

also speak of bhakti, or love of God, as_one of the chief disciplines for 
the attainment of the non-dual Brahman. The worship of the Personal 
God with devotion purifies the mind and helps in the cultivation of 
concentration. A man endowed with a pure mind is qualified to hear 
about Brahman, reason about It, and meditate on It. Sankaracharya has 
written many hymns full of devotion to the Personal God.1 

The Samkhya philosophers quote the fifth verse of the fourth chapter 
of the Svetasvatara Upanishad to show its relationship with the Samkhya 
philosophy. According to them, the red, white, and black colours men- 
tioned in this verse refer to the three gunas: rajas, sattva, and tamas, 
whereas the word aja, meaning “unborn,” signifies prakriti. But Sanka- 

racharya gives a different interpretation. He explains the words to mean 
fire, water, and earth and quotes the Chhandogya Upanishad to sup- 

port his view. One thing, however, seems to be clear about the Svetas- 
vatara Upanishad: that it teaches the unity of souls in the non-dual 

Atman, whereas Samkhya speaks of an ultimate plurality of souls. The 
Upanishad is non-dualistic; Samkhya is pluralistic and postulates the 
separateness of purusha and prakriti, both of which, according to its phi- 
losophers, are ultimately real. The Upanishad speaks of prakriti, or may’, 

as the power of the Great Spirit and denies it an independent existence. 

The second chapter of the Upanishad gives suggestions for the 
practice of concentration and other disciplines of Yoga, which have been 
accepted, in some form or other, by all the systems of Hindu philosophy. 

Without these disciplines Ultimate Reality remains a mere theory. 
A study of the entire Svetasvatara Upanishad will show that, like 

1See Self-Knowledge, Appendix, pp. 175-218.
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the other principal Upanishads, it affirms the non-dual Brahman as 
Ultimate Reality. It preaches the philosophy of Advaita. 

There are a number of commentaries on the Svetasvatara Upanishad. 
Special mention may be made of those associated with the names of 
Sankaracharya, Sankarananda, Narayana, and Vijnana. Though the 
notes and comments given here are principally based upon the explana- 
tion of Sankaracharya, I have also consulted the other three. 

As in the first volume of The Upanishads, I have translated the 
introduction of Sankaracharya. This rather lengthy piece of work gives 
the gist of the Upanishad, which is, according to the great commentator, 
pure and simple non-dualism: Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, which 
is birthless, deathless, immutable, undifferentiated, and inscrutable to 
the finite mind, is the sole Reality. Names and forms, which constitute 
the phenomenal world, are the creation of maya, which has no existence 
independent of Brahman. To the illumined soul, the universe, which 
appears diverse from the relative standpoint, is nothing but Brahman. 
When the truth is known, everything is realized to be Brahman. 

A peculiar characteristic of Sankaracharya’s introduction—as of his 
explanation of the text—is that it abounds in quotations from Smriti,? 
whereas his interpretation of other Upanishads is mainly based upon 
Upanishadic evidence. This fact has created a doubt in the minds of 
many scholars as to whether Sankaracharya actually wrote the com- 
mentary associated with his name. Further, according to these scholars, 
the commentary lacks the usual penetration, dignity, and insight of 
Sankaracharya’s elucidations of the ten other major Upanishads. Lastly, 
the usual notes of Anandagiri* are missing. Therefore it has been said 
that some other philosopher wrote the commentary and circulated it 
under the name of Sankara with a view to its greater appreciation by 
the public—a common custom in medieval times both in India and in 

Europe. 
Whether Sankara’s commentary on the Svetasvatara Upanishad teally 

lacks the grandeur of his commentaries on the other major Upanishads 
is a matter of opinion. As regards his lavish use of quotations from the 

Bhagavad Gita and the Puranas in his introduction and in his explana- 

tion of the text, it can be said that Sankaracharya may have felt a 

2 The sacred books of the Hindus, subsidiary to the Vedas, guiding their 
daily life and conduct; they include the epics and the Puranas. 

® A noted Sanskrit scholar who wrote commentaries on Sankara’s interpreta- 
tions of the scriptures.
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special need to establish his thesis of non-dualism on the evidence of 
Smriti. This body of scriptures is generally associated with dualism 
and is used by the dualistic philosophers as their principal source of 
authority. But Smriti, which derives its validity from the Vedas, can- 
not differ from them concerning the nature of Ultimate Reality, how- 
ever different its emphasis may be on the method of attaining that 
Reality. 

It will be quite clear, from a perusal of the introduction, that the 
Smriti passages quoted are suffused with the concept of Non-duality. 
Their aim and purpose, it will be noticed, is to prove the sole reality 
of the non-dual Brahman. The Upanishads, which form the philo- 
sophical section of the Vedas, are generally incomprehensible to the 
average mind on account of their abstract nature: the same teaching is 
given in Smriti, in more concrete form, through stories and legends, 
for the easy comprehension of all. Smriti, consequently, does not con- 
flict with the Vedas. Therefore Sankara, in his introduction, may have 
used quotations from Smriti, taking advantage of the theistic strain of 
the Svetasvatara Upanishad, in order to prove that the teaching of non- 
dualism is the ultimate aim of the whole Hindu spiritual tradition. 

S. N.



SRI SANKARACHARYA’S INTRODUCTION 

WE PROPOSE to write a short introduction to the SvetaSvatara Upani- 
shad in order that the treatise may be easily understood by those who 
inquire about Brahman. 

Atman [i.e. the jiva] is essentially Consciousness (Chit), Existence 

(Sat), and Bliss (Ananda). It is one and without a second. Yet It becomes 

the victim of avidya, which rests in Atman and is dependent upon It. 
The existence of avidya is deduced from the universal experience ex- 
pressed by such statements as “I am ignorant,’ “I do not know myself,” 
etc.’ Falling under the spell of avidya, Atman becomes lost, as it were, 
to the infinite majesty and knowledge which are innate in It. It thus 
falls prey to unending tribulations. Under the power of avidya, the 
jiva considers what is not the Highest Good of life to be the Highest 
Good wished for by all. Hence the individual atman, being unable to 
experience Liberation (Moksha), which is really the Highest Good, 
falls into the ocean of samsara and wanders about—assuming the 
bodies of gods (devas), men, animals, or birds—pursued by the sharks 
of malice, anger, and passion. In the course of this wandering, by chance 
it may perform some meritorious action and be born as a brahmin® or 

+The word avidyé means absence of knowledge, or nescience. Avidya is 
the Sakti, or power, of Brahman, in association with which Brahman creates, 
preserves, and dissolves the universe. As the power to bum inheres in fire, 
so avidyaé inheres in Brahman. The power cannot be separated from that 
in which it inheres. It is because avidya obscures the self-luminous Brahman 
that the ignorant deny Brahman’s reality, saying, “Brahman does not exist; 
It does not shine.” Under the spell of avidya, the indivisible, eternal, and ever 
present Brahman appears as the jiva, the embodied, living soul, and helplessly 
wanders from one life to another, experiencing the bitter and sweet fruits of its 
own karma. The proof that the jiva is covered by nescience is its own con- 
fession, as expressed in the statements “I am ignorant” and “I do not know 
myself.” 

2 A brahmin belongs to the highest caste in Hindu society. He is born with 
spiritual qualities. According to orthodox Hindu tradition, those who belong 
to the three highest castes are entitled to study the Vedas, which teach the 
Knowledge of Brahman. The $udras belong to the lowest caste; they are 
debarred from study of the Vedas and can attain Liberation by means of 
knowledge learnt from Smriti. 
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some similar human being entitled to the Knowledge of Brahman. 

Then, when it performs action, it surrenders the result to God? and 

becomes free of attachment, hatred, and other similar blemishes. Thus, 

becoming pure in heart, it realizes the transitory nature of the world 

and cultivates a spirit of dispassion toward the enjoyment of [material] 

objects, here and hereafter. [Seeking the Knowledge of Brahman,] it 

approaches a preceptor and hears from him the teachings of Vedanta. 

Afterwards it reasons about these teachings and meditates on them. 

At long last it realizes the oneness of Brahman and the self, as epitomized 

in the Vedic statement “I am Brahman,” rids itself of avidya and its 

effect,t and becomes free from grief. This is called Liberation, which 

is characterized by the cessation of nescience and is attained through 

Knowledge alone. 
Therefore it is in the fitness of things that the Upanishad should 

undertake to teach the Knowledge of Brahman, whose purpose is the 
destruction of nescience. 

That the Knowledge of Brahman bestows Immortality is known from 

the following Sruti and Smriti passages.® 
The Vedic evidence: 
“By knowing Brahman one achieves Immortality here [in this body]. 

There is no other way to its attainment.” (Taittiriya Aranyaka VI. i. 6; 
Nrisimhapurvatapani Upanishad I. 6.) 

“If he does not know It (Atman) here, a great destruction awaits him.” 
(Ke. Up. II. 5.) 

“Those who know It (Brahman) become immortal.” (Ka. Up. II. 

iii. 2.) 

“Desiring what, and for whose sake, are you wearying out the body?” 
(Br. Up. IV. iv. 12.) 

“After knowing It (Brahman) one is not stained by sinful action.” 
“The knower of Atman transcends grief.” (Chh. Up. VII. i. 3.) 
“Having realized Atman ... one is freed from the jaws of death.” 

(Ka. Up. 1. iii. 15.) 
“He who knows this Brahman, hidden in the cave of the heart, cuts 

asunder even here the knot of ignorance.” (Mu. Up. II. i. ro.) 

8The performance of duty as a spiritual discipline is described in the 
Bhagavad Giti. 

*I, e. the experience of pleasure and pain. 
®The word Sruti refers to the Vedas, which are divinely revealed and of 

which the Upanishads form the essential part. The books of Smriti, which, are 
subsidiary to the Vedas, are ascribed to human authorship. (References to Sruti 
and Smriti passages have been omitted where they could not be traced.)
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“The fetters of the heart are broken, all doubts are resolved, and all 
works cease to bear fruit, when He (Brahman) is beheld who is both 

high and low.” (Mu. Up. II, ii. 8.) 

“As flowing rivers disappear into the sea, losing their names and 
forms, so a wise man, freed from name and form, attains the Purusha, 

who is greater than the Great.” (Mu. Up. III. ii. 8.) 
“He who knows the Supreme Brahman verily becomes Brahman. 

(Mu. Up. LI. ii. 9.) 

“He who knows that imperishable Being, bright, without shadow, 
without body, without colour, verily obtains the Supreme.” (Pr. Up. 
IV. xo.) 

“Know Him, the Purusha, who alone is to be known ... that death 

may not affect you.” (Pr. Up. VI. 6.) 

“What delusion, what sorrow, can there be for him who beholds that 

oneness [of the jiva and Brahman]?” (Is. Up. 7.) 

“He obtains Immortality through Knowledge.” (Ig. Up. 11.) 
“The wise investigate all forms, and departing from this world, attain 

Immortality.” 
“He who thus knows this Upanishad shakes off all sins and becomes 

firmly established in the infinite and the highest Heaven.” (Ke. Up. 
IV. 9.) 

“Those who are absorbed in Brahman become immortal.” 
“The embodied soul, having realized the truth about the Self, be- 

comes free from grief and obtains the wished-for goal.” 

“By knowing Him who alone pervades the universe, men become 
immortal.” (Svet. Up. III. 7.) 

“By truly realizing Him . .. one attains the supreme peace.” (Svet. Up. 
IV. 11.) 

‘Verily, by knowing Him one cuts asunder the fetters of death.” 
(Svet. Up. IV. 15.) 

“The gods and seers of yore who knew It (Brahman) attained eternal 
peace—and not others.” 

The evidence from Smriti: 
“Endued with evenness of mind, one casts off, in this very life, both 

good deeds and evil deeds.” (B. G. II. so.) 
“The wise, of even mind, renounce the fruit of action. Freed from 

the fetters of birth, they attain the state that is beyond all evil.” (B. G. 
II, 51.) 

“By the raft of Knowledge alone will you be borne over all sin.” 
(B. G. IV. 36.) 

Bed
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“The fire of Knowledge reduces all works to ashes.” (B. G. IV. 37.) 

“By knowing it (the teaching about Brahman) a man becomes wise, 

O Bharata, and fulfils all his duties.” (B. G. XV. 20.) 

“Then, having known Me in truth, he forthwith enters into Me.” 

(B. G. XVIII. 55.) 

“Self-Knowledge is the best of all forms of knowledge; it is the 

highest of all sciences, because through it one attains Immortality.” 

“The twice-born (the brahmin) obtains the fulfilment of all desires 

through Self-Knowledge and not by any other means.” 

“Ee who sees himself in all beings, by means of his true understand- 

ing, first attains unity with all and then realizes the eternal Brahman.” 

“The man endowed with perfect Self-Knowledge is not entangled by 

his action; but the man devoid of this Knowledge enters samsara.” 

“A man is hound by karma (action) and freed by Knowledge; there- 

fore the far-seeing sannyasins do not engage in karma.” 

“The wise of olden times, endowed with firm resolution, spoke of 

Knowledge as the means to realize the Highest Good. Thus, by means 

of pure Knowledge, a man is liberated from all sins.” 

“The illumined yerson, having realized the power of death, attains 

Brahman, which is of eternal radiance, by means of Knowledge. There 

is no other way to realize Brahman. The seers know this and remain 

satisfied.” 
“The purity attained by the embodied being through the Knowledge 

of God is the supreme purity. The attainment of Self-Knowledge, by 

means of yoga, is the highest dharma.” 

“The knower of the Self passes beyond grief. He is not afraid of 

anything—neither of the approach of death nor of death itself. He fears 

nothing whatsoever.” 

“Arman is not born, nor does It die. It is not killed nor is It the killer. 

It is not bound nor does It cause anyone's bondage. It is neither liberated 

nor the giver of Liberation. The jiva, in reality, is the Supreme Self; all 

else besides is unreal.” 
Thus the Vedas, the Smritis, and the Itihasas° speak of Knowledge 

alone as the means to Liberation. Therefore it is in the fitness of things 
that the teachings of the Upanishad, whose purpose is to show the 

way of Knowledge, should begin. 
Further, the very etymological meaning of the word Upanishad 

denotes that Knowledge alone is the discipline for the attainment of 

* The Itihdsas are books of legends.
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Liberation, which is man’s Highest Good. The prefix upa means near, 

and ni, completely. [The Uvpanishad, when learnt from a qualified 
teacher, completely destroys ignorance, etc.] The verbal root sad means 
to loosen, to attain, and to destroy. By the word Upanishad is denoted 
the Vidya (Knowledge) regarding the Entity (Brahman) which is 

sought to be established in the Svetaévatara Upanishad, which we 
intend to explain. Since the book aims at establishing this same Knowl- 
edge, it is therefore also called Upanishad. 
Now to sum up: The Knowledge of Brahman, which bestows the 

Highest Good, is designated as Upanishad because it shatters and 
destroys avidya, or ignorance, the seed of samsara, in those seekers 
of Liberation who, having lost all thirst for objects seen on earth or 
heard of as existing in heaven, pursue this Knowledge with utter 
firmness and devotion. The Knowledge of Brahman is also called 
Upanishad for the further reason that it enables the above-mentioned 
seekers to attain the Supreme Brahman, or loosens for them the pos- 
sibility of such miseries as dwelling in a womb and experiencing birth, 
old age, and death. 

The following objection may be raised: If the Knowledge of Brahman 
were the sole means to the attainment of Liberation, then one could 
justify the teachings of the Upanishad, which establishes that Knowl- 
edge; but this is not so; for work, too, is said to bestow Liberation. For 
instance, one reads such passages in the Vedas as: “We (the devas) 
have drunk the soma juice; therefore we are immortals’ (Atharva- 

gira Upanishad III. 2.) and “Those who perform the sacrifice known 
as the Chaturmasyam earn undying merit.” This objection, however, 
cannot be accepted as valid, because it contradicts the Vedas, the 
Smritis, and also reason.® The following passages may be cited from 
the Vedas as refuting it: 

“As on this earth the objects [such as rice or wheat] earned by action 
[such as tilling the ground, sowing, etc.] come to an end [through con- 
sumption], so also, in the heavenly world, the celestial pleasures earned 

7 The primary meaning of the word Upanishad is Vidya, or the Knowledge 
of Brahman; the secondary meaning is the book that deals with that Knowl- 
edge. . 

E The word karma, or work, denotes the sacrifices (ritualistic and phil- 
anthropic actions) described in the Vedas. An action is dependent upon the 
doer, the instrument of action, and the result. Because it is associated with 
these multiple factors, karma, or action, is utterly distracting from the Knowl- 
edge of the non-dual Brahman, which transcends even the slightest trace 
of diversity.
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by meritorious action come to an end through enjoyment.” (Chh. Up. 

VIII. i. 6.) 
“By knowing It (Brahman) alone, one atiains Immortality—there 

is no other way to its attainment.” (Mahavakya Upanishad 3.) 

“Neither by work, nor by offspring, nor by wealth, does one attain 

Immortality, but by renunciation alone.” (Kaivalya Upanishad I. 3: 

Mahanarayana Upanishad VIII. 14.) 

“Frail indeed are those rafts of the sacrifices, conducted by eighteen 

persons, upon whom rests the inferior work; therefore they [the results 

of the sacrifices] are destructible. Fools who rejoice in them as the 

Highest Good fall victims again and again to old age and death.” 

(Mu. Up. I. ii. 7.) 
“Nothing that is eternal can be produced by what is not eternal.” 

(Mu. Up. I. i. 12.) 
The following may be cited from Smriti: 

“A man is bound by karma and freed by Knowledge; therefore the 

far-seeing sannyasins do not engage in karma.” 

“This ancient samsara is said to be stained because it is filled with 

the impurities of ignorance. Liberation is attained through the destruc- 

tion of impurities, and not through millions of actions.” 

“The wise do not achieve Liberation by means of offspring or action 

or wealth. It is achieved only hy means of renunciation. Otherwise, 

alas, one wanders about in the world.” 

“As one performs work, so one develops attachment to its fruit, which 

stands in the way of overcoming death. The wise, by means of Knowl- 

edge alone, realize the eternal and self-luminous Brahman; there is 

no other path to Its realization.” 

“Thus abiding by the injunctions of the three Vedas and desiring 

desires, they are subject to death and rebirth.” (B. G. IX. 21.) 

“The stages of life and the duties pertaining to them, which are 
prescribed for brahmins and members of the other castes, are wearisome. 

Atman cannot be realized through the performance of duties belonging 

to a particular stage, or by means of the Vedas, Samkhya, Yoga, or 

penances and various intense austerities, or by means of diverse kinds 

of gifts. The wise realize Atman through Knowledge alone.” 

“The various actions laid down in the Vedas are, like the kimpaka 
fruit,? inauspicious in the end. Filled with myriads of miseries, they 

®The kimpadka fruit looks very attractive from outside, but inside it is 
repulsive. Likewise, the ritualistic actions prescribed by the Vedas yield
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do not yield any real happiness. Therefore why should 1, who am eager 
for Liberation, perform the Vedic actions? Chained by ignorance, a 
man is said to be bound. Knowledge puts an end to his bondage, as 
light destroys darkness. Therefore Liberation is achieved through 
Knowledge, by means of the destruction of ignorance.” 

“All actions—such as giving gifts of various kinds, performing pen- 
ances, austerities, and sacrifices, being truthful, making pilgrimages, 
and discharging the duties belonging to various stages of life—yield 
fruit which is reaped in heaven. They are mixed with pain and are 
impermanent. But Knowledge yields a fruit that is certain, peaceful, 
and highly significant.” 

“By means of sacrifices one attains a godly status; Ly means of 
austerities, the status of Brahma (the Creator God); by means of gifts, 
one enjoys various delectable objects. But Liberation is attained through 
Knowledge.” 

“By means of the rope of good action one climbs to heaven, and by 
means of the rope of evil action one descends into hell. But the wise 
sever both ropes with the sword of Knowledge, become free from body- 

consciousness, and attain peace.” 
“Give up both righteousness and unrighteousness. Give up both 

truth and untruth. And then give up that by which you have given up 
those two,”1° 

Thus karma cannot be a means to Liberation, for such a view con- 
flicts with the injunctions of both the Vedas and the Smritis. 

The attainment of Liberation through action is in conflict, also, with 

reason. If Liberation is the fruit of karma, then it must be one of the 
four kinds of fruit." That which is accomplished by means of action 
  

happiness both here and hereafter, and therefore appear very agreeable. But 
that happiness, however enjoyable, is finite and comes to an end when the 
experience is over, whereupon one feels bitter. On the other hand, Liberation, 
which is achieved through Knowledge, is eternal and undying. Hence the 
wise abstain from sacrifices and other actions that produce a limited result, 

and engage in the pursuit of Knowledge. 
Te. philoso hical discrimination. 
11 There are four kinds of action, each with its fruit: (1) Action by which 

a previously non-existent entity is produced, as when a pot or cloth is produced 
from clay or thread; (2) action by which one entity is produced through the 
transformation of another, as when curds are made from milk; (3) purificatory 
action, as when a mirror is cleaned by rubbing off the dirt that covers it; 

and (4) action by which one attains an object unattained before, such as 
reaching a village by walking. But Liberation, or Self-Knowledge, does not 
belong in any of these four categories. It is ever existent, immutable, always 
pure, and the inmost Self of all.
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is seen to be non-eternal. “What is produced from a cause comes to 

an end.” All agree that Liberation is eternal. The Vedas, in one of 

their ritualistic chapters, state: “O mortal man, you are reborn as your 

offspring. That is your immortality.” Further, in discussing rituals, the 

Vedas speak of the immortal fruit of sacrifices. But as has already been 

stated, work brings about bondage and cannot bestow eternal Liberation. 

Objection: By means of action, according to your own admission, one 

attains to the status of the deity. Is this bondage? 

Reply: Yes, all works by their nature create bondage. The Vedas 

and the Smritis state: 
“By means of work one goes to the Plane of the Fathers.” (Br. Up. 

I. v. 16.) 
“Such a plane is earned through merit.” (Chh. Up. II. xxiii. 1.) 

“Ignorant fools, regarding sacrifices and humanitarian works as the 

highest, do not know any higher good. Having enjoyed their reward 

on the heights of heaven, gained by good works, they enter again this 

world or a lower one.” (Mu. Up. I. ii. 10.) 

“The far-seeing sages are not attached to action. The Purusha is 

Knowledge alone, and not action.” 

“Thus abiding by the injunctions of the three Vedas and desiring 

desires, they are subject to death and rebirth.” (B. G. IX. 21.) 

But if work is performed only for the gratification of the Lord, with- 

out any desire for fruit, then it causes the purification of the heart, 

which in turn produces knowledge conducive to the attainment of 

Liberation. Thus motiveless action brings about Liberation by gradual 

stages. 
The Lord says in the Bhagavad Gita: 
“He who works without attachment, resigning his actions to Brahman, 

is untainted by sin, as a lotus leaf by water. Only with the body, the 
mind, the understanding, and the senses do the yogis act, without 
attachment, for the purification of the heart.” (B. G. V. 10-11.) 

“Whatever you do, whatever you eat, whatever you offer in sacri- 
fice, whatever you give away, and whatever you practise in the form 
of austerities, O son of Kunti—do it as an offering to Me. Thus shall 
you be free from the bondage of actions, which bear good or evil 
results. With your mind firmly set on the yoga of renunciation, you 
shall become free and come to Me.” (B. G. IX. 27-28.) 

_ Liberation is impossible without the purification of the heart. The 
heart is purified by work. This is the process of attaining Liberation; 

and it is thus described in the Vishnudharma:
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“First of all a man studies the Vedas; next he performs sacrifices; 
afterwards he renounces action; and at last he becomes qualified for 
knowledge leading to Liberation. Thus the yogi is liberated step by 
step. Until the sins accumulated through many births are consumed, 

a man’s mind is not directed to Govinda (God). Through the austerities, 

knowledge, and deep meditation of thousands of births, his sins are 
destroyed, and then love of Krishna grows in his heart. Sinful desires 
alone are the obstacles to final Liberation; therefore those who are 
fearful of samsara should make intense efforts to control such desires. 
They are controlled through the giving of gold, through bathing in 
sacred waters, and through the practice of great physical austerities, 
as prescribed by the scriptures. Sinful desires are also removed by 
worship of the Deity, the hearing of the Wedas and other scriptures, 
pilgrimages to holy places, and service of the guru.” 

Rishi Yajnavalkya, too, speaks of the need of purifying the heart to 
attain Liberation and of the method of such purification: 

“The purification of the heart is the duty of all aspirants, especially 

of world-renouncing sannydsins; for this is the means of cultivating 
knowledge which leads to the freedom of the soul. As a mirror stained 
with impurities cannot reflect an image, so the impure heart cannot 
reflect Self-—Knowledge. The yogi realizes Immortality after having 
purified the heart by the following means: worship of the spiritual 
preceptor, inquiry into the Vedas and other scriptures based upon 
them, performance of righteous actions, the keeping of holy com- 
pany, the hearing of holy talk, avoidance of the touch and sight of a 
woman, the seeing of the Self in all beings, non-acceptance of others’ 
property, the wearing of the coarse ochre cloth,’ withdrawal of the 
senses from the enjoyment of objects, relinquishment of sleepiness and 
idleness, investigation into the nature of the physical body, the regarding 
of selfish action as sinful, control of rajas and tamas and cultivation of 
sattva, desirelessness, and control of the sense-organs. Study of the 
Vedas, the Upanishads, the Puranas, and other religious treatises, per- 
formance of sacrifices, practice of brahmacharya and austerities, control 
of the senses, faith in the words of the teacher and the scriptures, 

fasting, and non-dependence upon others are also among the means 
for the attainment of Self-Knowledge.” 

The following quotation from an U panishad belonging to the Atharva- 
Veda shows that Self-Knowledge is dependent wpon purification of 
the heart: 

12 Sannydsins dress in ochre cloths.
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“After thousands of births, when the accumulated sins have been 

destroyed, the seeker discovers, through yoga, the means to put an end 

to samsara.” (Yoga-sikha Upanishad I. 78.) 
“After the destruction of his sins the sannyasin of pure heart regards 

all beings as he does his own self.” 

The Brihaddranyaka Upanishad speaks of sacrificial actions as the 

means to Knowledge: 

“The brahmins seek to know Atman by means of Vedic study, sacri- 

fices, gifts, austerity, and the relinquishment of enjoyments.” (Br. Up. 

IV. iv. 22.) 

Objection: From the following scriptural passage it is known that 

work, too, is a means of attaining Immortality: “He who is aware that 

both Knowledge and ignorance should be pursued together, overcomes 

death through ignorance and obtains Immortality through Knowledge.” 

(Ié. Up. 11.) 

The following passage from Smriti likewise supports this contention: 

“Both austerities and Knowledge are the supreme means of attaining 

the Highest Good.” 
Reply: It is true that work is a means to Liberation, but it is not a 

direct means. The attainment of Liberation depends upon the purifica- 
tion of the heart, and this is achieved through work. Thus action is 
said to be conducive to Liberation only in an indirect sense. 

The two passages mentioned above undoubtedly speak of Knowl- 

edge and action as means to Liberation. One may ask, “How is this 
possible?” The concluding sentence of each quotation gives the answer. 
The quotation from the Upanishad ends by saying that the seeker 
overcomes death by means of action based upon ignorance and attains 
Liberation through Knowledge. The concluding part of the second 
quotation is: “Sin is destroyed through austerities and Liberation at- 
tained through Knowledge.” 

If any section of the Vedas describes the performance of action but 
does not mention purification of the heart as its indirect result, then 
one will find the mention of such a result in another recension of the 
Vedas. [Many sections of the Vedas have more than one recension.] 

Objection: There is a scriptural passage that says: “One should live 
a hundred years on earth, performing action.” (Is. Up. 2.) This bids one 

engage in action all through life. That being so, how is it possible for 
one to attain Liberation through Knowledge unaccompanied by action? 

Reply: The above scriptural passage applies only to those who are
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entitled to action, and not to those knowers of Brahman who have 
transcended the necessity of action. Therefore men of Knowledge can- 
not be asked to perform action. Scripture supports this contention. For 
example, scripture says: 

“The knowers of Brahman cannot be asked to perform sacrificial 
rites, which are obligatory for the rishis. They are not under the con- 
trol of scripture and therefore are not restricted by its injunctions.” 

“That is why the knowers of Brahman of olden times did not per- 
form the Agnihotra sacrifice.”"* (Kau. Up. II. 5.) 

“Knowing this very Self, the brahmins renounce the desire for 

sons, for wealth, and for the worlds, and lead a mendicant life.” (Br. 

Up. IIT. v. 1.) 
“The sages who had realized Brahman said: ‘Why should we study? 

For what purpose should we sacrifice?’ How is a man established in 
Brahman? The way he follows is the way.”14 

The Bhagavad Gita states: 
“But verily, the man who rejoices in the Self and is satisfied with 

the Self and is content in the Self alone—he has nothing for which 
he should work. He has no object to gain by what he does in this 
world, nor any to lose by what he leaves undone; nor is there anyone, 
among all beings, on whom he need depend for any object.” (B. G. 
III. 17-18.) 

The following is from the story of Kalakuta in the Linga Purana: 
“The brahmins who through knowledge have freed themselves from 

attachment, even though living in a body, are freed from duties. If, 
on the other hand, they are conscious of duties, then they have not 
known Truth. Because the knower of Brahman is truly liberated in this 
very body, he has no duty in this life or hereafter. One who is devoted 

to the practice of Knowledge and well versed in the truth of things 

gives up the notion of duty and verily attains Knowledge. O great 
brahmins, the fool who, identified with castes and stages of life, gives 

up Knowledge and takes delight in other things is without doubt a victim 

of ignorance. Those who, still blinded by ignorance, act under the in- 
fluence of anger, fear, greed, delusion, the idea of separateness, lust, 

tamas, and righteousness and unrighteousness, assume, after death, 

18 This sacrifice was obligatory for all except sannydsins. 
%4 Te. one is established in Brahman through renunciation of action,- and 

not through any action prescribed in the Vedas. Scripture ceases to be 
mandatory for such a sannyasin.
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corresponding bodies. The body is the source of suffering; therefore one 

should give up ignorance. Those yogis who, while dwelling in the 

body, overcome ignorance through Knowledge, discard righteousness 

and unrighteousness, anger, and other similar blemishes, which are 

products of the body. When these are destroyed, the yogis no longer 

assume a new body, are delivered from the threefold miseries of 

samsara, and become free.” 

The following is from the Sivadharmottara: 

“The yogi who is satisfied with drinking the nectar of Knowledge 

and who has attained the goal of his striving is beyond all duty. If 

he is still conscious of duty, then he has not realized Truth. The true 

yogi has no duty here or hereafter. Imbued with same-sightedness 

toward all beings, he is completely free in this very body.” 
Therefore the injunction that one should live a hundred years on 

earth performing action (Is. Up. 2.) applies to the ignorant and not 

to the wise, for the latter are free from the notion of duty. 
It also should be noted that the statement of the Iga Upanishad that 

one should work is not used in that context as an injunction; it means 
only that a man endowed with Self-Knowledge can engage in action 
if he so wishes, thus showing the glory of Knowledge. In other words, 
a jnani, even though he engages throughout life in action, good or 
evil, is not affected by its fruit, because he is endowed with Self- 

Knowledge. 
Let us try to probe the meaning of this verse of the Isa Upanishad. 

The Upanishad commences with the statement: “All this—whatever 

exists in this changing universe—should be covered by the Lord” (18. 
Up. 1); which means that the jnaini should regard the whole universe 
as Brahman. The Uvpanishad, continuing, says: “Protect the Self by 
renunciation.” (1s. Up. 1.) Thus it is quite apparent that the Upanishad 

advises the knower of Brahman to protect the Self through the renuncia- 
tion of action. Therefore it would not be proper for the Upanishad to 
reiterate the necessity of renunciation of action for the illumined vper- 

son, who is, anyway, beyond all injunctions. The 1a Upanishad 
hesitates to advise the jnani about the renunciation of his duty2° The 

15 Embodiment is the result of ignorance. 
16 The jnadni has realized the unsubstantiality of the universe. He knows his 

identity with the non-dual Brahman. For him the renunciation of action 
is natural and spontaneous; it is not necessary for scripture to instruct him 
about it. Therefore the Upanishad does not directly pive such instruction. But 
in order to proclaim the greatness of the Knowledge of Brahman, the Upanishad
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idea is that a jnani may engage, all through life, in various actions, 
good or bad. He need not remain inactive for fear of being entangled in 
the fruit of his actions. Even though he is engaged in what he con- 
siders to be his duty, because of having the Knowledge of Brahman 
he will not reap an adverse fruit from their performance, that is to 
say, he will not be deprived of the Knowledge of the Self. In other 
words, unlike the ignorant, he will not be entangled in samsara on 
account of his performance of either good or evil action." A jnani is 
never deprived of his Knowledge as a result of action and never be- 
comes entangled in the world, because he performs all action sur- 
rendering the fruit to God. Such action is done in a spirit of non- 
attachment. 

The following scriptural passages support this view: 
“Knowing It, one is not touched by evil action.” (Br. Up. IV. iv. 23.) 
“Sin does not touch such a person.” (Chh. Up. IV. xiv. 3.) 
“Things done or not done do not trouble him.” (Br. Up. IV. iv. 22.) 
“All his sins are consumed [in the fire of Knowledge].” (Chh. Up. 

V. xxiv. 3.) . : 

To quote from the Linga Purana: 
“The fire of Knowledge consumes all actions.” 
“There is no doubt that the activities of the jnani are completely 

consumed, without leaving any fruit behind. Even though he may 
play with sins of various kinds, yet he remains unaffected thereby.” 

To quote from the Sivadharmottara: 
“The wise man severs quickly and completely, by means of the sword 

of Knowledge, the shackles created by conscious or unconscious action 
and dwells in the Pure Self. As a vast, roaring fire consumes wood, 
both dry and wet, so the fire of Knowledge destroys, in a moment, all 
good and evil actions. As a lotus leaf is not contaminated by water, 
though floating on it, so the knower of the Self is not contaminated 
by sound, touch, taste, etc. As a snake-charmer possessing the mantra 
  

says that the jnani is absolutely free and beyond all imperatives. He is not 
compelled to work, but of his own volition he may engage in action, the 
good or bad results of which will not touch him. He may abstain from action, 
if he so desires, and this, too, will not harm him. 

17Jt must not be forgotten that this and the following scriptural passages 
do not permit the knower of the Self to indulge in sinful action. Unless he has 
already acquired purity of heart through renouncing wicked thoughts and 
actions, he cannot obtain Self-Knowledge. After attaining such Knowledge he 
can never, even unconsciously, perform a wicked deed. The purpose of the 
passages quoted here is to emphasize the power and glory of Knowledge.
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power is not bitten by snakes, though playing with them, so the knower 

of the Self is not injured by the snakes of the sense-organs, though 

playing with them. As poison which has been swallowed by a man 

is digested through the power of mantra and medicine, so the sins of 

the wise are consumed instantaneously through the power of Knowl- 

edge.” 
Vyasa, in the Brahma Sutras (III. iv. 1.), speaks of Knowledge as 

the means to the Highest Good. In that sutra he asks: “What is the 

means to the attainment of Liberation? Is it action or Knowledge?” 

Then he replies that Knowledge alone is the means to Liberation, be- 

cause that is the purport of the Vedas. When the opponent raises the 

objection (III. iv. 2.) that all actions are dependent upon such factors 

as the doer and the deity, and therefore the doer and the deity are the 

necessary auxiliaries of action, and consequently the scriptures pre- 
scribing Knowledge are of secondary and not primary importance, 
Vyasa replies (III. iv. 8.) that Brahman is free from all phenomenal 

characteristics, such as the idea of agency etc., and is unsmitten by sin. 
One who is desirous of realizing the Knowledge of Brahman must 
cultivate Knowledge, which endows one with these qualities. Whoever 
pursues the discipline of action belongs to the phenomenal universe, 
which is created by ignorance and characterized by action, agency, 
and result. The Knowledge of Brahman destroys all these and there- 
fore the performance of action is not possible for the knower of Brahman. 
The Brahma Sutras discuss Knowledge and action in two different 
sections. The results of Knowledge and action are not the same, but 
different.18 Therefore they are not to be treated as alternatives [for 
the attainment of the Highest Good], nor are they to be harmonized 

as fulfilling the same purpose, nor is the one to be treated as an 
auxiliary of the other. Vyésa concludes (III. iv. 25.) by saying that 

Knowledge alone is the means to the Highest Good. Knowledge, in 
order to bestow that fruit, does not depend upon any action, which 
latter is prescribed for a particular stage of life and requires fire, fire- 
wood, etc. as its auxiliaries® In other words, Knowledge serves its 
purpose independent of any action laid down for people belonging to 
different stages of life. 

18 The fruit of action is the enjoyment of happiness in heaven, etc., and 
that of Knowledge is Liberation, which means the cessation of phenomenal 
enjoyments. 

4° By the word action here is meant sacrificial action, which is obligatory 
for householders.
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From what has been said it must not be concluded that action is 
altogether useless for the acquisition of Knowledge. Though once 
Knowledge is acquired it does not depend upon anything else tz bring 
about Liberation, yet there is a necessity for action as a prerequisite 
for Knowledge. The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (IV. iv. 22.) says that 
one should desire to know Brahman by means of sacrifices. Thus the 
utility of action is affirmed. Brahma Sutras III. iv. 13. states that action 
does not apply to the man of Knowledge. According to Brahma Sutras 
III. iv. 14. action is mentioned for the purpose of glorifying Knowledge; 
in other words, it is not obligatory for a man of Knowledge to perform 
action. 

Through the reasoning and the scriptural passages given above, it 
is established that Knowledge alone is the means to Liberation. There- 
fore it is in the fitness of things that the Svetaévatara Upanishad should 
undertake to instruct aspirants about the Knowledge of Brahman. 

Objection: If the bondage of the jiva is unreal, then it can be 
destroyed by Knowledge alone, and one can also expect to attain Im- 
mortality through Knowledge. But the unreality of the jiva’s bondage 
has not yet been established. The bondage, or the world of multiplicity, 
is a matter of universal perception. Secondly, its unreality has not been 
proved. Thirdly, one becomes aware of Atman only by means of such 
concepts as “I” and “you.” No one can ever be conscious of Atman 
without such concepts. There is no other entity similar to Atman, which 
transcends all concepts. Similarity alone is the basis of superimposition. 
In the absence of such similarity no superimposition is conceivable. 
Therefore bondage, or samsara, cannot be described as unreal.?° 

Reply: One perceives both real and unreal objects. Perception being 
the common factor of both, an entity cannot be called real simply 
because it is perceived.** An entity cannot be called real because its. 
unreality is not perceived. It is possible for an entity to be unreal 
[though its reality is perceived] both on scriptural and on rational 
grounds. Thus the unreality of the phenomenal world is directly as- 

20 According to Non-dualistic Vedanta, Atman is one and without a second. 
Jivahood, which creates_the idea of multiplicity and brings about bondage, 
is superimposed upon Atman through avidya. The objector states that the 
dtman (self) cannot possibly exist without the non-atman (non-self, or “you”). 
Further, when there exist two similar things, such as a snake and a rope, the 
one can be superimposed on the other. If there exists no other entity similar 
to the transcendental Atman, how is superimposition possible? 

21 An unreal object like a mixage is perceived under certain conditions; but 
the water of the mirage is not real.
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serted by the scriptures, which also speak of it as unreal on account 

of its being the result of maya."* 
This is known from the following scriptural passages: 
“There is not that second thing .. .” (Br. Up. IV. iii. 23.) 
“The One alone is real; there is no second. How so? When Truth is 

known, no knowable exists.” (Subala Upanishad V. 15.) 

“There is only one, which is without a second.” (Chh. Up. VI. ii. 1.) 
“The difference being only in a name, arising from speech.” (Chh. 

Up. VI. i. 5.) 
“The One alone is real; therefore there exists no multiplicity in the 

universe.” (Adhyatma Upanishad 63.) 

“Reality is to be known as one alone.” 
“Know, then, that prakriti is maya.” (Svet. Up. IV. 10.) 
“Brahman projects the universe through the power of Its maya." 

(Svet. Up. IV. 9.) 
“Indra (the Supreme Lord), through maya, assumes diverse forms.” 

(Ri. VI. xlvii. 18.) 

To quote from the Bhagavad Gita: 
“Though I am unborn and eternal by nature, and though I am the 

Lord of all beings, yet, subjugating My prakriti, I accept birth through 
My own maya.” (IV. 6.) 

“It is indivisible, and yet It is, as it were, divided among beings.” 
(XUI. 16.) 

To quote from the Brahma Purana: 
“Such imaginary traits as birth and death, pleasure and pain, merit 

and demerit, do not, certainly, exist in the Purusha, who is Ultimate 
Reality. The Purusha is also free from the castes, the stages of life, 
and life in heaven and hell. The unreal world appears, through maya, 
to be real, like the water in a mirage or the silver in an oyster-shell 
[on a moonlit night] or a snake in a rope on the floor at night. Other 
illustrations of similar illusions are the seeing of two moons in the sky 
by a person suffering from the eye affliction called timira, or of blueness, 
density, brilliance, etc. in the sky. As the non-dual sun appears to be 
many when reflected in waves, so the non-dual Supreme Self appears 
variously through diverse upadhis. Duality is imagined through igno- 
rance and is not real. Those who, through ignorance, identify the body 
with Atman, create a prison-house in the world to come.*® All phe- 

22 Since miya is unreal, the product of maya is also unreal. 
23T.e, they are entangled in the chain of rebirth.
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nomenal experiences are included in the three states of waking, dream- 

ing, and deep sleep. The whole universe is included in these three 

states. The Lord deludes Himself by His own méya in the form of 
duality; it is He, again, who realizes the Godhead, His own Self, 

dwelling in the cave of His heart, As lightning with its forked flames 
is seen in the sky in various forms, so also is seen in diverse ways the 
manifold creation which is projected from Vishnu by His inscrutable 
maya. 

“The nature of the world of duality is such that when the mind 
becomes peaceful,®* the Lord appears as all peace, and when the mind 
becomes turbulent and stupefied,* the Lord appears as turbulent and 
stupid. But never does one perceive the real nature of the Godhead 
in the phenomenal universe. As the modifications of iron, of a ball of 
clay, or of gold are only apparent and not real, so the diversity of the 
creatures, living and nomliving, is only apparent, and not real.*® 
The world of duality inheres in the all-pervading Atman, which Itself 
is without any other support [as a mirage inheres in the desert]. Avidya 

(the power of the Lord) creates two kinds of entities: subtle and gross. 
Though avidya rests in the Lord, yet it cannot touch Him. There is 
no rope in the [illusory] snake, nor is there a snake in the rope; 

likewise, there is no reason for the creation or destruction of the uni- 
verse.2" This avidya, again, is imagined from the empirical standpoint. 
Avidya is both one and dual, real and unreal; it is called the Great 

Enchantress. 
“Always meditate on Brahman as non-dual, without parts, and com- 

plete. The knower of the Self overcomes grief and fear. He is not 

24 T.e. when the mind comes under the influence of sattva. 
25 Te, when it comes under the influence of rajas and tamas, respectively. 
26 What distinguishes the gold or iron from their products, such as a bracelet 

or a sword, are mere names and forms. A bracelet is really the gold associated 
with a name and a form. The name by which a form or modification is designated 
is a mere figure of speech, a verbal expression coined to serve a purpose in 
man’s practical life. Names and forms are may3. Just as the clay, remaining 
the same, appears as a jar, so also Brahman, remaining the same, appears 

as the living and non-living beings constituting the world of duality. 
27 One cannot speak of the real birth and death of what is unreal and non- 

existent. Through ignorance one sees a snake in a rope; but the idea of the 

snake disappears when the true nature of the rope is known. The appearance 

and disappearance (i.e. birth and death) of the snake are imaginary, and not 

real, They are based upon an illusion. Likewise, the creation, preservation, and 

destruction of the unreal world are imaginary, and not real. One cannot show 

any cause or reason for such creation, preservation, and destruction.
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afraid in the presence of death, nor is he afraid of death itself. Nothing 

in the world can frighten him. The Self neither is born nor dies; 

neither is It killed nor is It the killer. It is not bound, nor does It 

cause bondage to anyone. It is not liberated, nor does It bestow Libera- 

tion upon others. 
“The jiva is really the Supreme Self; anything besides the Supreme 

Self is illusory. The world is created by maya, the inscrutable power of 

the Lord, and is therefore unreal. Realize this, give up all imagining, 

and desist from attachment to material objects. Having renounced il- 

lusions, the yogi should make his mind steady in the Self and remain 

calm, like fire that has consumed its fuel. 

“Maya, or primordial nature, is divided into twenty-four cosmic 

principles28 From médya arise lust, anger, greed, delusion, fear, grief, 

and the whole nest of phantasms, and also the notions of righteousness 

and unrighteousness, pleasure and pain, creation and destruction, 

heaven and hell, births in various bodies, the different stages of life, 

attachment and aversion, diverse physical afflictions, boyhood, youth, 

and old age, union and separation, enjoyment, repulsion, and penances. 

Endowed with this knowledge, the wise man should renounce all and 

live like a muni, taking the vow of silence.” 
To quote from the Vishnu-dharma, a treatise of six chapters: 
“The jiva, which is called the knower of the field,?® under the spell 

of beginningless maya finds itself different from Brahman, which is 
really one with it. As long as it differentiates itself from the Supreme 
Self and from other beings, so long does it wander in the universe, 

being impelled by its own action. But the jiva whose action has come 
to an end regards itself as non-different from the supreme Pure 
Brahman and thereby becomes immorial. 

“All action is ignorance, and its opposite is Knowledge. A creature is 
bound hy action and liberated by Knowledge. Non-duality is the High- 
est Good; duality is quite different from that Good. All such differ- 
entiations as men, animals, insects, and: the dwellers in hell are created 

by false knowledge. Dualistic perceptions such as ‘I am different from 

28 The cosmic principles are as follows: prakriti, consisting of sattva, rajas, 
and tamas; mahat (the cosmic mind); ahamkdra (I-consciousness); the five 
rudimentary elements (sound, touch, sight, taste, and smell); the eleven sense- 
organs (the mind, the eyes, the ears, the skin, the tongue, the nose, the hands, 
the feet, the organ of speech, and the organs of generation and evacuation); 
and the five gross elements (aka, air, fire, water, and earth). Through the 
agency of these twenty-four principles maya creates the universe. 

2° Te, the body. (See B.G. XIII)
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others,’ ‘Others are different from me,’ and “This is mine and this 
belongs to others,’ are mere ignorance. 

“Now hear about Non-duality, which is the Supreme Truth. It is 
free from the consciousness of ‘T and ‘mine,’ and also from all other 
illusory ideas. It is experienced as changeless and inscrutable. Duality 
is an illusion and Non-duality is Ultimate Reality. Mental states are 
caused by dharma and its opposite. They should be restrained. When 
the mind is restrained, duality is not perceived. The whole universe 
of the living and the non-living is only imagined by the mind. When 
the mind is controlled, one realizes the absence of duality. 

“Brooding or pondering on action is the obstacle to the Knowledge of 
Brahman. As one ponders, so one understands. When this pondering 
stops, the Supreme Brahman is revealed without effort. O leader of men, 

the division between man and the Supreme Self is imagined through 
ignorance. When this ignorance is destroyed their non-difference be- 
comes evident. Atman united with the gunas of prakriti®° is called 
the knower of the field. Dissociated from the gunas, It is called the 
Supreme Self.” 

To quote from the Vishnu Purana: 
“O Lord of the universe! O Supreme Self! Thou alone dost exist; all 

else is unreal. By Thy glory the whole universe of the living and the 
non-living is pervaded. The tangible universe perceived by the un- 
illumined is nothing but Thyself, O Embodiment of Knowledge! People 
see it otherwise on account of ignorance. Non-discriminating men see 
the universe, which is Knowledge itself, as material, and therefore 
wander in samsara, But the wise, of pure heart, realize the universe to 

be the embodiment of Knowledge; they regard it as the manifestation 
of Thy supreme majesty. 

“He who knows that he is Hari, the Godhead, and that the universe 
characterized by cause and effect is non-different from himself, is not 
afflicted by the pairs of opposites, nor is he born again in samsira. 

“Brahman, which is Knowledge, supremely stainless, and the Highest 
Good, appears as material objects on account of ignorance. The Lord, 
who appears to be endowed with endless forms and who is Knowledge 
Absolute, has never become the material objects. From Him are pro- 
jected such differentiated objects as mountains, oceans, and the earth, 

only through imagination. [The only entity that is real is the Lord, who 

80The gunas, known as sattva, rajas, and tamas, constitute prakciti, or 
nature. (See Self-Knowledge, pp. 52-54.)
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is eternal and infinite.] Is there any object which is without beginning, 

middle, or end, and which is always the same, O brahmin?* 

“Again, it is not really true that one object is seen to be trans- 

formed into another. The very idea of change is illusory. So where is 

there a material object? Those who, as a result of their own action, are 

bereft of true Knowledge of the Self, first see clay, then a pot, then its 

two separate parts [i.e. upper and lower], and finally potsherds, dust, 

etc, Tell me, please, which one of these is an unchanging entity? There- 

fore there never exists a material object except in one’s mind. What 

truly exists is Consciousness alone, regarded diversely by different men 

endowed with different minds as a result of their respective past actions. 

There exists only Vasudeva, the best of all and the Supreme Lord, 
who is non-dual Consciousness, pure, stainless, griefless, and free from 

attachment and aversion. 
“Thus I have related to you the foundation of the universe. I have 

also told you that Knowledge alone is real, and all else unreal. And 
further, I have told you about human conduct in the sense-perceived 

world. 
“All actions are the result of ignorance. All living beings engage in 

activity. But Atman is pure, immutable, tranquil, free from the gunas, 
and beyond prakriti. It is the same Atman that dwells in all creatures, 

without undergoing any increase or decrease. That alone is Substance 
which at no time is known by a different name as a result of change 
or modification. O King, what is this Substance? 

“O best among men, if there existed someone else other than myself, 
then I could speak of this as I’ and that as ‘he.’ But since the same 
Person dwells in all bodies, what is ‘I’ and what is ‘he’? Such epithets 
as ‘I’ and ‘he’ are only meaningless jargon. That you are a king, that 
this is your palanquin, that these are your bearers, that these are your 
people—all this is illusion. King, warrior, kingship, and other similar 

concepts used in practical life are all unreal—mere imagination. 

“O King, I will tell you in brief what the wise describe as the 
immortal Supreme Truth. Listen: 

“Atman is non-dual, all-pervading, the same in all creatures, pure, 

attributeless, beyond prakriti, and free from the changes of birth and 
growth. O King, this same Atman, which is supremely great and is 

1 One of the tests of Reality is its immutability. That which is real can never 
be unreal. (See B. G. II. 16.) 

82 The Godhead; an epithet of Sri Krishna.
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Knowledge Absolute, has never been associated with name or caste; 

neither is It associated now with them nor will It be so in the future. 
It has always the same relationship with all bodies;° this relationship 
does not from time to time undergo change. This is the highest knowl- 
edge. The dualists are victims of false knowledge. The whole universe 
is nothing but the non-dual Brahman; it is free from differentiation. It 
is of the same nature as the Supreme Self, called Vasudeva, and has no 
existence apart from Him. A spiritual aspirant named Nidagha received 
the teaching of non-dualism, became devoted to it, and as a result 

realized all beings to be non-different from himself. By attaining one- 
ness with Brahman he realized final Liberation. 

“As the ignorant regard the sky [which is free from colour] as white, 
blue, etc., so, on account of erroneous perception, do people see the 

non-dual Atman differently. 
“Whatever is perceived in the universe is the immutable Lord alone; 

there exists nothing that is other than He. I am He; thou art He; all 
that exists is He. Give up the delusion of separateness. . 

“The great king, as a result of this instruction, gave up the notion 
of separateness and attained insight into the Supreme Truth. He 
recovered the memory of his past births, obtained final illumination, 
and became liberated in this very body.” 

To quote from the Linga Purana: 
“That the embodied beings wander about in samsara is the result of 

ignorance. If one reasons one finds no difference between Atman, which 
is free, and the jiva, which appears to be dependent. In truth, there 
is no such thing as one; where then, alas, is the possibility of two?®* 
Neither is there one nor is there mortal man; where then is the 

possibility of death?*5 
“Turiya is not that which is conscious of the inner (subjective) world, 

nor that which is conscious of the outer (objective) world, nor that 

which is conscious of both, nor that which is a mass of consciousness. It 
is not simple consciousness, nor is It unconsciousness.2* When Brahman 

83 Te. It is the indwelling Spirit of all. 
34 Two is a correlative of one. 
®5 Brahman, by nature, is free from all actions and attributes. Therefore It 

cannot be associated with such adjectives as one or two. Death is predicated 
of what is bom. Brahman does not come into existence from a previous state 
of non-existence, Therefore It is free from such notions as birth and death. 

*The word Turiya means Pure Consciousness free from all qualifying 
attributes. The gist of this passage, based upon Md. Up 7, is that Brahman, 
bereft of all attributes, is wholly inscrutable to the finite mind.
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is known, nothing else remains to be known; then one realizes Nirvana 

as the highest good to be attained. When afflicted with ignorance, one 

sees multiplicity in place of the non-dual Brahman, just as one sees 

double when afflicted with timira;s" there is no other reason for the 

perception of multiplicity. O brahmins, one cannot predicate, with 

reference to Atman, either knowledge or bondage or Liberation. There 

is neither prakriti nor its changes nor the jiva, which is called a modifica- 

tion of prakriti; all this is maya, which cannot be described as real 

or unreal.” 
The sage Pardsara states the same thing: 

“The universe is projected from the Great Lord; in Him it merges 

again. He, the Lord of maya, accepts the bondage of maya and assumes 

diverse forms. But in reality He is not entangled in samsara, nor does 

He entangle anyone else. He is neither a doer of action nor an ex- 

periencer of the result of action, neither a man nor a woman, neither 

maya nor the vital breath; in reality He is pure Consciousness. There- 

fore the phenomenal nature of embodied beings is the result of igno- 

rance. 
“Atman is essentially all-pervading, immutable, and free from 

blemishes. It is non-dual but appears to be diverse through the power 

of miya; It is not so in lis own nature. Therefore sages speak of Non- 

duality as Ultimate Truth and the wise describe the universe as Knowl- 

edge Absolute. People with distorted vision see, because of ignorance, 

objects to be enjoyed. Aiman, which is by nature Consciousness, im- 

mutable and free from attributes, is perceived as material objects by men 

of defective understanding. When they truly realize Atman as Ultimate 

Reality, and duality as unreal, they will attain peace. Therefore neither 

multiplicity nor the phenomenal universe exists, but Consciousness 

alone.” 

Thus the Vedas as well as the Smritis speak of the phenomenal 

universe, characterized by names and forms, as a mere assemblage of 
words, and therefore unreal. It is, in itself, unreal because of its con- 

stant changeability. Brahman, on the other hand, is described by the 

negation of attributes; It is therefore eternally real. The phenomenal 

universe, endowed with such positive attributes as grossness and subtlety, 

is completely other than Brahman. Therefore it must be unreal. To 

give an illustration: since there is only one moon, the seeing of two 

moons is an illusion. 

87 A kind of eye disease which distorts one’s vision.
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Iv the Brahma Sutras (III. ii. 11.), Vyasa denies, on the authority of 
scripture, the existence of two aspects*® in Brahman due to Its association 
with upadhis. Since the two aspects are contradictory, Vyasa concludes 
that Brahman is without differentiation. When the opponent quotes 
scriptural passages apparenily showing the existence of differentiation 
in Brahman and seeks to prove the reality of Its differentiated aspects, 
Vyasa says (III. ii. 12.) that scripture itself refutes the differentiations 
in Brahman, pointing out that they are the result of association with 

upadhis and that therefore the differentiated aspects of Brahman are 
unacceptable. Hence it stands to reason, Vyasa concludes (III. ii. 13.), 
that Brahman is free from differentiations.®® 

Further, Vyasa states that according to certain recensions of the Vedas 
Brahman is undifferentiated Reality and nothing else. He quotes many 
passages to show that the scriptures do not support differentiation: 

“By the mind alone is Brahman to be realized. There exists in It no 
diversity whatsoever. He who sees in It diversity, as it were, goes from 
death to death.” (Br. Up. IV. iv. 19.) 

“Brahman is to be known as one alone.” 
“The enjoyer, the objects of enjoyment, and the Ruler—the triad... 

is nothing but Brahman.” (Svet. Up. I. 12.) 

Thus the scriptures speak of the phenomenal universe, characterized 
by the triad of the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, and the Ruler, as 
nothing but Brahman, strengthening the view that Brahman is really 
free from all differentiation. 

The following objection may be raised: Granting that Brahman can- 
not have two aspects, because It is non-dual only, how can this prove 
that Brahman is devoid of forms? It may very well be endowed with the 
aspect of many forms. 

In answer Vyasa contends (Br. Su. UI. ii. 14.) that the conclusion 
of the scriptures is that Brahman is formless. This is because the 
scriptural passages describing the formlessness of Brahman reveal Its 
primary aspect. 

To quote the scriptures: 
‘Tt (Brahman) is neither gross nor subtle, neither short nor long; It is 

soundless, formless, and immutable.” 

88 Namely, Brahman endowed with attributes and the attributeless Brahman. 
89 The conclusion of the Upanishad is that Brahman in Its real nature is free 

from any characteristics and differentiations. The apparent differentiations are 
due to Its association with upadhis. This association is the result of maya and 
therefore unreal. Hence no differentiation can, exist in Brahman.
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“Akaéa (matter) alone is the bearer of names and forms; that which 
is within them is Brahman.” (Chh. Up. VIII. xiv. 1.) 

“That Brahman is untouched by cause and effect, without interior or 

exterior. This Atman is Brahman, the experiencer of all things. Such 

is the instruction of the Vedas.” (Br. Up. II. v. 19.) 

Passages like these lay emphasis on the Brahman devoid of phe- 

nomenal multiplicity. Other passages in the scriptures describe the 
Causal Brahman*® and not Brahman as It essentially is. The passages 
speaking of the primary Brahman are necessarily stronger than those 

which speak. of the secondary Brahman, which is the Causal Brahman. 

Therefore Brahman should be known as being free from differentiations, 
and not otherwise, such being the clear evidence of the Vedas. In this 
way Vyasa establishes the undifferentiated nature of Brahman. 

If that be so, the opponent contends, then what will be the fate of the 
scriptural passages describing Brahman endowed with forms? In reply, 
Vydsa says (Br. Su. III. ii. 15.) that as the luminous sun and moon, 
when reflected in water and similar substances, appear in diverse forms, 
so also Brahman, in association with upadhis, assumes various forms. 
These forms, associated with Brahman, are helpful for worship for 
beginners. Therefore the instruction about Brahman with form does 
not conflict with that about the formless Brahman. 

Thus, after establishing the usefulness of the scriptural passages 
which speak of the many forms of Brahman as related to Its various 
upadhis, Vyasa finally concludes (Br. Su. III. ii. 16.) that Brahman is 
undifferentiated only, and nothing else. In order to clinch the argument, 
he quotes the scriptural passage, “As a lump of salt tastes salty only, 
both inside and outside, so Atman, devoid of exterior or interior, is a 
mass of Consciousness” (Br. Up. IV. v. 13.), and reiterates the fact that 

Brahman has no other aspect except that of Consciousness. 
Quoting both the Vedas and the Smritis, Vyasa proves (Br. Su. III. 

ii. 17.) that the nature of Brahman is utterly free of all differentiation: 
“Now, therefore, follows the description [of Brahman]: ‘Not this, 

not this.” (Br. Up. IL. iii. 6.) 
“lt (Brahman) is different from the known; It is above the unknown.” 

(Ke. Up. I. 4.) 

#0 Brahman in association with maya becomes the cause of the universe 
and is called the Causal Brahman, which is endowed with the attributes of 
creation, preservation, and destruction, and also with those of ommiscience, 
omnipresence, omnipotence, etc. Creation, which is maya, is not an inalienable 
characteristic of Brahman.
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“Words come back, together with the mind, unable to know Brah- 

man.” (Tai. Up. II. 4.) 
“That Knowledge which is utterly free from all differentiations and 

unknowable by words, which is realized as Existence only and known 
through the [purified] understanding, is called Brahman. The nature of 
the Supreme Brahman is the complete opposite of that of the variegated 
universe,” 

Vyasa further emphasizes the undifferentiated nature of Brahman by 
stating (Br. Su. III. ii. 18.) that It is Pure Consciousness, It is character- 

ized by the negation of all attributes, It is higher than the known and 
other than the unknown, It is devoid of all multiplicity, and is com- 
pletely other than the phenomenal universe. In order to show that the 
apparent differentiation in Brahman is the result of avidya, the scriptures 
dealing with Liberation give the illustration of the reflections of the 
sun, moon, etc. in water: 

“As the non-dual Gkasa (space) appears differently [as to form, odour, 
etc.] on account of its being limited by different pots, and as the sun 
appears differently on account of its being reflected in the water con- 
tained in different receptacles, so, likewise, Atman manifests different 

forms on account of Its association with different upadhis.” 
“The inmost Atman of embodied beings, though one, dwells in all 

beings. It appears to be many, like the moon and its many reflections.” 

(Brahmabindu Upanishad 17.) 

“The luminous sun, though one, assumes diverse forms when reflected 

in various forms of water; likewise, the birthless and effulgent Atman, 

manifesting Itself through different bodies, assumes different forms.” 
In this way Vyasa, by means of various illustrations, establishes the 

undifferentiated nature of Brahman. 
It may be contended (Br. Su. III. ii. 19.) that if Atman is incorporeal 

and all-pervading, It cannot dwell or be reflected in a gross body 
endowed with parts. The sun, on the other hand, is finite and corporeal; 

hence it can easily be reflected in a material medium. Since the illustra 
tion does not resemble the object with reference to which it is used, the 

illustration of the reflection of the sun in water is not apposite. In reply 
Vyasa says (Br. Su. III. ii. 20.) that one should bear in mind only the 

common features between the illustration and the object illustrated. It 

is never intended that they should be the same in all respects; for in 

that case, the two becoming identical, the point of the illustration would
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be lost.*1 In the illustration of the reflection of the sun in the water, the 

attention is drawn to the apparent changes in the reflection. That is to 

say, the reflected sun looks bigger when the volume of water increases, 

and smaller when the volume decreases; further, it trembles when the 

water trembles and appears to be divided when the water is divided. 

The sun assumes the characteristics of the water but is never affected by 

them. The apparent changes in the reflection do not affect the real sun. 

Likewise, Brahman remains essentially immutable, but appears to be 

endowed with such characteristics as increase or decrease on account of 

Its being associated with various upadhis. Thus the comparison between 

Brahman and the sun is to be confined only to certain common features, 

and not extended to all their aspects. 

Vyasa concludes the topic in the Brahma Sutras (III. ii. 21.) by quot- 

ing the following scriptural passages: 

“He made bodies with two feet and bodies with four feet;** that 

Supreme Being first entered the bodies as a bird (the subtle body).” 

(Br. Up. II. v. 18.) , 

“Indra (the Supreme Lord), through méiya, assumes diverse forms.” 

(Ri. VI. odvii. 18.) 
“Know, then, that prakriti is maya and that the Great God is the Lord 

of maya.” ( Svet. Up. IV. 10.) 

“Brahman projects the universe through the power of Its maya.” 

(Svet. Up. IV. 9.) 
“The non-dual Atman, dwelling in all beings, becomes different ac- 

cording to whatever It enters.” (Ka. Up. II. ii. 10.) 
“The non-dual and resplendent Lord is hidden in all beings.” (Svet. 

Up. VI. 11.) 
“Piercing a hole in the top of the head, the Spirit enters the body 

by that passage.” 
“He enters the body and pervades it to the very tips of the finger- 

nails.” (Br. Up. I. iv. 7.) 
“After creating the body He entered into it.” (Tai. Up. II. 6.) 
Thus Vyasa shows that the Supreme Brahman, essentially undiffer- 

entiated, appears to be differentiated only on account of Its association 
with upadhis of forms. The illustration of the sun and its reflections in 
water has already been given. . 

#1 When the strength of a man is explained. by the illustration of a lion, the 
attention is to be focused only on the physical strength, which is the common 
feature. A man can never be a lion in all respects. 

42T.e. bipeds and quadrupeds.
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Furthermore, the experience of the knowers of Brahman refutes the 
reality of multiplicity. They have actually realized that the undiffer- 
entiated Brahman is the sole Reality. Now the following passages 
of the Vedas and the Smritis describe the unitive experience of Brahman: 

“How can he who has attained the Knowledge of the unity of exist- 
ence, through the realization of all beings in himself, suffer from any 
grief or delusion?” (1s. Up. 7.) 

“When Brahman is known, nothing else remains to be known.” 
“This is the instruction about Nirvana (Liberation).” (Arinika 

Upanishad 5s.) 
“When there exists, as it were, another, then one can see another.” 

(Br. Up. IV. iii. 31.) 

“But when everything has become the Self, then what can one see 
and by what means will one see it?” (Br. Up. IV. v. 15.) 

“O Lord, the tangible universe which we perceive is really Thyself, 
whose nature is Pure Consciousness. Those who are not yogis see the 
universe through false knowledge. But on the other hand, yogis endowed 
with right Knowledge and pure in heart perceive the universe as the 
form of the Supreme Lord, characterized by Consciousness. O brahmin, 
aman called Nidagha received the instruction about Non-duality and 
became devoted to the non-dual Brahman. At last he realized all beings, 
without exception, as the Self and attained Brahman and final Libera- 
tion. He who sees Atman alone, and not a second object, has, according 
to the Vedas, become Brahman.” 

Thus the reality of the manifold universe is refuted by the evidence 
of the Vedas, the Smritis, and the experience of the knowers of Brah- 
man, 

It is seen that things utterly dissimilar and endowed with contrary 
attributes are often, through ignorance, identified with one another. 
A sweet substance is taken to be bitter, a yellow to be white, and vice 

versa. Sometimes one associates the incorporeal sky with greyness or a 
lower limit. The same mistake is made with regard to Atman. The 
idea of the formless Self is falsely superimposed upon the body, which 
is endowed with a form and is, in reality, non-Self. The Self and the 
non-Self are utterly dissimilar in nature. That a man feels, “I am stout” 

or “I am thin” is a common experience. 
“If the killer thinks he kills and if the killed man thinks he is killed, 

neither of these apprehends aright..The Self kills not, nor is It killed.” 

(Ka. Up. I. ii. 19.)
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“He who looks on the Self as the slayer, and he who looks on the 
Self as the slain—neither of these apprehends aright. The Self slays not 

nor is It slain.” (B. G. IL. 19.) 

“All work is performed by the gunas of prakriti.” (B. G. III. 27.) 
From passages like these, quoted from Sruti and Smriti, one sees that 

on account of ignorance the characteristics of the Self are superimposed 
upon the non-Self, and vice versa. 

The Svetaévatara Upanishad sets forth its teachings in order to remove 
this false superimposition so that the aspirant may attain the Knowledge 
of the non-dual Atman.



INVOCATION 

Om. That is full; this is full, This fullness has been projected from that 

fullness. When this fullness merges in that fullness, all that remains is 

fullness. 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace! 

Om. May Brahman protect us both! May Brahman bestow upon us both 

the fruit of Knowledge! May we both obtain the energy to acquire Knowl- 

edge! May what we both study reveal the Truth! May we cherish no ill 

feeling toward each other! 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace! 

For the interpretation of these two invocations see The Upanishads Vol. I, 
p. 200 (Iga Upanishad) and p. 116 (Katha Upanishad).





CHAPTER I 

RISHIS, discoursing on Brahman, ask: Is Brahman the cause? Whence 
are we born? By what do we live? Where do we dwell at the end? 
Please tell us, O ye who know Brahman, under whose guidance we 
abide, whether in pleasure or in pain. 

Rystits: Lit., seers of Truth; students of the science of Brahman. 
Is Braman etc: Is Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, the cause of the 

universe? Obviously Brahman, the Absolute, which is beyond time, space, 
and the causal relationship, cannot be the real cause. If that is so, Brahman 

must create the universe in co-operation with something else. What is this 
additional factor? The sentence may also be translated in other ways, for 
example: “Is Brahman [or something else] the cause of the universe?” “What 
is the nature of Brahman, the cause of the universe?” “What kind of cause 

is Brahman—material or efficient?” 
Wuence etc: The word we denotes all beings Cjivas) subject to the 

law of cause and effect. No birth or death is possible for the real jiva, which, 

in its true essence, is one with Brahman. 

By wHat Etc: What supports the jivas during their phenomenal exist- 
ence? 

AT THE END: That is to say, after death. 
Unper wHose ETc: The jivas experience pleasure and pain in the world. 

Who is the controller of this pleasure and pain? The sharp division between 
pleasure and pain is evident. All beings are attached to pleasure and re- 
pelled by pain. Still it is seen that people experience pain. The question is, 

what that power or factor is which leads one to pain. 

The questions asked in this verse are related to the creation, preservation, 
and ultimate dissolution of the jivas and the universe. 

Various entities—such as time, nature, etc—may be proposed as the 
cause of the universe: 

2 

Should time, or nature, or necessity, or chance, or the elements be 

regarded as the cause? Or he who is called the purusha, the living self? 
71
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The cause cannot be the combination of these entities, since there is 

a living self, atman, for whose sake the combination has been made; 
yet neither is the atman the cause, for it, in turn, is dependent upon 
good and evil. 

Time: It is time that causes change in all beings. 
Nature: The inalienable characteristic of an entity; for instance, the 

heat of fire. 
Necessity: The law of cause and effect, which unfailingly determines 

good and evil. 
Erements: Akaéa, air, fire, water, and earth. 

Tu purusna: Atman, as reflected in the buddhi, or limited by it; the 

individual living self, associated with body, senses, mind, and ego. 
THE CAUSE CANNOT ETC: The entities enumerated cannot, independently. 

be the cause of the universe, for actual experience contradicts this view. Nor 
can their combination be the cause, for any combination presupposes another 
entity which brings together the different elements to serve its own purpose; 
for instance, a house, which is produced by the combination of different 
parts, serves the purpose of a living person. 

Nerruer 1s THE ATMAN ETC: The living self, or jiva, is dependent, in its 

phenomenal state, upon the karma, or action, of a former existence. Its 
happiness and suffering are determined by its past good and evil deeds. 
Being itself dependent, the 4tman cannot be the independent cause of the 
universe. Or the text may be explained thus: The atman cannot be the 
cause of the universe, for the latter is responsible for its suffering. It cannot 
be imagined that the atman would create a universe which would cause its 

own suffering. 

lt is not possible to discover the final cause of the universe by means 
of reason based upon sense experience. Therefore the seers pursued 

the path of yoga, which consists of self-control and one-pointedness of 
mind, and they came to the conclusion that the Supreme Lord evolved 
the world with the help of His own maya. 

3 

The sages, absorbed in meditation through one-pointedness of mind, 
discovered the [creative] power, belonging to the Lord Himself and 
hidden in its own gunas. That non-dual Lord rules over all those causes 
—time, the self, and the rest. 

ABSORBED ETC: The Vedic seers discovered the ultimate cause through 
the help of yoga, that is to say, through self-control and meditation. Supra- 
mental truth cannot be known by any other means.
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Power Etc: The attributeless Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, which is 
beyond time, space, and causality, is the only Reality. Maya is postulated 
from the relative standpoint to explain the creation. It is an inexplicable 
power which belongs to Brahman and has no existence independent of 
Brahman. They are inseparable, like fire and its power to burn. Brahman, 

when associated with maya, is called Brahman with attributes (Saguna 
Brahman). His attributes are creation, preservation, and destruction. Maya 
is the material cause of the universe; that is to say, Brahman creates the 
universe and the various objects contained in it, out of maya, which is Its 
inferior aspect. But, as Pure Consciousness, It may be called the efficient 
cause. Thus, from the relative standpoint, Brahman is both the efficient 
and the material cause of the universe. Vedanta, explains this by the il- 
lustration of the spider and its web. The spider uses its own silk to produce 
the web. As a conscious entity it is the efficient cause of the web. The same 
spider, from the standpoint of the silk, which belongs to it, is the material 

cause. No outside material is needed for the creation of the universe. (See 

The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 50 ££., and Self-Knowledge, p. 49 ff.) 
Lorp: The Sanskrit word deva means, literally, “self-luminous one”; it 

is used here to denote Saguna Brahman, the Lord of maya or creation. 
Hippen erc: Maya, also known as prakriti, consists of three gunas: 

sattva, rajas, and tamas. The word guna is generally—though incorrectly— 

translated as “quality.” Essentially, the gunas are the very stuff of maya. 
Maya is like a twisted rope consisting of three strands, which are the three 

gunas. All that exists in the universe consists of these three gunas. Brahman, 
or the Great Spirit, after projecting the universe, remains hidden in it, 
just as a seed, after producing a tree, remains hidden in the tree. The cause 
produces the effect and remains concealed in the effect. First of all, 
Brahman is conceived as the Lord of maya; next, the same Brahman is 

known as the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the universe. The 

creative aspect, associated with sattva, is known as Brahma; the protective 

aspect, associated with rajas, is known as Vishnu; and the destructive aspect, 

associated with tamas, is known as Siva. These three aspects are related 
to the phenomenal world; they have no bearing upon the attributeless 
Brahman, or Ultimate Reality. 

Rutrzs over: Such secondary causes as time, the self, etc. are controlled 

by Brahman through maya. 

The first and second verses raise the following questions: Is Brahman 
the cause of the universe, or should time, or nature, or necessity, or some 

other factor, be considered as the cause? Can Brahman properly be called 
the cause, or is It devoid of causal relationship? Does Brahman, if It is the 
Creator, create the universe with outside help? If It is the cause, should It 
be regarded as the material cause or as the efficient cause? Or is It both 
efficient and material cause? Lastly, if Brahman is designated as the cause,
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then what are Its characteristics; and if It transcends the causal relationship 
then, too, what is Its nature? The answer is that the Pure Brahman is 

neither the cause nor something other than the cause, nor both, nor some 

thing other than both. Further, It is neither the efficient cause nor the 

material cause, nor both. Brahman is one and without a second, and devoic 

of any causal relationship. From the standpoint of the Absolute there is nc 
creation; therefore Brahman cannot properly be described in terms of cause 
and effect. From the standpoint of the universe, however, Brahman with 
maya appears to be associated with creation, preservation, and destruction. 

From the relative standpoint, Brahman is both the efficient and the 
material cause of the universe. As the Lord of maya, It is [Svara; ana 

-in Its true nature, It is Existence, Consciousness, and Bliss. The same 

Brahman, again, appears as the universe bound by the causal chain. 
Cause and effect are essentially nomn-different. There is no real 
difference between a clay pot and the clay of which it has been 
made. It is the Supreme Brahman—birthless, deathless, attributeless, 

supersensuous, supramental, undifferentiated, and free from hunger, 
thirst, and the rest—that appears, through maya, as the phenomenal 
universe. It is Brahman, again, who is worshipped by spiritual 
aspirants as Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and other deities. From the 

phenomenal standpoint, the reality of the Creator and the universe 
—related as cause and effect—is admitted; otherwise there would be 

no meaning to bondage, Liberation, or seeker after Liberation. God, 
too, the bestower of Liberation, would be unreal. From the standpoint 
of maya, all these are admitted to be real. Scripture says that one 
quarter of Brahman has become (through maya) the universe and all 
its living beings, and the other three quarters remain immutable and 
transcendental. That Brahman, alone, has become all things is made 

clear by the illustration of a wheel. The universe is the Wheel of 
Brahman, the Brahmachakra. 

4 

The sages saw the Wheel of Brahman, which has one felly, a triple 
tire, sixteen end-parts, fifty spokes with twenty counter-spokes, and 
six sets of eight; whose one rope is manifold; which moves on three 
different roads; and whose illusion arises from two causes. 

Wueer or Braaman: Refers to the universe, which is non-different 
from the Creator, who, again, is essentially the same as Brahman.
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Ferry: The outer circumference of a wheel, which is its support. With 
regard to the universe, the word signifies the power of maya in its causal 
aspect. At the time of the cosmic dissolution, names and forms return to 

the seed state; this is called the causal state of maya. 

‘TRIPLE TRE: That is to say, three bonds or hoops, which form the tire. 
These are the three gunas: sattva, rajas, and tamas. 

SIXTEEN END-PaRTS: Refers to the five elements, the five organs of 
perception, the five organs of action, and the mind. Or they may refer to 

the sixteen parts (kalas) mentioned in Pr. Up. VI. 1. These sixteen parts 
form the utmost extent of the universe. An altogether different interpreta- 

tion is sometimes given. The one felly may mean the undifferentiated 

prakriti, which is the causal state. Sutratma, or Hiranyagarbha (the Cosmic 
Mind, or Consciousness conditioned by the totality of minds), and Virat 
(Consciousness conditioned by the totality of bodies}, together with the 

fourteen planes of existence described in the Puranas, form, in this inter- 
pretation, the sixteen end-parts. 

Fiery spoxes: Which support the motion of the Wheel of the Cosmos. 
They are as follows: the five misconceptions, or different kinds of ignorance 

or doubt, described by Patanjali as ignorance, self-love, attachment, hatred, 
and clinging to life CYog. Su. II. 3); the twenty-eight disabilities, or aSaktis, 

which are causes of misconception (Sam. Su, III. 38); the nine inversions 
of satisfactions, or tustis (Sam. Su. ITI. 39); the eight inversions of per- 
fections, or siddhis (Sam. Su. IIT. 40). Detailed descriptions of these terms 

will be found in Sam. Su. III. 37-45; Sam. Ka. 47 £; Yog. Su. II. 3 ff. 
‘TWENTY COUNTER-SPOKES: Refers to the ten organs (of perception and 

action) and their ten corresponding objects. They are the wedges to 

strengthen the spokes. 
Six sETs or EIGHT: These octads are explained as the octad of prakriti 

(namely, akasa, aix, fire, water, and earth, mind, buddhi, and I-conscious- 
ness); that of the dhatu, or bodily substance (skin, cuticle, flesh, blood, fat, 

bone, marrow, and semen); the eight supernatural powers, endowed with 
which a man can make himself small as an atom, huge as a mountain, 

light as air, can reach any object he likes, rule everything he wants, conquer 
everything, and fulfil all desires; the octad of the bhavas, or states Crighteous- 

ness, or dharma, knowledge, or jndna, renunciation, majesty, unrighteous- 
ness, ignorance, non-renunciation, and poverty); the octad of gods and 

incorporeal beings (Brahma, Prajapati, deities, gandharvas, yakshas, rak- 

shasas, pitris, fiends); and the octad of virtues (compassion, forgiveness, 

absence of malice, purity, absence of effort, goodness, liberality, and absence 

of longing). 
One nope ere: The rope of love, which manifests itself as love for 

children, food, and the heavenly world.
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Tures erc: These are the roads of righteousness, unrighteousness, and 

knowledge. 
Wauose ILLusion ETc: This deception arises from two causes: virtuous 

action and sinful. On account of it one regards the body, or non-Self, 

as the Self. 

The knowledge of the Wheel of Brahman was revealed to the illumined 

sages in the depths of meditation, 

The Causal Brahman, or lévara, appearing, in association with maya, 
as the phenomenal universe, is also described as a river: 

5 

We meditate on the River whose five currents are the five organs 
of perception, which is made impetuous and winding by the five ele- 
ments, whose waves are the five organs of action, and whose fountain- 

head is the mind, the source of the five forms of perception. This 
River has five whirlpools and its rapids are the fivefold misery; and 
lastly, it has fifty branches and five pain-bearing obstructions. 

Frve exements: Akdéa, air, fire, water, and earth, which are the ele- 

mentary materials of the universe. 
Mixp: The basic organ (manas), responsible for the perceptions of the 

five sense-organs. According to Vedanta, the whole universe, consisting of 
animate and inanimate objects, is but the states of the mind; when the 
mind stops functioning the multiple universe is not perceived. 

Frve wurenprooris: The objects of the five senses. 
Fiverotp misery: This consists in resting in the womb, being born, 

growing old, becoming ill, and dying. 
Five PArN-BEARING ETC: These are ignorance, egoism, attachment, 

aversion, and clinging to life. (See Yog. Su. II. 3.) 

The fifty branches mentioned in the text are not clear. They are not 
adequately explained by the commentators. 

The foregoing verses, by means of the illustrations of the wheel and 
the river, have described the Causal Brahman, which manifests Itself 

through the universe. Now is discussed the cause of bondage and the 
method of obtaining Liberation: 

6 

In this great Brahma-Wheel, in which all things abide and finally 
rest, the swan (jiva) wanders about so long as it thinks the self is
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different from the Controller. When blessed by Him the self attains 
Immortality. 

IN WHICH ... ABIDE Erc: All beings evolve from the Wheel of Brahman, 
that is to say, from Brahman with attributes, which is the cosmic form of 

the attributeless Brahman, or Pure Consciousness; they are supported by 
Him during the period of manifestation; and in the end they merge in 
Him. Brahman in association with maya, which is Its creative power, ap- 
pears to have become endowed with the attributes of creation, preservation, 
and destruction. 

Swan: The individual self. 
Wanpers asout: That is to say, the individual soul, the jiva, roams 

about in the phenomenal universe, assuming different bodies—human, 

subhuman, and superhuman. 
So tone Exc: The cause of the jiva’s wandering in samsara is the mis- 

taken notion, due to ignorance, that the individual soul is essentially differ- 

ent from the Supreme Self. 
ConrroLier: That is to say, the Supreme Lord, who is the Controller 

of the universe. 
Wuen Etc: The discipline for Liberation is the knowledge of the one- 

ness of the individual soul and the Supreme Lord. The individual soul 
must realize itself to be the non-dual Brahman, the essence of Bliss and 
Consciousness, which is its true nature, and become absorbed in It.’ 

He who knows himself to be Brahman, or Ultimate Reality, is liberated; 
and he who knows himself to be other than Brahman remains bound. “He 
who knows that he is Brahman becomes Brahman, the All. Even the gods 
cannot control him, for he realizes himself to be their inner self. But he 

who worships another God, regarding the latter as other than himself, 

does not know the truth. He remains as one of the beasts of the gods.” 

CBr. Up. I. iv. 10.) 

The following objection may be raised: Verses 4-6 refer to the Causal 

Brahman, who manifests Himself as the universe. That being so, the 

realization of Brahman must mean oneness with the Causal Brahman. 

The contemplator becomes one with the object of contemplation, which, 

in this case, is Brahman with attributes. But the seeker who is one 

with the Causal Brahman is still identified with the relative universe. 

Therefore he cannot attain the Immortality described in the foregoing 

verse. The objection is refuted: 

7 

It is the Supreme Brahman alone [untouched by phenomena] that 

is proclaimed [in the Upanishads]. In It is established the triad [of
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the enjoyer, the object, and the Lord who is the Controller]. This 
Brahman is the immutable foundation; It is imperishable. The sages, 
having realized Brahman to be the essence of phenomena, become de- 
voted to It. Completely merged in Brahman, they attain freedom from 

rebirth. 

Iv 1s ETc: According to the Upanishads, the Supreme Reality is the 
attributeless Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, and not Saguna Brahman, 
associated with the phenomenal universe. If the Supreme Reality were 
Saguna Brahman, then Its attainment would not bring about Liberation. 
The attributeless Brahman transcends phenomena, which are limited by 

time, space, and causality. Compare: “It (Brahman) is different from the 

known; It is above the unknown” (Ke. Up. I. 4); “That which cannot be 

apprehended by the mind, but by which, they say, the mind is appre- 

bended—That alone know as Brahman, and not that which people here 

worship” (Ke. Up. I. 6); “It is not gross; It is devoid of sound and touch”; 
“Now, therefore, follows the description [of Brahman]: ‘Not this, not this.’” 

CBr. Up. Il. iii. 6); “It is neither being nor non-being; It is, verily, all good”; 
“From which words come back” (Tai. Up. IL. 4); “One and ,without a 

second” (Chh. Up. VI. ii. 1). 
Supreme: Because Brahman is free from all phenomenal characteristics. 

By contemplating the Supreme Brahman one attains the highest zesult, 
that is to say, Immortality. Whatever one contemplates one becomes. 

In Ir ec: If Brahman is untouched by prakriti (phenomena), and if the 
latter is independent of Brahman, then Brahman cannot be described as 

one and without a second. Brahman and prakriti would, in that case, con- 
stitute a duality. But this contention is not correct. Brahman, untouched by 
prakriti, is an independent reality; but prakriti has no independent existence. 

The enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, and the controlling Lord Clévara), 

which constitute prakriti, or the phenomenal universe, all inhere in 
Brahman. According to Vedanta, the whole universe is a manifestation of 
Brahman through maya; it rests in Brahman during the period of manifesta- 

tion, and in the end it merges in Brahman. The universe cannot exist 

independent of Brahman. This is explained by the illustrations of the il- 
lusory snake seen in the rope and the mirage seen in the desert. 

Founpation: Brahman is the foundation of the universe, as the rope is 

the foundation of the illusory snake. 
ImprrtsHABLE: Even after projecting the universe, Brahman remains 

immutable, because the universe is maya, and so devoid of any real existence. 

The idea of causality, expressed by creation or becoming, is absent in 

Brahman. 

Tue sacus erc: Though Brahman is the essence or substratum of the
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universe, yet It is unrelated to the latter, because the universe is an il- 
lusory superimposition upon Brahman. What is perceived by the ignorant 

as the phenomenal universe is realized by the sages to be Brahman, non- 
dual and all Bliss. Thus the sages attain Liberation. 

Devoted etc: This devotion to Brahman is called samadhi, or the 

Knowledge of Non-duality through complete absorption. Samadhi is thus 
described in the Yajnavalkya Smriti: “The non-dual Brahman, the ultimate 

Cause, all Light, all Bliss, dwells in all beings. It is eternal and immortal. 
The individual self should meditate on It with single-minded devotion and 
be completely absorbed in It. This total losing of the self in the Supreme 

Self is called samadhi. The aspirant should control the mind and the senses 
and concentrate on the Supreme Self. Fixing his attention on It, he must 
not think of anything else. Thus he loses himself in the indivisible Supreme 
Self, which is the inmost Consciousness of all, and becomes one with It.” 
CoMPLETELY MERGED ETc: The sages merge the gross body in the 

subtle body, the subtle body in the causal body, and all three in Brahman, 
which is the unrelated substratum. The different bodies are projected by 
maya. 

Freepom xtc: The illumined sages become free from such fear and 
misery as resting in the womb, being born, growing old, becoming ill, and 
dying. 

The purpose of Vedanta is to reveal the oneness of the individual soul 
and the Supreme Soul, as expressed by the Upanishadic statement Tat- 

tvamasi—“"That thou art.” CChh. Up. VI. viii. 7.) The word That has two 

meanings: a direct and an implied. The direct meaning conveys the idea 
of Saguna Brahman, or the World Soul, manifest as the universe, and 
called its Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer. The implied meaning is Pure 
Consciousness unassociated with any limiting attributes. Likewise, the 
word thou has two meanings: a direct and an implied. The direct meaning 

conveys the idea of the jiva, or individual soul, associated with an individual 
body and characterized by the limitations of birth, death, hunger, thirst, 
etc. The implied meaning is Pure Consciousness unassociated with any 
limiting attributes. The meaning of the word art is the identity of That 
and thou. It is obvious that the words That and thou, possessing contradictory 
attributes, cannot be identical from the standpoint of the direct meaning of 
the words, that is to say, in a literal sense. But their identity is a fact 
realized through direct and immediate experience. This identity is there- 

fore explained from the standpoint of their implied meaning. The con- 
tradictory attributes which distinguish ISvara, or Saguna Brahman, from the 

jiva, or individual soul, are the result of maya and therefore are not real. 
It is through maya that Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, appears to have 
become the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the universe. Through
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maya, again, the same Brahman appears to have become the jiva. The 
superimpositions are illusory; their substratum alone is real. Brahman is the 

substratum of both Iévara and the jiva. When, through the Vedantic 
discipline of negation, one eliminates the illusory superimpositions, one 
realizes by direct experience the ultimate identity of Ivara and the jiva 

in Brahman, or Pure Consciousness. [svara and the jiva are both phenomenal 

entities. They may be compared to a clay lion and a clay mouse. Such a 

mouse and lion cannot be identical. But when both are dissolved into 
clay, all their differences due to the illusory names and forms are ob- 
literated, and their essential oneness is realized. (See Self-Knowledge, 

p. 88 #f.) 

The following objection may be raised: If the non-dual Brahman 
alone is real, there can be no separate existence of Isvara and the jiva. 
In that case the scriptural passages speaking of the merging of the jiva 
in Brahman are meaningless. The answer is that during the relative 
state a distinction between I$vara and the jiva is admitted. This dis- 
tinction is created by two kinds of limitation due to maya. Isvara is 
associated with collective ignorance, and the jiva, with individual 
ignorance. With regard to Ifvara, the whole universe is the limiting 
adjunct, whereas with the jiva, the individual body is the limiting 
adjunct. It is Brahman alone who, in association with collective mayG, 
appears as the universe, and in association with individual maya, appears 
as the jiva. (See Self-Knowledge, yp. 49 ff.) The destruction of ignorance 

constitutes freedom. 

8 

The Lord, Isa, supports all this which has been joined together— 
the perishable and the imperishable, the manifest (the effect) and the 
unmanifest (the cause). The same Lord (the Supreme Self), devoid 
of Lordship [i.e. as the jiva], becomes bound because of assuming the 
attitude of the enjoyer. The jiva again realizes the Supreme Self and 

is freed from all fetters. 

Tue Lorn: Brahman, or Pure Consciousness. 

Supports: The Lord is the support of phenomena, as the rope is the 
support of the illusory snake, or the desert, of the mirage. The universe is 

held together by cause and effect. 

PrrisHasbie: That is to say, manifested objects. 

IMPERISHABLE: Iévara, who is the cause of manifestation. Brahman is
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the support of all relative phenomena, which include both the tangible 
effects and the intangible cause, or Isvara. Compare: “The perishable 

comprises all creatures, and the imperishable is said to be the unchanging. 
But there is another Being, the Highest, called the Supreme Self, who, 

as the Immutable, pervades and sustains the three worlds.” (B. G. XV. 
16-17.) , 

Devorp of Lorpsure etc: As a result of avidya. Under the spell of 
avidy4, or nescience, the Supreme Self appears as the jiva, or phenomenal 
being, who, through association with the aggregate of the body, senses, etc., 

becomes individualized. This jiva is the doer of action and the enjoyer of 
its results. 

Rearizes ETc: Through the destruction of avidya. 

The non-dual Atman, through association with limiting adjuncts created 

by avidya, appears to have become the multiple living beings. Vedantists 
give the illustration of the reflections of the moon in waves. The ideas 
of bondage and Liberation, pleasure and pain, etc. do not affect Brahman. 

They are created by maya and apply to phenomena, and therefore they 
are ultimately unreal. 

9 

The Supreme Lord appears as [évara, omniscient and omnipotent, 
and as the jiva, of limited knowledge and power, both unborn. [But 

this does not deny the phenomenal universe;] for there exists further 
the unborn prakriti, which creates [the ideas of] the enjoyer, enjoy- 
ment, and the object. Atman is infinite and all-pervading, and there- 

fore devoid of agency. When the seeker knows all these three to be 
Brahman, he is freed from his fetters. 

Bots unsorn: Both Iévara and the jiva are, in reality, Brahman, which 
is their substratum; therefore they are called unborn. It is the non-dual 

Self, the inmost Atman of all beings, that has assumed all diverse forms. 

For THERE Exists ETc: The following objection may be raised: The 
notion of the Supreme Lord’s being omniscient, all-powerful, etc., and of 
the jiva’s being the opposite, can be accepted if the reality of the phenomenal 

universe, characterized by the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, etc., is 
admitted. But Non-dualistic Vedanta does not admit the reality of the 
phenomenal universe. The non-dual Brahman, which is by nature im- 

mutable, cannot be the enjoyer. Further, there cannot exist any other 

entity which can create in Brahman the notion of enjoyment. If the reality 

of such an object is admitted, the doctrine of non-dualism must fall. The 
non-dualist’s answer is as follows: Maya, or prakziti, the inscrutable power
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of Brahman, is the cause of the phenomenal universe. It is maya that 

transforms itself into the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, etc. Compare: 

“Know, then, that prakriti is maya” (Svet. Up. IV. 10); “Indra Cthe Su- 

preme Lord), through may3, assumes diverse forms” CRi. VI. xlvii. 18). 

Maya, as already stated, is the material cause of the universe. Being itself 

inert, maya cannot function without the power of the Lord, who uses it as His 

instrument for creation, preservation, and destruction. On account of this 

association with maya, the Lord Himself appears to be like a phenomenal 

entity, endowed, as it were, with a body, and divided, as it were, like a 

material substance. Thus, though the Supreme Lord is non-different from 

Brahman, nevertheless, on account of association with maya, He appears 

as a phenomenal being. Further, by the admission of the concept of maya, 

the non-duality of Brahman is not affected; for maya has no reality inde- 

pendent of Brahman. It is described as neither real nor unreal. Since 

maya is ultimately unreal, the ideas of the enjoyer, the object of enjoyment, 

etc. are also unreal. For that reason, the non-dual, indivisible Brahman alone 

exists. 

Inpinrre: That is to say, free from the limitations of time, space, and 

other entities. Time, space, etc. are maya. 
Devo oF acency: The ideas of agency, action, etc. belong to the 

phenomenal world, and not to the non-dual Brahman. 
Avi THEse Ec: The ideas of the enjoyer, enjoyment, and the object 

of enjoyment are superimposed upon Brahman through maya, as the snake 
is superimposed upon the rope. To the illumined person, the substratum 

is non-different from what is superimposed, that is to say, he sees the 

illusory snake Cperceived by the ignorant) as the rope. Likewise, the ideas 
of the enjoyer, enjoyment, etc. are in reality nothing but Brahman. He 

who knows Brahman alone as Reality is free from all false conceptions. 

He sees Brahman everywhere and in everything. He rids himself of the 
false notions of the agent and the experiencer. Free from grief, he attains 

Supreme Bliss. 

The foregoing verse has shown the distinction between Isvara and 
the jiva and has also stated that through the knowledge of the essential 
non-difference between Brahman and the universe one attains Im- 
mortality. Now will be shown the difference between Isvara and prakriti. 

10 

Prakriti is perishable. Hara, the Lord, is immortal and imperishable. 
The non-dual Supreme Self rules both prakriti and the individual soul. 
Through constant meditation on Him, by union with Him, by the
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knowledge of identity with Him, one attains, in the end, cessation 

of the illusion of phenomena. 

Hara: Lit., the Destroyer of ignorance. The word also signifies Siva, 
or Rudra, one of the divine manifestations of Brahman in the phenomenal 

world. In this verse the word stands for the Supreme Lord. 
Him: That is to say, the non-dual Self, which is Existence-Knowledge- 

Bliss Absolute. 

Union: Union of the individual self and the Supreme Self. 
Know.encr ETc: This identity is expressed in the scriptural statement 

“IT am Brahman,” and other similar passages. 
In THE END: That is to say, after the attainment of Knowledge. Or the 

word may mean “at the time of death,” when the impressions created by 

the action done in a previous life, which have determined the present body, 
have been exhausted through experience. Though the subtle impressions 
of all other actions are destroyed by the Knowledge of Brahman, the 
action responsible for the present life must exhaust itself through experi- 

ence. 
Innusion erc: The phenomenal life is characterized by pain, pleasure, 

and delusion. 

The result of the meditation, union, and Knowledge spoken of in the 
foregoing verse is described: 

Il 

When the Lord is known all fetters fall off; with the cessation of 

miseries, birth and death come to an end. From meditation on Him 

there arises, after the dissolution of the body, the third state, that of 
universal lordship. And lastly, the aspirant, transcending that state 
also, abides in the complete Bliss of Brahman. 

Wuen etc: When the aspirant attains oneness with Brahman. 
Fetrers: Created by avidya, or nescience. 
Misertes: Patanjali describes these as the five pain-bearing obstructions: 

ignorance, egoism, attachment, aversion, and clinging to life. 
FROM MEDITATION ETc: The result of meditation is the attainment of 

Liberation by gradual stages, as described in the text. 

Arrer erc: The aspirant, after death, follows the Path of Light and 
attains Brahmaloka. (Compare B. G. VIII. 24.) 
Tump stare: The first state represents the destruction of bondage; the 

second, the cessation of miseries; and the third, the attainment of super- 

natural powers in the highest heaven, or Brahmaloka.
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Transcenpinc Etc: In the end, the aspirant renounces all powers and 
remains satished with union with Brabman alone. He overcomes all desires, 

which are the result of maya and belong to the phenomenal world. 

One of the Smritis states: “From meditation one attains incomparable 
powers, and from these powers, great happiness. After renouncing that 
happiness through knowledge, one attains Liberation from all phenomena.” 

Liberation through stages, as described in this verse, applies only to those 
who die before attaining complete identity with Brahman. But he who has 

realized his own self as Brahman becomes liberated in this very life. For 

him is destroyed for ever the illusion of birth and death and the whole of 

phenomenal existence. 

The aspirant realizes the Highest Good through the Knowledge of 

Brahman. Therefore he should withdraw his mind from all external 

objects and concentrate on the oneness of Brahman and the self. 

12 

The enjoyer (jiva), the objects of enjoyment, and the Ruler (Iévara) 
—the triad described by the knowers of Brahman—all this is nothing 

but Brahman. This Brahman alone, which abides eternally within the 
self, should be known. Beyond It, truly, there is nothing else to be 

known. 

Tue enjoren ETc: See I. 9. 
Bryonp ETc: Compare: “Beyond the Purusha there is nothing: this 

is the end, the Supreme Goal.” (Ka. Up. I. iii. II.) 

The true yogi sees the Godhead in the inner self and not in images. 
Atman is self-luminous. Only those who are spiritually blind do not 
perceive It. Those who seek God in temples and holy places may be 
likened to unwise men who min after worthless pieces of glass, ignoring 
precious gems lying in the very palm of their hand. The Supreme Reality 

is the inmost Self of all beings. Therefore the aspirant should give up all 

futile imaginings and make the mind one-pointed in Atman. A true 

yogi is like a fire of live coals, which is free from smoke and crackling 
sound. The state of the mind free from desires and imaginings, achieved 
through self-control, detachment, and concentration, is called samadhi. 

The following verse speaks of Om as the symbol of Atman. The yogi 

communes with Atman through Om. The method is repetition of the
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word and meditation on its meaning. (See Yog. Su. I. 27.) This form of 
meditation is explained by the illustration of the sacrificial fire, which 
is ignited by the friction of two pieces of wood: 

13 

The [visible] form of fire, while it lies latent in its source [the fire- 
wood], is not perceived; yet there is no destruction of its subtle form. 
That very fire can be brought out again by means of [persistent] rubbing 
of the wood, its source. In like manner, Atman, which exists in two 

states, like fire, can be grasped in this very body by means of Om. 

Is NoT PERCEIVED: Prior to the friction. 
IN LIKE MANNER, ETc: Atman remains unperceived during the state of 

ignorance, but becomes apparent through the repetition of Om. 
Two srates: Namely, manifested and unmanifested. 

The illustration of producing fire from fire-wood is taken from the 
Vedic sacrifice. Two pieces of fire-wood (Carani), one placed above the 
other, were used in Vedic times to ignite the sacrificial fire. The fire, which 

is produced by friction, is not visible at first; yet it must have been in the 
fire-wood all the time. Its subtle form cannot be non-existent, because as 
the lower piece of wood (the source) is rubbed by the upper piece, sparks 
come out. The fire, produced by the rubbing of the wood, is compared 

to Atman, which, though invisible during the state of ignorance, exists 

all the time and is revealed when the body is rubbed, as it were, by Om. 
The word friction, in this connexion, is the symbol of meditation. Through 
constant meditation on Om, the body becomes subdued, the mind stilled, 

and the vision of Atman is revealed. 

The same idea is further explained: 

14 

By making the body the lower piece of wood, and Om the upper 
piece, and through the practice of the friction of meditation, one 
perceives the luminous Self, hidden like the fire in the wood. 

Practice: Patanjali defines the word practice as the continuous struggle 

to keep the mind in a state of complete restraint. CYog. Su. I. 13-14.) The 
practice becomes firmly grounded by long and constant efforts coupled with 

great love for the end to be obtained. It should be accompanied by 
vairagya, or the giving up of attachment for objects either heard of or 

seen.
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The nature of Self-realization is explained by means of various 

illustrations: 

15-16 

As oil [exists] in sesame seeds, butter in milk, water in river-beds, 

and fire in wood, so the Self is realized [as existing] within the self, 

when a man looks for It by means of truthfulness and austerity—when 
he looks for the Self, which pervades all things as butter [pervades] 
milk, and whose roots are Self-Knowledge and austerity. That is the 

Brahman taught by the Upanishad; yea, that is the Brahman taught 

by the Upanishad. 

Ox. erc: The oil is extracted from sesame seeds by pressing them. 
Burrer Etc: The butter is obtained from milk by churning it. 

Water ETC: The water comes forth when the dry bed of the stream 

is dug. The reference is to certain rivers in India in which the water flows 

under the sandy bed. 
So THE Szxr etc: Atman is realized within when the seeker negates 

the various sheaths—the physical, vital, mental, etc—which are falsely 

associated with Atman through avidya. (For a description of the sheaths see 

Self-Knowledge, pp. 81-86.) 
Trururuiness: Which consists in making a true report about things. 

Truthfulness must not be detrimental to the welfare of others. One should 

speak the truth and speak what is pleasant, but never an unpleasant truth. 
Ausrenrry: Real austerity consists in fixing the mind and the sense- 

organs one-pointedly on Atman. 

Tur SELF, WHICH PERVADES ETC: As butter is the essence of milk and 

pervades every particle of it, so Atman—Pure Being, Consciousness, and 

Bliss—is the essence of all things and pervades them. 

Roors: That is to say, the disciplines for realizing the Self. 

Serr-Knowiepce: Compare: “He . . . obtains Immortality through 

Knowledge.” (Ig. Up. 11.) 

Ausrenrry: Compare: “Seek Brahman through austerity” (Tai. Uy. 

Il. 2 f); “This Atman is attained through unceasing practice of truth- 
fulness, austerity, right knowledge, and continence (brahmacharya)” (Mu. 

Up. IIL. i. 5); “The stainless World of Brahman belongs to them in whom 
there is no crookedness, no falsehood, no deception” (Pr. Uy. I. 16). 

Here ends the First Chapter 
of the Svetasvatara Upanishad.



CHAPTER II 

MAY THE SUN, at the commencement of yoga, join our minds and 

other organs to the Supreme Self so that we may attain the Knowledge 
of Reality. May He, also, support the body, the highest material entity, 
through the powers of the deities who control the senses. 

Sun: Of all phenomenal objects, the sun was regarded with the greatest 
wonder and admiration by the ancients everywhere. In the Vedas the sun 

is described as the chief symbol of Brahman. The Gayatri prayer is directed 
to the Purusha dwelling in the sun. Natural sunlight is a symbol of the 

light of the Spirit. (See The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 86.) 
Muxvs: The mind, which is the inner organ, is the channel for knowl- 

edge. It acts like a goad in the hand of the mahout to keep the wild 
elephants of the senses under control. All the calamities in life are the 

result of weakness of mind. 
Oncans: According to Vedanta there are eleven organs, namely, the 

five organs of action, the five organs of perception, and the mind (manas 
or antahkarana). The word may also suggest here the knowledge of external 
objects. The purport of the prayer, in that case, is as follows: “May the 

senses as well as the knowledge of external objects all be directed to the 

revelation of the Supreme Self.” 

Bopy Eerc: All physical objects are modifications of material elements. 

The body, through which a man realizes the Supreme Truth, is their 

highest manifestation. , 
PowERS OF THE pEIr1Es: The sense-organs, consisting of material ele- 

ments, are inert and unconscious. Therefore it is stated in Vedanta that they 

are animated and controlled by various deities, who represent, symbolically, 

different aspects of the all-pervading Consciousness. Thus, for instance, 

the sun is mentioned as the deity controlling the eye. 

“May the Sun take our thoughts away from external things in order 

to concentrate them on the Supreme Self, and transmit to our organ 

of speech and other organs that power which lightens all objects and which 

inheres in Agni (Fire) and the other deities who control the various organs. 

Through the grace of the Sun we shall attain success in yoga.” (Sank- 

araicharya.) 

87
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The first chapter has described yoga as the effective method of perceiving 
the inmost Self hidden in the body. The second chapter deals with the 

various disciplines of yoga. The purport of the text is as follows: “May 
the Sun first direct our minds to the Supreme Self; next, may He direct 

the cosmic forces which control the sense-organs to withdraw their powers 

from external objects; and lastly, may He direct our understanding from 
worldly thoughts to the Self dwelling within the body, so that we may 

contemplate the Knowledge of Atman.” 

2 

Having received the blessings of the divine Sun, and with minds 
joined to the Supreme Self, we exert ourselves, to the best of our power, 
toward meditation, by which we shall attain Heaven (Brahman). 

Havine src: By the blessings of the Sun the mind is fixed on Atman, 
and by the powers of the deities who control the senses the body is 

strengthened. 
Heaven: The word Heaven means, in this context, the Supreme Self 

and not the celestial realm. All forms of happiness, including that ex- 
perienced in heaven, are only reflections of the Bliss of Brahman, which 

alone is everlasting. 

3 

May the Sun bestow favour upon the senses and the mind by join- 
ing them with the Self, so that the senses may be directed toward the 
Blissful Brahman and may reveal, by means of Knowledge, the mighty 
and radiant Brahman. 

The devotee prays that the Sun, having directed the senses and the 
mind, which are moving toward Brahman, and which through Knowledge 
are about to reveal the mighty and radiant Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, 

may order them to do so. That is to say, he prays that, by the favour of the 
Sun, the senses may turn away from outer things to Brahman, or Atman. 

4 

It is the duty of those brahmins who fx their minds and senses on 
the Supreme Self to utter such lofty invocations to the divine Sun, 
omnipresent, mighty, and omniscient. For He, all-witnessing and non- 
dual, is the dispenser of sacrifices.
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“Those brahmins who withdraw their minds and sense-organs from 

outward objects and unite them with the Supreme Self should utter exalted 
praises for the omnipresent, all-knowing, and mighty Sun. For He, the 
non-dual Witness of all, is the dispenser of sacrifices.” (Sankaracharya.) 

5 

O senses, and O deities who favour them! Through salutations I 
unite myself with the eternal Brahman, who is your source. Let this 
prayer sung by me, who follow the right path of the Sun, go forth in 
all directions. May the sons of the Immortal, who occupy celestial 
positions, hear it! 

Saturations: Includes worship and contemplation. 
Mysexxr: That is to say, the senses and the mind. 

Source: Cause or creator. 
Wao rottow ... Sun: Or the passage may be translated thus: “Who 

have attained samadhi (complete absorption) by following the right path 
of Knowledge.” 

ImmortTat: Refers to Hiranyagarbha, who is endowed with the longest 
life among phenomenal beings. He lives as long as the cycle lasts. 

It has been stated in the foregoing verses that sacrifices should be 
performed after first propitiating the Sun. Then alone do they produce 
the desired result. Otherwise the sacrifices become only a means 

of enjoyment. 

6 

[If sacrifices are performed without first propitiating the Sun,] then 
the mind becomes attached to sacrifices*in which fire is kindled by the 
rubbing [of the pieces of fire-wood], the oblations are offered to the 
deity Vayu, and the soma juice is drunk excessively. 

Soma Juice: Which has an intoxicating effect. Those participating in 
such sacrifices may forget their real significance and indulge in excessive 

drinking. 

Another translation and interpretation of verse 6, following Sankara- 

charya’s commentary:
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Where Fire is kindled by rubbing, where the air is controlled, and 
where Soma is greatly revealed, there the perfect mind is produced. 

Fre: That is to say, the Highest Self, which is described as fire because 

it consumes ignorance and all its effects. 

Krxpiep xtc: This fire is kindled in the body by meditation on Om. 

(See I. 14.) 

Arm Etc: Reference is here made to pranayama, or the restraint of the 

breath, as described in the Yoga treatises. 

Soma Erc: Soma, or the Moon, is the controlling deity of the mind, 

or inner organ. The meaning of the text is that the inner organ should be 

purified by means of spiritual disciplines. 
Prerrect Minp ere: That is to say, the mind takes the form of Brahman, 

non-dual, blissful, and perfect. 

The aspirant should first perform the sacrifices and other tituals pre- 

scribed in the Vedas. Then he should practise breath-control and the other 

disciplines of Yoga, cultivate meditation, and finally realize the meaning 
of the great Vedic statements: “That thou art” (Chh. Up. VI. viii. 72); 

“This Atman is Brahman” (Ma. Up. 2.), and so on. Thus in the end 

he will attain Bliss and the Highest Good. A man accumulates sinful 

tendencies through unrighteous actions during many lives. As those tenden- 

cies gradually wear away, he feels inclined toward God. Then by the practice 

of austerity, study, and other disciplines for many lives, he rids himself 

of sin and develops loving devotion to God. Through love he at last attains 

Liberation. 

Therefore: 

7 

Serve the eternal Brahman with the blessings of the Sun, the cause 
of the universe. Be absorbed, through samadhi, in the eternal Brahman. 
Thus your work will not bind you. 

Causs Erc: The sun causes the growth of food, by which life is sus- 

tained. 
Your wors: Refers to the various philanthropic activities which a pious 

householder should perform. Such activities, which belong to the realm 
of avidy4, produce results and a man is reborn to reap them. The Knowl- 
edge of Brahman destroys avidya and everything pertaining to it. “As fire, 

well kindled, reduces wood to ashes, O Arjuna, so does the fire of Knowledge 
reduce all works to ashes.” (CB. G. IV. 37.)
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The practice of yoga is described: 

8 

The wise man should hold his body steady, with the three [upper] - 
parts erect, turn his senses, with the help of the mind, toward the 

heart, and by means of the raft of Brahman cross the fearful torrents 
of the world. 

Wisxz Man: That is to say, the yogi. 

Turren Erc: The chest, neck, and head. (See B. G. VI. 13; Yog. Su. 

I. 46.) 

Harr: The heart is often described by the yogis as the “abode of 

Brahman.” One feels there most vividly the presence of the Spirit. (See 
Self-Knowledge, pp. 102-103.) 

THe naFt oF Branman: The word Brahman here signifies Om. Repeti- 

tion of the word and meditation on its meaning are prescribed. (See Yog. 
Su. I. 27-28.) 

Fearru TORRENTS ETc: That is to say, the unenlightened life of the 
world, Such a life is maintained by ignorance, desires, and actions; it 
makes a person assume various bodies and prolongs his suffering 1 in the 
phenomenal world. 

The teachers of the Upanishads recommend the disciplines of Patanjali’s 
yoga for the attainment of samadhi, in which the Knowledge of Brahman 
is directly realized. Mere intellectual knowledge gives only a mediate or 
indirect perception of Reality. But the knowledge of multiplicity created 
by ignorance is direct and immediate. Only the immediate Knowledge of 
Brahman attained in samadhi can remove the direct and immediate per- 

ception of multiplicity. 
The following is from the Yajnavalkya Smriti, quoted by Sankaricharya 

in his commentary: 
“After practising the postures as desired, according to the mules, O Gargi, 

a man conquers the postures. Then he takes up pranayama. 
“Sitting on a soft seat covered first with kuga grass and then with a [deer 

or tiger] skin, worshipping Ganeéa with fruits and sweetmeats, placing the 
right palm on the left, holding the neck and the head in the same line, 

firmly closing the lips, facing the east or the north, fixing the eyes on the 
tip of the nose, avoiding too much of eating or fasting, the yogi should 

practise purification of the nadis (nerves), without which the practice 
of pranayama will be fruitless. He should meditate on the mystic syllable 

Hum at the junction of the right nostril Cpingala) and left nostril Cida) 
and inhale air through. the left nostril for twelve seconds (mitras); then he 

should meditate on fire in the same place, repeating the mystic word Rune,
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and while meditating thus, slowly exhale the air through the right nostril. 

Again, inhaling through the right nostril, the air should be slowly exhaled 

through the left nostril in the same way. This should be practised for 

three or four years, or three or four months, according to the direction 

of a gum, in secret [i.e. alone in a room], in the early morning, at midday, 

in the evening, and at midnight, until the nerves are purified. Lightness 

of body, clear complexion, good appetite, and hearing of the Nada (Om) 

are the signs of such purification. Then should be practised pranayama, 

composed of exhalation (rechaka), retention (kumbhaka), and inhalation 

(puraka). Joining the prana with the apana is pranayama. 

“The yogi should fill the body with breath, from head to foot, in sixteen 

seconds, exhale for thirty-two seconds, and not breathe again for sixty-four. 

“There is another prin’yima, in which the breath should first be 

retained for sixty-four seconds, then the prana should be exhaled for sixteen 

seconds, and next inhaled for sixteen seconds. 
“By pranayama the impurities of the body are expelled; by dharana, the 

impurities of the mind; and by samadhi, everything that hides the lordship 
of the soul.” (Adapted from Swami Vivekananda's translation in Raja-Yoga.) 

Pranadyama, or the control of the breath, which helps to steady the 
mind in the contemplation of Brahman, is described: 

9 

The yogi of well regulated endeavours should control the pranas; 
when they are quieted he should breathe out through the nostrils. Then 
let him undistractedly restrain his mind, as a charioteer restrains his 

vicious horses. 

WELL REGULATED ETc: Compare: “For him who is temperate in his 
food and recreation, temperate in his exertion at work, temperate in sleep 
and waking, yoga puts an end to all sorrows.” CB. G. VI. 17.) 

Conrron THE pRANAS: There are five manifestations of prana, which 

function in different parts of the body. First of all, the yogi should control 
them by the process known as the purification of the nerves. Sankaricharya 
describes this in his commentary as follows: “First close your right nostril 

with a finger and breathe in through the left nostril as much as possible. 
Then breathe out by the right nostril, closing the left nostril. Next breathe 
in again by the right nostril and breathe out by the left. This process should 
be repeated three or five times.” Afterwards the yogi should practise 
pranayama, which consists in the inhalation, exhalation, and retention of the 

breath, under the guidance of a qualified teacher. (For further information 
on the subject see Raja-Yoga, by Swami Vivekananda.)
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AS A CHARIOTEER ETG: See Ka, Up. I. iii. 5. (The Upanishads Vol. I, 
p- 148 i). 

10 

Let yoga be practised within a cave protected from the high wind, 
or in a place which is level, pure, and free from pebbles, gravel, and 
fire, undisturbed by the noise of water or of market-booths, and which 
is delightful to the mind and not offensive to the eye. 

Waren: Public wells etc. 

Marget-sootus: The booths in a market-place are notoriously noisy. 
See B. G. VI. ro-12. 

Certain auspicious signs indicating progress in yoga: 

Il 

When yoga is practised, the forms which appear first and which 
gradually manifest Brahman are those of snow-flakes, smoke, sun, 
wind, fire, fire-flies, lightning, crystal, and the moon. 

While practising yoga the aspirant sees, one after another, the visions 

of a snow-fall, radiant smoke, and the brilliant sun. Then he feels within 
him a strong current of wind, followed by intense heat. Sometimes he sees 
in meditation the sky filled by fireflies, or a dazzling flash of lightning; 
and sometimes the serene lustre of a crystal or of the moon. When the yogi 
beholds these visions he can be assured of his progress in yoga. 

A perfect body is obtained as a result of yoga. 

12 

When earth, water, fire, air, and akaga arise, that is to say, when 
the five attributes of the elements, mentioned in the books on yoga, 
become manifest, then the yogi’s body becomes purified by the fire 
of yoga and he is free from illness, old age, and death. 

Each of the five subtle elements is endowed with its unique characteristic: 
earth with smell, water with taste, fire with form, air with touch, and 
akasa with sound. Through concentration the yogi can experience these 

attributes. Thus, by concentrating on the tip of the nose he enjoys a 
heavenly fragrance; by concentrating on the tip of the tongue, a heavenly 
flavour; by concentrating on the middle of the tongue, a heavenly touch; by
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concentrating on the root of the tongue, a heavenly sound. (Yog. Su. I. 35., 

commentary of Swami Vivekananda.) By means of these perceptions the 

mind becomes steadied; for it is no longer attracted by outward objects. 

Further: 

13 

The precursors of perfection in yoga, they say, are lightness and 

healthiness of the body, absence of desire, clear complexion, pleasant- 

ness of voice, sweet odour, and slight excretions. 

14 

As gold covered by earth shines bright after it has been purified, so 

also the yogi, realizing the truth of Atman, becomes one [with the 

non-dual Atman], attains the goal, and is free from grief. 

Puririep: By fire. 

How does Self-Knowledge destroy grief? 

15 

And when the yogi beholds the real nature of Brahman, through the 
Knowledge of the Self, radiant as a lamp, then, having known the 
unborn and immutable Lord, who is untouched by ignorance and its 
effects, he is freed from all fetters. 

TuroucH utc: Atman and the Supreme Self, or Brahman, are non- 
different. The Supreme Self is to be known through the inner self. 

16 

He indeed, the Lord, who pervades all regions, was the first to be 

bom, and it is He who dwells in the womb [of the universe]. It is He, 
again, who is born [as a child], and He will be born in the future. He 

stands behind all persons, and His face is everywhere. 

Lorp: The self-luminous Atman. 

ALL necions: The four cardinal and the subsidiary directions. 
Tue First ETc: That is to say, as Hiranyagarbha, or the Cosmic Mind.
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Wao DWELLs Era: As Virat, or the personified totality of all bodies. 
His FAcE Era: All faces are the faces of the Lord. 

The chapter is concluded: 

17 

The self-luminous Lord, who is in fire, who is in water, who has 

entered into the whole world, who is in plants, who is in trees—to that 
Lord let there be adoration! Yea, let there be adoration! 

Here ends the Second Chapter 
of the Svetasvatara Upanishad.



CHAPTER III 

THE NON-DUAL ENSNARER rules by His powers. Remaining 
one and the same, He rules by His powers all the worlds during their 
manifestation and continued existence. They who know this become 
immortal. 

Non-puat: Refers to the Supreme Self, who is free from the slightest 
touch of duality, because duality is unreal. 

Ensnarer: The word jala, in the text, means snare or net and refers to 

maya, or the creative energy of Brahman, by which the universe is projected, 
sustained, and ultimately withdrawn into Brahman. Brahman is often com- 
pared to a spider, and the universe, to its web. Maya belongs to Brahman, 

as the silk from which the spider's web is made belongs to the spider. 
Though creating and preserving the universe, Brahman, or Pure Conscious- 
ness, remains untouched by this action. Brahman is often described as the 
Lord of maya. Maya becomes a sinister influence when it deludes living 
beings and makes them forget their identity with Brahman. 

Rutezs py His powsrs: Maya is endowed with the powers of concealment 
and projection. Under its influence, first the true nature of Brahman is 

concealed, and next multiplicity is projected. (See Self-Knowledge, pp. 

56-57.) 
CoNnTINUED EXISTENCE: The word sambhava, in the text, also includes 

the state of dissolution. Creation is not possible without dissolution. The 
meaning is that Brahman, through Its power (maya), controls the creation, 

preservation, and dissolution of the universe. 
Immorta: The realization that Atman, or the Self, is non-different from 

Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, constitutes Immortality. 

This verse states that the Lord, though non-dual, through His own power, 
called ma&y4, projects and preserves the universe and ultimately withdraws 
it into Himself. 

The Ensnarer is none other than Brahman, called Rudra in the 
following verse: 

96
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2 

Rudra is truly one; for the knowers of Brahman do not admit the 

existence of a second. He alone rules all the worlds by His powers. 
He dwells as the inner Self of every living being. After having created 
all the worlds, He, their Protector, takes them back into Himself at 
the end of time. 

Rupra: Refers to Brahman, the destroyer of ignorance and its effects, 
sorrow and suffering. In the Puranas the name Rudra signifies Siva, who 

is the personification of Brahman in His destructive aspect. The Vedic 
seers described Brahman, or the Highest Reality, at different times by such 

different names as Rudra, Brahma, Agni, Indra, etc. 

According to the non-dualists, the creation is the manifestation of 
Brahman under the influence of His own maya. They do not accept the 

view that God created the universe from an existing substance, like a potter 
making a pot from clay. Brahman is not merely the efficient cause; He is 
both the efficient and the material cause of the universe. The creation 

is maya. It should be noted that the attributeless Brahman, or Pure Con- 
sciousness, is beyond time, space, and causality. The attributeless Brahman 
has generally been designated in the translation by the pronoun It. Brahman 
in association with maya is described as the Lord, the Creator, Preserver, 

and Destroyer of the universe and has been designated by the pronoun He. 
Since there is no real difference between the attributeless Brahman and the 
Creator, the pronouns He and It are sometimes interchanged in the text 

of the Upanishad and in the notes. 

Rudra is described in His universal form: 

3 

His eyes are everywhere, His faces everywhere, His arms everywhere, 

everywhere His feet. He it is who endows men with arms, birds with 
feet and wings, and men likewise with feet. Having produced heaven 
and earth, He remains as their non-dual manifester. 

His eyes erc: Wherever in the universe one sees eyes, ears, and other 
sense-organs, or faces, feet, and hands, they are all Brahman’s; for Brahman 

is the soul and inmost essence of every being. Therefore whenever Brahman 
wants to hear or see, touch or feel, He does so spontaneously, using the 
organs of living beings. Names and forms, however, are created by maya.
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Therefore, though Brahman appears to be endowed with eyes, faces, etc., 

He is really unattached. 

Non-DUAL MANIFESTER: The ignorant may see the universe and the 

diverse objects contained in it, and also may conceive of the Lord as the 

Creator; but from the standpoint of Reality, all that exists is Brahman, which 

is one and without a second. As the mirage is falsely superimposed on the 

desert, so the universe is falsely superimposed on Brahman. Names and 

forms, independent of Brahman, are unreal. 

4 

He, the omniscient Rudra, the creator of the gods and the bestower 

of their powers, the support of the universe, He who, in the beginning, 

gave birth to Hiranyagarbha—may He endow us with clear intellect! 

Gons: The lesser cosmic powers, known as Agni (Fire), Vayu CWind), 

etc. They are manifestations of Brahman in the phenomenal universe. 

In THE BEGINNING: At the beginning of creation. 
Hmanyvacarsua: The word means, literally, the “Golden Germ” or the 

“Golden Womb.” He is the first manifestation of Brahman in creation. He 

is the Cosmic Mind, the source of all other gods and living beings, and is the 

very stuff of knowledge. 
Crear INTELLECT: The understanding by which one can realize Brah- 

man. 

The devotee prays to the Lord for the revelation of His tran- 
scendental form: 

5 

O Rudra, Thou who dwellest in the body and bestowest happiness! 
Look upon us with that most blessed form of Thine, which is auspicious, 
unterrifying, and all good. 

Dwezuirest erc: Rudra, the Supreme Self, dwelling in the body, bestows 
happiness on the embodied creature. The word Giriganta, in the text, is 
translated by theistic interpreters of the Upanishad as “dweller in the 
mountains.” The deity Siva is described in the Puranas as dwelling in the 
Himilayas. 

Loox upon us: That is to say, bring us the Highest Good with Thy 
kind glance. 

Auspicious: Free from the slightest trace of impurity.
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Unrenniryinc: The pleasing aspect of the Lord. 
Aut coop: That form of the Lord which reveals only what is good. 

A prayer to the Lord to withdraw His terrible form and shower upon 
the world His blessings: 

6 

O Dweller in the body and Bestower of happiness, make benign 
that arrow which Thou holdest in Thy hand ready to shoot, O Pro- 
tector of the body! Do not injure man or the world! 

Arrow: Refers to the terrible aspect of the Godhead. 
Inyure ETc: Or the passage may mean: “Do not hide from us Brahman 

with form, who manifests Himself as the phenomenal universe.” 

Through the Knowledge of Brahman, the Ultimate Cause, one attains 
Immortality. 

7 

The Supreme Lord is higher than Virat, beyond Hiranyagarbha. He 
is vast and is hidden in the bodies of all living beings. By knowing 
Him who alone pervades the universe, men become immortal. 

Vrrir: Brahman, through mfy4, identifies Himself with the totality of 
physical bodies and is called Virat. 

Hrianvacarsua: Another phenomenal aspect of Brahman, who identifies 
Himself, through maya, with the totality of minds. 

Hupen etc: That is to say, as Pure Consciousness. As oil is hidden in 
oil-seed, and fire in fire-wood, so also is Brahman hidden in the physical 

body. Through self-control, discrimination, and meditation one realizes 

Brahman as one’s inmost Self. 

The seeker, by realizing his identity with the non-dual Brahman, 
attains the Highest Good. 

8 

I know the great Purusha, who is luminous, like the sun, and beyond 
darkness. Only by knowing Him does one pass over death; there is no 

other way to the Supreme Goal.
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Purusua: An epithet of Brahman, either because He dwells in the body 

Cpura) or because He fills Cpurnatvat) the whole universe. 
Luminous, erc: As the sun destroys darkness, so the Knowledge of 

Brahman destroys ignorance. 
Brvonp Etc: No trait of phenomenality can ever touch Brahman. The 

phenomenal universe is the creation of ignorance. 
By xnow1nc Etc: The realization that one’s inmost Self is the birthless 

and deathless Brahman constitutes Immortality. A man endowed with such 
realization knows the body, as well as birth and death, to be unreal. 

Tuerz 1s xtc: No attainment in the phenomenal universe, which is 
limited by time and space and governed by the law of causality, can be 

eternal. 

The Knowledge of Brahman bestows Immortality, for it transcends all. 

9 

The whole universe is filled by the Purusha, to whom there is 
nothing superior, from whom there is nothing different, than whom 
there is nothing either smaller or greater; who stands alone, motionless 
as a tree, established in His own glory. 

‘THE WHOLE ETc: Brahman pervades the universe as gold pervades a gold 
bracelet. He is the only substance in the universe, names and forms being 
created by maya. 

Tuan wHom Etc: The ideas of superiority, inferiority, difference, etc. 
are created by maya and belong to the realm of phenomena. 

The knowledge that Brahman alone, through maya, appears as both 
the world and the Creator bestows Immortality wpon the seeker. With- 
out it one experiences sorrow in the phenomenal world. 

10 

That which is farthest from this world is without form and without 
affliction. They who know It become immortal; but others, indeed, 
suffer pain. 

Tuts worip: The Creator is the cause of the world. Brahman is beyond 
both the Creator and the world. 

Ortuers: That is to say, the ignorant.
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Brahman is the inner Self of all. 

1] 

All faces are His faces; all heads, His heads; all necks, His necks. 
He dwells in the hearts of all beings. He is the all-pervading Bhagavan. 
Therefore He is the omnipresent and benign Lord. 

Buacavan: An epithet of the Lord, who is endowed with six supernatural 
powers, namely, total power, dharma, glory, affluence, knowledge, and 
renunciation. 

Furthermore: 

12 

He, indeed, is the great Purusha, the Lord [of creation, preservation, 
and destruction], who inspires the mind to attain the state of stainless- 

ness. He is the Ruler and the Light that is imperishable. 

STATE OF STAINLESSNESS: That is to say, the Knowledge of Atman. 
Licut: Pure Consciousness. 

The Self is revealed in the heart through discrimination and con- 
templation. The Knowledge of the Self bestows Immortality. 

13 

The Purusha, no bigger than a thumb, is the inner Self, ever seated 
in the heart of man. He is known by the mind, which controls knowl- 
edge, and is perceived in the heart. They who know Him become im- 
mortal. 

No siccEer ETc: The yogis meditate on Atman as the luminous space 
in the heart, which resembles a lotus bud and is of the size of a thumb. 

By rHe MIND ETC: The mind is the mler or controller of knowledge. 

The yogi discriminates between the non-Self and the Self. The non-Self 
consists of the body, senses, mind, and ego; the Self is the perceiver of the 
non-Self, The passage in the text refers to the process of reflection by which 

one discriminates between the Self and the non-Self. 
PerceErvep etc: Refers to the understanding, which, after the reflection 

mentioned in the preceding note, becomes free of all ideas of the non-Self 
and takes the form of Brahman, which is the tre nature of man. This 
purified understanding (buddhi) reveals Brahman. Through reflection the
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seeker first rids himself of all doubts regarding Brahman and becomes con- 

vinced of Its reality. Next his mind takes the form of Brahman. After- 
wards, the very thought of Brahman destroys ignorance and its effect, the 
mind. Lastly, after the mind’s destruction, the thought of Brahman, which 

is a state of the mind, merges in Brahman, just as a face reflected in a mirror 
reverts to the real face of the beholder when the miztor is destroyed. Then 
Brahman alone exists. 

See Ka. Up. II. iii. 9. 

The Spirit that dwells in man is the inmost Self of all. 

14 

The Purusha with a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand 

feet, compasses the earth on all sides and extends beyond it by ten 
fingers’ breadth. 

Txousanp: That is to say, innumerable. 
On atu smpes: Both within and without. 
Extenps etc: Sankara explains “ten fingers’ breadth” to mean infinity. 

Brahman permeates the universe and extends into the boundless beyond. 

Or, he says, the passage may refer to the heart, which is ten fingers above 

the navel. 

Through may the illusory universe is superimposed upon Brahman, as 
a mirage is superimposed upon the desert. Brahman is the substratum of the 
universe and also transcends it. When the illusory superimposition is negated 
by means of the Ved&ntic discrimination, the transcendental nature of 

Brahman is revealed. (This famous verse is the same as Ri. X. xc. 1. See 

also Chh. Up, Tl. xii. 6.) 

It may be contended that if Brahman is the Self of all beings, then 
It is Itself a phenomenal being. In that case, in the absence of the 
universe, Brahman ceases to exist. In answer it is said that Brahman is 

the controller of the universe, and exists even when the universe of 
names and forms disappears in the deepest spiritual experience. 

15 

The Purusha alone is all this—what has been and what will be. He 
is also the Lord of Immortality and of whatever grows by food.
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Aut THis: The universe that is perceived to exist at the present moment. 
Lorp oF zrc: He is the giver of Liberation. For the liberated soul the 

universe of names and forms does not exist. 
OF WHATEVER ETc: That is to say, of all living beings. 

Brahman reveals Itself in two aspects: cosmic and acosmic. The cosmic 
aspect, projected by maya, is now described: 

16 

His hands and feet are everywhere; His eyes, heads, and faces are 

everywhere; His ears are everywhere; He exists compassing all. 

He sxists Erc: Brahman pervades all beings as Existence and Con- 
sciousness. 

The same verse is found in B. G. XIII. 13. 

The body, the organs of perception and action, etc. are superimposed 

upon Brahman through maya. He is really devoid of them. 

17 

Himself devoid of senses, He shines through the functions of the 
senses. He is the capable ruler of all; He is the refuge of all. He is great. 

Hz sumes erc: The word senses, which indicates the organs of both 
perception and action, includes also the inner organ of the mind. All these 

are upadhis, or limitations, of Brahman. Brahman manifests Himself through 

the upadhis of the inner and the outer organs, that is to say, through their 
functions; namely, determining, willing, thinking, hearing, speaking, and 

the like. Brahman functions, as it were, through the functions of all the 

senses. This functioning of Brahman is merely apparent; it is not real. 

Brahman is incorporeal. 
Great: The ultimate cause. 

18 

The Swan, the ruler of the whole world, of all that is moving and 

all that is motionless, becomes the embodied self, and dwelling in the 
city of nine gates, flies outward. 

Swan: The Sanskrit word hamsa, in the text, means the Supreme Self. 

Bucomus: This becoming is only apparent; it is not real.
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Crry ero: That is to say, the physical body with its nine apertures: the 
two ears, and two eyes, the two nostrils, the mouth, and the organs of 

generation and evacuation. 
Fires ourwarp: That is to say, becomes active for the experiencing of 

external objects. 

After describing the cosmic aspect of Brahman, the Upanishad 

shows Its acosmic aspect: 

19 

Grasping without hands, hasting without feet, It sees without eyes, 
It hears without ears. It knows what is to be known, but no one knows 

It. They call It the First, the Great, the Full. 

Tuxy: The knowers of Brahman. 
Frsr: The ultimate cause of the universe. 

Furthermore: 

20 

The Self, smaller than the small, greater than the great, is hidden 
in the hearts of creatures. The wise, by the grace of the Creator, be- 
hold the Lord, majestic and desireless, and become free from grief. 

Smatzer erc: Atman is smaller than a barley grain and greater than 
the wide universe. It is the inmost essence of all things that exist, great or 
small. It gives all tangible things the appearance of reality. Without It noth- 
ing would exist. In Its real nature, Atman is free of all upadhis, or limita- 
tions. 

Creatures: From Brahma, the highest cosmic existence, to the blade 

of grass. 
Grace oF THE Creator: By the grace of the Lord one becomes conscious 

of the reality of Atman. Or the passage may mean “through the tran- 
quillity of the senses and the mind.” One feels inner tranquillity when 

the sense-organs are withdrawn from outer objects and the mind is desireless. 

Through this serene mind one gains the vision of the Self. A man cannot 
become desireless and serene without the grace of God, nor can he feel 
the grace of God without inner serenity. Grace and individual effort do not 

conflict. 

Bexoup: That is to say, realize directly their oneness with the Supreme 

Self.
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Mayzstic: The unique majesty of Atman consists in the fact that It 
does not expand or contract by association with upadhis, great or small. It 
does not become holy through a man’s good action, or sinful through his 
evil action, because Its association with upadhis is illusory and not real. 

But evil action creates a barrier and hinders a man from beholding Atman, 
whereas good action removes the barrier. 

The Self-realization of an illumined seer is described: 

21 

I know this undecaying, primeval One, the Self of all things, which 
exists everywhere, being all-pervading, and which the wise declare to 
be free from birth. The teachers of Brahman, indeed, speak of It as 
eternal. 

Unpecayrine: Free from change. 
Free FROM Bintu: That is to say, free from any causal relationship. 

Here ends the Third Chapter 
of the Svetasvatara Upanishad.



CHAPTER IV 

HE, THE ONE AND UNDIFFERENTIATED, who by the manifold 
application of His powers produces, in the beginning, different objects 
for a hidden purpose, and, in the end, withdraws the universe into 

Himself, is indeed the self-luminous [Supreme Self]. May He endow 
us with clear intellect! 

UnvIFFERENTIATED: Brahman is non-dual and homogeneous Conscious- 
ness, It is free from any diversity, actual or potential. Or the word avarna, 

in the text, may mean “without colour or caste.” In ancient India caste was 
primarily determined by the colour or complexion of the individual. 

By rHe MaNrIFoLD ETc: A reference to maya, the creative power of 
Brahman. 

Propucers: The production or creation is not real. The diversity of names 
and forms is superimposed upon Brahman through maya. 

DisFERENT oBjECTS: Various entities of the phenomenal universe, 

endowed with specific characteristics. Or the words varnan anekan, in the 
text, may refer to the various castes of Hindu society, based upon the 
psychological and physical differences observed among human beings. 

For erc: ‘The purpose of the creation, whether it is considered as illusory 
or as real, will ever remain unknown to the finite mind. The mind cannot 

possibly understand what happens in the infinite consciousness of Brahman. 
From the standpoint of the non-dual Brahman, the phenomenal universe is 
non-existent. Further, those who see multiplicity, from the relative stand- 
point, cannot comprehend the non-dual Brahman. It is absurd for the finite 

mind to try to discover the relationship between the Absolute and the 
relative, the One and the many. Such a relationship does not exist. ‘To 
assume the existence of such a relationship and to seek to explain it is 
maya. Or the phrase nihitértho, in the text, may mean “without any personal 
purpose.” The creation is spontaneous, voluntary, and free from any com- 
pulsion from outside. It is the very nature of Brahman to project the 
phenomenal universe with the help of maya, the inscrutable power that 
rests in Brahman and cannot exist independent of Brahman. 

Wriupraws: By the mention of creation and dissolution it is implied 
that the universe is sustained by Brahman during the period of its con- 
tinuance. 

106
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SeLF-Luminous: Refers to Brahman, who is Pure Consciousness. 
May He erc: This passage and the other scriptural passages like it show 

that the ancient Hindus prized understanding and knowledge above every- 
thing else. 

Brahman, Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute, alone exists. It is the 
only Reality. The reality of the sense-perceived phenomenal universe is 
admitted from the standpoint of may. It is explained as the spontaneous 

manifestation of Brahman, which projects diverse objects with the help 
of maya, Its inherent power. To the ignorant man the universe is real; to 
the rational mind it is a puzzle. The wise do not see anything independent 

of Brahman. 

It is Brahman that appears as the phenomenal universe at the time 
of creation. The universe merges in Brahman at the time of dissolution. 
Nothing exists independent of It. Therefore, 

2 

That [Supreme Self] is Agni (Fire); It is Aditya (Sun); It is Vayu 
CWind); It is Chandrama (Moon). That Self is the luminous stars; 
It is Hiranyagarbha; It is water; It is Virat. 

Hrmanyacarsua: Brahman conditioned by the upadhi of all minds. (See 

The Upanishads Vol. I, pp. 68-69.) 
Vimar: Brahman conditioned by the upadhi of all bodies. (See The 

Upanishads Vol. I, pp. 68, 70-71.) 

Such Vedic deities as Agni, Aditya, Vayu, etc. are only manifestations 

of Brahman in the phenomenal universe. “Reality is one: sages call It by 
various names.” (Ri. I. clxiv. 46.) The Vedic philosophy no doubt con- 
tains pantheistic ideas for the understanding of mediocre minds, but it 

ultimately teaches the sole reality of Brahman. 

Brahman alone is the essence of all phenomenal entities. 

3 

Thou art woman, Thou art man; Thou art youth and maiden too. 
Thou as an old man totterest along on a staff; it is Thou alone who, 

when born, assumest diverse forms. 

Wuen sorn: Birth or creation is maya.
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Furthermore: 

4 

Thou art the dark-blue bee; Thou art the green parrot with red 

eyes; Thou art the thunder-cloud, the seasons, and the seas. Thou art 

beginningless and all-pervading. From Thee all the worlds are born. 

Becrnwinciess: Because Brahman is the immutable essence of all entities. 

Names and forms alone change, and not the essence. 

The following verse describes prakriti, or nature, characterized by the 
three gunas, and also the way it entangles living beings in the world, 
and their final Liberation: 

5 

There is one unborn [prakriti]—red, white, and black—which gives 
birth to many creatures like itself. An unborn [individual soul] becomes 
attached to it and enjoys it, while another unborn [individual soul] 
leaves it after his enjoyment is completed. 

Unsorn: From the relative standpoint, prakriti, or nature, is without 

beginning. 
Rep, Etc: The passage denotes the three gunas—rajas, sattva, and 

tamas—which constitute prakriti. The text refers to Chh. Up. VI. iv. 1 ff. 
It is stated there that all the objects of nature—fire, sun, moon, lightning, 
etc.—are composed of three elements or colours (gunas), white being the 
characteristic of sattva, red of rajas, and black of tamas. Thus every material 

object consists of these three elements, having no existence outside them. 
There is no such thing, for example, as fire independent of the three gunas, 
According to Vedanta, forms and names are mere verbal expressions. A 
substance is inseparable from name and form. Therefore the conclusion is 
that prakriti, consisting of the three gunas, is the only beginningless entity 
in the relative universe, all objects endowed with names and forms being 
superimposed upon it through maya. 

Gives prrtH: That the tangible objects of the universe are products of 
the beginningless prakriti was perceived by the seers through yoga and con- 
centration. (See I. 3.) 

Creaturzs: Refers to physical objects, which are the effects of prakriti. 
Lre rrsexF: All physical objects, like prakriti, their cause, consist of 

the three gunas. 
AN uNgORN ETc: The individual soul is beginningless. As determined
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by its past desires and actions, it becomes attached to different material 
objects. Thus, forgetting its true nature, it regards itself as a material object 
and enjoys other similar objects. 
ANOTHER UNBORN ETc: Refers to the individual soul whose ignorance 

has been destroyed and who consequently renounces material objects. 

AFTER HIS ETC: A phenomenal jiva cultivates dispassion for the world 
only after realizing the transitory nature of its objects through the experience 

of many births. . 

This verse of the Upanishad has been translated differently by the 
followers of the Samkhya philosophy. According to them, the word 
unborn (aja), meaning, literally, female, stands for she-goat, and the 
word unborn (aja) in the second sentence, for he-goat. The words 

red, white, and black refer to the three stripes of the she-goat. Accord- 
ing to their interpretation, the verse can be translated as follows: 

There is one unborn [female]—red, white, and black—who gives 
birth to many creatures like herself. An unborn [male] becomes at- 
tached to her and enjoys her, while another unborn [male] leaves her 
after his enjoyment is completed. 

This verse of the Upanishads is very much prized by the Samkhya 
philosophers. According to them there are two ultimate principles: purusha 
and prakriti. Prakriti, or nature, is one and inert. The proximity of the 

purusha, which is pure consciousness, activates prakriti. Prakriti consists 

of the three gunas. There are, on the other hand, innumerable purushas, or 

conscious entities. A purusha comes under the spell of prakriti, forgets his 

zea] nature, and becomes attached to the world of matter. After repeated 
experiences of material pleasures, he at last becomes satiated with them and 

relinquishes the world. But prakriti casts her spell over another purusha; 
thus the cosmic process continues without coming to an end. It should be 

stated that prakriti acts both as deluder and as liberator. One can know the 
ephemeral nature of worldly pleasures only through experience, and nature 
provides this experience, thus paving the way to one’s ultimate freedom. 

Some Samkhya philosophers compare prakriti to a dancing-girl who traps a 
man by her physical charm. When satiated with enjoyment, he gives her 

up and she goes on to another man. In the text, prakriti is compared to a 

she-goat with three stripes, and the purusha to a he-goat. No sooner does 

one he-goat give her up than another runs after her. 

Though the Samkhya philosophers explain this verse to suit their purpose, 

it should be noted, as has been pointed out in the translator’s introduction to 

the Svetaévatara Upanishad, that the purpose of the Upanishad is to
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establish the sole reality of the non-dual Brahman and not that of purusha 
and prakriti as taught by the Simkhya philosophers. 

The embodied self and the Pure Self are described with a view to 
helping the aspirant attain the Knowledge of Ultimate Reality: 

6 

Two birds, united always and known by the same name, closely 
cling to the same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruit; the other looks 
on without eating. 

Two siaps: The individual self and the Supreme Self. The former is 

Pure Consciousness conditioned by the body and mind on account of its 
association with ignorance Cavidy3). The latter is Pure Consciousness un- 
conditioned by any limiting factors—the Lord Himself, who is eternally 

pure, free, and illumined and is the master or controller of avidya. 

Unrrep aways: The individual self is the reflection of the Supreme 
Self in the buddhi. The two are inseparable companions, like an object and 
its reflection. 

SAME NAME: That is to say, Atman. 
Tree: The body. 
ONE OF THEM: The individual self, or jiva. 

Ears: That is to say, experiences. On account of Jack of discrimination, 
the jiva identifies itself with the body and experiences the pleasant or 

unpleasant fruits of action. 
Tue orseR: The Lord, who is the Witness, or Pure Consciousness. He 

is the controller of both the individual self and the body and is the de- 

tached Witmess of their activities. 

This verse is the same as Mu. Up. IID. i. 1. 

The suffering of the jiva is the result of its feeling of impotence. 
This impotence is destroyed by its knowledge of unity with the Lord. 

7 

Seated on the same tree, the jiva moans, bewildered by its impotence. 
But when it beholds the other, the Lord worshipped by all, and His 
glory, it becomes free from grief. 

Suarep ere: The grief of the jiva is the result of its identification with 
the body. “Under the heavy weight of ignorance, desire, action, and long-
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ing for the fruit of action, the jiva becomes drowned, as it were, in the 
ocean of the world. It is convinced beyond doubt that the body is Atman 
and regards itself as the son or grandson of this or that man. It thinks, 
further, that it is lean or stout, endowed with or devoid of good qualities, 

and a victim of pleasure and pain, and that there exists nothing else but 
the tangible universe. Thus it comes under the sway of birth and death 

in samsara and believes itself to be united with or parted from friends and 
kinsmen.” (Sankaracharya.) 

Bewrperev: The perplexity of the jiva is due to the numerous troubles 

inevitable in the worldly life, all the result of ignorance. 
Impotence: “In a state of helplessness the jiva cries: ‘I am completely 

powerless. I am good for nothing. I have lost my son; my wife is dead. 
What avails my life any more?” CSankaracharya.) The cause of man’s 
suffering and impotence is maya, under whose influence he first forgets his 
divine nature and then associates himself with many illusory notions. 

Benoips erc: “The jiva, through attachment to the world, performs 
good and evil actions and thus assumes the body of a god, man, beast, 
bird, or inferior creature. Afterwards, as the result of virtuous actions, such 

as the practice of austerities and worship, performed by it in many previous 
births as well as in this life, it develops a longing for freedom and ap- 

proaches a compassionate spiritual teacher and is shown the path of yoga. 
And at long last, through the practice of spiritual disciplines, such as non- 
violence, truthfulness, continence, renunciation, sense-control, and inner 

calmness, it is able to fix its mind on the Lord, contemplate Him, and 

obtain His vision.” (Sankaracharya.) 
Tus Lorn: Though dwelling in the body, the Lord is not conditioned 

by it. He is unaffected by samsara: hunger and thirst, grief and suffering, 
old age and death. 

By auu: Yogis, jnanis, and all other righteous people. 

Through the practice of spiritual discipline the embodied soul overcomes 
ignorance and realizes its oneness with the Lord dwelling in all bodies. Thus 
it gives up its false impotence and realizes its divine majesty. 

This verse is the same as Mu. Up. III. i. 2. 

The knower of the Self realizes the Highest Good. 

8 

Of what use are the Vedas to him who does not know that indestruct- 
ible Substance, that akSa-like Brahman, which is greater than the 
unmanifest and wherein the Vedas and all the gods are sheltered? Only 
those who know It attain bliss.
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AxaSa-Lice Braaman: Brahman is all-pervading, like akaéa. 
Unmanreest: Akaéa is the first modification of Brahman under the in- 

fluence of maya. In this state the names and forms of the phenomenal 

universe remain undifferentiated. 
Wuerein Etc: Brahman is the support and source of both the scriptures 

and the deities, 

Brahman is immutable Pure Being, free from causal relationships. 

Due to maya It is called the Creator. The phenomenal universe has 

an illusory existence only; it is unreal from the standpoint of Brahman. 
Maya is the creative power of Brahman, by means of which the uni- 
verse is projected and sustained. 

9 

The sacred verses, the offerings (yajna), the sacrifices Ckratu), the 
penances (vrata), the past, the future, and al] that the Vedas declare, 

have been produced from the imperishable Brahman. Brahman pro- 
jects the universe through the power of Its maya. Again, in that uni- 
verse Brahman [as the jiva] is entangled through maya. 

SacrED vERSES: Refers to the four Vedas and their auxiliaries. 
Orrrnincs ETc: The difference between the yajna and the kratu is 

that in the former soma juice is used. 

Past erc: The present also is included. 
Aix THar etc: The Vedas alone prove the validity of sacrifices, pen- 

ances, etc. 
BraumMan Projects ETc: As the desert remains unchanged in spite of 

the illusory appearance of 2 mirage, so Brahman remains unchanged in 
spite of the illusory appearance of the universe. It is the very nature of 

illusion to give an appearance of reality to both the mirage and the 
phenomenal universe. (For an explanation of may4, see Self-Knowledge, 

p. 49 ff., and The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 50 ff.) 
Acar, etc: The living beings who are entangled in the universe are 

none other than Brahman. Through the power of maya, Brahman appears as 
the jiva, attached to the world. (For the nature of the jiva, see Self- 

Knowledge, p. 70 ., and The Upanishads Vol. I, pp. 87-88.) 

As the silk-worm becomes imprisoned in its own cocoon, so Brahman, 

as the jiva, becomes imprisoned in the universe. As the spider moves freely 
on the web created from its own silk, so Brahman Itself remains un- 

entangled in creation. Brahman associated with maya is called the jiva.
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Without any compulsion from outside, Brahman, in association with maya, 
projects the universe and becomes the embodied beings. 

It has already been stated (I. 3; I. 9-10.) that prakriti, or nature, 
which is the material cause of the universe, is maya, and that Brahman, 
which is Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute, is the unrelated support 
of the universe. Brahman, when conditioned by the universe, is called 
the Lord of maya. The entire phenomenal universe, sustained by the 
law of cause and effect, consists of material objects which are nothing 
but Pure Consciousness. 

10 

Know, then, that prakriti is maya and that the Great God is the Lord 
of maya. The whole universe is filled with objects which are parts of 
His being. 

Know ... praxriti erc: The Bhagavad Gita states CVII. 4-5.) that 
when desirous of creation, Brahman projects material forms from His 
lower nature, which is maya. Then His higher nature animates them by 
entering into them as life and consciousness. (IX. 10.) Thus the universe 

is created and sustained by the higher and the lower natures of Brahman. 

Needless to say, this explanation of creation is given from the phenomenal 

standpoint. 
Great Gop: That is to say, Brahman. 
Is tHe Lorp src: Because the very existence and manifestation of 

maya are dependent upon Brahman. 
THE WHOLE UNIVERSE ETc: The material entities constituting the uni- 

verse are in reality Brahman. On account of maya, Brahman Itself appears 
as the universe and its diverse objects. As the snake falsely imagined in a 

rope is nothing but the rope, so that which the ignorant regard as material 

objects, existing in time and space and related by the causal law, is 
perceived by illumined souls to be nothing but Brahman, or Pure Conscious- 

ness. As the rope alone pervades the illusory snake, so Brahman pervades 
the universe. On account of may4 the ignorant see in the universe good 

and evil, pain and pleasure, life and death, and the other pairs of opposites. 
To the knower of Truth all this is Brahman, ever pure, ever conscious, 

and ever free. At a great distance from the sun one sees night and day, 

light and darkness—phenomena that would not exist if one could view 

things from the sun itself. To the knower of Brahman, miya itself is 

Brahman.
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Parts oF His gerne: In reality Brahman is without parts. Parts, lower 
and higher, are superimposed upon It through maya. 

The immutable Brahman is the ultimate cause of maya and its effects, 
such as aka, air, fire, and the other elements. The substratum of all 
that is perceived to exist, It pervades every object as Existence-Knowl- 
edge-Bliss Absolute, Sachchidinanda. Therefore the seeker should 
realize his oneness with all and thus attain peace. 

1] 

By truly realizing Him who, though non-dual, dwells in prakriti, 
both in its primary and in its secondary aspect, and in whom this 
whole world comes together and dissolves—by truly realizing Him who 
is the Lord, the bestower of blessings, the Adorable God, one attains 
the supreme peace. 

TruLy reaizmnc: Directly realizing one’s identity with Brahman. 
Dwetzs etc: Brahman dwells in all things as their inmost essence. 

As the desert is the unattached substratum of the mirage, so Brahman is 
the substratum of the phenomenal universe. 

Pramary Eerc: The primary aspect of prakriti is called mulavidya, 

which, at the beginning of the creation, veils Brahman and obscures 
Its true nature. Its secondary aspect consists of the various elements— 
akaéa, air, fire, water, and earth—which form, as it were, the bricks of 

the universe. 
Comzs rocerusr: At the time of the creation of the universe. 

Dissoives: At the time of the cosmic dissolution. 

Brizssines: That is to say, Liberation. 

Avorasie Gop: The radiant Deity (Deva) extolled by the Vedic seers. 

Supreme PEACE: The peace that arises from the Knowledge of Non- 

duality. When it has been attained all longings based upon the perception 

of duality are quenched. One has a glimpse of such peace in deep sleep, 

when the duality of subject and object are not seen; also in the depths of 

aesthetic contemplation, when the ego and non-ego are transcended. The 

realization of Non-duality is Liberation; it bestows «uninterrupted Bliss. 
Liberation puts an end to ignorance and repeated births in the phenomenal 
world. 

A prayer for the uninterrupted Knowledge of Reality:
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12 

He, the creator of the gods and the bestower of their powers, the 
Support of the universe, Rudra the omniscient, who at the beginning 
gave birth to Hiranyagarbha—may He endow us with clear intellect! 

For the interpretation of this verse see Svet. Up. III. 4. 

13 

He who is the sovereign of the gods, in whom the worlds find their 
support, who rules over all two-footed and four-footed beings—let us 
serve that God, radiant and blissful, with an oblation. 

Wortps: The fourteen planes which constitute the Vedantic universe. 
(See Self-Knowledge, pp. 75-76.) 

The Supreme Brahman is extremely subile, the Witness of the 
cosmic process, the ultimate cause of the phenomenal universe, the in- 
most Self of all, and the bestower of Liberation upon those who realize 
their oneness with Him. 

14 

By realizing Him who is subtler than the subtlest, who dwells in 
the midst of the chaos fof the world], who is the Creator of all things 

and is endowed with many forms, who is the non-dual Pervader of the 
universe, and all good—by realizing Him one attains the supreme peace. 

SusrLer ETc: The elements are subtler than the gross universe. The 
undifferentiated prakriti Cavyakrita) is the subtlest entity in the phenomenal 

world. But Brahman is subtler than the undifferentiated prakriti. 

Dweuus: As the unattached onlooker. 
Caos nrc: The universe is the product of avidya; hence it presents 

a state of indescribable confusion. 

By the Knowledge of Brahman one attains Immortality. 

15 

It is He who, in proper time, becomes the custodian of the universe 
and the sovereign of all; who conceals Himself in all beings [as their
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inner Witness]; and in whom the sages and the deities are united. 

Verily, by knowing Him one cuts asunder the fetters of death. 

In PROPER ETC: That is to say, at the beginning of a cycle. After the 

dissolution of the universe at the end of a cycle, the diverse beings, with 

the subtle impressions of their accumulated actions, remain merged in 

prakriti. When those actions are about to bear fruit the next cycle begins. 

Thus the tangible universe, animated by the spirit of the Lord, comes into 

existence. 

Ix any Bemvcs: From Brahma, the highest cosmic manifestation, to the. 

blade of grass. 

Tue saces ETc: Because Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute is the sub- 

stratum of all, 
Ferrers etc: Ignorance Cavidya) is death. A person under the spell 

of ignorance forgets his true, spiritual nature, considers himself an indi- 

vidual, and thus falls a victim to repeated births and deaths. Desires and 

actions, the offspring of ignorance, are called the fetters of death. 

The Supreme Brahman is extremely subtle, exceedingly blissful, and 
free from blemish. He resides in all beings as their inner spirit, and 
endows them with their apparent reality. 

16 

He who knows Brahman, who is all Bliss, extremely subtle, like the 
film that rises to the surface of clarified butter, and is hidden in all 

beings—he who knows the radiant Deity, the sole Pervader of the 
universe, is released from all his fetters. 

Lige THE FILM ETC: When butter, which is the subtle part of milk, 

is boiled, a thin film forms on the surface which is extremely fine and 
tasty. Likewise, Brahman is the subtlest of all entities and the bestower 
of Supreme Bliss. 

Brahman consists of uninterrupted Bliss. He is the Creator and the 
Pervader of the universe. He is of the very nature of Liberation, which 

is attained by all-renouncing sannyasins, 

17 

The Maker of all things, self-luminous and all-pervading, He dwells 
always in the hearts of men. He is revealed by the negative teachings
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[of the Vedanta], discriminative wisdom, and the Knowledge of Unity 

based upon reflection. They who know Him become immortal. 

Maxer oF aut etc: The manifester of such phenomenal entities as the 
Cosmic Mind, the tangible universe, and the senses. 

Dweuzs Ere: Brahman is reflected best in the 4kaéa, or space, enclosed 

in the heart, as the sun is reflected best in water. 

Reveatep: As the indivisible, homogeneous Reality. 
Is REVEALED ETC: Compare Svet. Up. UI. 13; Ka. Up. Il. iii. 9. 
Necative ere: Refers to the well-known Vedantic method of Neti— 

“Not this.” 

Vepanra: The word refers here to the Upanishads, which form the 

essence and concluding part Canta) of the Vedas. 

DiscriminativeE ETc: By which the aspirant knows what is the Highest 

Good and what is not, what is the Self and what is the non-Self, and so on. 

Know LepcE oF ETc: The pupil frst hears about this Unity from a 
qualified teacher, then reasons about it, and at last realizes it in the depths 
of meditation. 

Tuey etc: Refers to the sannyasins who have practised the fourfold 
disciplines laid down by Vedantic teachers. These are discrimination be- 
tween the Real and the unreal, renunciation of the unreal, a group of six 

virtues Ccalmness of mind, control of the senses, etc.), and lastly the 

yearning for freedom. (See Self-Knowledge, p. 33 ff.) 

Immontat: The cycle of birth and death in the phenomenal world is 
the result of avidya. 

Brahman is untouched by time and free from the pairs of opposites. 

It transcends the notion of creation, preservation, and destruction and 

remains unaffected by the experiences of waking, dreaming, and deep 
sleep. Time, space, and causality, the three states of waking, etc., and 
creation, preservation, and destruction are falsely superimposed upon 
Brahman through maya. 

18 

When there is no darkness [of ignorance], there is no day or night, 

neither being nor non-being; the pure Brahman alone exists. That im- 
mutable Reality is the meaning of “That”; It is adored by the Sun. 
From It has proceeded the ancient wisdom. 

Danxnuss: Avidya, or ignorance, which creates such illusory pairs of 
opposites as day and night, being and non-being. When the darkness of
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avidya is removed, all changes and distinctions are transcended; undiffer- 

entiated Bliss alone remains. When one is away from the sun, one sees the 

distinction of day and night; but in the sun itself no such phenomena 

exist. The Knowledge arising from the experience of identity with Brahman 

removes the darkness created by avidya. 

Tuere 1s Etc: Such notions as day and night, being and non-being, 

ate falsely superimposed upon Brahman because of ignorance. 

Pure Branman Etc: The word Siva, in the text, denotes the Blessed 

One, and the word kevala signifies the pure Brahman, which is free from 

all illusions created by avidya. 

“Tat”: Refers to the well-known Vedic statement “That thou art”— 

Taitvamasi. CChh. Up. VI. viii. 7.) 
Sun: Refers to Saguna Brahman, who, though pervading the entire 

universe, is especially associated with the radiant sun. The passage in 

the text forms part of the famous Gayatri mantra. CRi. IIT. lxii. 10.) 

Ancient wispom: The knowledge of the identity of the individual 

soul and Brahman, as expressed by the Vedic statement “That thou art,” 

has come down from Brahma, the Creator, through a succession of teachers. 

To Brahma it was revealed by Brahman Itself. This Knowledge is devoid 

of human origin and therefore free from human blemishes. 

The Knowledge of Brahman is eternal, like Brahman Itself. At the 
beginning of a cycle it is revealed to Brahma, from whom it spreads through 
a succession of teachers. Men of detachment and discrimination keep this 

Knowledge alive. 

The immutable Brahman is totally incomprehensible to the finite 
mind. Being one and without a second, He has no peer. Brahmans 
glory consists in His being unaffected by time and space. 

19 

No one can grasp Him above, across, or in the middle. There is no 
likeness of Him. His name is Great Glory (Mahad Yagah). 

No ons gtc: Because Brahman is undifferentiated Consciousness, free 
from parts and incorporeal. Such terms as “above,” “across,” etc. can be 

applied only to a material object. 

THERE 1s ETC: Because Brahman is the eternal experience of indivisible 
Bliss. 

Great Grorny: Brahman fills all the quarters and pervades everything. 
That constitutes His superhuman glory. ,
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Brahman cannot be apprehended by the sense-organs; He is the in- 
most Self of all. Knowledge of one’s identity with Brahman constitutes 
Liberation. 

20 

His form is not an object of vision; no one beholds Him with the 
eyes. They who, through pure intellect and the Knowledge of Unity 
based upon reflection, realize Him as abiding in the heart become im- 
mortal. 

His rorm: Brahman is Pure Consciousness and is self-luminous. He 

is devoid of any form such as is associated with a tangible material object. 
‘The senses can perceive objects which exist outside; but Brahman is the 
inmost Self of man. 

No ong Etc: The eyes, the nose, and the other sense-organs are mere 
instruments for the perception of objects. The real perceiver is Atman, 

or Consciousness. It is the eternal Subject and therefore cannot be an 
object of perception. Compare: “That which cannot be perceived by the 

eye, but by which the eye is perceived—-That alone know as: Brahman, 
and not that which people here worship.” (Ke. Up. I. 7.) 

Turoucu pure etc: See Svet. Up. IV. 17. 

Asiinc etc: As the inmost Self of all. 

It is only the sannyasins, the great renouncers who have practised the 
requisite spiritual disciplines, that know by direct and immediate ex- 
perience the oneness of the self and Brahman. Thus they transcend death. 
Death belongs to the phenomenal life, which is the product of avidya. 
The Knowledge of Brahman destroys avidya, and consequently the knower 

of Brahman is free from repeated births and deaths. 

Through the grace of Brahman one attains the fulfilment of desires 
and is freed from all obstacles. In the following two verses the seeker 
supplicates Brahman for His grace: 

21 

It is because Thou, O Lord, art birthless, that some rare souls, 

frightened [by birth and death], take refuge in Thee. O Rudra, may 
Thy benign face protect me for ever! 

Bmruzzss: Brahman, unlike an embodied being, is free from such 
phenomena] characteristics as birth, infirmity, disease, death, hunger, and 

thirst.
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Rare sours: Those who come to the Lord for shelter, afflicted by disease 
or fear, or for any other reason, are rare indeed. 

Brnicn: The word is explained by one of the commentators as meaning 
either “invigorating” or “exhilarating” or “turned toward the south.” 

22 

© Rudra, do not, in Thy wrath, destroy our children and grand- 
children. Do not destroy our lives; do not destroy our cows or horses; 
do not destroy our strong servants. For we invoke Thee always, with 
oblations, for our protection. 

Here ends the Fourth Chapter 
of the Svetasvatara Upanishad.



CHAPTER V 

IN THE IMMUTABLE, infinite Supreme Brahman remain hidden 
the two: knowledge and ignorance. Ignorance leads to worldliness, and 
knowledge, to Immortality. Brahman, who controls both knowledge and 
ignorance, is different from both. 

Inrmare: That is to say, unlimited by time, space, or other factors. 

in... Supreme Branmaw: Or the phrase may mean “In Brahman, who 
is superior to Hiranyagarbha (the Cosmic Mind).” 

Is DIFFERENT ETC: That is to say, Brahman is the unattached Witness 

of both knowledge and ignorance, 

Ignorance and knowledge, both belonging to may, are two categories 

of the phenomenal universe, of which Brahman is the ultimate cause. The 
maya of ignorance entangles man in the world, and the maya of knowledge 

brings him Liberation. Knowledge here denotes the spiritual virtues by 

means of which an aspirant ultimately attains Liberation. Ramakrishna 

compared ignorance and knowledge to two thorns: the thorn of ignorance, 

which has entered the flesh, is taken out with the help of the thom of 

knowledge, and then both are discarded. Brahman is the detached Witness 
of the world process, which is sustained by the power of knowledge and 

ignorance. 

Brahman is described: 

2 

He, the non-dual Brahman, who rules over every position [by 
dwelling in each as its inner Guide]; who controls all forms and all 
sources; who, in the beginning, filled with knowledge the omniscient 
Hiranyagarbha, His own creation, whom He beheld when He CHiran- 
yagarbha) was produced—He is other than both knowledge and 
ignorance. 

Posrrion: Refers to all physical, elemental, and intangible objects, such 

as earth, water, air, heaven, sun, sense-organs, and mind. He inhabits all 

121
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these objects and is within them; but Him they do not know. They form 

His body; He controls them as their internal Ruler and immortal Self. 

(See Br. Up. III. vii. 3-13.) 

Wuo ... sources: A reference to the two aspects of avidya: undiffer- 

entiated and differentiated. (See Svet. Up. IV. 11.) 

FILLED WITH KNOWLEDGE: That is to say, with knowledge of the past, 

present, and future. Dharma, or righteousness, detachment, and the various 

other virtues are also included. 

Hmanxyvacarsua: The first manifestation of Brahman in the relative 

universe. (See The Upanishads Vol. I, pp. 68-69.) 

The creation by the Lord is described: 

3 

[At the time of the creation] the Lord spreads out individual nets 

in various ways, and then [at the time of the cosmic dissolution] with- 

draws them into the great prakriti. Again the all-pervading Deity 

creates the aggregates of body and senses, both individual and collective, 

and their controllers also, and thus exercises His overlordship. 

Inprvipuat ners: The non-Self, or physical element, consisting of 

body, mind, senses, and prana is called a net because it entraps the soul 
and entangles it in the world. 

Various ways: Refers to diverse aggregates of body, senses, mind, etc. 
Their nature in the present cycle is determined by the actions and thoughts 

of individuals in the previous cycle. 
Wrrspraws: In the reverse order from that of creation. 
Great prakerri: The collective or universal maya, which is the source 

of multiplicity. 
ConrRoLLERs: The various centres of consciousness, from Hiranyagarbha 

to the mosquito. Hiranyagarbha is the controller of the totality of minds. 
Units of consciousness control the bodies of gods, men, and subhuman 

creatures. 

The meaning of this rather abstruse verse appears to be as follows: 
At the beginning of a cycle the Lord (that is to say, Saguna Brahman) 
projects from His may3, or prakriti, various aggregates of body, mind, 
senses, and prana. These aggregates, which are the bodies of superhuman, 

human, and subhuman creatures, are fashioned according to their actions 
and thoughts in the previous cycle. The bodies are called nets because they 
entrap the purushas, or souls, and entangle them in the world. The purushas 
are diversified aspects of Brahman, limited, under the influence of miay4, 
by the different bodies. At the time of the cosmic dissolution the bodies
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merge in the great prakriti. They are projected again at the beginning of 
the next cycle. The first form thus projected is the undifferentiated ag- 

gregate, which is controlled by Hiranyagarbha. Then other individual 
forms come into existence; and they are controlled by various conscious 
beings—gods, human beings, or subhuman creatures. These conscious 
entities are the various aspects of Brahman identified with and limited by 
diverse material bodies. This identification is the result of maya. But 
Brahman Itself, unaffected by maya, is the supreme controller. 

The second part of the verse may also be explained in the followmg 

manner: At the beginning of a new cycle, Brahman brings into existence 
various Lords, ruling over different universes, and exercises His power 
over them all. 

The Supreme Lord is the omniscient and self-luminous controller 
of all things. His nature is indivisible Consciousness. 

4 

As the sun shines, illumining all the quarters—above, below, and 
across—so also God, self-resplendent, adorable, and non-dual, controls 

all objects, which themselves possess the nature of a cause. 

ALL THE guarrers: The various directions and the entities existing 
therein. 

Gop: The Sanskrit word Bhagavén, in the text, refers to the Supreme 
Being, endowed with various supernatural powers. 

AporasLe: Brahman is adored by those who seek worldly prosperity as 

well as by those who want Liberation. 
Conrrots: By being their inner essence and ruler. 
Wauich THEMSELVES ETC: Every entity in the phenomenal world func- 

tions both as a cause and as an effect. 

The Lord, by His very presence, causes the primary and the sub- 

sidiary prakriti to function in the relative world. He is the support 
of the universe, which is sustained by the causal law. He controls the 
three gunas, which manifest themselves in living beings according to 
merit and demerit acquired through actions in the previous cycle. 

5-6 

He who is the cause of all and who enables all things to function 
according to their nature; who brings to maturity all that can be ripened; 
who, being non-dual, rules over the whole universe and engages the
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gunas in their respective functions—He is concealed in the Upanishads, 

the secret part of the Vedas. Brahma knew Him who can be known 

only from the evidence of the Vedas. The gods and seers of olden 

times who knew Him became Brahman and attained Immortality. 

ENABLES ALL THINGS ETc: That fire burns, water flows downward, and 

all things follow their natural course is because the immutable Brahman 

is the unrelated support of the universe, just as the desert is the unrelated 

support of the mirage. Brahman is called ritam, or inviolable law. Brahman, 

not the material elements, is the cause of the universe. 

Brincs To ETc: On account of Brahman’s presence, all entities capable 

of maturing or of bearing fmt do so. 

Guwnas: The three gunas constituting the inert prakriti cannot function 

without an intelligent agent, just as the law cannot be administered with- 

out an intelligent judge. 

Secrer utc: The Upanishads deal with the profound Knowledge of 

Atman and Brahman, and cannot be understood without the help of a 

qualified preceptor. 
Brawuma: The first-created embodied being, to whom the Knowledge 

of Brahman was revealed by Brahman Itself. 
Gops: Such as Agni and Varuna, mentioned in the Vedas. 

Srers: Refers to Vamadeva and other illumined sages. 

Kyew Huo: As their inmost Self. 
Became BraymMan ero: Compare: “He who knows the Supreme 

Brahman verily becomes Brahman.” (Mu. Up. III. ii. 9.) 

The statement “That thou art’ gives the essence of the Vedic wisdom. 
The word That, as already pointed out, denotes the Great Lord, who 

is the very embodiment of Truth, Bliss, and Knowledge; who is non- 
dual, indivisible, and known only from the evidence of the Vedas; and 
who is the inmost Self of all. Now will be given the meaning of the 
word thou. It will be shown that this word denotes the jiva, or indi- 
vidual self, which in its irue nature is untouched by cause and effect; 
which is the essence of Reality, Joy, and Consciousness; and which is 
eternal, unattached, and identical with the Supreme Atman. That 
the individual self loses the knowledge of its true nature and appears 
as the phenomenal being, the doer of action and the experiencer of its 

result, is due to its association with such upidhis as the body and the 
senses; this is not its natural state.
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7 

Endowed with gunas, the jiva performs action, seeking its fruit; and 
again, it reaps the fruit of what it has done. Assuming all forms and 
led by the three gunas, the jiva, ruler of the pranas, roams about follow- 
ing the three paths, according to its deeds. 

EnpowrEp Etc: The inborn tendencies of the jiva are constituted of 
the three gunas. These tendencies are produced from the subtle impressions 
created by the jiva’s actions and thoughts in its previous birth. The jiva’s 

general character is determined by the preponderance in it of a particular 
guna, though all the gunas are present. Under the influence of sattva a 

man follows the path of knowledge and detachment, and works in order 
to attain Liberation. Under the influence of rajas he acts primarily for the 

enjoyment of happiness here and hereafter. When his action is influenced 
by tamas, he will be reborn in the subhuman world. 

Assumine Erc: Such as the forms of gods, men, animals, or insects. 

As explained in the previous note, the particular form is determined by a 

particular guna. 
Pranas: The five vital breaths, which keep the embodied being alive. 

‘Taree patos: The paths of righteousness, unrighteousness, and knowl- 
edge. Or the paths may mean the Way of the Gods (Devayana), the Way 

of the Fathers (Pitriyana), and the path leading to rebirth as a worm 

or insect. 

The jiva is in reality none other than the non-dual Lord. Its various 
phenomenal characteristics, such as desire, volition, and egoism, are 
illusory superimpositions due to avidya. 

8 

-Of the size of a thumb, but brilliant, like the sun, the jiva possesses 
both volition and egoism. It is endowed with the qualities of both 
buddhi and Atman. Therefore it is seen as another entity, inferior, 

and small as the point of a goad. 

Size Etc: The soul is said to dwell in the heart, occupying the space 

within it. The heart is described as being of the size of a thumb. 
Brant, Etc: Referring to the luminosity inherent in the Self. 
Jsva: Vedanta defines the jiva as Brahman reflected in or limited by the 

buddhi. This reflection or limitation is an appearance and not real. 
Voxrrion AND EGoIsM: These are characteristics of the buddhi and not
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of Atman. As a transparent crystal appears to possess the colour of a flower 
lying near it, so Atman appears to possess the qualities of the buddhi. 

Tr is ENDOWED ETC: Identified with the buddhi, which is inert, Atman 
appears to be ignorant. But in Its own nature Atman is always conscious. 
The phenomenal jiva reveals both ignorance and Knowledge, the former 
being the quality of the buddhi, and the latter its own nature. 

ANOTHER ETc: Atman reflected in the buddhi seems to be different from 
the pure Atman, just as the reflection of the sun seems to be different 
from the real sun. 

SmaxzL Etc: Refers to the subtle nature of the jiva. 

That the jiva is described as subtle is due to its association with the 
subtle body. 

9 

Know the embodied soul to be a part of the hundredth part of the 
point of a hair divided a hundred times; and yet it is infinite. 

The subtle body, which acts as the upadhi of the jiva, is extremely 
subtle. Identified with it, the jiva also is described as very subtle. But in 
reality it is none other than Brahman. 

When associated with the upadhi of the gross body, the jiva acquires 

the characteristics of that body. 

10 

It is not female, it is not male, nor is it neuter. Whatever body it takes, 

with that it becomes united. 

Iv 1s Nor Etc: Because the jiva is in reality identical with the non-dual 
Brahman, or Pure Consciousness. 

Wuatever ETc: Identified with the gross body, the jiva regards itself 
as male, female, or neuter, or as stout or thin, and so on. Sex, stoutness, 
etc, are the characteristics of the body, and not of the self. 

How does the jiva assume various bodies? 

11 

By means of desires, contact, attachment, and delusion, the embodied 
soul assumes, successively, diverse forms in various places, according
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to its deeds, just as the body grows when food and drink are poured 
into it. 

Diverse FoRMS: Forms as high as that of Hiranyagarbha or as low as 
that of an insect. First there arises a desire for an object, then the sense- 
organs come in contact with it, next the jiva grows attached to the object, 

and lastly it falls a victim to the delusion created by attachment. Thus it 

performs various deeds, righteous and unrighteous, and as a result assumes 
different kinds of bodies, one after another. 

The preceding verse has spoken of the diverse forms assumed by the 
embodied soul. What are these forms? 

12 

The embodied soul, by means of good and evil deeds committed 
by itself, assumes many forms, coarse and fine. By virtue of its actions 
and also of such characteristics of the mind as knowledge and desire, 
it assumes another body for the enjoyment of [suitable] objects. 

Goop xrc: The nature of a deed is determined by the guna (sattva, 

rajas, or tamas) under whose influence the embodied being acts. 

Many Forms: These include the bodies of the gods, human beings, 

animals, insects, etc. 
Actions: Lawful actions are those prescribed by the scriptures, and un- 

lawful actions are the opposite. 
KNOWLEDGE AND DESIRE: The word knowledge really means thought. 

Both thoughts and desires can be good or evil. 

The subtle tendencies created by the individual soul’s actions in its 
previous life are the cause of its union with its present body. (Compare 

Ka, Up. IL. ii. 7. 

The jiva, indicated by the word thou in the Vedic statement “That 
thou art,” transmigrates in the phenomenal world, which is character- 

ized by unceasing birth and death. Here, through the practice of 
Vedantic disciplines, it rids itself of the attributes falsely superimposed 
by avidya and realizes its oneness with Brahman. This realization of 
oneness is Liberation. 

13 

He who knows the Lord, who is without beginning or end, who 

stands in the midst of the chaos [of the world], who is the Creator
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of all things and is endowed with many forms—he who knows the 

radiant Deity, the sole Pervader of the universe, is released from all his 

fetters, 

He wuo etc: Compare Svet. Up. IV. 14, 16. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 

The jiva, under the weight of avidya, desire, action, and its result, is 

drowned in the ocean of the world. Identifying itself with the body, it 

becomes individualized, and in the course of its wandering assumes many 

births: human, subhuman, and superhuman. At a certain time, by chance 

it performs righteous action and feels inclined to the spiritual life. Thus 

gradually it becomes free of attachment, passions, and other vices and 

realizes the transitory nature of the world. Consequently it cultivates 

dispassion for all enjoyments, here or hereafter, and practises the moral 

and spiritual disciplines prescribed by Vedantic teachers. And in the end it 

attains Self-Knowledge and becomes liberated from the bondage of the 

world. 

The Supreme Lord, Himself without a support, is the cause of 

creation, preservation, and destruction. He can be known by the pure 
in heart. Through knowledge of Him one attains Liberation. 

14 

Those who know Him who can be realized by the pure heart, who 
is called incorporeal, who is the cause of creation and destruction, who 

is all good and the creator of the [sixteen] parts—those who know the 
luminous Lord are freed from embodiment. 

Cause oF src: Or the passage may mean “the cause of the destruction 
of ignorance.” 

Parts: For the sixteen parts, which constitute the embodied being, 

see Pr. Uy. VI. 4. 
FREED FROM ETC: That is to say, the knower of the Self is not born 

again in the world of ignorance. 

Here ends the Fifth Chapter 
of the Svetasvatara Upanishad.



CHAPTER VI 

SOME LEARNED MEN speak of the inherent nature of things, and 
some speak of time, [as the cause of the universe]. They all, indeed, are 

deluded. It is the greatness of the self-luminous Lord that causes the 
Wheel of Brahman to revolve. 

Soms ETc: It has already been stated (See I. 2.) that neither the in- 
herent nature of things nor time can be the first cause. 

The universe is not a self-creating, self-evolving, and self-destroying 

entity. It is lifeless and inert. Brahman is the ultimate cause of the world 
process. 

Both the Lord and His greatness are described: 

2 

He by whom the whole universe is constantly pervaded is the 
Knower, the Author of time. He is sinless and omniscient. It is at His 

command that the work which is called earth, water, fire, air, and 

akaéa appears as the universe. All this should be reflected upon [by 
the wise]. 

Knower: He is the very stuff of consciousness. 
Auruor Etc: Time is the destroyer of all material entities, but Brahman 

is the controller of time. 
Smytess: Or the word guni, in the text, may mean “endowed with the 

three gunas.” This association with the gumas is due to maya. 
Work Etc: There are two kinds of action, One is transformation, and 

the other, illusory superimposition. In the former instance, the cause gives 
up its own nature and becomes the effect. It is like milk’s becoming curds. 

In the latter instance, the cause, without giving up its own nature, appears 

as the effect, as, for example, when a rope appears as a snake. According 

to Non-dualistic Vedanta, Brahman appears as the universe. First of all, 

Brahman appears as 4kaSa; from 4k3Sa is produced air, from air fire, and 

so on. In the text the five elements are called work in the sense that they 

129
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all are falsely superimposed upon Brahman. These five elements appear as 

the universe. Brahman, which is Intelligence itself, is the controller of 

the universe. 

The nature of perfect Knowledge and the disciplines for its attain- 

ment: 

3 

The yogi who first performs actions and then turns away from them, 

and who practises one, two, three, or eight [disciplines], unites one 

principle with another principle and with the help of virtues cultivated 

by the self and of subtle tendencies [acquired from actions in previous 

births] attains Liberation in course of time. 

PeRForMs actions: That is to say, all his actions are performed as 

offerings to the Lord, as taught in the Bhagavad Gita. Thus the aspirant’s 

heart becomes pure. 
Turns Erc: When a man performs his duties, regarding himself as an 

instrument of the Lord and surrendering the fruit to Him, he renounces 
as a result all duties, or they drop away from him. Thus he becomes en- 

titled to the life of sannyasa. The idea of duty is the result of attachment. 

CCompare Yog. Su. I. 15-16.) 
One: That is to say, service of the guru. 

Two: Love of God and love of the gum. 
TurEe: The Vedintic disciplines of learning the truths of the scriptures 

with the help of a guru, reasoning about them, and finally meditating on 
them. 

Eicur: The eight disciplines of yoga laid down by Patanjali. CYog. Su. 

II. 29-30.) 

OnE principre: A reference to “thou” in the Vedic statement “That 
thou art”—that is to say, the individual self, which in essence is the ‘un- 

attached witness of the activities of the body and the sense-organs and 
really remains unchanged during the states of waking, dreaming, and deep 

sleep. 

ANOTHER PRINCIPLE: Refers to “That” in the statement “That thou 
art.” It denotes the Supreme Self, 

Unires etc: The union of the individual self and the Supreme Self is 

realized in a direct and intuitive experience. 

Virtues Etc: Such as compassion, charity, purity, benevolence, desire- 

lessness, liberality, and freedom from malice.
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SuBTLE TENDENCIES: The good tendencies accumulated from righteous 

actions in many past births. 
Attaiwws Liseration: This state is described by Patanjali in Yog, Su. 

I. 3; IV. 33. 

The text has been explained differently by different commentators. The 
present notes are based upon the interpretation by Vijnanabhagavad. 

The meaning of the foregoing verse is elaborated: 

4 

He who attains purity of heart by performing actions as an offering 
to the Lord, and merges prakriti and all its effects in Brahman, realizes 
his true Self and thereby transcends phenomena. In the absence of 
maya, both collective and individual, all his past actions [except the 

prarabdha] are destroyed [and he becomes liberated though still dwell- 
ing in the body]. After the destruction of the prarabdha karma 

he attains final Liberation. 

Hs wuo arrains etc: A reference to karma-yoga as described in B. G. 
IX. 27-28; V. 10-11. According to its instructions a man should perform 
his daily obligatory duties and also the duties prescribed for special oc- 

casions, regarding himself as God’s instrument and surrendering the results 
to Him. Thus the imputities of his heart are destroyed and he is qualified 

for the higher disciplines of meditation and samadhi. 
Merces Era: According to a well-known Vedantic principle the effect 

is a mere name, a figure of speech to serve a practical purpose in life. It: 
has no existence independent of the cause, which alone is real. For instance, 

a pot is made out of clay. What distinguishes the pot from the clay is a 
form designated by a name. In essence the pot is not different from the 
clay. The wise man sees the effect in the cause. This seeing is called the 
merging of the effect in the cause. All the separate gross entities, which are 

the effect of the collective gross entity, are made to merge in the latter. 
The collective gross entity is made to merge in its cause, the five gross 
elements, which in their turn are made to merge in the subtle elements. 

The subtle elements are made to merge in undifferentiated primordial 
matter (mulaprakriti), which, again, is made to merge in maya. By this 
process the aspirant, as stated before, merges the effect in the cause, that 

is to say, regards the cause as non-different, in essence, from the effect. 

Now, maya, the power of Brahman, has no independent existence; from 

the standpoint of Reality it is the same as Brahman. Therefore the wise 

aspirant merges may in Sachchidananda. He realizes maya to be the non-
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dual Brahman, or homogeneous Consciousness. In other words, the aspirant, 

through a process of discrimination and concentration, makes the effect dis- 

appear into the cause and carries on this process till he arrives at Brahman. 

Brahman, being Ultimate Reality and the Causeless Cause, cannot be made 

to disappear into anything else. This is the Vedantic method of attaining 

samadhi. 

Reaizes Erc: That is to say, directly experiences oneness with the 

Supreme Self. 
Transcenps ETc: Because there no longer exists for him any phenomenal 

universe. He sees Brahman alone. The phenomenal universe, projected 

by may4, is unreal. 
Ix THE ABSENCE ETC: The notion of action, actor, and result belongs to 

the realm of maya. When maya is destroyed by the Knowledge of Brahman, 
the impressions created by past actions are also destroyed. CB. G. IV. 37.) 

According to Vedantic philosophers there are three kinds of actions: Some 
actions performed in the past have not yet begun to bear fruit. Others, 
known as prarabdha karma, began to bear fruit at the beginning of the 
present birth; indeed, the present body is the effect of such actions and 

will continue to function as long as their momentum lasts. Finally, there 
are the actions that the person is performing at the present time and whose 
result he will reap in the future. According to Vedanta, the Knowledge of 
Brahman destroys the first and last kinds of karma, but not the second. 

The body, following the momentum of this prarabdha karma, continues 

to live. The illumined person is not, however, affected by it, since he has 
already realized the unreality of the world. He leads an unattached life, never 

forgetting his true nature. His body, senses, and mind continue to perform 
their respective functions, and he may experience old age, blindness, deaf- 
ness, pleasure and pain, and the like, which are the characteristics of the 

body, senses, etc. But he regards them as one regards magic—enjoying it 

and at the same time knowing it to be unreal. This is called the state of 
Jivanmukti, or Freedom in the body. After the prarabdha karma has com- 

pletely exhausted itself, the body dies and the Knower of Brahman attains 

final Liberation, called Videha Mukti. 

The seeker should worship the Great Lord in order to attain the 

Knowledge of Reality. , 

5 

The Great Lord is the beginning, the cause which unites [the soul 
with the body]; He is above the three kinds of time and is seen to be 

without parts. After having worshipped that adorable God dwelling
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in the heart, who is of many forms and is the true source of all things, 
[man attains final Liberation. ] 

Becrxnwe: The primal cause of all things. 
Cause etc: The soul, through avidya, becomes united with the body. 

The Lord is the cause of avidya, which manifests itself as good and evil. 

Attachment to good and evil is the cause of embodiment. 
AsovE ETc: Compare: “Other than what has been and what is to be” 

CKa. Up. I. ii. 14); “At whose feet, rolling on, the year with its days passes 

by” CBr. Up. IV. iv. 16). 
Worsniprep ETc: That is to say, one should meditate on Him as being 

one with the self. 

The passage in the second brackets is taken from the previous verse, to 

which the present one is related. 

6 

He from whom this universe proceeds is higher and other than all 
forms of the Tree [of the World] and of time. When one knows Him 
who is the indweller, the bringer of good, the destroyer of evil, the 

Lord of powers, the immortal support of all, [one attains final 
Liberation]. 

OTHER THAN ETc: That is to say, totally unattached to the universe. 
Tree: The universe is often compared to a tree. (See Ka. Up. II. iti. 1; 

B. G. XV. 1.) 
Powers: The six great powers, namely, total power, dharma, glory, 

affluence, knowledge, and renunciation. They are the characteristics of the 

Lord. 

This verse, like the preceding one, is related to verse 4. 

The nature of the Supreme Lord as revealed to the wise: 
7 a 

We know Him who is the Supreme Lord of lords, the Supreme 
Deity of deities, the Ruler of rulers; who is higher than the imperish- 
able prakriti and is the self-luminous, adorable Lord of the world. 

We: The wise. 
Lorp oF torps: The lords here referred to are the heavenly powers that 

control the sun, death, etc. Or they may signify Brahma, Vishnu, and
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Rudra, who are known as the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the 

universe. These deities are under the control of Brahman, the Supreme 

Lord. 

Derry oF pErries: The deities are Indra, Varuna, etc. These deities 

derive their powers from the Supreme Lord. 

Ruxer oF auLERS: The rulers are Hiranyagarbha, or the Cosmic Mind, 

in His various aspects, such as Brahma, Prajapati, and Virat. 

IMPERISHABLE PRAKRITI: Refers to the mayasakti, or power, of Brahman. 

It is the germ of all perishable entities and manifests itself through various 

illusory forms. Nothing but the Knowledge of Brahman can destroy maya; 

therefore, relatively speaking, it is called imperishable. Maya, the material 

cause of the universe, has its support in Brahman. 

AporaBie: The Vedas, Smritis, and all other sacred books extol Brahman. 

Through the realization of oneness with Brahman, man attains the 

Highest Good and the fulfilment of all his endeavours. ‘The creation con- 

tains innumerable universes, with their many deities, lords, rulers, Prajapatis, 

etc. Brahman is the Supreme Lord of all. (For a discussion of the subject, 

see The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 71 £.) 

The nature of the Supreme Lord: 

8 

He is without a body or organs; none like unto Him is seen, or 
better [than He]. The Vedas speak of His exalted power, which 
is innate and capable of producing diverse effects, and also of His 
omniscience and might. 

Tue Vevas Etc: The doctrine of maya is based on Vedic revelation and 

not on human reasoning. 
ExatTep powEr: The passage refers to the maydéakti, by which the 

phenomenal universe is created, preserved, and ultimately destroyed. This 
power is called exalted because it is superior to its manifestations in the 
form of diverse entities. 

Innate: Maya by its very nature inheres in Brahman. 
CaraBLE ... DIVERSE ETc: This characteristic is known from the 

multiplicity of created objects. 
Micut: By His very presence the Lord animates inert prakriti into 

action.
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Therefore: 

9 

He has no master in the world, no miler, nor is there even a sign 
of Him [by which He can be inferred]. He is the cause, the Lord of 
the lord of the organs; and He is without progenitor or controller. 

Nor ... sicn: The existence of an unseen object can be inferred 
from a sign, as the existence of fire from smoke; for fire and smoke are seen 
to exist together. But that is not true of Brahman. The Lord alone exists. 

He is one and without a second. One who perceives Him sees nothing else. 

Therefore it is said that the reality of the Lord cannot be inferred from 
any characteristic sign. His nature is undifferentiated Consciousness. The 

Vedas alone are the proof of His existence. (Compare Ka. Up. II. iii. 8.) 

Cause: The word is used here in the sense of unrelated substratum, such 
as, for example, the desert with reference to a mirage. One who has not 

heard about the desert from some other source cannot infer its existence 

merely from the mirage. Likewise, from the investigation of the phenomenal 

universe alone one cannot infer the existence of Brahman or know Its 

nature. 

Lorp .. . oncans: The embodied soul Givatma) is the lord of the 

organs of perception and of action. Brahman is the Lord of the embodied 

soul. 

Now the Vedic seer prays for the attainment of his goal, namely, 

oneness with Brahman: 

10 

May the non-dual Lord, who, by the power of His maya, covered 
Himself, like a spider, with threads drawn from primal matter Cprad- 

hana), merge us in Brahman! 

Tureaps ... MatrTEuR: The word pradhana refers to primal matter in 

its undifferentiated state, the first entity to be evolved from the contact of 

Purusha with prakriti, which is the germ of all material appearances. The 

word threads signifies the manifestations of matter in the phenomenal world, 

such as name, form, and action. The Lord is covered by His own mfya. 

The creation is a spontaneous action on His part and not the result of 
necessity or of any outer compulsion. 

Mencz erc: The seer prays for complete identity with Brahman.
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The two following verses reveal Brahman as tangibly as though It 

were a fruit in the palm of one’s hand and show that the Knowledge 

of Brahman alone bestows the Highest Good and Supreme Bliss: 

1] 

The non-dual and resplendent Lord is hidden in all beings. All- 

pervading, the inmost Self of all creatures, the impeller to actions, 

abiding in all things, He is the Witness, the Animator, and the Absolute, 

free from gunas. 

Non-puat: The multiplicity of Atman is refuted by this epithet. The 

apparent multiplicity is the zesult of nescience. 
RESPLENDENT: That Atman is a material substance is denied. Its nature 

is indivisible Consciousness. 
Hmven etc: The resplendence of Atman is concealed by the veil of 

ignorance, as the light of the sun is concealed by a patch of cloud. 
Axi-pervapine: Permeating all things, both within and without, like 

akaéa. 
Inmosr Etc: As the rope is the true self of the illusory snake, so 

Atman is the true self of all material entities. As the notion of the snake, 

line of water, or stick is falsely superimposed upon the rope, so the notions 
of corporeality, birth, death, etc. are falsely superimposed upon Atman. 

ImpELLER Etc: The body, senses, mind, ego, etc., being inert and 
material, cannot of themselves perform any action. Through the proximity 

of Atman, which is Pure Consciousness, they become active, like iron filings 

in the presence of a magnet. (Compare B. G. XVIII. 61.) 

Asiwrnc ETc: Though Atman abides in all things, yet It is not affected 

by their good or evil characteristics, because It is unattached. The sky, on 
account of its detached nature, is not contaminated by such extraneous 

things as dust or smoke. 
Witness: The serene spectator of the activities of the body, senses, and 

mind, and of the outside world as well. 
Animator: By the presence of Atman, the mind, senses, prana, body, 

etc. are impelled to action. 
Assoture: The Consciousness that is the very stuff of Atman is free 

from birth, growth, decay, or death. If it were subject to change, then one 

would have to admit the existence of another Consciousness that was the 
perceiver of such change. This method of reasoning leads to an infinite 

regress. The Consciousness of Atman is absolute, that is to say, independent 

of any outside object. In its pure state Consciousness is without content. 

Self-Knowledge destroys the illusory duality of subject and object.
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Free FROM ETC: That is to say, free from sattva, rajas, and tamas. These 
gunas are responsible for creation, preservation, and destruction. The acts 

of creation, preservation, and destruction are superimposed upon Atman 
through avidya; hence they do not form Its real nature. Atman, as Pure Con- 
sciousness, is described by the negative method of Neti—“Not this.” 

12 

There is a non-dual Ruler of the actionless many; He makes the one 
seed manifold. Eternal happiness belongs to the wise, who perceive 
Him within themselves—and not to others. 

Ruzer: All things are under the control of the Lord. He Himself is 
independent. 

ACTIONLESs MANY: Refers both to the embodied soul Cjiva) and to its 
body, senses, mind, prana, etc., which are modifications of matter and 

hence inert. In essence the jiva, too, is Brahman, absolute and all peace; it 
is free from activity. The apparent activity of the jiva is the result of maya. 

SzED: Maya is the seed or source of prakriti, which is formed of the 

five elements of matter. (See B. G. VI. 4.) The Supreme Self, or Brahman, 

is the seed or source of the jiva, or individual soul. 
Manrrotp: Refers to the diverse entities of the phenomenal world. 

Erernat Etc: See Ka. Up. II. ii. 12. 

Wiss: Those who have practised such spiritual disciplines as discrimina- 
tion, dispassion, and the various moral virtues. 

Wao PERCEIVE ETc: That is to say, who perceive Brahman in their 
purified buddhi. The passage refers to the realization of the identity of 
Brahman and the jiva. 

Eternal happiness results from the realization of the oneness of the 

individual soul and the Supreme Self. Neither concrete worship nor action 
can produce this happiness. Worship presupposes the duality of the wor- 
shipper and the deity, and action is associated with the doer, the instrument, 
and the result. Wherever there is consciousness of duality there is a seed of 

fear and friction. 

The Supreme Lord is eternal. He is the embodiment of Consciousness 
and the bestower of the fruit of action, to be realized through Knowl- 
edge. Realization of the Lord is Liberation. 

13 

He is the Eternal among the eternal, the Conscious among the 
conscious, and though non-dual, fulfils the desires of many. He who
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has known Him, the luminous Lord, the Great Cause, to be realized 
by Samkhya (Knowledge) and yoga, is freed from all fetters. 

Hz is Etc: See Ka. Up. II. ii. 13. 

Errernan erc: The word eternal signifies the jivas. In essence the jivas 

are none other than the Lord; that is why they too are called eternal. Or 

“among the eternal”—nityanam——may mean, by a grammatical twist, “among 

the non-eternal”—znityandm. In that case the passage signifies that the 

Lord is the unchanging ground of the sun, moon, earth, etc., which con- 

stitute phenomenal existence and are superimposed upon Him through 

avidya. The Lord is the unchanging substratum of the entire changing 

universe during its creation, preservation, and dissolution. 
Conscious ETc: The deities and other living beings derive their in- 

telligence and consciousness from the Supreme Self, just as a piece of hot 

iron derives its power to burn from fire. Without the Consciousness of 

Atman all entities would be inert. 

Non-puat: The Lord is the inmost Self of all creatures, from Brahma 

to the ant. 

Fuxrms etc: It is the Lord who brings about the fruition of man’s 

actions according to the law of karma. The law cannot function by itself. 

It must be administered by the intelligence of the Lord. Or the passage 

may mean that the Lord fulfils the desires of His devotees. 

Simxuya: The Knowledge of oneness realized through contemplation of 
such Vedic statements as “I am He” and “That thou art.” 

Yoca: The word refers here to the following spiritual disciplines: receiv- 

ing instruction from a qualified teacher (éravanam), reasoning about them 

Cmananam), and contemplating their meaning (nididhyasanam). 

Ferrers: That is to say, ignorance, desires, and actions. 

4s ae * > 

Through the direct realization of the Lord, the jiva frees itself from its 
phenomenal superimpositions and attains Liberation. 

Brahman is the illuminer of radiant objects; but Its own luminosity 

is inherent. 

14 

The sun does not shine there, nor the moon and the stars, nor these 
lightnings—much less this fire. He shining, everything shines after 

Him. By his light all this is lighted. 

Sun: The sun illumines all material objects, but it cannot illumine 

Brahman.
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Tuere: That is to say, in Brahman, which is the inmost Self of every- 

thing. 

It is only the heat in boiling water that scalds; the water, of itself, cannot 

do so. Likewise, the sun, the moon, and other bright objects are not them- 
selves luminous; it is the light of Brahman that endows them with light. 
The self-luminosity of Brahman is known directly by the seers in the 
depths of their meditation; it may be inferred from the light of the sun, 
moon, and other objects. That Atman is self-luminous may also be known 
from the various manifestations of ego, such as “I feel,” “I think,” and “T 

know.” The ego itself is inert and non-intelligent. The most convincing 

proof of Brahman is, however, direct realization. 

This verse is the same as Ka. Up. Il. ii. 15. and Mu. Up. II. ii. to. 

(Compare B. G. XV. 6.) 

It is said that the jiva is liberated only through the realization of the 

Self. How is it that there is no other way of Liberation? 

15 

In this universe the Swan (the Supreme Self) alone exists. It is He 

who, as fire, abides in the water. Only by knowing Him does one pass 
over death. There is no other way to reach [the Supreme Goal]. 

Swan: The etymological meaning of the word hamsa is “destroyer of 
ignorance.” Therefore it denotes the Supreme Self. 

Fme: The word agni also denotes the Supreme Self, which consumes 

ignorance, as fire burns wood. 
Waren: Used here to denote the body, which contains a preponderance 

of the element water. (See Br. Uy. VI. ii. 2-13.) Or the word may indicate 

the heart, which, when purified by worship, the making of gifts, and other 

spiritual disciplines, becomes clear, like water. The Supreme Self reflected 

in the pure heart destroys ignorance and its effects. 
Deatu: That is to say, avidya, which is the cause of samsara, or 

phenomenal existence, with its unceasing round of births and deaths. 

The only way to transcend death and realize Immortality is to know the 

identity of one’s own self and the Supreme Self. 

That the attainment of the Highest Good is possible only through the 

Knowledge of the Lord is again emphasized:
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16 

He who is the support of both the unmanifested prakriti and the jiva, 

who is the Lord of the three gunas, and who is the cause of bondage, 

existence, and Liberation from samsara, is verily the Creator of the 

universe, the Knower, the inmost Self of all things, and their Source— 

the omniscient Lord, the Author of time, the Possessor of virtues, the 

Knower of everything. 

Support Etc: The rope is the support of the illusory snake erroneously 

superimposed upon it. Further, it is the reality of the rope that makes the 

snake appear to be real. It is the same with the unmanifested prakriti 

Cavyakta) and the jiva, both of which are erroneously superimposed upon 

Brahman. Without the substratum of Brahman neither would appear teal. 

Causz xtc: Ignorance of the Lord brings about the illusion of the 

creation, and the non-discriminating person becomes entangled in the world. 

Knowledge of the Lord liberates one from it. 
Vmruss: Such as sinlessness and love. 

Furthermore: 

17 

He who constantly rules the world is verily the cause of bondage 

and Liberation. Established in His own glory, He is the Immortal, the 

Embodiment of Consciousness, the omnipresent Protector of the uni- 

verse. There is no one else able to rule it. 

Causx Etc: See the note on the foregoing verse. Or the word tanmaya, 
in the text, here translated as “the cause of bondage and Liberation,” may 
mean radiant. 

Because the Lord alone is the cause of a man’s bondage and Libera- 
tion, the aspirant should take refuge in Him with heart and soul. 

18 

Seeking Liberation, I take refuge in the Lord, the revealer of Self- 
Knowledge, who in the beginning created Brahma and delivered the 
Vedas to Him. 

Revearer OF Setr-Knowxepce: Or the phrase dima buddhi prakasam 
may mean “the light of His own Knowledge.” According to another reading
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Catma buddhi prasadam) the meaning is: “who lets Himself be known 
through His own grace.” When the Lord is pleased, the intellect, which 

reveals Him, acquires the necessary clarity. 
In THE BEGINNING: At the beginning of the cycle. 
Brauma: The frst tangible manifestation of the attributeless Brahman 

in the relative universe. He is the personified totality of all created objects. 

DerverED ETC: The teachings of the Vedas come through a succession 
of illumined teachers. At the end of a cycle, when the whole universe goes 
back to the undifferentiated state, there remains no teacher to preserve and 
transmit the Vedas. The Vedic knowledge then remains merged in Brahman. 
At the beginning of the new cycle, the Lord creates Brahma and reveals the 

Vedas to Him. Brahm4, in turn, transmits the Vedic knowledge to a 

qualified teacher. Thus a new line of teachers comes into existence for the 
preservation and propagation of the Vedic lore. 

The nature of Bralsman: 

19-20 

When men shall roll up space (aka) as if it were a piece of hide, 
then there will be an end of misery without one’s cultivating the 
Knowledge of the Lord, who is without parts, without actions, tranquil, 

blameless, unattached, the supreme bridge to Immortality, and like 
a fire that has consumed all its fuel. 

WueEn etc: Just as it is never possible to roll up the akaga as one does 
a piece of hide, so it is utterly impossible to put an end to misery without 
the Knowledge of the Lord. Only when the impossible happens will misery 

cease without one’s realizing God in one’s heart. 
Wrrnour parts: That is to say, incorporeal. Brahman is Pure Con- 

ciousness. 

Wrrnour actions: The Lord is established in His own greatness. He 
does not need to work in order to manifest His power. The creation is maya. 

The Lord in reality is the Absolute. 
Tranouit: Free from all changes and modifications. 

Supreme ETC: The Knowledge of one’s identity with Brahman alone 
serves as the bridge by which one may cross the great ocean of samsara and 

reach the other shore of Immortality. 
Lie Etc: Brahman is free from the slightest trace of phenomenality. It 

is like blazing charcoal which burns radiantly after the wood is consumed. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 

As long as a person does not realize that he is one with the Supreme Self,
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he is afflicted by various miseries, physical, mental, and supraphysical. Like 

a person floating in the ocean and tormented by sharks and other ferocious 

sea-animals, he wanders about in the phenomenal world as an embodied 

being, a victim of anger, lust, passion, etc., assuming animal bodies, insect 

bodies, or human bodies. When, however, he realizes that he is the Supreme 

Self-—which is without peer in the past or future, which is untouched by 

such worldly qualities as hunger and thirst, which is the embodiment 

of Consciousness, which is without beginning or end, and which is Bliss 

Absolute—he xids himself of ignorance and its effects and experiences 

ineffable Bliss. 

The Bhagavad Gita states: “Knowledge is veiled in ignorance, and thereby 

mortals are deluded. But for those in whom this ignorance is destroyed by 

the Knowledge of the Self, that Knowledge, like the sun, reveals the 

Supreme. Fixing their minds in Him, at one with Him, abiding in Him, 

realizing Him alone as the Supreme Goal, they reach a state from which 

there is no return, their sins having been destroyed by their Knowledge.” 

CB. G. V. 15-17.) 

The Vedic teachings have been transmitted through a succession of 

teachers. When aspirants who have practised the proper spiritual dis- 

ciplines pursue these teachings, through the grace of God they attain 

Liberation. 

21 

Through the power of austerity and through the grace of the Lord, 

the sage Svetasvatara realized Brahman and proclaimed the highly 

sacred Knowledge, supremely cherished by the company of seers, to 

sannyasins of the most advanced stage. 

Austerity: The word generally refers to penances and self-mortification. 
It also includes the performance of the duties suited to one’s stage of life 
and position in society, the control of the senses, and the concentration 

of the mind. 
Gracz ero: Compare Br. Su. III. ti. 5. 
Rearizep Brauman: First the sage heard about Brahman from a qualified 

teacher who had received the Knowledge through a succession of teachers; 
then he reasoned about the instructions he had heard; and finally he 

meditated on them. Thus he directly and intuitively realized his oneness 

with Brahman. ; 

Company xirc: Refers to Vamadeva,.Sanaka, and other illumined souls. 

SannyAsins ETc: Sannydsins are those who renounce the world, having
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realized its transitory nature, and devote themselves to the Knowledge of 

Brahman. There are different grades of these renouncers. The reference here 

is to those belonging to the highest grade, known as paramahamsas. 

The Knowledge of Brahman should be imparted only after thoroughly 
considering the fitness of the pupil. In unworthy hands it loses its 
profundity and sacredness. 

22 

The profound mystery in the Vedanta was taught in the previous 
cycle. It should not be given to one whose passions have not been 
subdued, nor to one who is not a son or a disciple. 

Prorounp mysrery: That is to say, the Knowledge of Brahman, which 
shows the way to final Liberation. 

Vepantra: The word refers here to the Upanishads, which form the 
essence and the concluding part Canta) of the Vedas. 

Previous cycie: The teachings of the Vedas are eternal and immutable. 

They are revealed in the same form in every cycle. (See Br. Su. I. iii. 29.) 
Or the phrase may indicate the beginning of the present cycle, when the 

Knowledge was revealed to Brahma by Brahman Itself. 
Passions: Attachment, aversion, etc. 

The teachings of the Upanishads should be imparted only to a son or 
disciple endowed with inner calmness; otherwise these teachings produce 
a harmful effect. (Compare Br. Up. VI. iii. 12.) 

The Upanishad taught by the guru bears fruit only for that aspirant 
who cherishes devotion to the Lord and to the teacher. 

23 

If these truths have been told to a high-minded person who feels the 
highest devotion for God, and for his guru as for God, then they will 
surely shine forth [as inner experiences]—then, indeed, they will shine 
forth. 

Tess taurus: Described in the SvetaSvatara Upanishad. 
Hicuesr pavotion: Unwavering reverence. 
For wis curu ere: It is God who teaches the disciple through an 

illumined human teacher.
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THEN, INDEED, ETc: The repetition indicates the completion of the 
Upanishad. 

As a man whose hair is on fire seeks nothing but a plunge in a lake, or 
as a starving man wants nothing but a plate of food, so a noble-minded 
aspirant, afflicted with the miseries of phenomenal existence, seeks nothing 

but the grace of the guru, without which the Knowledge of Brahman 
is, indeed, hard to attain. 

Here ends the Sixth Chapter 
of the Svetaévatara Upanishad. 

Here ends the Svetasvaiara Upanishad.



THE PEACE CHANT 

OM. That is full; this is full. This fullness has been projected from that 
fullness. When this fullness merges in that fullness, all that remains is 
fullness. 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace! 

Om. May we, O gods, hear with our ears what is auspicious! May we, 
O worshipful gods, see with our eyes what is good! May we, strong 
in limbs and body, sing your praise and enjoy the life allotted to us by 
Prajapati! 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace!





PRASNA UPANISHAD





INTRODUCTION 

IT HAS BEEN STATED in the Introduction to the Mundaka Uyani- 
shad that both the Mundaka Upanishad and the Praina Upanishad be 
long to the Atharva-Veda. They are complementary in their teachings: 
what is briefly taught in the one is expanded in the other. 

The Mundaka Upanishad deals with the lower knowledge and the 
Higher Knowledge; the Prasna Upanishad, with prana, the symbol 
of the Lower Brahman and the goal of the lower knowledge. 

As in some other Upanishads, the instructions in the Prasna Upani- 
shad are given in the form of dialogues between a teacher and his 
disciples. The practice of austerity, faith, and chastity of body and mind 
are emphasized as special qualifications on the part of pupils seeking 
deep spiritual knowledge. 

The Upanishad commences with a description of the creation of 
living beings. The first entity to be manifested in the phenomenal 
universe is the Cosmic Mind, known by such names as prana, Prajapati, 
Brahma, and Hiranyagarbha. He is the totality of all souls and 
permeates all living beings. The entire creation—gross and subtle, 
macrocosmic and microcosmic—is the projection of prana. Prana 
manifests itself as the sun (the source of the cosmic energy), time, and 

food. Food is the direct cause of the birth of living beings. The creation 
is spiritual and not mechanistic. 

‘The second chapter describes prina as the life-force in the individual 
living being. The various organs are said to be subordinated to it and 
sustained by it. 

The third chapter discusses the origin of prana, or the vital breath. 
It is said to be produced from Atman through the power of avidya. In 
the individual body, created by a man’s action and thought in his 
previous life, prina, through its fivefold forms, controls the various 
organs. 

The fourth chapter deals with the states of waking, dreaming, and 
dreamless sleep. Prana sustains the body during all these states. In 
dreams the sense-organs are gathered into the mind, which creates the 
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dream objects from the impressions of waking experience. In deep sleep 
the mind, too, stops functioning; the Bliss of Atman, covered only by 

the veiling-power of m4ya, becomes manifest. But the Supreme Self, 
known as Turiya, is separate from the three states and is their witness. 
It permeates them, however, as consciousness. 

The fifth chapter deals with the syllable Aum Cgenerally written 
On) as the symbol of both the Lower Brahman and the Supreme 
Brahman. By meditating on it the aspirant can enjoy the bliss of the 
highest heaven and attain final Liberation as well. 

The sixth and last chapter discusses the phenomenal being composed 
of sixteen parts. It is Atman alone that, through avidya, appears as the 
phenomenal being endowed with parts. On the attainment of Knowl- 
edge, avidya and its effects disappear and the individual soul realizes 
its oneness with the Supreme Atman. 

S. N.



SRI SANKARACHARYA’S INTRODUCTION 

OM. Salutations to the Supreme Atman! 
Now begins the Prasna Upanishad, belonging to the Brahmana 

section’ of the Atharva-Veda. Its purpose is to elaborate what is merely 
stated in the Mundaka Upanishad.? The questions and answers among 
the rishis, given in the form of an anecdote, are for the purpose of 
eulogizing Vidya, the Knowledge taught in the Upanishad. The Knowl- 
edge which is about to be described can be acquired only by those who 
reside in their teacher’s house for one year, practising brahmacharya* 
and other austerities, and can be imparted only by a teacher like 
Pippalada, who is almost omniscient—not anyone and everyone can be 
either a receiver or a teacher of this Knowledge. That celibacy and 
chastity should be practised by the pupil is indicated by the mention of 
such spiritual disciplines as brahmacharya and austerity. 

1See The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 3. 
2 The Mundaka Upanishad belongs to the Mantra section, and the Praine 

Upanishad, to the Brahmana section, of the Atharva-Veda. They both deal, in 
a general way, with the same subject matter: what is briefly stated in the one 
is elaborated in the other. Thus they may be said to be complementary. 

3 The first of the four stages of life; the life of an unmarried student. 
(See Self-Knowledge, p. 18 ff.)



INVOCATION 

Om. May we, O gods, hear with our ears what is auspicious! May we, 

O worshipful gods, see with our eyes what is good! May we, strong 
in limbs and body, sing your praise and enjoy the life allotted to us by 
Prajapati! 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace!



FIRST PRASNA 
  

QUESTION I 

OM. SUKESA, the son of Bharadvaja, and Satyakama, the son of Sibi, 
and Sauryayani, belonging to the family of Garga, and Kausalya, the 

son of Agvala, and Vaidarbhi, belonging to the family of Bhrigu, and 

Kabandhi, the son of Katya—all these, devoted to Brahman and firm 
in Brahman, and seeking the Supreme Brahman, approached, fuel in 
hand, the venerable Pippalada with the thought that he would tell 

them everything about Brahman. 

Sauryayani: According to the etymological meaning, the grandson 
of Surya. 

Varmarpui: Born in the country of Vidarbha. 

Devorep ro Brauman: That is to say, devoted to Saguna Brahman, or 

Brahman with attributes. He is the highest manifestation of the Absolute, 
through mya, in time and space, and is generally worshipped as the Per- 

sonal God in the various religions. These seekers regarded the Lower 

Brahman as the Supreme Brahman and worshipped Him. (See The Upani- 
shads Vol. I, p. 25 #f.) 
‘Supreme Branman: Which alone is imperishable and should be the 

goal of man’s knowledge. Saguna Brahman is perishable, and the heaven 

attained through worship of Him is also perishable. Hence He cannot be 

the final goal of knowledge. The Knowledge of the Supreme Brahman alone 

bestows Immortality. 

Arproacuenp: After the manner of a disciple. 
Furn ETc: According to the Hindu tradition, a pupil seeking Knowledge 

should not approach a teacher empty-handed. The carrying of fuel denotes 
the pupil’s humility and his willingness to serve the teacher in all possible 

ways. 

The need of faith, austerity, and chastity of body and mind for 

attaining spiritual knowledge is emphasized: 
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2 

The rishi said to them: Stay with me a year more, practising 
austerities, chastity, and faith. Then you may ask questions according 
to your desire. If we know we shall tell you all. 

Rusu: Lit., seer of Truth. 
Austeniries: Control of the sense-organs, which purifies the mind and 

makes it one-pointed. 
Cuastirry: By means of brahmacharya, or chastity, the mind develops 

the subtle power to apprehend supersensuous truths and also the strength 

to persevere in the spiritual life. 
Farrn: A spirit of reverence for the teacher and the scriptures; an affirma- 

tive attitude of mind as opposed to a cynical and negative one. 

Te we xnow etc: The statement shows the teacher’s humility and not 
his ignorance. A person cannot be a rishi and be ignorant of Truth. 

The pupil should submit willingly and cheerfully to the practice of spiritual 
disciplines. The purpose of the story is to show that the teacher must be 
endowed with knowledge and humility and that the pupil should cultivate 
faith and self-control. Without faith the pupil cannot grasp the teachings 
of the scriptures as explained by the teacher. 

Kabandhi returns after a year and asks his question: 

3 

Then Kabandhi, the son of Katya, came to him and asked: Sir, 
whence are these creatures born? 

Creatures: Incliding human beings of all castes and classes. 

The pupils had come to Pippalada with a view to asking about the 
Supreme Brahman. The question about the creation may appear to be 

irrelevant. The answer describes the lower knowledge, its scope, and its 
results, all of which belong to the phenomenal universe. When one realizes the 

impermanent nature of the relative world, one cultivates dispassion for it. 
As long as a man remains ignorant of the Supreme Brahman, he engages 
in the worship of various deities, including Saguna Brahman, and enjoys 
transitory happiness. The man who worships Saguna Brahman with appro- 
priate rituals follows, after death, the “Northern Path” and attains Brah- 
maloka, the highest plane in the relative universe. He who performs mere 
philanthropic works, without meditation on the deities, follows the “Souther 

Path” and attains Chandraloka, an inferior plane. Those who have realized
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the impermanent nature of happiness in any plane of existence, higher or 
lower, and have cultivated dispassion for them, alone are entitled to inquire 
about the Supreme Brahman. They are no longer interested in any action, 
ritualistic or philanthropic; they devote themselves to the contemplation and 
realization of the Supreme Brahman. 

The creation is described: 

4 

To him the teacher said: Prajapati, the Creator, was desirous of 
progeny. He performed austerities, and having performed austerities, 
created the pair, the moon (rayi) and the sun (prina). He said to 
Himself: “These two should produce creatures for Me in manifold 
ways.” 

Prajyapati: The Creator in a particular cycle. The Vedas do not accept 

the idea of an absolute creation out of nothing. The present manifestation 
of the tangible physical universe proceeds from the state of non-manifesta- 

tion, in which the names and forms of the previous cycle, after it had come 
to an end, remained in a seed state. According to the teachings of the 
Vedas, a highly developed rishi cherishes the desire to become Prajapati, the 

Creator Lord, and with that end in view contemplates his identity with the 
Creator and performs a special sacrifice. At the beginning of the next cycle he 

is born as the Creator and becomes known by such names as Prajapati, 
Hiranyagarbha, and Brahma, all signifying the Cosmic Mind. Then through 

intense contemplation, which is called austerity, or tapas, the Creator 
awakens in His mind the subtle impressions of the Vedic knowledge 
acquired in His previous birth. With the help of that knowledge He sets 

about the task of creation. First He creates the sun (Surya) and the moon 

(Soma), which stand for the eater and the food respectively. Without them 

the creation cannot be preserved. The whole creation is a phantasm 
Ckalpan4) or projection of the mind of the Creator. From this standpoint the 

universe is an idea. 
Moon: The Sanskrit word rayi (feminine), in the text, means both food 

and wealth. Cereals, or food, which are acquired through wealth, are 

nourished by the moisture, or dew, coming through the moon’s rays. (See 

B. G. XV. 13.) 
Sun: The Sanskrit word prana (masculine) means both the life principle 

and the eater. The sun, in one of its aspects Ci.e. the gastric fire) digests 

food. (See B. G. XV. 14.)
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The words moon and sun, in the text, may also mean matter and life, or 

energy. At the beginning of creation the undifferentiated Cosmic Principle 

evolves matter and energy, which, in turn, evolve the various material 

entities. 

The Upanishad itself explains the two words sun and moon men- 

tioned in the previous verse: 

5 

The sun is, indeed, prama, life; the moon is rayi, food. Food is, 

indeed, all this—what has form and what is formless. Therefore every- 

thing having form is, indeed, food. 

Tue sun Etc: There are three manifestations of prana: the sun in the 

heavens, physical fire Cproduced by burning wood etc.), and the gastric 

fire. Prana is the eater. 

Foop 1s, INDEED, ETC: Food, or matter, being all-pervading, is the same 

as the all-pervading Prajapati. According to Vedanta, the cause is, in 

essence, non-different from the effect. The cause manifests itself as the 

effect and pervades it. Prajapati manifests Himself as food and eater, the 

moon and the sun, and pervades them. 

Tuererore etc: As distinguished from entities without form. The 

entity with form is the food of the entity without form. The former merges 

in the latter. 

The general meaning of the text seems to be this: Prajapati, the Creator, 
is the cause of all things. He pervades everything. He is both food and 
eater. Therefore both food (zayi) and eater (prana) refer to the same 

substance. ‘The division is made according to the gross or subtle nature of 
the substance. The gross is called food, and the subile, eater. Again, the 

subtle (e.g. air), becomes the food of the more subtle (e.g. akasa). There- 

fore the gross and the subtle (i.e. what has form and what is formless) can 

both be designated as food (rayi). From the standpoint of the division 
mentioned above, all objects having form become the food of the incorporeal 
prina: the gross is the food, or effect, of the subtle. 

To continue the general note given at the end of verse 4: Energy and 
matter are the first two manifestations of the Cosmic Mind. The sun, being 

the centre of energy, is identified with prana, or the cosmic energy. The 
moon, devoid of heat and light, is identified with inert matter. Whatever 

object is perceived to exist in the universe—gross or subtle, with form 

or without form—is matter. Even the subtlest substance is a form of matter.
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The foregoing verse described rayi, food, as Prajapati, because 
Prajapati manifests Himself as food. Because He is everything, food 
is said to be everything. The same is true of intangible prana, the sun 
or eater. Prana, likewise, is everything. 

6 

Now the sun, when it rises, enters the eastern quarter and thereby 
enfolds the living beings of the east in its rays. And when it i- 
luminates the southern, the western, the northern, the lower, the upper, 
and the intermediate quarters—when it iluminates everything—it 
thus enfolds all living beings in its rays. 

Enters: That is to say, illuminates with its rays. 
Enroups: The sun, by pervading all with its light, makes all living 

beings of the east as if one with its own self. The living beings are bathed 

in the all-pervading rays of the sun. 

It is evident to all that the sun, the eater, is the soul of all things. 

7-8 

That sun rises every day—the sun, which is the soul of all creatures, 
the soul of all forms, which is life and fire. This has been described by 
the following rik: 

[The wise know him who] is in all forms, full of rays, all-knowing, 
non-dual, the swpport of all life, the eye of all beings, the giver of 
heat. There rises the sun, the thousand-rayed, existing in a hundred 
forms, the life of all creatures. 

Ri: A kind of hymn, of which the Rig-Veda is composed, set to certain 

fixed melodies. 
Hunprep Forms: Referring to the diversity of living beings. 

The Upanishads often use prana and the sun as symbols of Brahman. 
(See The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 83 ff. and p. 86.) 

It has been stated that Prajaipati, the Creator, first created the moon 
and the sun. The moon has been described as food and as endowed 
with form, and the sun as the eater and as formless. Created beings are 
produced from these two. How is this done? The next manifestation of
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Prajapati is the year, or time, brought into being by the moon and 

the sun and consisting of night and day. 

9 

The year, verily, is Prajapati, and there are two paths thereof: the 

Southern and the Northern. Those who perform sacrifices and engage 

in pious actions, as duties to be done, win only the World of the Moon; 

verily they return hither again. Therefore the rishis who desire off- 

spring travel by the Souther Path. This Path of the Fathers is rayi, 

food. 

Year Etc: The year may consist of solar or lunar months, determined by 
the rising and setting of either the sun or the moon. From one sunrise to the 
next is counted a solar day. Thirty solar days constitute a solar month, and 
twelve solar months, a solar year. Likewise, two lunar fortnights, a bright 
and a dark, constitute a lunar month, and twelve lunar months a lunar 
year. Prajapati manifests Himself as the pair, the sun and the moon; and this 
pair constitutes the year. Therefore the year, or time, is none other than 
Prajapati. According to Vedanta, the cause is non-different, in essence, 

from the effect. The sun and the moon, in tum, through time, create all 

beings. 
Souruern: This path is traversed by those whose performance of 

sacrifices etc. (karma) is not accompanied by meditation on the deity 

associated with the sacrifice Cupasana). 
Norrasrn: This path is followed by those whose performance of 

sacrifices is accompanied by meditation on the deity. 
Sacrisicus: The Sanskrit word ishta, in the text, is thus defined: “The 

Agnihotra (fire sacrifice), austerity, truthfulness, the protection of living 
beings, hospitality to men, and the feeding of animals are called ishta.” 

Prous actions: The Sanskrit word purta, in the text, is thus defined: 
“Purta actions consist in the sinking of wells, the excavation of reservoirs and 
tanks, the erection of temples, the establishment of free kitchens, and the 

planting of flowering and fruit-bearing trees.” 
Duties ETc: People desirous of the fruit of action in heaven, after death, 

engage in sacrifices and pious works. The result of such actions is im- 
permanent. Sacrifices and pious works can also be executed as obligatory 

Cnitya) action without seeking any result. 
Ww: That is to say, they go to the lunar world. 
Wortp or THe Moon: This is a part of Prajapati, who manifests Him- 

self as both the sun and the moon. 
Rerurn erc: Because what is gained as the result of an action is lost 

when the momentum of the action is exhausted. The Plane of the Moon is 
impermanent. (See B. G. IX. 21.)
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Riswis: Refers here to pious householders. 
WHo DESIRE ETC: That is to say, who are still attached to the world 

and not ready for Liberation. 

The Southern Path and the Northern Path have been elaborated in Br. 

Up. VI. ii. 15-16; Chh. Up. V. 10; B. G. VII. 24-26. 

Those who travel by the Northern Path do not return to earth. 

10 

But those who seek the Self through austerity, chastity, faith, and 

knowledge travel by the Northern Path and win the Sun. The Sun, 
verily, is the support of all lives. He is immortal and fearless; He is the 
final goal. Thence they do not return. This path is blocked [for the 
ignorant]. Conceming it there is the following verse: 

Tue Sexe: That is to say, prana, or the Sun, which is the Atman, or Self, 

of the universe. 
Cuastiry: Special emphasis is laid on this discipline. Brahmacharya, or 

chastity of body and mind, is the very basis of the higher spiritual per- 
ceptions. 

Knowzzpce: The seeker on this path meditates on the identity of his 
self and the Sun. 

Sun: Like the moon, the Sun is an aspect of Prajapati. 
Fearzess: Unlike the moon, the Sun does not wax and wane. 

Frvat coat: For those who combine rituals with meditation and also 
those who follow the path of knowledge but fail to attain Liberation before 
death. 

Do not RETURN: Compare B. G. VIII. 24; Br. Up. VI. ii. 15. 
Is BLocKED ETC: The Sanskrit word nirodha, in the text, may be explained 

in a different way. According to the commentator Sankarananda, it means 
the end, that is to say, the end of the transmigratory process. Those who, 

after death, attain the Sun do not return to earth. They are absorbed there 
in contemplation of Brahman and at the end of the cycle merge in the 

Supreme Brahman and achieve final Liberation. 

Descriptions of the Sun by those who have the special knowledge of 
the year, or time: 

11 

Some call Him the father with five feet and with twelve forms, 
the giver of rain, and the dweller in the region above the sky. Others,
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again, say that the world is fixed in the omniscient Sun, endowed 
with seven wheels and six spokes. 

Faruer: That is to say, the father of the universe. 
Frve FEET: Refers to the six seasons: summer, the rainy season, autumn 

Céarat), fall Chemanta), winter, and spring—fall and winter being here 

counted as one. As a man walks by the help of his feet, so the sun, by 

means of the seasons, moves along its orbit. 

Twetve Forms: The twelve months of the year. 

Grver oF nary: Compare Ai. Uy. I. i. 2. 
Sxy: The intermediate region between earth and heaven. 

SEVEN WHEELS: Seven rays or colours. They are described by the Vedic 

seers as the seven horses of the sun’s chariot. 

Srx spoxss: The six seasons. 

The difference between the two descriptions is secondary. The gist of the 
text is that Prajapati, manifesting Himself as the sun and moon, next as 

time or the year, further manifests Himself as the universe. The verse occurs 

in Ri. I. clxiv. 12. 

The whole universe rests in Prajapati, who manifests Himself as the 
year and who further evolves as the month. Therefore the moon, or food 
(rayi), and the sun, or the eater (priina), are the component parts of 
the month, as they are of the year. 

12 

The month, verily, is Prajapati. Its dark half, verily, is food, rayi; 
its bright half, the eater, prana. Therefore some rishis perform sacrifice 
in the bright half, some in the other half. 

Monts: Characterized by the dark and bright fortnights of the moon. 
Some nisuis: Those who see everything to be pervaded by prana. 
Somez ... OTHER HALF: Refers to those who do not see prana as the cause 

of everything. 

Though prana is associated with the bright fortnight of the moon, yet 
to the rishis of superior wisdom, prana pervades the entire month. ‘They 

see everything to be bright; to them the dark fortnight of the moon is also 
bright. Therefore even when they perform a sacrifice in the dark fortnight, 

they reap the fruit as if it were performed in the bright. On the other hand, 
the rishis of inferior wisdom do not see prana in everything; even though 

performing sacrifice in the bright fortnight, they do not reap the correspond-
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ing result. Because of ignorance they see in the whole month only the dark 
fortnight of the moon. The purpose of this verse is to eulogize the knowl- 
edge of prana as pervading the entire month. The month is a symbol of time. 

Prajapati further manifests Himself as day and night, of which the 
eater, prana, and the food, rayi, are component parts. 

13 

Day and night, verily, are Prajapati. Of these, day is the eater, 
prana, and night, the food, rayi. Those who join in sexual enjoyment 
by day verily dissipate life; but to join in sexual enjoyment by night 
is, verily, chastity. 

By nicut: Also signifies the proper period. 
Cuastiry: This kind of self-control, or brahmacharya, is prescribed for 

the householder. 

The question asked by the pupil was: “Sir, whence are these creatures 
born?” All that has been stated above does not give the direct answer. 
Now it is given: 

14 

Food, verily, is Prajapati. From that comes semen; from semen are 
all these creatures born. 

From THat ETc: Food, when assimilated, produces semen. 

In answer to the question regarding the origin of created beings, the 
biological explanation of life is given in the present verse. Before that the 
teacher discusses cosmology, eschatology, etc. He seems to indicate that life 

has not been created from matter, but is implicit in it. Prajapati, the Creator, 
is the Cosmic Mind. He is the manifestation, through maya, of Brahman, or 

Absolute Life and Consciousness. He projects the universe out of Himself 
through intense contemplation. His first projection consists of a pair: food, 
or rayi, and the eater, or prana. He is the inmost soul of both. He then 
further evolves as the year, or time, and its subdivisions of month and day. 

Lastly He evolves as edible food and seed; from the latter are directly born 
the created beings. Therefore life is present in all stages of creation, though 

its tangible manifestation is seen in living creatures. The description of the 

Northern Path and the Southem Path, by which the departed soul may 
travel, hints that the present life is not the first life of the embodied soul.
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Life is without beginning; so, too, is the embodied soul. Existing from a 
beginningless past, the soul is bom again and again, travels through one 
cycle after another, and obtains Liberation only through knowledge of its 

identity with Brahman. 

The fruit of a well disciplined life: 

15 

Those, therefore, who practise this rule of Prajapati beget a pair. 
But Brahmaloka belongs to those who observe austerity and chastity 
and in whom truth is firmly established. 

Tuosz: Referring to householders. 
Rue oF Prayapati: As laid down in verse 13, referring to sexual inter- 

course at night and in the proper period. 
Par: That is to say, a son and a daughter. 
Braumaroxa: The word here means Chandraloka, or the Plane of the 

Moon, reached by the Southern Path (see note, p. 158). The moon is also 

a manifestation of Brahma, or Prajapati. 
Wuo ossSERVE ETC: Referring to those who engage in various pious 

works known as ishta (see note, p. 158), purta (see note, p. 158), and 

datta. The action called datta includes assurance of protection to those seek- 
ing help, non-violence to living beings, and charity. 

Cuastiry: Brahmacharya. (See verse 13.) 

Those who observe merely the rule of chastity given in verse 13 obtain 
on earth the tangible fruit of a son and a daughter. But those who perform 

also the prescribed sacrifices and engage in various pious works receive an 
additional intangible result: after death they follow the Southern Path and 
lead a happy life in Chandraloka, or the Plane of the Moon, whence, after 

the exhaustion of their merit, they return to earth. 

The way to the atiainment of Brahmaloka: 

16 
The stainless World of Brahma belongs to those in whom there is 

no crookedness, no falsehood, no deception. 

Sramntess etc: The World of Brahma is not characterized by waxing 

and waning, as is the Plane of the Moon. Here the whole atmosphere is 
charged with spiritual qualities. Brahmaloka may be likened to the highest 
heaven of the dualistic religions. (See verse 10.)
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Tuose: Refers to those brahmacharins who do not enter the householder’s 
life at all, and the vanaprasthins, belonging to the third stage of life (see 
The Upanishads Vol. 1, pp. 4-5), and also those mendicants who are not 

able to attain the Knowledge of Brahman while on earth. 

Croosepness: Inevitable for ordinary householders due to conflicting 

modes of conduct. 
FaxtsEHoop: Often practised while one is engaged in sport or games. 
Deception: Discrepancy between a man’s action and his professed way 

of living. 

Unless a man of the world is extremely alert he cannot avoid crookedness, 

falsehood, and deception. 

Here ends the First Question 

of the Prasna Upanishad.



SECOND PRASNA 
  

QUESTION II 

THEN Vaidarbhi, belonging to the family of Bhrigu, asked him: 
Siz, how many gods support the body of the created being? How many 
of these manifest their power through it? And which one, furthermore, 
is paramount? 

Gops: That is to say, faculties. The Sanskrit word deva means “that 

which illumines or reveals.” The tangible, physical organ of perception or 

of action is made of matter and hence is inert. By itself it cannot function. 
But each organ is controlled by a deity, that is to say, an aspect of Con- 

sciousness. 

Bopy etc: The Sanskrit word prajé, in the text, does not mean Atman, 
or Soul, but body. It is Atman that supports prana, which in turn supports 
the body. Prana is not the support of Atman. 

Or ruesE: The organs of perception and action. 

TuroucH rr: Through the body. 

It has been stated in the first chapter that prana, or life, is both 
Prajapati and the eater. The same prana, as will be elucidated in the 

present chapter, is also the eater and Prajapati (the Lord) in the indi- 
vidual body. (See Chh. Up. IV. iii. 7.) The Northern Path and the 

Southern Path, by which departed souls travel, and the process of rebirth 
have been described in the previous chapter in order to stimulate in the 

aspirant the attitude of dispassion for samsara, the phenomenal universe. 
But a mere attitude is not enough for Self-Knowledge. The aspirant needs 

one-pointedness of mind, which is created by meditation Cupasana). The 
second chapter deals with meditation on prana. 

Pippalada, the teacher, answers: 

2 

To the disciple he said: Space, akaSa, verily is that god—the wind, 
fire, water, earth, speech, mind, eye, and ear, as well. These, having 

164
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manifested their glory, said boastfully: “We [each of us] support this 
body and uphold it.” 

Space ... EARTH: These terms refer to the five great elements, which are 

the materials of the physical body. 
Tat cop: Consciousness permeates matter; all elements and organs are 

controlled by a portion of Consciousness called a god, or deva. 

Spreecu: Includes all the organs of action. 
Eye, anp Ear: These include all the organs of perception. The body 

is the effect, and the organ, the cause. The gross is the effect, and the 

subtle, the cause. 
‘Turse: The organs, namely, speech, mind, eye, and ear. 

Surrorr: Like the pillars supporting a building. 

Bopy: Which is an aggregate of cause and effect. 

The powers by which the elements and the organs uphold the body 
are not their own, but the expression of prana, or the life energy, 
functioning through them. This pritna is the same as Prajapati, the 
cosmic life or creative energy. The same energy manifests itself through 
both microcosm and macrocosm. This fact is stated in the two follow- 
ing verses: 

3 

To them prana, the chiefmost said: “Do not fall into delusion. I 
alone, dividing myself into five parts, support this body and uphold it.” 
But they were incredulous. 

Prana: The word denotes both the life force and the totality of the 

organs. 
‘Frve parts: Prana, though one, is known by five names according to 

its different functions: prana, apana, vyana, udana, and samana. (See 

Self-Knowledge, p. 131; also Pr. Up. IIL.) 

The superiority of prina is shown: 

4 

Prana, out of pride, rose upward, as it were, from the body. Now, 

when it rose upward all the others rose upward also, and when it 
settled down they all settled down with it. As bees go out when their 
queen goes out and return when she returns, even so did speech, mind, 
eye, and ear. They, being satished, praised prana.
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As rr were: Prana only made a gesture of leaving the body. 

Ir nosE: That is to say, by itself. 

The organs were humbled; they realized prana’s superiority and began 

to praise it. 

How is prana praised? 

5 

It burns as fire, it is the sun, it is the rain; it is Indra, it is the wind, 

it is the earth, it is food. It is the luminous god. It is being and non- 

being; it is immortality. 

Inpra: The destroyer of the demons and monsters, and the protector 

of the gods. 
Berne: That is to say, the gross elements. 

Non-seme: The subtle elements. 
Immorratiry: Refers to the heavenly nectar by which the gods are 

nourished. 

6 

As spokes in the hub of a wheel, all are fixed in prana, including the 
Rig-Veda, the Yajur-Veda, the Sama-Veda, the kshattriyas, and the 
brahmins. 

Aut: See VI. 4. ; 
Kswarrrtvas: Refers to the second or warrior caste in Hindu society. 

Braumuins: The first or priestly caste, whose duty is to conduct sacrifices 

and perform other ritualistic works. 

In ancient Hindu society the brahmins were the custodians of sacrifices 
and worship, and the kshattriyas, the protectors of the brahmins and the 
other castes. The close co-operation of the brahmins and kshattriyas pro- 
tected Hindu culture. 

7 

As Prajapati thou movest about in the womb; it is thou, indeed, 
who art born again. To thee, O Prana, creatures bring offerings, to 
thee who dwellest in the body with the organs. 

Tsou, INDEED, ETc: The father and mother are reborn as the son. 

To tHHz, erTc: Prana, dwelling in the body, is like a king, and the
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sense-organs are like his subjects. The impressions gathered by the senses 
are the tributes they offer to prana. 

Prana is the same as Prajapati, the Lord of creatures, who pervades all 

objects. Therefore prana, too, is present in everything. Prana is the father 
and the mother; again, it is bom as the son. The impressions of objects 

gathered by the senses do not serve their own ends; they are all gathered 

for prana. 

8 

Thou art the chief bearer of oblations to the gods and the first offer- 
ing to the departed fathers; thou art the true activities of the rishis, 
of the Atharvangiras. 

Bearer: When, in a sacrifice, oblations are offered to the gods, Fire, 
Agni, carries them to the recipients. The Sanskrit word bahni, in the text, 
meaning fire, is derived from the root baka which means “to carry.” 

Frmsr orrerinc: At the beginning of a sacrifice the first offering is 
made to the departed fathers. It is performed while uttering the word 

svadha@. Therefore this word has here been translated as “first offering.” 
It is prana that carries the offering to the fathers. 

True activities: By which the body is upheld. 
Risuis: Refers to the sense-organs, including the pranas. The sense- 

organs are often called pranas in the Upanishads. 

9 

Indra thou art, O Prana, and Rudra, too, in prowess. Thou art the 
Protector. Thou movest in the sky; thou art the sun, the lord of lights. 

Inpra: The word here means the Supreme Lord. 
Rupra: The Destroyer of the universe. 
Prorector: The benign Protector of the world, known as Vishnu. 
Movesr: Through the endless process of the rising and setting of the 

sun. 
Licurs: Luminous orbs such as the stars and planets. 

10 

When, O Prina, thou showerest down rain, these creatures of 
thine are delighted, thinking there will be as much food as they desire.
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1] 

Thou art vratya, O Prana, and the Ekarshi Fire that devours the 

butter. Thou art the Supreme Lord of all. We are the givers of the 

butter that thou consumest, O Matarigva! Thou art our father. 

Vairva: Refers to persons, from any of the three higher castes, for 
whom the samskaras, or sacramental initiatory rites, have not been per- 

formed. They are unclean sinners, devoid of dharma. Since prana was the 

first bom, there was no one to perform the rites for it. Therefore it is 
called vratya. But prina is pure by nature and needs no sacramental rites 
in order to purify itself. In Sanskrit rhetoric such an expression is called 
byangastuti, that is to say, praise through the pointing out of a blemish. 

Exarsni Free: A well-known sacrificial fire of the followers of the 

Atharva-Veda. 
Burrer: Which is used with the oblations in a sacrifice. 
Tuou art THE Supreme ere: According to another reading, the mean- 

ing of the sentence is: “Thou art the Lord of all existing things.” 
O Miraniéva ETc: According to another reading, the sentence means: 

“Thou art the father of Matariévan, the wind, and therefore of the whole 

world.” 

12 

That form of thine which abides in speech, which abides in the 

ear, which abides in the eye, and which pervades the mind, make 

propitious. Go not away! 

Of the different forms of prana, it is apana that controls the organ of 

speech; vyana, of hearing; prana (breath), of seeing; and samana, of think- 
ing. If prana leaves the body none of these forms functions and the 

organs become inactive. 

The eulogy of prina is concluded: 

13 

All that exists here is under the control of prana, and also what 
exists in heaven. Protect us as a mother her sons; bestow upon us 
prosperity and wisdom. 

Axi THat Etc: Everything that one enjoys on earth. 
Waar exists Etc: What is enjoyed by the gods. 

Wispom: Prosperity is maintained only through wisdom.
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It is Prajapati, or the Creator, who manifests Himself as the macrocosmic 
and microcosmic prana. The creative energy is one, but is known differ- 
ently through its different functions. 

Here ends the Second Question 

of the Prasna Upanishad.



THIRD PRASNA 
  

QUESTION III 

THEN Kausalya, the son of Aévala, asked Pippalada: Sir, whence is 
this prana bom? How does it come into this body? How does it abide 
in the body after it has divided itself? How does it depart? How does 
it support the external and how the internal? 

Prana: The word here denotes the vital breath which sustains the 
body. This prana is a manifestation of the cosmic prana, or Prajapati. 

Wuence Ere: Prana, or the vital breath, consists of parts. Anything 

of such nature is an effect, produced by a combination of parts. Hence 

prana is an effect. It is therefore proper to ask its cause. 
Despart: That is to say, from the body at the time of death. 

Exrernnat: Refers to the created beings Cadhibhuta) and the gods 

Cadhidaiva). 
InrernaL: The body, senses, and mind Cadhyatma). 

The foregoing chapter has described prina as Prajapati and the eater. 
Now will be described its origin and next how prana is to be worshipped. 

2 

To him the teacher replied: You are asking difficult questions; you 
must be exceedingly devoted to Brahman. ‘Therefore I will answer you. 

Drericutt: The nature of prana is hard to know. 

Brauman: Refers to the Supreme Brahman as opposed to the Lower 
Brahman. (See Mu. Up. III. i. 4.) 

The first and second questions are answered: 

3 

This prina is born of Atman. As a shadow is cast by a person, 
so this prina is, by Atman. Through the activity of the mind it comes 
into this body, 
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THis prana ETC: This answers the first question. (Compare Mu. Up. 
i. i. 3.) 

As a sHapow ETc: How prana is born of Atman is described by an il- 
lustration. A shadow is cast by the body; it cannot exist independent of 
the body. Likewise, prana is projected from Atman; it is perceived to exist 
because of Atman, which is its substratum. As the shadow is unsub- 

stantial, so also is prana. 

THROUGH THE AcTiviry ETc: This answers the second question. 

AcTIVITY OF THE minp: That is to say, through action arising from 
volition, desire, etc., which constitute the mind. Here the text refers to the 
doctrine of rebirth: A man’s present life is the sure and appropriate result of 
his thoughts in a previous existence, even as a shadow is the similitude 

unavoidably cast by a person’s body. (Compare Pr. Up. Ill. 7; Br. Up. 
IV. iv. 6; Chh. Up, I. xiv. 1.) 

The next three verses answer the third question: 

4 

As an emperor commands his officials, saying: “Rule these villages 
or those,” so this prana employs the other pranas, each in its separate 
place. 

‘Tuts pRANA: Namely, the chief prina, or the life force in the body. 
Orer pranas: The secondary pranas, or the sense-organs, which are 

modifications of the chief prana. 
SEPARATE PLACE: Such as the organs of hearing, seeing, etc. 

The division described: 

5 

Prana engages apana in the organs of excretion and generation; he 
' himself moves through the mouth and nose and dwells in the eye and 

ear. In the middle is samana; it distributes equally what has been 
offered as food [in the fire in the stomach]. From this prana fire arise 

the seven flames. 

Encacrs xtc: For the purpose of expelling unassimilated food and 

drink. 
Samana: This modification of prina is called samZna because it dis- 

tributes equally (samam) through the body what has been taken as food 

and drink.
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Orrerep: Eating is described as a sacrifice. Food is offered as an obla- 

tion in the fire that burns in the stomach, by which the food is digested. 

(Compare B. G. IV. 24.) 

SEVEN FLAMES: Namely, the two eyes, the two ears, the two nostzils, 

and the organ of speech. It is prana that enables the seven organs to per- 

form their respective functions: hearing, seeing, smelling, and speaking. 

Vyana, another modification of prana: 

6 

The dtman dwells in the heart, where there are one hundred and 

one arteries (nadi); for each of these there are one hundred branches, 

and for each of these branches, again, there are seventy-two thousand 

subsidiary vessels. Vyana moves in these. 

Tau Arman: Here the word refers to the individual self, conditioned 

by the body. 

Heant: It resembles a lotus bud, inside which there is a space described 

as the dwelling-place of the atman. 

ONE HUNDRED AND ONE ETC: Compare Chh. Up. VIII. vi. 6. 

Vvana: As the arteries and veins spread out through the body, so 

vyana, moving through them, pervades the whole body. Its special manifesta- 

tion is observed in the joints, shoulders, and vital parts. Vyana remains 

active when prana and apana stop functioning. This is noticed especially 

when a man performs a deed requiring great strength, such as stringing 

a bow, at which time his breathing stops. 

According to this verse there are in the human body ror arteries. The 

smaller branches are 10,100 in number (101 X 100); the subsidiary vessels, 

72'7,200,000 (10,100 X 72,000). If we add to these the principal arteries, 
there are 727,210,201 arteries and subsidiary vessels in the body. Perhaps, 

however, this ancient enumeration is intended to include the nervous 

system as well. 

The fourth question is answered by the description of udana: 

7 

And then udina, ascending upward through one of them, conducts 
the departing soul to the virtuous world, for its virtuous deeds; to the 
sinful world, for its sinful deeds; and to the world of men, for both.
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ASCENDING upwarp: Uldaina functions from the foot to the head. 

Through it, at the time of death, the vital breath goes out. 
Oxe oF THEM: Known as the sushumna; it is one of the one hundred 

and one main arteries. 
Vimruous wortp: The heavenly plane. 
Virtuous pDEEDs: That is to say, when virtue predominates in a man’s 

action. 

SmuvruL worip: The world of subhuman beings, popularly known as 

hell. 
For soru: When virtue and vice are equally balanced. 

Throughout the process of rebirth the real Soul of man remains un- 
affected. It is the embodied soul that reaps the fruit of action. After 
returning from the upper or the nether world, the soul is again bom 
in a human body and continues its evolution. 

The two remaining questions are answered: Prana and its modifica- 
tions in the tangible physical body have their cosmic counterparts. 
The physical is controlled by the cosmic. 

8 

The sun, verily, is the external prana; for it rises, favouring the 
prana in the eye. The deity that exists in the earth controls the apana 
of man. The space, akasa, between heaven and earth is samana. The 

air is vyana. 

Favourinc THE prana ETC: Without the sun, the eye could not see. 

Tue perry EYc: That is to say, the deity that controls the earth. Ac- 
cording to Vedanta, the sun, the earth, the sky, the air, fire, etc. are inert 

physical objects. But Consciousness (Brahman) pervades them all. The 

Consciousness conditioned by each is called the deity that is its controller. 

ConTrRoLs THE APANA Ec: This, according to Sankaracharya, explains 

why a heavy body stands erect without falling to the earth or going up- 

ward. Here is a reference to something like the force of gravity. 

Tue am Erc: The air pervades the world as vyana pervades the body. 

Prana (Prajapati), as the cosmic force, sustains the sun, the earth, 

akaéa, and the air. The microcosmic counterpart of Prajapati is the prana, 

or vital breath, of the individual man. The sun, the earth, akaéa, and the 

air are the cosmic counterparts of the eye, the body, samana, and vyana. 

Both the external and the internal are controlled by the chief prana, or 

Prajapati.
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Udana and its cosmic counterpart, fire, are described: 

9 

Fire, verily, is udana; therefore he whose fire has been extinguished 

goes out for rebirth, with the senses absorbed in the mind. 

Fre: The word is used in a general sense. The sun, mentioned in the 
foregoing verse, is a special manifestation of fre. 

Upinxa: The soul goes cut, at the time of death, with the help of udana. 

Wuost FE Etc: Refers to the dying person. 
Gors our For Ere: That is to say, dies. Death is followed by rebirth. 
Wrre THE senses ETc: At the time of death the sense-organs become 

united with the mind. The soul leaves the body along with the mind. 

The principal prana, or the cosmic energy, manifests itself as the sun, 

fire, Akasa, the air, and heat and upholds the deities controlling these ele- 

ments. Prana, apana, samana, vyana, and udana are the internal manifesta- 
tions of the principal prana in the individual body. These five forms of 
prina enable the physical organs to perform their functions. The principal 
prana in this way supports both the extemal elements with their respective 

deities, and the internal organs with the life forces that control them. 

The thoughts and impressions of a lifetime manifest themselves 
as desires in the hour of death, and these, in turn, determine what will 

happen to the soul after death. The manner of a man’s death is 

described: 

10 

Whatever one’s thinking [at the time of death], with that one enters 

into prana. Prana joined with fire, together with the soul, leads to 
whatever world has been fashioned by thought. 

Tuovzinc: Righteous or unrighteous. 
Wire tHat: That is to say, with the thoughts and the organs. 
Prana: The principal prana, manifested as the vital breath in the body. 

Fre: That is to say, udana, which keeps the body warm. 

Sout: The embodied soul, which is the performer of action and the 
experiencer of the result. 

Wuarever worxp: Higher or lower, depending upon one’s virtuous or 
sinful] deeds. 

Tuoucurt: It is explicit that the after-death experience of the soul de- 
pends entirely upon the desires it cherishes at the time of death. If it
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has attained peace and freedom before death, it experiences them after- 

wards as well. 

The manner of the soul’s leaving the body has thus been described 
in Chh. Up. VI. viii. 6: “When a man departs from this earth, his speech 
merges in his mind, his mind in his breath, his breath in heat (fre), 

heat in the highest being.” First the dying man’s organ of speech stops 
functioning; he cannot utter a word. But his mind is still able to think 

and he can feel pleasure and pain. Next the mind ceases to function, but 
the prina is active; there is movement in the body. Then the prana does 

not act; the body only feels warm. At last the heat of the body merges in 

the soul, and the soul goes out of the body. 

The result of the knowledge of prina both here and hereafter: 

11 

The wise man who thus knows prana does not lose his offspring 
and becomes immortal. As to this there is the following verse: 

Dors nor Ere: This is the tangible result enjoyed on earth. 
Immortrat: What he enjoys is not ultimate Immortality, which is at 

tained through Self-Knowledge, but a kind of relative immortality enjoyed 

through identity with priana. This result is obtained by those who cultivate 

the knowledge of prana with a selfish motive. But he who, without any 
motive, meditates on prina attains one-pointedness of mind, followed by 

purity, and gradually obtains true Immortality. 

The following verse refers to the questions asked in verse one and 
answered in the verses that follow: 

12 

He who knows the origin of prana, its entry, its place, its fivefold 
distribution, its internal aspect and also its external, obtains immortality; 

yea, he obtains immortality. 

Oricm: From the Supreme Self. 
Entry: Into the physical body through the activity of the mind. 

Prace: In the different organs. 

Frverotp ETc: Refers to prana’s fivefold modifications and their respec- 

tive functions. 

INTERNAL ASPECT: That is to say, the control of the eye, ear, etc.
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Exrernat: The control of the sun, akdéa, etc. 

Yza, Etc: The repetition marks the completion of the questions and 
their answers. 

The following is adapted from the notes of Anandagiti: 
Prana (the cosmic energy) is born of Atman. It enters into a good or 

evil bedy through the activity of the mind. Then, modifying itself into 
five forms, it places apana in the organs of excretion and generation; 
prana (which is its own principal counterpart) in the eyes and ears; 
samana in the navel; vyana in the arteries and veins; and udana in the 
sushumna artery. It departs from the body through udana. Prana further 
manifests itself through the external forms Cadhidaivata) of the sun, the 

earth, ak@éa, the air, and fire, and through them it controls the prana, 

apana, vyana, samana, and udana respectively Cin the individual body). 

The organs of the eyes, the tongue, the nose, the ears, the mind, and 

the skin are also manifestations of prana; therefore it controls the material 

objects (adhibhuta) apprehended by them. 

Here ends the Third Question 

of the Pragna Upanishad.



FOURTH PRASNA 
  

QUESTION IV 

NEXT Sauryayani, belonging to the family of Garga, asked: Sir, 
what are they that sleep in man, and what are they that remain awake 
in him? Which deity is it that sees dreams? Whose is the happiness 
lof deep sleep]? In whom, again, are all these gathered together? 

Asxep: All the questions asked in this chapter are related to the Supreme 

Brahman. A person engaged in sacrificial action with selfish motives is 
born again and again to reap its results. Gradually he develops dispassion 

for the enjoyments of the phenomenal universe, which is characterized 

by the causal law. Then through meditation on prina he acquires one- 
pointedness and purity of mind, practises the fourfold spiritual discipline 

(discrimination between the Real and the unreal; renunciation of the 
unreal; the six virtues, such as control of the mind, control of the senses, 

and forbearance; and yearning after Liberation), and thus qualifies himself 
for the Knowledge of the Supreme Brahman. Such an aspirant is en- 

titled to ask the questions in this verse. 
Wuat ... SLEEP IN MAN: Cessation of physical activities distinguishes 

sleep from waking. Therefore the activities of the waking state can be 

attributed to the body and the senses and not to Atman, or the Self. 

Without discrimination between the body and the Self, the Knowledge 

of the Self is not possible. The answer to the first question is given in IV. 2. 

Waar ane ... AWAKE IN HIM: Who preserves the body during waking, 
dreaming, and deep sleep? The answer to the second question is given in 

IV. 3-4. Prana is the protector of the body. The preservation of the body 

is attributed to prana and not to Atman. 

Wauictt pEITy . . . ppEAMS: Who sees the dreams? Is it the body, or is 

it the senses? The answer to the third question is given in IV. 5. It will be 

seen that dreams are attributed to the mind. 

Whose 1s Etc: Refers to the state of dreamless sleep, characterized by 
bliss which is not the result of the mind’s contact with any object, and also 
by an absence of pain. The universal expression of a man awakened from 
deep sleep is: “I slept happily.” Who is the experiencer of this bliss? The 

answer to the fourth question is given in IV. 6. The experience of this 
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bliss is attributed to the undifferentiated cosmic ignorance, by which Atman 

remains covered at the time of deep sleep. 

In WHOM ... TOGETHER: Who is it that is free from the three states 

of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, and is also man’s final goal? The 

answer to the fifth question is given in IV. 7-9. It is the imperishable Atman, 

known as Turiya. 

GaruHerep Toceruer: All the experiences of waking, dreaming, and 

deep sleep blend indistinguishably in the imperishable Atman, as honeys 

collected from different flowers blend in the honey found in a beehive, or 

as nivers blend in the ocean. They are realized to be non-different from 

Atman and disappear in It. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
All that belongs to samsira, or the phenomenal universe, has been 

dealt with in the first three questions. This samsara, unreal in nature, 

characterized by cause and effect, and subject to modifications, falls within 

the scope of the lower knowledge, apara vidya. The next three questions 

deal with the Purusha, the Supreme Person, which is unborn and is both 

inside and outside of everything. Transcending cause and effect, devoid of 

prana, unknown to the mind, unperceived by the senses, other than an 

object, all good, tranquil, free from modifications, imperishable, and tme, 

the Purusha is attainable by the Higher Knowledge, the Para Vidya. The 

Mundaka Upanishad Cil. i. 1.) states: “As, from a blazing fire, sparks 

essentially akin to it Ay forth by the thousand, so also, my good friend, 

various beings come forth from the imperishable Brahman and unto Him 

again return.” Who are these various beings that come forth, like sparks, 

from the imperishable Brahman? How, again, do they return to Him? What 
is the nature of the imperishable Brahman? In order to explain all this the 

foregoing questions are raised. 

The answer to the first question is given by means of the illustration 
of the sun and its rays, in order to explain that in the dream state 
the body and the organs other than the mind and the prana remain 
asleep and do not function: 

2 

To him Pippalada replied: O Gargya, as the rays of the sun, when 
it sets, are gathered in that luminous orb, and again go forth when 
it rises, even so, verily, all these—the objects and the senses—become 
one in the superior god, the mind. Therefore at that time a man hears 
not, sees not, smells not, tastes not, touches not, speaks not, grasps not,
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enjoys not, emits not, and does not move about. He sleeps—that is 
what people say. 

ARE GATHERED Etc: The rays cannot be distinguished from one another; 

they remain in an undifferentiated state. 
BECOME ONE ETC: The senses give up their respective functions and are 

completely subdued by the mind. 
Superior cop: The word deva, meaning deity or god, is used to denote 

anything endowed with the power of expression or illumination. Therefore 

the Upanishads often describe the mind and the senses as devas. The mind 
is called a superior god because it is higher than the senses, which are 

under its control. 

It may be contended that in dreams, also, one notices the activities of 

the eye, the ear, etc. But these activities are modifications of the mind alone 

and are not related to any objects of the external world. While asleep, one 
does not really see external forms or hear external sounds. 

It is the pranas that always remain active in a man and preserve 
his body during the states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. Even 
when the senses remain inactive in sleep, the prinas, compared here 
to the sacrificial fires, keep watch. 

3 

The prana fires remain awake in this city. Apana is the Garhapatya 
Fire, and vyana, the Anvaharyapachana Fire. And prana is the 
Ahavaniya Fire, so called from being taken—since it is taken from the 
Garhapatya Fire. 

Crry: That is to say, the body. As a city has gates, the body likewise has 
gates, eleven in number. They are the two eyes, the two nostrils, the two 

ears, the mouth, the navel, the aperture at the top of the head, the organ of 
excretion, and the organ of generation. (Compare Ka. Up. I. ii. 1.) 

Lifelong performance of the Agnihotra sacrifice was enjoined upon house- 
holders belonging to the three upper castes. Three fires were necessary for 

this sacrifice: The Garhapatya Fire, the Ahavaniya Fire, and the Anvaharya- 
pachana Fire, commonly called the Dakshina or Southern Fire. The Garha- 
patya or Householder’s Fire was never allowed to go out; it had to be fed 
by the offering of daily oblations. At the time of the Agnihotra sacrifice, 
fires were taken from the Garhapatya Fire, and the Ahavaniya and the 
Southern Fires were lighted. The Ahavaniya Fire, placed to the east, was
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used for offering oblations to the gods. The Anvaharyapachana or Southern 

Fire, placed in the south, was used for offering oblations to the departed 

ancestors. In the Ahavaniya Fire two oblations were offered every morning 

and evening, as mentioned in the next verse. In this manner the Hindus 

communed, in olden times, with the gods and the souls of their ancestors. 

These external fires and oblations have their counterparts in a man him- 

self. The sacrifices can also be made mentally, through meditation. Medita- 

tion, called upasan4, brings a more meritorious result than physical sacrifices. 

In the text the various pranas are identified with the various fires. Vyana 

is identified with the Souther Fire because it issues from the heart through 

an artery on the right (dakshina) side. Apana, functioning in the lower 

part of the body, remains always active and hence is compared to the 

Garhapatya Fire, which is never allowed to go out. The prana of a sleeping 

person issues from the apana and functions through his mouth and nostrils. 

Because it is taken from apana, prana is compared to the Ahavaniya Fire, 

which is also taken from the Garhapatya Fire. Even when all the other 

senses remain inactive in sleep, the different prinas keep watch over the 

body. Therefore they are compared to the sacrificial fires. 

Samana is the hota, the priest; the mind, the sacrificer; and udana, 
the desired result of the sacrifice. 

4 

Samana is so called because it distributes equally the two oblations, 
namely, the out-breathing and the in-breathing; it is the priest. The 
mind, verily, is the sacrificer. Udana is the fruit of the sacrifice, be- 

cause it leads the sacrificer every day, in deep sleep, to Brahman. 

SamAna Erc: The priest carries the two oblations and distributes them 

equally into the Ahavaniya Fire; samana, likewise, equally distributes the 
two breaths, inhalation and exhalation, for the protection of the body. The 

number of oblations, namely, two, is the same as that of the breaths. One 

who is endowed with this knowledge about the pranas performs the 
Agnibotra sacrifice always, even in sleep. Its’ performance is laid down in 

the Vedas as the duty of a householder. The Yajur-Veda states: “Even in 
sleep the prana fires function.” 

Priest: Like the priest, samana carries and equally distributes the out- 
breathing and the in-breathing. 

Tux minp ETc: In the Agnihotra sacrifice, the sacrificer is an important 

person. He performs the sacrifice desiring heaven as his reward. The mind, 
also, is an important organ. It offers the senses and the objects as oblations
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into the ever wakeful prina fires and longs to experience the Bliss of 

Brahman in dreamless sleep. 
Upana Ero: st the time of death the sacrificer leaves the body through 

udana and reaps the fruit of the sacrifice in heaven. The same udana leads 
the mind (the sacrificer) away from the dream state to dreamless sleep 
and enables it to attain the imperishable Brahman. Therefore udina is called 
the fmiit of the sacrifice. 

Because rr ETC: Ordinarily there are three states of consciousness: C1) 
the waking state, during which one is conscious of the physical world 

outside; (2) the dream state, when one is conscious of the inner world and 

of objects created from the impressions of the waking state; (3) the state 
of dreamless sleep, when consciousness is free from the duality of subject 

and object and one experiences a feeling of undifferentiated awareness. 

Vedanta speaks of Turiya, or Pure Consciousness, which permeates the 
three states and is immortal and undifferentiated. ‘Turiya is Brahman. Often 

the Upanishads compare the Consciousness of Brabman to the consciousness 
experienced in deep sleep. Both are characterized by an absence of pain 

and of the subject-object relationship. But the state of dreamless sleep, which 
is mechanically attained, is impermanent, and the consciousness experienced 
during it is covered by a thin layer of ignorance. Hence an ordinary person, 

after waking from deep sleep, leads the normal life of ignorance. But the 
knower of Brahman never forgets his real nature at any time. Though all 
persons attain the bliss of oneness in dreamless sleep, yet only the knower 
of Brahman realizes it as the Bliss of Brahman. 

In deep sleep the illumined person experiences the Knowledge of 
Brahman. For the ignorant, deep sleep bears no such fruit. The three 
states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep are common to both. In the 
ignorant person, as in the illumined, the sense-organs do not function 

in deep sleep, the prana fires keep watch, and the mind, free from the 
conditions of waking and dreaming, remains inactive. Therefore the purpose 

of this verse is to eulogize the Knowledge of Brahman. 

The question “Which deity is it that sees dreams?” is answered: 
It is the mind, with the senses gathered into it, that experiences dreams, 
and not Atman, Dreaming is characteristic of the mind and not of 
the Self. 

5 

There, in dreams, that god, the mind, experiences glory. Whatever 
has been seen he sees again; whatever has been heard he hears again;
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whatever has been experienced in different countries and quarters, 
he experiences again. Whatever has been seen or not seen, heard or 
not heard, and whatever is real or not real—he sees it all. He sees all, 
himself being all. 

Tere, mv pREAMS: When the sense-organs are gathered into the mind 
and the prinas keep watch for the protection of the body. 
Tat cop, THE mmxp: That is to say, the Self conditioned by the upadhi, 

or limitation, of the mind. The real Self, one with Brahman, does not 

experience waking or dreaming. These are superimposed upon It, through 
avidya, on account of Its association with the mind. It is said in Br. Up. 

TV. iii. 7. that the Self, conditioned by the mind and becoming a dream, 
seems to think and seems to move. This association with the mind does not 

impair the Self’s inherent luminosity. The apparent luminosity of the 
phenomenal self, attributed to it till the attainment of the knowledge of its 
oneness with Brahman, is due to its association with the mind. For instance, 
only in the sphere of duality, when the self comes in contact with objects, 

does one see another. (Duality is the result of ignorance.) But when all 

becomes Atman alone, “then what can one see and by what means will one 

see it?” CBr. Up. IV. v. 15.) Therefore though the mind is responsible for 
dream perceptions, this does not affect the true self-luminosity of Atman. 

Grory: The dream forms, characterized by the subject-object relation- 

ship, are many and varied. 
WHATEVER HAS BEEN ETc: An object experienced in the waking state 

leaves its impression on the mind. When the same object is dreamt of, it is 
only the mental impression that appears as the object. Thus a man sees 

a friend in the waking state. The impression of the friend is imbedded in 
the mind. The same impression reappears in the dream, and the dreamer 
ignorantly thinks he is truly seeing his friend. 

Nor sen: That is to say, not seen in this life, but in a previous one. 

Rear: Actual water, for instance. 
Nor rear: A mirage. 

, Brme aru: Being conditioned by the impressions of the objects seen 
efore, 

The dreams are the impressions of waking experiences obtained, it may be, 
at different times; but they are sometimes curiously and fantastically jumbled 
together owing to the absence of the controlling power of reason and will 
in sleep, 

Dreamless sleep is described in order to answer the question “Whose 
is the happiness?”
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6 

When the jiva is overcome by light he sees no dreams; at that time, 
in this body, arises this happiness. 

Wauew Etc: Refers to the state of dreamless sleep. 
Jrva: The embodied soul, conditioned by the upadhi of the mind. 
Licur: The light of Brahman. 

He sexs erc: In dreamless sleep. 
THis uaprrxess: The happiness experienced in dreamless sleep is not 

associated with the subject-object relationship. It is the Bliss of Brahman 
that manifests itself through the 4nandamayakoéa, or sheath of bliss. (See 

The Upanishads Vol. I, pp. 93-94; Self-Knowledge, p. 85.) 

The impressions created in the mind during the waking state are 
reawakened in sleep on account of latent desires. This is how one sees 

dreams. In deep sleep the desires are overpowered by the light of Brahman 
dwelling in the heart. In the absence of stimulation the impressions cannot 
remanifest themselves. The mind and the sense-organs are withdrawn into 
the heart. There is no longer any knowledge of contrasted objects. The 
mind in its undifferentiated state pervades the body. A man in deep sleep 
feels only bliss. ‘This is expressed, when he has awakened, by the statement 
“I slept happily.” 

In deep sleep the body and the senses, functioning under the in- 
fluence of avidya and the desires resulting from it, remain actionless. 
With their becoming stilled, Atman—which, during waking and dream- 
ing appeared in different forms on account of Its association with the 
upadhis of the body and the mind—manifests Peace, Non-duality, 
and Bliss, which are Its true nature. In this state all the gross and 
subtle elements of matter are absorbed into Atman. All this is explained 
by the following illustration: 

7-8 

As a bird goes to a tree to roost, even so, O friend, all this rests in the 
Supreme Atman: 

Earth and its subtle counterpart, water and its subtle counterpart, 
fire and its subtle counterpart, air and its subtle counterpart, akaéa 

and its subtle counterpart, the eye and what can be seen, the ear and 
what can be heard, the nose and what can be smelt, the taste (tongue) 

and what can be tasted, the skin and what can be touched, the organ
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of speech and what can be spoken, the hands and what can be grasped, 
the organ of generation and what can be enjoyed, the organ of ex- 
cretion and what can be excreted, the feet and what is their destination, 

the mind (manas) and what can be thought, the intellect Cbuddhi) 

and what can be comprehended, the ego Cahamkara) and the object 
of egoism, the memory (chitta) and its object, knowledge (tejah) and 

its object, prama and what is to be supported. 

Eantu ... AKAéA AND ITS SUBTLE COUNTERPART: These refer to the 
gross and the subtle elements. According to Vedanta, from Atman, under the 

influence of avidy3, evolve the five subtle elements—akaéa, air, etc.—each 

with its unique attribute. Then, by their mutual combination, the gross 
elements are produced. (See Self-Knowledge, pp. 68-69, 74-75-) 
Wat can BE SEEN ETC: The objects of perception. 
Tue xsxxp Etc: The inner organ (antahkarana), by which pain, pleasure, 

etc. are experienced, is divided into four parts according to its functions. 
The mind, or manas, is that function of the inner organ which considers the 
pros and cons of a situation. The buddhi, the intellect or determinative faculty, 
resolves doubt and comes to a conclusion regarding the true nature of an 
object. I-consciousness, or ahamkdra, identifies the Self with the body and 
gives rise to the feelings of “I-ness” and “my-ness.” The chitta, the store- 

house of past impressions, is responsible for memory. According to some 
Vedantists, it is the function of the chitta to seek pleasurable objects. 
KnowLxpcE ETc: This explanation is given from the notes of Sankaran- 

anda. According to Sankaracharya, the word tejah, in the text, means a kind 
of luminous skin, different from the organ of touch. 

Prana: Also known as Hiranyagarbha or Sutratma (the Cosmic Thread), 
which supports tangible objects, endowed with names and forms and 
characterized by the causal relation. 

In deep sleep the subtle and gross elements, the sense-organs and their 
objects, and the mind and its various parts all remain inactive and are 
absorbed in Atman. At that time the jiva, or embodied soul, dwells in the 
causal body (karana garira), which is covered by the veiling-power of maya 
but unaffected by its projecting-power. Thus in deep sleep the jiva ap- 
proaches nearest to Atman and experiences Its glory. 

The true nature of the self: 

9 

He, verily, it is who sees, feels, hears, smells, tastes, thinks, and 

knows. He is the doer, the intelligent self, the purusha. He is estab- 
lished in the Highest, the imperishable Atman.
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Knows: Refers to the function of the buddhi, or determinative faculty. 
INTELLIGENT SELF: The agent of knowing. 
EsraBiisHep Etc: That is to say, the embodied soul realizes his oneness 

with the Supreme Atman when myd is destroyed. 

The Supreme Atman, or Pure Consciousness, appears through avidya to 
be conditioned by upadhis and becomes the jiva, or embodied soul. It is the 
jiva which, owing to its association with various upadhis of the mind, senses, 

etc., becomes the seer, feeler, hearer, etc. The jiva may be compared to the 

image of the sun reflected in the water in a dish: the reflection appears to 
move or to remain still according to the condition of the water. When the 
water and the dish are removed the reflection is absorbed into the real sun. 
Likewise, with the elimination of mav4, which reflects the various forms of 
the jiva, the reflected soul enters the Supreme Atman, which is its real Self. 

The fruit of the knowledge of identity: 

10 

He who knows that imperishable Being, bright, without shadow, 
without body, without colour, verily attains the Supreme, the un- 
decaying Purusha. O my good friend, he who knows Atman becomes 
all-knowing, becomes all. About it there is the following verse: 

He: Free from all desires. 
Wao xnows etc: That is to say, who knows the identity of the tran- 

scendental Atman and the Supreme Brahman. 
Bricut: Because It is devoid of all attributes. 
Wrrnout sHapow: Free from tamas, or ignorance. 
Wrruour sopy: Free from all upadhis of name and form. 
Wrrsour cotour: Free from all characteristics. 
He wo xnows Arman: Refers to the illumined person, who has 

renounced all impermanent objects. 
Auz-gNowmnc: By knowing the non-dual Atman one knows all. 

Atman is always omniscient; but through ignorance It believes that It 
knows but little. When that ignorance is destroyed through Vidya, It 
rediscovers Its omniscience. 

I] 

He, O friend, who knows that imperishable Being wherein rests the 
intelligent self, together with the gods, the pranas, and the elements 
—he becomes all-knowing and enters into all.
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Interricenr seLF: The embodied soul. 

Gons: Such as Indra, Agni (the god of fie), etc., who control the differ- 

ent sense-organs. 

Exvesents: Earth, water, fire, air, and akaéa. 

Here ends the Fourth Question 

of the Praina Upanishad.



FIFTH PRASNA 
  

QUESTION V 

THEN Satyakama, the son of Sibi, asked Pippalida: Sir, if among 
men someone should here meditate on the syllable Aun: until death, 

which world, verily, would he win thereby? 

Menprrars: Meditation means the continuous flow of the mind toward 
Atman through the total exclusion of all ideas foreign to It. In meditation 
the mind becomes steady, like the flame of a candle set in a windless place. 
The principal disciplines for meditation, as laid down by Patanjali in Yog. 

Su. II. 30-32., axe yama and niyama. Yama includes non-violence, truthful- 
ness, non-stealing, chastity of body and mind, and non-receiving of gifts. 

Niyama includes outer and inner purity, contentment, austerity, study of 

scripture, and devotion to God. The aspirant should meditate on Aum 
with great love, regarding it as the symbol of Brahman. 

Aum: Generally written Om. 
Unti peatu: The meditation should be practised as a lifelong vow. 
Wauutcu worip: Many are the worlds that spiritual seekers may attain 

after death. 

Aum is the symbol of both the Lower Brahman and the Higher Brahman. 
Brahman may be worshipped by the aspirant in both aspects. From the 
Lower Brahman he can attain the Higher Brahman by gradual stages. 

The teacher, Pippalada, mentions Aum as the symbol of both the 
Lower Brahman and the Higher Brahman: 

2 

He replied: O Satyakama, the syllable Aum is the Supreme Brahman 
and also the other Brahman. ‘Therefore he who knows it attains, with 
its support, the one or the other. 

Supreme: Parabrahman, or the Supzeme Brahman, also called the 

Higher Brahman, is devoid of all characteristics and cannot be known 
through words or thought. 

187
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Ovner: Aparabrahman, or the other Brahman, also called the Lower 

Brahman, is the first manifestation of the Absolute, or Pure Consciousness, 

in maya. It is designated by such epithets as Hiranyagarbha and prana. 

Brahman, being transcendental in nature, cannot be directly compre 
hended by the mind. Therefore many indixect meditations on Brahman are 
laid down in the scriptures. One such is meditation through a symbol, or 
pratika, which means meditation on one aspect of an all-pervading entity, 

or on something associated with it, as the thing itself. Thus the omnipresent 

Deity, Vishnu, may be worshipped through the stone symbol called 
S4lagrama or through His name. Aum is the most immediate symbol of 
Brahman. It is much more effective than any other symbol. (Compare 

Ka. Up. I. ii. 15-17; Yoo. Su. I. 27.) It must be emphasized that Brahman 
should not be contemplated as the symbol, but through the symbol. The 
former method brings Brahman down to the level of the symbol and may 
aptly be called idolatrous; but the latter transforms the symbol into Brahman 

and is a valid form of worship. By contemplating the Supreme Brahman 
through Aum, one realizes the highest plane, and by using Aum as a 

symbol of the Lower Brahman, one attains a lower plane. 

AuM consists of three matris, or letters: A, U, and M. The aspirant 
should know the meaning of these letters and meditate on all of 
them. But if he is ignorant of the total meaning of Aum and meditates 
only on A, still he reaps a good fruit; no calamity befalls him. This 
only proves the greatness of Aum. 

3 

If he meditates on one letter (matra), then, being enlightened by 
that alone, he quickly comes back to earth after death. The rik verses 
lead him to the world of men. By practising austerity, chastity, and 
faith he enjoys greatness. 

One terrer: The letter A. 
BEING ENLIGHTENED ETc: Though the aspirant does not contemplate 

Aum in its entirety, he is not completely deprived of a spiritual reward. 

Ruz verszs: It is said in the Vedas that the letter A in the syllable Aum 
is the very soul of the Rig-Veda and of the earth. One who meditates on A 
realizes his identity with it and through it attains the earthly plane. 
Wortp or MEN: That is to say, the earth. 

Among the many planes where a man can be bom after death, the 

earth has a special significance, being the dwelling-place of human beings.
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The earth is inhabited by innumerable living creatures. Among these, man 
occupies the highest position, because he alone is entitled to the Knowledge 

of Brahman. And lastly, among men, one endowed with faith, chastity, and 
austerity experiences the glories of the spiritual life. 

The fruit of contemplating U the second letier of Aum: 

4 

If, again, he meditates on the second letter, he attains the mind and 

is led up by the yajur verses to the intermediate space, to the Plane 
of the Moon. Having enjoyed greamess in the Plane of the Moon, he 
returns hither again. 

Meprrates: Until he realizes his oneness with the object of meditation. 
Muryp: The mind is controlled by the deity who governs the moon. It is 

associated with dreams, since dreams are creations of the mind. 

Yayur verses: U is the symbol of the verses of the Yajur-Veda. 

Piane oF THE Moon: This plane, the Somaloka, is located in the space 
between heaven and earth. 

Greatness: Various supernatural glories experienced by the dwellers in 
the Plane of the Moon. 

Hrruer: To the earth. 

A man practising meditation should contemplate his identity with the 
object of meditation till that identity is realized. Dream experiences are 
projections of the mind. The after-death experiences in the Plane of the 

Moon are of the same nature as ideas and are therefore compared to dreams. 
The letter U is the symbol of the Yajur-Veda, the mind, and the Plane of 
the Moon. According to Sankarinanda’s explanation the verse may be 
translated as follows: “If, on the other hand, he meditates on two letters 

or for two measures of time, then he is led up. . . ” According to some other 

commentators the word mind, in the text, refers to Hiranyagarbha, who 

identifies Himself with the phenomenal universe, which is like the dream 

of the Cosmic Mind. 

The result of meditating on Aum as the symbol of Saguna Brahman: 

5 

Again, he who meditates on the Highest Person through this syllable 
Aum consisting of three letters, becomes united with the effulgent 
sun. As a snake is freed from its skin, even so he is freed from sin.
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He is led up by the sima verses to the World of Brahma. From this, 
which is the aggregate of all lives, he beholds the Supreme Purusha, 
higher than the High and pervading all bodies. 

As to this there are these two verses: 

Meprrares: Compare Mu. Up, II. ii. 5-6. 
Hicuesr Person: Refers to Saguna Brahman, who is described in the 

fedas as dwelling in the solar orb, (See The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 71 

p. 86.) 
Sama verses: The verses of the Sima-Veda, of which M is the symbol. 
Worip or Braama: That is to say, of Hiranyagarbha. This exalted 

plane is known also as Satyaloka. Hiranyagarbha, representing the World 

Soul, is the totality of the souls of all living beings. Like the “cow-ness” 

present in all cows, He is present in all beings. 
From ruts: Unlike those who go to the Plane of the Moon. One who 

attains Brahmaloka does not return to earth. 
Tee Hic: Refers to Hiranyagarbha, who is supreme among all 

phenomenal beings. 
Pervapinc Etc: As their inmost Self. 

The first verse: 

6 

The three letters of Aum [if employed separately] are mortal; but 
when joined together in meditation on the total Reality and used 
properly on the activities of the external, internal, and intermediate 
states, the knower trembles not. 

THE THREE LETTERS ETc: Jf the aspirant meditates separately on each 
of the three letters constituting Aum, he is born again in this world. (See 

V. 3-4.) This is because A, U, and M, taken separately, do not indicate 

Saguna Brahman, the realization of which alone enables one to transcend 
death. 

Bur wHen ... Rearrry: That is to say, when the three letters are 
joined together to form the syllable Aum and when that syllable is used 
as the symbol of Brahman, or the Cosmic Reality. 

Torat Reatrry: The word seems to indicate Saguna Brahman, who 
comprises the totality of the phenomenal universe. (Compare V. 5.) 

Usep propgerniy: At the time of meditation, The aspirant should con- 
template his identity with the object of meditation. 

Activities Erc: The three states referred to are those of waking, dream- 
less sleep, and dreaming.
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TrREMBLES NoT: As a result of meditation on Brahman the aspirant 
realizes his oneness with Saguna Brahman, or the World Soul. Therefore 
he has no reason to be afraid of anything. Attaining Brahmaloka, he over- 
comes death and rebirth. 

Of the three letters of the syllable Aum, A represents the earth, the 

Rig-Veda, and the waking state; U, the intermediate space, the Yajur-Veda, 
and the dream state; and M, heaven, the Sama-Veda, and deep sleep. 
Further, three deities, namely, Virat, Hiranyagarbha, and Iévara, control 

the three states respectively. (See Ma. Up. 3-5.) The seeker meditating on 
the three letters separately, as the symbols of the three deities, attains 

corresponding planes after death. But he who meditates on the entire 

syllable Aum, bearing in mind his identity with Brahman, attains Brahma- 

loka and ultimately final Liberation. While meditating, he should think 
of his oneness with Virat, Hiranyagarbha, and Igvara, and with the 
Supreme Brahman. There is no fear whatsoever in Brahmaloka. 

The second verse summarizes the whole topic: 

7 

The wise man, meditating on Aum, attains this world by means 
of the rik verses; the intermediate world by means of the yajur verses; 
and that which is known to the seers by means of the sama verses. And 
also through the syllable Aun he realizes that which is tranquil, free 
from decay, death, and fear, and which is the Highest. 

Tat wHick ...srERs: That is to say, Brahmaloka, 
Anp atso ETc: Aum may be used as a means for realizing both the 

Lower Brahman and the Higher Brahman. The blessed soul dwelling in 
Brahmaloka devotes himself to meditation on the undifferentiated Brahman 
and in the end attains It. 

The three letters of Aum, associated with three sounds, have been 
described above. There is another aspect of Aum, known as the ardhamitra, 

or half letter, an undifferentiated sound which lingers after the three differ- 
entiated sounds die away. This is called the Fourth and is used as the 
symbol of Turiya, or Pure Consciousness, the attributeless Brahman. (See 

Ma. Up. 12.) 
Aum is the sound symbol of Brahman, the first sound produced at the 

beginning of creation. The Creator, Brahma, with the help of Aum, 
manifests the three principal Vedas and the three worlds. Further, the. 
three letters of Aum comprise the three feet of the Gayatri. From A was.
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produced the first foot of the Gayatri: Tat saviturrarenyam—“That which 
is adored by the sun”— which was expanded into the Rig-Veda; from U, 
the second foot: Bhargo devasya dhimahi—‘We meditate on that which 
is the power of the deity’—which was expanded into the Yajur-Veda; and 
from JM, the third foot: Dhkio yo no prachodayat—‘“May He awaken our 
consciousness”—-which was expanded into the Sama-Veda. The Atharva- 
Veda, dealing mostly with sacrifices and rituals, is excluded from the Trayi, 
or Vedic Triad. (For a further description of Aus: see The Upanishads 
Vol. I, pp. 75, 138-139.) 

  

Here ends the Fifth Question 
of the Prasna Upanishad.



SIXTH PRASNA 
  

QUESTION VI 

THEN Sukeéa, the son of Bharadvaja, said to Pippalada: Sir, 
Hiranyabha, the prince of Kosala, once came to me and asked this 

question: “O son of Bharadvaja, do you know the Person with sixteen 

parts?” I said to the prince: “I do not know Him; if I knew Him, 
why should I not tell you? Surely he who speaks what is not true 

withers away to the very root; therefore I should not speak untruth.” 

Then he silently mounted his chariot and went away. Now I ask you: 

Where does that Person dwell? 

Hranyapua, Etc: The Upanishads often elucidate abstruse ideas by 
means of an anecdote in order to stimulate in the student special efforts to 
understand them. . 

Ir I gwew Ere: According to the Vedic injunction, a preceptor must 
not withhold knowledge from a qualified student who approaches him in 

the proper manner. (See note on I. 2.) 

Wrrners away Etc: The speaker of untruth is lost both to this world 
and to the next. 

“Tt has been stated that the entire phenomenal universe characterized by 
the law of cause and effect, together with the individualized knowing self, 

rests, during dreamless sleep, in the imperishable Supreme Brahman. From 
that it follows that the universe rests in the same imperishable Brahman at 
the time of pralaya, or cosmic dissolution, and further, that it is produced 

from Brahman [at the time of the next creation]. An effect cannot be 

absorbed into anything but its cause. Prana has been said to have been 
produced from Atman. The conclusive meaning of all the Upanishads is 
that the Highest Good is achieved by the knowing of that which is the 

root of the universe. This, also, has been subsequently said: ‘He becomes 

all-knowing and enters into all.’ (Pr. Up. IV. 11.) Therefore it should be 
stated where one can know that imperishable Reality, called the Purusha. 

The present question is asked for that purpose.” (Sankaracharya.) 

The aim of the sixth question is to elaborate what is said in Mu. Up. 

II. ii. 7-8. 
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That Purusha is the inner self, the pratyagatma, of the living being. 

2 

Pippalada said to him: That Person—He from whom these sixteen 
parts arise—is verily here within the body. 

SIXTEEN PaRTS: These will be enumerated in the fourth verse. 
Wrroary ere: Atman dwells in the space, aka, within the heart, which 

is shaped like a lotus-bud. It is to be sought as the First Principle within 

man himself, and not elsewhere. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 

The Purusha, though in reality without parts, appears to have parts when 
conditioned, through avidya, by the sixteen parts which are its upadhis. (For 
the meaning of the word upadhi, see Self-Knowledge, p. 58.) In order that 

the Purusha may be realized in His unconditioned form, through the 
elimination, by means of Knowledge, of the parts falsely superimposed upon 
Him, the parts are said to have originated from Him. The Purusha 

(Brahman) is completely undifferentiated, pure, and non-dual; Its relation- 
ship, causal or otherwise, with prana and the rest is not possible without 
false superimposition. That is why, through ignorance alone, the parts are 
seen fo arise from, exist in, and disappear into the Purusha. 

The parts were said to have originated from the Purusha. This 
creation of the parts was mentioned for the purpose of revealing the 
Purusha. Now is given the order in which the parts were created: 

3 

The Purusha reflected: “What is it by whose departure I shall 
depart, and by whose staying I shall stay?” 

Reruectrep: This word shows that the creation was a conscious act. 

The sixteen entities described here are the sixteen parts belonging 
to the Purusha: 

4 

He created prina; from prana faith, space, air, fire, water, earth, 
the organs, mind, food; from food virility, austerity, the Vedic hymns, 
sacrifice, the worlds; and in the worlds He created names.
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Prana: Other epithets are Sutratma (the atman which, like a thread, 
holds together all living beings), Brahma, Hiranyagarbha, etc. The Purusha, 

conditioned by the upadhi of prana, appears as Hiranyagarbha, the jiva, 
and other phenomenal beings. When the prana (life force) departs from the 
body He too departs. 

Farru: Which stimulates living beings to perform righteous action. 

Space... EaRTH: These elements of matter constitute the body, through 
which the fruit of action is experienced. (Regarding the evolution of the 
elements, see Self-Knowledge, p. 68 ff.) 

Orcans: Both the organs of perception and the organs of action. 

Mrxp: The leader of the organs. 
Virwirr: By means of which all actions are performed. 
Ausrerrry: Through austerity the minds of unrighteous people are 

purified. 
Vepic uymns: With the help of these hymns men with purified minds 

perform sacrifices. 
SacriricE: Such as the Agnihotra. 
Wortps: To which one attains as a result of sacrifices. 

The sixteen parts are created through avidya. These created entities are 
unreal, like the objects seen in a dream. After the destruction of avidya they 
again merge in the Purusha, losing their names and forms. 

The disappearance of the parts into the Purusha is explained by 
means of an illustration: 

5 

As these flowing rivers, bound for the ocean, disappear into the 
ocean after having reached it, their names and forms being destroyed, 
and are called simply the ocean—even so, these sixteen parts of the 
seer, whose goal is the Purusha, disappear into the Purusha after having 
reached Him, their names and forms being destroyed, and are called 
simply the Purusha. He becomes free of parts and immortal. 

On this there is the following verse: 

Bounp For Etc: The rivers have their origin in the ocean and therefore 

are irresistibly drawn toward it. (Compare Mu. Up. III. ii. 8.) 
CALLED... OCEAN: It is the name and form that distinguish the water of 

the river from that of the ocean. After the destruction of the name and 

form, what remains is only the ocean. 
SrxtgEN PARTS: Prana etc., as described in the foregoing verse. 
Seer: A person endowed with Self-Knowledge, who is identical, in
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essence, with the Supreme Seer. The Seer, or Purusha, the non-dual Atman, 

does not need an object in order to see. As the self-luminous sun is the 
perceiver of its own juminosity, so Atman, the embodiment of Consciousness, 

is the knower of Its own Consciousness. 
Waose cosn is THE Purusua: The individual self has its origin in 

the Purusha end is therefore irresistibly drawn toward Him as its goal. 
Havrxe rEacuEeD Hr: Having realized the Purusha as their very self. 

Names: Prana, etc. 

He secomes: Refers to the person who has been shown by a qualified 
teacher the way to destroy the parts. 

Free oF parts: As stated before, the parts are projected by avidya; on the 
destruction of avidya they disappear. 

Imsrorntat: Death is the inevitable end of an entity consisting of parts. 
It is destroyed when the parts become dissociated. When the self realizes 
itself as free of parts it becomes free from death. 

The water of the ocean, evaporating by heat, is transformed into clouds 
and falls to earth as rain. The rain-water, which, in essence, is non-different 

from the water of the ocean, forms different rivers known by different names. 

The rivers feel an irresistible attraction to return to their place of origin. 
After reaching the ocean, they are freed from their respective names and 
forms and become one with the ocean, their real self. Likewise, the universe 

and all living beings are projected, through avidya, from Brahman; through 
avidy4, again, names and forms are superimposed upon them to serve the 
practical purposes of daily life. Even when associated with phenomenal 
existence, living beings feel drawn to Brahman, their origin. When the 
names and forms, which are unreal in essence, are destroyed, the living 

beings are realized to be Brahman alone. 

The Knowledge of the Purusha leads to Immortality: 

6 

Know Him, the Purusha, who alone is to be known and in whom 

the parts rest firm, like the spokes in the nave of a wheel, that death 

may not affect you. 

Rest: Prana and the other parts originate from the Purusha, are supported 
by Him, and in the end disappear in Him. They are like waves in the 
ocean. 

If 2 man has not known the Purusha as his inmost Self, he becomes 
stricken by death and suffers. 

The instruction is concluded:
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7 

Pippalada said to them: Thus far, indeed, I know the Supreme 
Brahman; there is nothing higher than this. 

Tuere 1s erc: The teacher added this statement in order to remove 
from the minds of the disciples any suspicion that there might be something 
about Brahman which had not been disclosed to them. Also he wanted 
them to feel that the purpose of their seeking had been accomplished. 

Adoration of the teacher by the pupils: 

8 

And they, worshipping him, said: Thou, indeed, art our father— 

thou who hast taken us across our ignorance to the other shore. 
Adoration to the supreme rishis! Adoration to the supreme rishis! 

Farner: There are five kinds of fathers: the begetter of the physical 
body, the initiator into spiritual life, the bestower of Knowledge, the giver 
of food, and the rescuer from fear. 

Aporation Etc: The repetition indicates the pupil’s respect. 
SuPREME nisHis: The great seers who first realized the Knowledge of 

Brahman and transmitted it through 2 succession of teachers. 

“Thus instmicted by the teacher, the pupils realized that their purpose 
was accomplished; they felt that they were blessed indeed. But they realized 
that no earthly return was adequate for the Knowledge received. ‘Therefore 
they worshipped him with flowers, and touching his feet with their heads, 
said: ‘Thou art truly our father; thou hast today begotten, through Knowl- 
edge, our Brahman body, eternal, undecaying, immortal, and fearless. By 
means of the boat of Knowledge thou hast taken us across the ocean of 
ignorance—characterized by perverse knowledge and filled with the mani- 
fold miseries of birth, old age, disease, and death—to the other shore of 

Liberation, whence one returns no more to samsara. Therefore it is proper 
that we regard thee alone as our real father—nay, more than any other 
father. If the earthly father, who begets the body only, is considered most 
worshipful in the world, what need be said of him who is the giver of 

supreme fearlessness?’ ” (Sankardcharya.) 

Here ends the Sixth Question 

of the Prasna Upanishad. 

Here ends the Prasna Upanishad.



THE PEACE CHANT 

Om. May we, O gods, hear with our ears what is auspicious! May we, 

© worshipful gods, see with our eyes what is good! May we, strong 

in limbs and bedy, sing your praise and enjoy the life allotted to us by 
Prajapati! 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace!



MANDUKYA UPANISHAD 

With the Karika, or Explanatory Notes, 

of Gaudapada





To the Memory of 
V. Subrahmanya Iyer





INTRODUCTION 

THE MANDUKYA UPANISHAD, like the Mundaka and the 
Prasna and several minor Upanishads, forms part of the Atharva-Veda. 
It is the shortest of the major Upanishads, containing only twelve 
verses. Acharya Gaudapada has explained the Upanishad in two hun- 
dred and fifty verses, which are arranged in four chapters and are 
known as the Karika. Sankaracharya has written a highly philosophical 
commentary (bhashya) on both the Upanishadic text and the Karika, 
which has been further elucidated by Anandagiri in his notes (tika). 
The explanatory notes on the text in the present translation are based 
on the interpretations of Sankaracharya and Anandagiri. 

In 1932 the Ramakrishna Agrama of Mysore, India, published my 
translation of the Mandukya Upanishad with Gaudapada’s Karika and 
Sankaracharya’s commentary. The present translation is based on the 
earlier one, but it has been thoroughly revised. The notes have been 
rearranged so as to make the text more understandable for Western 
readers. 

In the preface to the Mysore edition I gratefully acknowledged my 
indebtedness to V. Subrahmanya Iyer of Mysore, who with great 
patience explained the Mandukya Upanishad to several members of 
the Ramakrishna Order, including myself. Unhappily, he no longer 
lives in the physical body. The present translation is dedicated to him 
in loving remembrance. 

V. Subrahmanya Iyer stated in his foreword to the Mysore edition 
that he had been introduced to the study of the Mandukya Upanishad 
by -his beloved guru, Sri Sachchidinanda Sivabhinava Narasimha 
Bharati Swami, the spiritual head of the Sringeri Math in Mysore 
state, one of the four original monasteries established by Sankaracharya, 
where aspirants who had renounced the world in search of truth could 
practise spiritual disciplines and cultivate an understanding of the 
Vedanta philosophy. For a long time the disciple had been distressed 
by the rivalry among the followers of the various religions, resulting 
in bloodshed and other forms of human suffering. He had also been 
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distressed by the quarrels among philosophers, who often emphasized 
their own limited views and thereby clouded people’s understanding 

of the true nature of Reality. Further, he wondered whether Reality— 

which all philosophers seek to understand—could not be reached 

through reason, as in the modem sciences. Lastly, he was eager to 

know the nature of Reality itself. Everyone claimed to have known 

the truth; but V. Subrahmanya Iyer wanted to learn what the criteria 

of truth were. He asked himself whether what philosophers regarded 

as Reality was not mere personal opinion that could not stand the test 

of universal reason. 
The venerable teacher of Sringeri Math explained to him the differ- 

ence between relative or partial truth Gmatam), reached through the 

investigation of partial data—as in theology, the physical sciences, and 

mysticism—and Ultimate Truth (Tattvam), based on the totality of ex- 

perience, which belongs to the domain of philosophy proper Cdaréana). 

Vedanta, he said, especially in its non-dualistic interpretation, discusses 

Reality and establishes it on rational grounds based on experience. ‘Truth 

is free from all disputes and is not in conflict with any religion or school 

of thought, or with the evidence of scripture. The Great Truth is free 

from all contradictions, whereas small truths meet with opposition. Per- 

sonal bliss is no test of Ultimate Truth, as it is of heaven. Nor is Truth 

a private experience, as claimed by the mystics. It is not based even on 

the conclusions of intellectual philosophers, who are often at variance 

with one another. One of the tests of Truth is that it promotes the 

welfare of all beings. 
The teacher urged V. Subrahmanya Iyer to study and assimilate the 

Mandukya Upanishad and Gaudapada’s Kérika; and the disciple 

carried out the guru’s wish, spending half a century in this study. He 
had been trained as a mathematician and taught the subject in the 
University of Mysore. He was equally familiar with Western logic, 
philosophy, and science. As a result he acquired a rich wisdom which 
he untiringly imparted to those who had the privilege of studying with 
him the Mandukya Upanishad and Gaudapada’s Karika. 

The name of Gaudapada is little known in the West. According to 
Hindu tradition he was the teacher of Govindapada, the teacher of 
Sankaracharya. Modern scholars believe that Sankara (which is the 

shortened form of Sankaricharya) was born about 788 A. D. Ananda- 
giri says in his commentary on the Karika CIV. 1.) that Gaudapada 
practised austerities and meditation, the indispensable disciplines of
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all genuine Hindu philosophers, in the Badarik&érama in the interior 
of the Himalayas. As a result the wisdom of Advaita Vedanta was 
revealed to him by the Deity, who is worshipped there as God-Man, 
Nara-Narayana. 

Gandapada is the first Vedantic philosopher known to Indian history 
in the post-Upanishadic period. If one accepts the current speculations 
about when he lived, one must be willing to grant that he was born 
after such well-known Buddhist philosophers as Agvaghosha, Nagarjuna, 
Asanga, and Vasubandhu. Some of his arguments do, indeed, resemble 
those of the Buddhist vijnadnavadis, or idealists. Like them, he refuted 
the reality of external objects by asserting that all such objects are mere 
states of mind. From this resemblance and also from certain passages 
of the Karika, some of the philosophers of both India and the West 
have come to the conclusion that Gaudapada was himself a Buddhist 
or had incorporated the Buddhist doctrines in his interpretation of the 
Mandukya Upanishad. But he himself has stated in the Karika CIV. 
99.) that his philosophy is different from the teachings of Buddha. 
Indeed, his whole purpose was to demonstrate the ultimate reality of the 
birthless and non-dual Atman, a concept which is quite foreign to 
Buddhism. I have discussed this point at length in the preface to the 
Mysore edition of the Mandukya Uypanishad in criticizing the estimate 
of Gaudapada by S. N. Dasgupta in his scholarly work A History of 
Indian Philosophy. In the same preface I have also given my opinion 
of the remarks of S. Radhakrishnan on the subject in his Indian Philoso- 
phy, where he tries to show that Gaudapada’s philosophy is different 
from that of Sankara and Badar&yana. 

The Mandukya Upanishad and the Karika have been described by 
Sankaracharya, in his introduction, as containing “the epitome of the 
substance of the import of Vedanta”—V edantartha-siira-sangrahabhutam. 
In the Hindu philosophical tradition Vedanta means the essence of 
the Vedas, as described in the Upanishads, the Brahma Sutras, and the 

Bhagavad Gita. It includes three main systems of Indian philosophical 
thought, namely, dualism, as taught by Madhvacharya, qualified non- 
dualism, as taught by Ramanujacharya, and absolute non-dualism, whose 
chief proponents are Gaudapada and Sankaracharya. The philosophy 
of non-dualism, embodying the conclusions of Vedanta, seems to have 
influenced to a greater or lesser degree all the philosophies and religions 
of India. It is the unique contribution of the Hindus to the philosophical 
thinking of the world.
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Unlike the other Upanishads, the Mandukya Upanishad does not 
relate any anecdote or imaginary dialogue to illustrate its teachings. It 
is also silent about rituals or concrete forms of worship, since they are 
irrelevant to the metaphysical discussion of Reality. It plunges at once 
into a discussion of Brahman and Atman, the inmost essence of the 
universe and of man, and proclaims that they are non-different. 

The Karik@, so far as is known at the present time, is the first sys- 
tematic treatment of Advaita or Non-dualistic Vedanta. In it Gaud- 
apada has established non-dualism on a philosophical basis. He deals 
with the subject matter purely on rational grounds (upapatti) inde- 
pendent of scriptural revelation. Devoid of religious, mystical, or 
scholastic elements, the Karika deals exclusively with philosophy. The 
one theme running through the Karika is the reality of the non-dual 
and birthless Arman. Sankaracharya, who has commented only on the 
major Upanishads, the Brahma Sutras, and the Bhagavad Gita, thought 
it necessary to write a commentary on the Kariké, which fact proves 
its importance in Vedantic literature. The profundity of the Karika 
easily gives it the status of an Upanishad. 

The Upanishads mention various disciplines which pupils should 
practise before they take up the study of Vedanta. In the Western world 
a student of philosophy is expected to cultivate truthfulness about facts 
and intellectual integrity, his aim being to acquire knowledge. But the 
goal of a student of Indian philosophy is not only to know Reality but 
to realize it and mould his life according to Reality. Intellectual knowl- 
edge is mediate and indirect and cannot altogether free the mind from 
its attachment to illusory objects, which are directly apprehended. Only 
an. immediate and direct knowledge of Reality can destroy a man’s 
belief in the reality of impermanent phenomena. Therefore rigorous 
disciplines are indispensable for the actual experience of Reality. The 
Upanishads ask the pupil to practise various disciplines, such as austerity 
(tapas), continence (brahmacharya)), truthfulness (satyam), and rever- 

ence (Sraddha). Vedanta lays down four general disciplines. These are 
discrimination between the Real and the unreal, renunciation of the 

unreal, a group of six virtues (calmness of mind, control of the senses, 
self-settledness, forbearance, concentration, and faith), and lastly, an 
irrepressible longing for the Knowledge of Reality. Non-attachment is 
the foremost virtue demanded of the student of the K4arika—non- 
attachment not only to material objects, fame, and the desire for power, 
but to all the preconceptions and prejudices that often distort the vision
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even of astute investigators. It is much easier to be non-attached to 
one’s body or to the physical world than to be so to one’s own favourite 
theories or ideas. ‘The discipline for the attainment of the Knowledge 
of Non-duality is named by Gaudapada asparéa-yoga, which means “the 
yoga that is not related to any object” (because after proper investiga- 
tion objects are found to possess no reality of their own). This philoso- 
phical discipline requires that the student should sever all relationships 
with entities other than the non-dual Atman. According to Gaudapada 
it is only through ignorance that one admits the reality of the 
phenomenal world, including one’s own individuality. 

The philosophical method followed in the K4rika to arrive at Reality 
is mentioned in all the major Upanishads. It is known as the analysis 
of the three states Cavasthatraya) covering the totality of man’s experi- 
ence. These are the states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. Modem 
philosophers depend upon experience in order to arrive at true knowl- 
edge. They resent the influence of scriptural or supermatural authority. 
Truth must be based upon facts verifiable by logic. The philosophers of 
naturalism, empiricism, and logical positivism in the West uphold this 
position. Gaudapada accepts their point of view but says that the 
analysis of partial experience gives only a partial truth, whereas total 
truth demands the investigation of the totality of experience. The 
physical sciences, psychology, and religion confine their inquiry to the 
data provided by the waking state, that is to say, to the physical world 
perceived by the sense-organs. Freud and some other psychologists 
analyse dreams, not in order to arrive at philosophical truth but merely 
for the limited purpose of determining the nature of a man’s inhibited 
tendencies. The study of the phenomenon of deep sleep has not’ been 
undertaken at all by Western thinkers, who generally describe it as 
total unconsciousness and therefore hold it to be meaningless. 

As we have seen, the data of waking experience form the sole basis 
of the interpretation of life and the universe advanced by the physical 
sciences. If reality is exhausted by the tangible universe, there is no 
need to consider other forms of experience; materialistic philosophy 
should be complete and adequate. There will be no end of systems of 
philosophy based on the data of the waking state alone. On the other 
hand, the analysis of the dream state—when the physical body and 
organs are inactive and when an internal world is revealed, with its 
subject, object, and instruments of knowledge—provides the data of 
idealistic philosophy, or more correctly, subjective idealism. The study
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of deep sleep—when the knowledge of particulars is covered, as it were, 

by a veil and the sleeping person experiences both happiness and an 

absence of knowledge—may lead to a kind of spurious mysticism. (A 

man’s statement, after waking from deep sleep, that he slept happily 

and did not know anything at that time, bears witness to a universal 

experience. In deep sleep a thief forgets that he is a thief; a murderer, 

that he is a murderer; a scholar, that he is a scholar; a saint, that he 

is a saint.) Vedanta, in a unique fashion, co-ordinates the experiences 

of the three states and arrives at the unique conclusicn that there 

exists an unconditioned Pure Consciousness, which transcends the 

limitations of the three states, which is immutable and unaffected by 

time, space, and causality, and which, from its own standpoint, is with- 

out content. In deep meditation or in the contemplation of art, when 

the ego is transcended, one has a glimpse of this unitive knowledge. 

Real consciousness is without a break; otherwise another consciousness 

must be assumed to be aware of the interruption in consciousness. Ac- 
cording to Advaita Vedanta, Pure Consciousness, or Turiya, is the 
same as the non-dual, birthless Atman, or Brahman. It is Ultimate 

Reality—ancreated and free from causality. It does not produce any 
effect nor is it produced from a cause. It alone exists. One who sees 
creation or evolution and the multiplicity that follows upon it, is subject 
to a metaphysical ignorance, called maya or avidya. From the standpoint 
of Turiya, maya is non-existent. To the illumined person everything is 
the non-dual Atman—even what an “ignorant” person sees as the 
universe of multiplicity. What the deluded see as water, in a mirage, 

is nothing but the desert. The desert never produces or contains water. 
Turiya, or Pure Consciousness, is the true nature of man. It is called 

the mind when associated with the false ideas of causality and the sub- 
ject-object relationship. It appears as the physical world when viewed 

through the sense-organs. If one is free from the notion of causality, 
one finds the mind and the universe to be nothing but Turiya. 

Religion, mysticism, theology, art, science, and psychology give 
partial truths. Such truths Gaudapada does not altogether reject. They 
are, to him, stages in the evolution of philosophical thinking, which 
culminates in the experience of Ultimate Reality. Sarvam khalvidam 
Brakma—‘“All that exists is Brahman.” CChh. Up. ITIL. xiv. 1.) There- 

fore Turiya fulfils the conditions of Reality laid down by Gaudapada, 
namely, absence of disputes and conflicts, and promotion of the welfare 

of all beings rather than mere personal satisfaction.
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Gaudapada’s Kariké is divided into four chapters: Agama (scripture), 
Vaitathya (the illusoriness of sense-experiences), Advaita (Non-duality), 
and Alataganti (the quenching of the firebrand). The first chapter is 

based on the Vedic revelation. Vedanta admits three criteria of truth: 
scriptural revelation, reflection, and experience. Scripture describes 
Ultimate Reality as revealed to the seers, whose minds were purified and 
made one-pointed by the practice of self-control and concentration. By 
means of reflection the pupil tests the validity of what he learns from 
scripture through a qualified teacher. Through contemplation Reality 
becomes evident, “like a fruit in the palm of one’s hand.” Experience 
gives the final stamp of validity. Scripture proposes, but reason and 
experience dispose. All these three act as mutual checks on one another. 
When scriptural evidence, reflection, and personal experience point to 
the same conclusion, one can be sure of having arrived at Truth, which 
may be further corroborated by the tests mentioned before, namely, 
it must be free from disputes and conflicts and must promote the welfare 
of all beings. 

It is a favourite method of both Gaudapada and Sankaracharya to 
quote the Vedas while engaged in discussion with those who accept 
the authority of the scriptures, but to follow the method of reason while 
arguing with those who do not. The second, third, and fourth chapters 
of the Karik& prove by means of reason the reality of Turiya, which 
has been established in the first chapter on scriptural authority alone. 

The first chapter discusses Turiya by means of the Vedic symbol 
Aum. The restless mind cannot think of the transcendental Reality 
without the help of a concrete symbol. Thinking is possible only through 
symbols. The student is asked to imagine four parts in Brahman, or 
Cosmic Reality. They are called four quarters. The first three—gzoss, 
subtle, and causal—constitute the phenomenal world. The fourth, so 
called only in relation to the three just mentioned, is transcendental, 
being beyond time, space, and causality. It is Turiya, or the uncondi- 
tioned Brahman. Brahman and Atman are identical. The gross aspect 
of Brahman has its counterpart in the waking state (Visva) of Atman, 
when the external world is perceived by means of the sense-organs; the 
subtle aspect, in the dream state (Taijasa), when the internal world, 

created by waking experiences, is perceived; and the causal aspect, in 
deep sleep (Prajna), characterized by bliss and the cessation of mental 
activity. The transcendental aspect of Atman, or Pure Consciousness, 
which is Its true nature, is the same as Turiya. Like Brahman, Aum
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also has four parts, called letters. The first three are A, U, and M, 

corresponding to the first three quarters of Brahman and Atman. In 

addition to these there is an undifferentiated sound of Aum, which 

comes after the first three letters are pronounced. Devoid of all char- 

acteristics, it is not any particular sound, but the substratum of all 

sounds. It is the same as the unconditioned Brahman, or Turiya. Thus 

through meditation on Aum one can realize Brahman both in Its cosmic 

and in Its acosmic aspect. 
The second chapter deals with perception. It is shown that the cbjects 

perceived in the waking and dream states have the same status. From 
the standpoint of Reality the experiences of both states are unreal, 

though differences are admitted from the relative point of view. They 

are imagined in Atman, like an illusory snake imagined in a rope. The 
cause of this imagination is may, or cosmic ignorance, which projects 
duality or relativity. Just as when the true nature of the rope is deter- 
mined, the unreal notion of the snake disappears, so when the true 

nature of Atman is determined, the unreal notion of the universe 

of duality disappears. 
Vedanta divides phenomena into two categories: subject and object. 

The subject is the perceiver, cognizer, or knower; the object is what is 
perceived, cognized, or known. The object, by its very nature, has a 
beginning and an end; it is mutable and therefore unreal according to 
the Vedantic definition of Reality. The subject is unchanging and with- 
out beginning or end; hence it is real. From the relative standpoint the 

eye is the perceiver of the changing phenomena of the outer world, the 
mind is the perceiver of the changing conditions of the organ of vision, 
and Consciousness is the perceiver of the changing states of the mind. 
There cannot be a perceiver of Consciousness; for if any other perceiver 
is postulated, it cannot be anything but Consciousness. Therefore Con- 
sciousness, immutable and non-dual, is the ultimate perceiver or sub- 

ject. Even in deep sleep, Consciousness is not totally absent; it remains 
as the witness of the non-activity of the mind. The mind, which creates 
differentiation, is not active in deep sleep. Therefore those who identify 
Consciousness with the states of the mind speak of its non-existence in 
deep sleep. The mind uses the brain for perception. When the brain 
is injured or when it stops functioning, Consciousness itself is not 

affected; one is simply not aware of particular objects. The consciousness 

of the real Seer is never absent. Throughout the second chapter 
Gaudapida contends that all objects, whether of the waking or of the
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dream state, are unreal for the simple reason that they are perceived 
Cdrisvatvat). Modern science, too, speaks of the illusoriness of per- 
ceived phenomena. 

Various theories of creation are discussed in the second chapter, and 
all are dismissed as being the result of maya and therefore ultimately 
unreal. For the illumined soul who has realized the non-dual Turiya, 
“there is neither dissolution nor creation, none in bondage and none 
practising disciplines. There is none seeking Liberation and none 
liberated.” CII. 32.) The non-duality of Atman is the only reality, and 
the wise should concentrate their minds on that non-duality alone. 

The third chapter deals with the non-duality of Atman. Turiya is 
compared to the infinite aka%a (space), and the jiva, or individual soul, 
to the same akaéa enclosed in a pot. The ak&éa inside the pot is neither 
a part nor an effect of the unconditioned akaéa, but it is non-different 
from it. The difference between them is caused by the material form, 
which, in the jiva, is the aggregate of the body Cincluding the sense- 
organs, mind, ego, etc.), creating the idea of individuality. This aggre- 
gate is the result of maya. In the realm of m&y4 the multiplicity of the 
jivas is admitted; but from the standpoint of Atman this multiplicity 
has no significance. The Vedanta philosophy establishes the non-differ- 
ence of the jiva and Turiya. Wherever scripture speaks of creation or 
of multiplicity its purpose is to clarify the understanding of the ignorant, 
who are victims of maya, so that they may ultimately realize this non- 
difference. The various illustrations by which creation is explained have 
the same purpose and are meant for inferior and mediocre students, still 
attached to the duties and obligations of phenomenal life. But in reality 
the non-dual Turiya never undergoes any manifestation, evolution, 
or change. If anyone sees manifestation or diversity he is a victim of 
ignorance. If Reality were subject to any kind of change it would 
not be real. 

The last part of the third chapter deals with various philosophical 
disciplines for the realization of Non-duality, but warns the student 
not to identify the non-activity experienced in deep sleep, or created 
by artificial means, with the genuine peace that comes from the true 
understanding of ‘Turiya. 

The fourth chapter begins with the problem of causality and deals 
with the subject from various standpoints. Gaudapada discusses the 
views both of those who believe in the production of the effect from 
an existing cause and of those who believe in the production of the
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effect from a non-existing cause, and shows that neither of these 

positions can be supported by reason. The entire phenomenal universe 

is an illusion conjured up by may, and ail the entities perceived within 

it are unreal. Therefore, from the standpoint of Reality, there are no 

such categories as the perceiver and the perceived. Consciousness re- 

mains ever unrelated to objects or to the ideas created by them. The 

unreality of the manifold, based upon the subject-object relationship, is 
explained by means of the illustration of a dream. The categories 
of subject and object, and cause and effect, it is pointed out, are only 
states of the mind under the spell of ignorance. To the illumined, free 
from the illusory notion of causality, these states are nothing but the 
mind, or Pure Consciousness. Pure Consciousness remains what it is, 
even though the unillumined associate its movements with creation, 

preservation, and destruction. This is brought out by the illustration of 
the fire-brand. The end of a stick being lighted, when the stick is 
moved swiftly, one sees a circle or a square or a triangle, depending upon 
the nature of the movement. When the movement stops, one again sees 
the point of fire at the end of the stick. Even when the stick moves, 
what really exists is the point of fire at the end of the stick. Likewise, 

when the mind moves, one sees such ideas as subject and object, cause 

and effect. When the mind becomes tranquil it is realized as Pure 

Consciousness. Even in what is imagined as the subject and the object 

the wise see only Pure Consciousness, or Turiya. When the mind, free 

from ignorance, ceases to project ideas, it reveals its true nature, or 
Pure Consciousness. This mind itself is the non-dual Atman, or 

Ultimate Reality, which is imagined by perverted logicians to be either 

existent or non-existent, or both existent and non‘existent, or totally 

non-existent. But in reality Atman is free from all illusions. Gaudapada 

describes it thus: “No jiva ever comes into existence. There exists no 
cause that can produce it. The supreme truth is that nothing ever 

is born.” CIV. 71.) 
Students of the Mandukya Upanishad and the Karika will find in 

them discussions of such major problems of philosophy as the nature 

of the external and internal worlds, the nature of Consciousness, and 

the meaning of causality. There remains little more for philosophy to 

discuss. They establish the non-dual, immortal, and spiritual nature 

of man. Their method is the rational investigation of the totality of 
human experience. This rational method is the unique feature of the
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Upanishads and of Non-dualistic Vedanta as explained by Gaudapada 
and Sankaracharya. 

The true import and the philosophical position of Non-dualistic 
Vedanta are hardly known in the Western world. Not only Western 
scholars, but many of their Indian followers, characterize it by such 

names as idealism, illusionism, and pantheism. Non-dualists, to be sure, 

admit the appropriateness of these positions in the evolution of philo- 
sophical thinking, especially when one tries to define Reality with the 
help of the data of empirical experience (the waking state) alone. But 
from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality itself, Vedanta is not idealism; 
for it does not accept, in the traditional Platonic fashion, the duality 
of illusory external objects and real ideas. Nor does Vedanta teach, like 
the Buddhist idealists, the reality of ideas alone, possessing the char- 
acteristics of momentariness, birth, death, and misery. Vedanta is 

certainly not pantheism; for it does not recognize a God, independent 
of Atman, who has become the universe. It repudiates causality from 
the highest standpoint, that is to say, in the realm of Being—whatever 
may be its validity in the realm of becoming—and thus repudiates the 
process of becoming. Gaudapada denies the manifestation, evolution, or 
becoming of the non-dual Atman. Though he accepts the theory 
of maya, or cosmic ignorance, as a good explanation of the universe from 
the relative standpoint, he denies the reality of maya from the stand- 
point of Atman. (I. 17-18; II. 6, 32.) Like the naturalists, he accepts 
the idea that Reality can be known only by investigation into experi- 
ence; but he does not, like them, limit experience to the tangible world 

alone. 
As with all true philosophers, Gaudapada starts with the perceptual 

world and pursues his inquiry into it. If the word real be confined to 
percepts alone, then Gaudapada is not a realist. If the word ideal be 
confined to what is known within, independent of the senses, then 
he is not an idealist. But he admits that the concepts ideal and real 
are of value as steps leading to Ultimate Reality, which is beyond both 
idealism and realism, and religious experience as well, all of which refer 
to the world of duality. To him the external world of the sciences and 
the internal world of so-called mysticism are equally unreal from the 
standpoint of the highest Truth. But he does not, like certain of the 
Buddhist nihilists, teach that Ultimate Reality is a void or total negation. 
According to him, Ultimate Reality is free from all attributes, including 
the attribute of non-being. He denies the category of relationship in
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Ultimate Reality CII. 39.3, and he does not accept personal satisfaction 

as a test of it. 
In the opinion of Gaudapada, the jiva, known as the phenomenal 

being, is itself Ultimate Reality, the non-dual and unborn Atman. “No 
jiva ever comes into existence. There exists no cause that can produce 
it. The supreme truth is that nothing ever is born.” CIII. 48.) The 
jivas are all peace from the very beginning. It is not that they were 
perfect before manifestation and have become imperfect after being 
individualized in the realm of phenomena and in the end will again 
realize their perfect and unconditioned nature. This view, held by 
various religions, is criticized as the product of narrow intellects. (III. 1.) 
True understanding of Reality reveals that the jivas are not really born 
though they appear to be manifested everywhere. CII. 2.) 

Gaudapada presents Non-dualistic Vedanta as the perennial philoso- 
phy for humanity. Apart from its merit in the realm of philosophic 
thinking, its value in influencing men’s everyday actions and thoughts 
is incalculable. It has been said that Gaudapada dismisses the whole 
changing universe as a mere mirage. S. Radhakrishnan gives such an 
estimate of the Kdrika in his Indian Philosophy.1 In the course of his 
criticism he writes: “If we have to play the game of life, we cannot do 
so with the conviction that the play is a show and all the prizes in it 

mere blanks. No philosophy can consistently hold such a view and be 
at rest with itself. The greatest condemnation of such a theory is that 

we are obliged to occupy ourselves with objects, the existence and value 

of which we are continually denying in theory. The fact of the world 
may be mysterious and inexplicable. It only shows that there is some- 

thing else which includes and transcends the world; but it does not 
imply that the world is a dream.” 

Careful readers of the Karika will realize that this criticism is un- 

merited. Gaudapada does not deny the world and the individuality of 

living beings. He simply reinterprets them from the standpoint of the 
non-dual Brahman. He afhrms the reality of all things, even the most 
trifling, from the standpoint of eternity. He sees in everything the non- 

dual Brahman alone. Even what believers in causality call creation or 

evolution, Gaudapada designates as the spontaneous manifestation of 

the true nature of Brahman. It does not create or become the world 

out of any particular desire. The creation “is the very nature of the 

+ Volume I, pp. 452-465.
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effulgent Being. What desire is possible for Him who is the fulfilment 
of all desires?” CI. 9.) 

It further appears that Gaudapada encourages seekers of Truth to 
investigate into the nature of external objects with a view to realizing 
in the end that the Knowledge of Ultimate Reality cannot be obtained 
through such investigation. One cannot give up the study of phenom- 
enal objects so long as they appear to be real; but if this study is pursued 
according to the Vedantic method, it finally reveals the unreality 
of phenomena. 

The theory of maya is accepted by Gaudapada as the best explanation 
of creation for those who cannot rid themselves of the notion of causality. 
But even this theory is only a provisional statement on the part of 
Vedanta in order to explain the relationship between the relative and 
the Absolute. CGaudapada denies a relationship of any sort in the 

Absolute, and therefore, from the standpoint of the highest Truth, 
denies maya also.) Through the theory of may4, Vedanta ultimately 
establishes the sole reality of the non-dual Brahman. The snake which 
a man sees, through ignorance, in the rope is no doubt maya, but he 
who knows the truth sees the rope even in what others call the snake. 
The universe is Brahman. The illumined person sees in all activity 
nothing but Brahman. An interpretation of the world in the light of the 
reality of the non-dual Brahman is sure to remove distress, discontent, 
and frustration. ‘Through the Knowledge of the non-dual Reality one 
is freed from the false fear and equally false expectation that constantly 
plague the life of the ignorant. 

Vedanta does not teach man to run away from the world. The world, 
as Brahman, is real. There cannot be any question of its acceptance or 
rejection. One must regard it as the immutable Brahman and perform 
one’s work. Then one’s every action, word, and thought will be suffused 
with love and charity. A knower of the non-dual and birthless Brahman 
lives, works, and dies under the spell of Immortality. The consciousness 
of Non-duality imparts a unique warmth, joy, and richness to even the 
humdrum events of daily life. 

Men of modern times, tired of the incessant strife and conflict arising 
from greed for acquisition and lust for power, are dreaming of One 
World in which the interest and happiness of one man will not clash 
with those of another. Non-dualism provides a philosophical basis for 
such a world and an unshakable foundation for freedom, democracy, 

and human rights.
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In one who has realized Brahman, such cardinal ethical virtues as 

humility, control of the senses, and restraint of the mind are natural 

and spontaneous, and not cultivated artificially or imposed by the 

authority of scripture or society. Having realized the unreality of sense- 

objects, he cannot pursue them. He who sees himself in all, and all in 

himself, cannot be ego-centric. Realizing identity with Brahman, which 
is all peace, he spontaneously attains peace. The basis of the golden 
tule, in both its affirmative and its negative formulation, is the non- 
duality of Atman and the oneness of existence. 

Dissension, hatred, and fanaticism often besmirch the fair name of the 

religions, which are supposed to teach love, compassion, charity, and 

friendship. This seems to be inevitable as long as they accept the Per- 

sonal God as Ultimate Reality. Ideas of such a God are different in 
different religions, and they must necessarily clash. Non-dualism does 
not deny the reality of the Personal God in the phenomenal world. 

Like other objects, He too is an idea, having the non-dual Brahman as 

its substratum. How can the rational mind say that one idea is intrin- 
sically different from another? Krishna, Buddha, and Christ are but 
waves on the infinite ocean of Existence: I am. They all contain the 

same stuff as their inner core. A Vediantist sees all ideas as being non- 
different from Brahman. 

Both the Mandukya Upanishad and the Karik@ are precious gems 

in the philosophical tradition of India. It is hoped that their study will 

open up new vistas of thought to Western inquirers and help them 

appreciate the great heights reached by such little known Indian 
philosophers as Gaudapada and Sankaracharya in their investigation 
of Reality. 

5S. N.



VEDIC INVOCATION 

Om. May we, O gods, hear with our ears what is auspicious! May we, 

O worshipful gods, see with our eyes what is good! May we, strong in 

limbs and body, sing your praise and enjoy the life allotted to us by 

Prajapati! 

Om. Peace! Peace! Peace!



épt SANKARACHARYA’S INVOCATION 

I BOW TO BRAHMAN, which experiences [during the waking state] 

gross objects by covering the universe with the tendrillike rays of lis 

consciousness, enfolding all movable and immovable entities; which, 

further, experiences during the dream state the objects produced by 

the mind due to desires; and which, again, in deep sleep, absorbs the 

various particulars and enjoys bliss, and makes us also experience, 

through maya, the same bliss—~I bow to the supreme, immortal, and 

birthless Brahman, designated, in terms of maya, as Turiya, the Fourth- 

Brahman, through maya, appears as the jiva, which experiences the 

three states during its phenomenal existence. During the waking state it 

experiences gross objects, which are determined by its past actions, righteous 

and unrighteous. During the dream state it enjoys subtle objects, which 

are mental in nature and produced from the impressions of its waking 

experiences. In deep sleep the senses and the mind do not function. The 

jiva then experiences the causal state, in which all impressions lie dormant. 

When the jiva, free from maya, is detached from the three states, it is 

known as Turiya. All these three states are imagined, through mfya, in the 

non-dual Brahman, which is the only Reality. It is Brahman alone that, 

as the jiva, experiences all relative states. 

May that Turiya, which, as the World Soul, experiences in the 

waking state gross objects, good and evil; which, again, experiences 
in the dream state other and subtle objects produced by Its own mind 
and illumined by Its own light; and which, lastly, in dreamless sleep 
withdraws all objects and remains devoid of distinctions—may that 
attributeless Turiya protect us! 

Worzp Sout: When Brahman identifies Itself, through maya, with the 
totality of gross bodies, or the gross universe, It is known as Virat, or the 

World Soul. 
Exrerrenctrs: Through maya. 
OxjEctTs, Goop AND svt: They are the result of ignorance and attach- 

ment. 
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Dream srate: Brahman identified with the totality of minds, or the 

subtle universe, is known as Hiranyagarbha. 
ILLUMINED ETC: While asleep, 2 man is debarred from the light of the 

sun, moon, or fire. His dream experiences are illumined by the inner light 

of Atman. (See Br. Up. IV. iii. 6.) 

DreaMuess sLexp: Brahman identified with the totality of causal bodies, 
or the causal universe, is known as Jévara. 

ALL osyects: Both gross and subtle. 
Prorecr us: That is to say, both the preceptor and the pupil, by the 

bestowal of Knowledge, which leads to liberation from the bondage of 

ignorance. Liberation is of the nature of Pure Consciousness.



SRI SANKARACHARYA’S INTRODUCTION 

TO THE MANDUKYA UPANISHAD 

THE MANDUKYA UPANISHAD begins with the statement: “Aum, 

the word, is all this.” This treatise, consisting of four chapters, is the 

epitome of the substance” of the import of Vedaénta.? Therefore it is 

not necessary to make separate mention of the subject matter, its rela- 

tionship to the book, and the goal to be attained. For what constitutes 

the subject matter, the relationship, and the goal in Vedanta should 

also apply in this case. Nevertheless, in the opinion of the conmmenta- 

tors, anyone desiring to explain a prakarana treatise should briefly deal 

with these.* 

The treatise, namely, the Mandukya Upanishad, has a relationship 

with the subject matter it discusses, in that it reveals the means that 
lead to the attainment of an end, that is to say, Self-Knowledge. There- 

fore it fulfils, though indirectly, the conditions of a Vedantic treatise 

iLe. the Mdndukya Upanishad with the Karika by Gaudapada, in four 
chapters. The Upanishad, together with the Kdrikd, presents fully the 
philosophy of Non-dualistic Vedanta. 

? Le. the oneness of jiva and Brahman. 
3 According to the Vedanta philosophy, a qualified pupil should approach 

a competent teacher, discuss the meaning of “That,” or Brahman, and “thou,” 
or the jiva, and discover their identity by eliminating the apparent con- 
tradictions. 

* There are two kinds of philosophical books: Sastra and prakarana. A Sastra 
deals with a variety of topics and employs subtle logic to prove its thesis; but 
a prakarana is a short treatise confining itself to some essential topics of a 
Sstra. In order to stimulate the interest of the student, it discusses the subject 
matter, the precise relationship of the book to the subject matter, and the 
purpose served by its study. A fourth point, namely, the qualifications of a 
competent pupil, is also discussed. These are the four indispensable factors 
dealt with in all Vedantic treatises. Sankaracharya describes the Mandukya 
Upanishad and the KGriké as a prakarana treatise and states that they fulfil 
all the conditions of such a work. 
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by pointing out the specific relationship, the subject matter, and the 
end to be attained. 

What, then, is the end in view? It is thus explained: As a man 
stricken with disease regains his normal health when the disease is 
removed,® so Atman, identifying ltself with misery," recovers Its normal 
state® when the duality manifesting itself as the phenomenal universe 
is destroyed.® This realization of Now-duality is the end to be achieved. 
The manifoldness of duality is produced by avidya; it is destroyed by 
Vidya (the Knowledge of Brahman). Therefore this treatise is begun 
for the purpose of revealing the Knowledge of Brahman. This meaning 
is further established by such Sruti quotations as: “When there is 
duality, as it were...” (Br. Up. ID. iv. 14);2° “When there exists, as it 
were, another, then one can see another... one can know another” 

(Br. Up. IV. iii. 31); “But when everything [i.e. the phenomenal mani- 

fold] has become Atman,™ what can one see and by what means will 

> The goal to be attained through the study of the Mdndukya Upanishad is 
Moksha, or Liberation. The means for its attainment is the practice of the 
Knowledge of the identity of Brahman and Atman. This Knowledge cannot 
be acquired directly through the study of scripture; yet scripture helps-in- 
directly in this respect by demonstrating the unreality of the phenomenal 
universe and indicating the reality of Brahman. Thus scripture, too, indirectly 
helps in the realization of Brahman. 

© During the state of illness the sick man believes that he has lost his health. 
But in reality his natural health is still there, though obscured by the illness. 

7 Misery is the result of the egoism, avarice, etc. experienced in the phe- 
nomenal world, which is produced by avidya. Avidya, or ignorance, is not 
ultimately real. Therefore misery is not the true nature of Atman. 

8 That is to say, perfection, which is the very nature of Atman. 
®°It may be asked: Is the Knowledge of Brahman an effect which was 

previously non-existent but has been produced by certain means, or does 
it always exist? In the former case the Knowledge of Brahman would be 
non-eternal, like any other effect, such as life in heaven, which is attained 
through certain religious disciplines. An effect, produced by a cause, can never 
be permanent. If, on the other hand, this Knowledge always exists, then it is 
futile to pursue it. The reply is as follows: Self-Knowledge is eternally existent. 
But it appears to be non-existent on account of man’s identification with the 
body, the mind, and other factors of the dualistic universe. This is all the result 
of avidya. Under the influence of this false identification a man regards himself 
as miserable and seeks happiness. Then, instructed by a compassionate pre- 
ceptor, he practises the Knowledge of Non-duality, which destroys the illusion 
of duality. When the obstructions created by duality are removed, he recovers 
Supreme Bliss, which is the very nature of Atman. 

10 The phrase “as it were” suggests that duality is not real, but only ap- 
arent. 
“ The illumined person sees Atman alone in all things, whereas to the 
ignorant they appear as the manifold with diverse characteristics.
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one see it... what can one know and by what means will one know 

it?” (Br. Up. IV. v. 15.) 
The first chapter, with its emphasis on the Vedic text," devotes 

itself to determining the meaning of Aum, through which one can 
comprehend the essence of Atman. The second chapter seeks to estab- 
lish, through reason, the wnreality of duality, by whose destruction the 
Knowledge of Non-duality becomes evident, just as the true nature of 
a rope becomes evident when such phantasms as a snake or a stick, 
falsely superimposed upon it, are destroyed. The purpose of the third 
chapter is to demonstrate, through reason, the truth about Non-duality, 
lest it should be contended that Non-duality, too, becomes unreal when 
duality is destroyed.* And lasily, the fourth chapter aims at the refuta- 
tion of other schools of thought, antagonistic to the Vedas and opposed 
to the Knowledge of the non-dual Reality, by pointing out their un- 
tenability on account of the mutual contradictions involved in those 

systems? 

12 The first chapter, known as the Agama Prakarana, consists mainly of the 
text of the Upanishad. In the subsequent chapters the non-dual Atman is es- 
tablished through reason, scripture playing a secondary part. 

28 Duality is demonstrated, through reason, to be unreal. When duality 
disappears there arises spontaneously the Knowledge of Non-duality. 

14There may arise a doubt regarding the very existence of the non-dual 
Reality after duality has been removed. Certain Buddhist nihilists refute 
duality and conclude that Ultimate Reality is a void. The author of the 
Kariké seeks to establish that the reality of the non-dual Atman, or Pure 
Consciousness, can never be denied. . 
It is a favourite method of both Gaudapida and Sankaracharya to 

demonstrate the falsity of opposing doctrines by pointing out their mutual 
contradictions.



CHAPTER I 

AGAMA PRAKARANA 

(The Chapter based on Vedic Testimony) 

HARIH AUM! Aum, the word, is all this fi.e. the whole universe]. 

A clear explanation of it is as follows: All that is past, present, and 
future is, indeed, Aum. And whatever else there is, beyond the three- 

fold division of time—that also is truly Aum. 

Hanma: An epithet of the Godhead. The invocation of the Lord’s name 
at the beginning of any undertaking is considered auspicious. 

Aum: The same as Om. The word consists of three letters: A, U, and M. 

Att vais: Diversified objects, designated by names, constitute the 
universe, The objects are not different from their respective names. That 
an object is non-different from its name is understood from the standpoint 
of idealism, which explains all phenomena, external and internal, as being 
only forms of thought. The mames, again, are not different from sounds. 
Aum contains all sounds. An entity can be known by means of its name; 
the Supreme Brahman is known by means of Aum. Therefore the Supreme 
Brahman is Aum. (See The Upanishads Vol. I, pp. 138-139.) 

Or rr: That is to say, of Aum. By means of Aum one can know the 
Supreme Brahman. Aum is the symbol that most nearly expresses Brahman. 

Bryonp src: Refers to the state of non-manifestation Cavyakrita), which 
is free from the concept of time. The existence of such a state can be inferred 
from the existence of the manifest world. 

Aum is the symbol] of both Brahman and Atman and is also the means 
of realizing their true nature. The present chapter discusses Aum from the 
standpoint of scriptural evidence. The following passages from the Upani- 
shads may be cited: “It is Aum” (Ka. Up. I. ii. 15); “This Aum is the 
best support” CKa. Up. I. ii. 17); “O Satyakama, the syllable Aum is the 
Supreme Brahman and also the other Brahman” (Pr. Up. V. 2); “Meditate 
on Atman as Aum”; “Aum, this word, is Brahman” (Tai. Up. I. viii. 1); 
“All this is, indeed, Brahman” (Ma. Up. ID. 

The ultimate identity of Aum and Brahman is thus explained: The 
phenomenal world consists of ideas or mental states. Ideas depend upon 

223
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words for their expression. The utterance of the word Aum CA,U,M) gives 

the clue to the pronunciation of all words or sounds uttered by human 

beings. The various parts of the vocal organ that are used in the utterance 

of all sounds are also used in the pronunciation of Aum. Therefore Aum 

is the matrix of all sounds, which in their diversified forms give rise to the 

words used in language. The sound A, coming from the throat when the 

mouth opens to utter any word, is the beginning of all sounds. The sound 

AL is the final sound when the lips are closed. And the sound U is the 

rolling forward of the impulse which has been created in the throat and 

which ends with the closing of the lips. Thus when Aum is uttered, all 

the various parts of the vocal organ needed for uttering words are used. 

Therefore Aum is said to include all sounds. The substratum of all sounds 

is Aum, and the substratum of phenomena is Brahman. The sounds 
signifying the phenomena are non-different from the phenomena, since both 
are illusory. When the illusion disappears, there remains only the sub- 

stratum, which is one and admits of no difference. Therefore it is said that 

Brahman is Aum, 

The name and the object signified by the name are one and the 
same. The previous verse explains the identity by emphasizing the 
name, that is to say, Aum. The following verse shows the same identity 
by emphasizing the object signified by the name, that is to say, the 
universe. Its purpose is to help the aspirant realize the Knowledge of 
the oneness of the name and the object signified by it. When this one- 
ness is understood, then, by a single effort, the aspirant can remove 

the illusion of both the name and the object signified by it, and realize 
the aitributeless Brahman, which is other than both. 

II 

All this is, indeed, Brahman. This Atman is Brahman. This same 

Atman has four quarters (padas). 

Aut THis ETc: It has been said in the previous verse that the entire 
universe, covered by the triple conception of time, is Aum, which is the same 

as Brahman, 
Turs Arman Etc: Brahman, the Reality behind the universe, may appear 

to be a vague entity derived by inference. It may very well be a material 

substance. But Atman is perceived directly and immediately. It is a spiritual 
substance. Further, Brahman is infinity; but the self, limited by other 

selves, may be a finite entity. By pointing out the non-duality of Brahman 
and Atman, the Upanishad emphasizes that Ultimate Reality is a directly
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perceived conscious Substance, infinite and omnipresent in nature. That 

Atman is none other than Brahman is indicated by a gestute, that is, by 
pointing to the heart, which is often described in VedAntic literature as the 
seat of Brahman. 

Tuis samz ETc: The four quarters are imagined in Atman to help the 
pupil understand It. 

Four ouarters: These quarters (padas) are as follows: Viéva, or the 
waking state; Taijasa, or the dream state; Prajna, or the state of dreamless 
sleep; and Turiya, or the state of Pure Consciousness, the same as the 

attributeless Brahman. The first three quarters correspond to the three 
matras, or letters, of Aunt, namely, A, U, and M. The fourth quarter 

of Aus, which is known as amatra, or without a letter, has no differentiated 

sound, It is silence and corresponds to the Turiya state of Atman. The 
very idea of sound suggests the idea of soundlessness or silence, from which 

sounds may be said to proceed. Turiya is here figuratively called a quarter. 
In reality it does not denote any part. It is Brahman Itself, which does 
not admit of any differentiation. The knowledge of the fourth quarter is 
tealized by merging in it the previous three. That is to say, the waking 
state is merged in the dream state, the dream state in dreamless sleep, and 

finally, dreamless sleep in Turiya, or Pure Consciousness. 

The four quarters are like the quarters of a coin used as currency, and 
not like the four feet Cpadas) of a cow. A large coin, for instance a silver 
dollar, can be divided into four quarters. But these quarters are not essential 
or intrinsic characteristics of the dollar; they are designed to serve a 
practical purpose. That is not true of the four feet of a cow, which are 
essential parts of it. Atman is partless. Therefore the four quarters mentioned 
in the text are superimposed upon Atman as the quarters are superimposed 
on the coin. Again, the waking state merges in the dream state, the dream 
state in dreamless sleep, and dreamless sleep in Turiya. The three preceding 
states are the means of realizing the fourth, or Turiya. The attainment 
of Turiya is the object of philosophical inquiry. Turiya is not a part 

of Atman. 

The four quarters of Atman are explained. First is described the 
waking state of Atman: 

III 

The first quarter (pada) is called Vaiévanara, whose sphere of activity 
is the waking state, who is conscious of external objects, who has 

seven limbs and nineteen mouths, and who is the experiencer of gross 

objects.
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Frast: He is called the first because through him the subsequent quarters 
are comprehended. 

Spuere erc: In the waking state Atman identifies Itself with the 

experiencer. 

Wuo ts conscious Etc: The self in the waking state is aware of objects 
other than itself. Consciousness appears to be related to outer objects. This 
is due to avidyd, or ignorance. From the standpoint of Reality, Brahman, 
or Atman, is Pure Consciousness. Consciousness is non-dual and nothing 

exists outside it. The duality of ego and non-ego, subject and object, appears 
in the Cosmic Mind due to avidya. Material objects are illusory in nature 
and have no independent existence. 

Seven Luqmes: The word limbs is used here to denote parts of the body. 
The seven limbs are the head, the eyes, the mouth, the breath, the middle 
part of the body, the kidney, and the feet. They have their counterparts 

in the universe, namely, the heavens, the sun, fire, air, a2kaéa, water, and 
earth. (Compare Chh. Up. V. xviii. 2.) 

NINETEEN MoutTHs: Namely, the five organs of perception (hearing, 
touch, sight, taste, and smell), the five organs of action (the organs of 
speech, grasping, locomotion, generation, and excretion), the five pranas (the 
vital breath in its five aspects: prana, apama, vydna, samana, and udana), 

the mind (manas), the intellect Cbuddhi), I-consciousness C(ahamk4ra), and 
the mind-stuff Cchitta}. These are, as it were, the mouths or organs by 

means of which the waking person (Vaiévanara) experiences gross objects. 

Like the seven limbs, these also are superimposed, through avidyd, upon 
Atman. The etymological meaning of the word Vaisvanara is “common to all 
men.” 

Gross opjects: Objects of sound, taste, touch, etc. 

The universe may be regarded from two standpoints: the microcosmic and 
the macrocosmic. The microcosmic (subjective) entity Cadhyadtma) is 
endowed with four quarters, namely, Vaigvanara or Viéva, ‘Taijasa, Prajna, 
and Turiya. Likewise the macrocosmic (objective) universe, comprising 
the spheres of the sun, the moon, the stars, etc., has four quarters. The 

first three are known as Virat (the totality of gross physical bodies), 

Hiranyagarbha Cthe totality of subtle bodies), and Isvara or Avyakrita, the 

Unmanifested (the totality of causal bodies). The attributeless Brahman, 

like Turiya, is the fourth. Jt is transcendental, beyond all causal relations, 
and is the unrelated substratum of all appearances. A parallelism runs 

through the subjective and the objective. The macrocosm is superimposed 
upon Brahman, and the microcosm upon Atman, through avidya. Both are 
illusory appearances. On account of the non-difference between the sub- 

jective and the objective, the limbs of VaiSvanara are described in terms 
of the objective universe. The purpose is to show the illusory nature of the
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entire phenomenal world and establish the non-duality of Atman and 
Brahman. 

The identity of Vaigvanara and Virat indicates the similar identity of 

Taijasa and Hiranyagarbha, and also of Prajna and Iévara. Taijasa is the 
dream self, the experiencer of subtle ideas. Hiranyagarbha is Consciousness 
identified, through may&, with the totality of minds. At the time of deep 

sleep all distinctions between subject and object, and also between objects 
themselves, as experienced in the waking state and the dream state, are 
obliterated. The same thing happens at the time of cosmic dissolution. 

The second quarter, namely, the dream state, is described: 

IV 

The second quarter (pada) is Taijasa, whose sphere of activity is 
the dream state, who is conscious of internal objects, who is endowed 
with seven limbs and nineteen mouths, and who is the experiencer 
of subtle objects. 

Dream state: The impressions of waking experiences are reproduced 

in the form of dream objects. From the empirical standpoint there is a 
causal relationship between the waking state and the dream state. 

Internat: In dreams mental states consisting of the impressions of the 

waking state are experienced. During the dream state the sleeping man is 
aware of the external world and of internal ideas. But when he awakes and 
reviews the dream experiences, he comes to realize that they were nothing 
but the internal activity of the mind. When a man is asleep his sense- 

organs are inactive. Therefore the dream experiences cannot but be mental 

states. 

EnpowEp ETc: The experiencer in the dream state is non-different 
from the experiencer in the waking state. 

SusTLe opyects: In the waking state one’s consciousness is associated 

with gross objects, whereas in the dream state one sees the impressions 
of past experiences. But in reality the experiences of waking and dreaming 
are of the same nature; for in both states the perceiver is aware only of his 
mental states. From the standpoint of dreams, the dream objects are as 

gross and physical as those experienced in the waking state. It is from the 

standpoint of waking alone that one infers that the dream objects are 
subtle, inasmuch as in the dream state no gross object exists for the dreamer. 

The following is adapted from the commentaries of Sankaracharya and 

Anandagiri: 
Waking experience is associated with many factors, such as the subject-
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obiect relationship, the idea of agency, and the idea of instrumentality. In 

the waking state one feels that the objects of perception are external, though 

in reality they are nothing but states of the mind. The external objects 

perceived by the sense-organs have no independent reality. Their reality 

cannot be proved for the simple reason that they become non-existent when 

one inquires into their essential character. These external objects appear 

to be real on account of avidya. We take our mental states to be external 

objects. Again, those who seek the cause of these mental states, which are 

seen as extemal objects, are led into a logical regressus. This causal chain 

Jeads nowhere. It will be shown later that the whole idea of causality 

is unreal. 

The impressions left by waking experiences are perceived as dreams. 

As a picture painted on canvas appears to possess different dimensions, 

though in reality the picture is on a flat surface, so dream experiences, which 

are really states of the mind, appear to be characterized by externality and 

internality. Thus the mind, without any external means and only by means 
of impressions left on it by the waking consciousness, experiences the 
dream state and takes it to be as real as the waking state. All this is due 
to the mind's being under the influence of ignorance, desire, and action. The 
word action here means the impressions or tendencies created in the mind 
by the activities of the waking state. Ignorance gives rise to desire; desire, 

in turn, impels a man to action; and action creates impressions, which 

manifest themselves on future occasions. Compare: “Then [when he falls 
asleep] after having taken away with him [a portion of the] impressions 

from the world during the waking state, [destroying and building up again] 
he experiences dreams by his own light.” (Br. Up. IV. iii. 9.) 

The state of deep sleep is described: 

V 

That is the state of deep sleep wherein one asleep neither desires 
any object nor sees any dream. The third quarter is Prajna, whose 
sphere is deep sleep, in whom all experiences become unified, who is, 

verily, a mass of consciousness, who is full of bliss and experiences 
bliss, and who is the door leading to the knowledge [of dreaming and 
waking]. 

Tuat is Erc: All three states have a common feature, namely, the 
absence of the Knowledge of Reality. But deep sleep differs from waking 
and dreaming in that it is associated neither with gross objects nor with 
subtle impressions, which are the characteristics of the other two. Though 

the same person, ignorant of Reality, experiences the three states, yet the
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experiencer of the waking state perceives gross objects, and the experiencer 
of the dream state perceives dream objects. 

Prajna: That is to say, the knower par excellence. This state is char- 

acterized only by general consciousness. The other two states are associated 
with the knowledge of particulars. 

Uniriep: In deep sleep all the diversified experiences of waking and 
dreaming, which are nothing but the activities of the mind, reach the state 
of non-discrimination, without, however, losing their peculiar characteristics— 

just as the various objects perceived during the day lose their diverse 
appearances when enveloped by the darkness of night. (Adapted from 
Sankaracharya.) ‘This state of non-discrimination is known in empirical 
language as the causal state. A person viewing dreamless sleep from the 
waking state takes it to be the causal state because he finds that the 
experiences of waking and dreaming merge in deep sleep. This unified 
experience of deep sleep is quite different from the unity experienced 
through the Knowledge of Brahman; for in the waking or dream state that 
follows it, one again takes multiplicity to be real. After attaining the 
Knowledge of Brahman one never takes multiplicity to be real. 

Mass oF coNscIousNEss: That is to say, free from the knowledge of 
multiplicity. In deep sleep no specific knowledge is present. As in a dark 
night all cows appear black and cannot be distinguished from one another, 

so in deep sleep all discriminative knowledge disappears. 
Fux oF sxiss: Deep sleep is a state of ease and repose. The friction 

caused by the subject-object relationship is absent. All effort disappears. 
Hence a person in deep sleep experiences bliss, in the sense that one who is 
free from effort is said to be happy. This bliss is quite different from that of 

Brahman. 
‘ Door ere: The unified consciousness of deep sleep, wherein all diversities 

disappear, is the antecedent of the waking and dream experiences. Hence 
it is regarded as the cause of, or the door to, the other two states. 

Consciousness associated with deep sleep is known as Prajna. His 

nature is described: 

VI 

He is the Lord of all. He is the knower of all. He is the inner con- 
troller. He is the source of all; for from him all beings originate and 
in him they finally disappear. 

Hs: Refers to Prajna, or Consciousness functioning in deep sleep. In this 
state, Consciousness, free from the diversities of waking and dreaming, 

manifests in a marked degree its natural purity. 
Tue Lorn oF atx: That is to say, of the physical and the supraphysical
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universe. But this lordship does not refer to an extracosmic Creator, as some 

schools hold. (Compare Br. Uy. IV. iv. 22.) . 

Kxower Erc: Prajna is the knower of all beings in their diverse condi- 

tions. (Compare Mu. Up. I. i. 9; Tl. ii. 7. 
INNER CONTROLLER: Compare Br. Up. III. 7. 

Here pecreys Gaupapapa’s KARiKA TO EXPLAIN THE FOREGOING 

VERSES OF THE MAnpuxya Upanisuap: 

GAUDAPADA KARIKA 

Viéva is all-pervading, the experiencer of external objects. Taijasa 
is the cognizer of internal objects. Prajna is a mass of consciousness. 
It is one alone that is thus known in the three states. 

Viéva: Refers to the waking state, or the first quarter of Atman; the 

same as VaiSvanara. 
Tayasa: Refers to the dream state, or the second quarter of Atman. 
Prigwa: Refers to deep sleep, or the third quarter of Atman. 

“The implication of the text is this: Atman is distinct from the three 
states. That It is non-dual, pure, and detached is established from the fact 

that It moves successively from one state to another and also from the fact 
that the knowledge ‘I am that’ unifies the memory of the three states.” 
(Sankaracharya) Such ideas as purity and impurity, pleasure and pain, and 
the like are the characteristics of the states and not of Atman, which is their 

Witness; hence It is called pure. Atman, being non-dual, is free from the 
notion of causal relation. Though Atman appears to identify Itself with each 
of the states for the time being, in reality It is detached from them because 
Jt moves from one state to another without being affected by their char- 
acteristics. Further, on account of the detached nature of Atman, one says to 

oneself, “I, who had such and such dream experiences and who afterwards 
enjoyed dreamless sleep, am now awake.” Regarding the detached nature of 

Atman, Br. Up. IV. iii. 18. gives the illustration of a powerful fish, which 
swims in a river from one bank to another without touching either of them, 

and remains unimpeded by the current. Another illustration is that of a bird, 

which flies unobstructed in the sky without touching the land. (See Br. Up. 
IV. iii. 19.) 

The three kinds of experiences in the three states are described. All 
these experiences, in fact, belong to the waking state alone. That dream-
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ing and deep sleep have different characteristics is known only in the 
waking state. Further, as far as absence of the Knowledge of Reality 
is concerned, the three states are identical. Therefore the three ap- 
parently different perceivers in the three states are identical and their 
so-called distinction is due to their identification with the three states. 

2 

Visva is the cognizer through the right eye; Taijasa is the cognizer 
through the mind within; Prajna is the akaéa in the heart. Therefore 
the one Atman is perceived threefold in the same body. 

Ricut eve: Visva Cie. the perceiver in the waking state) really uses 
all the sense-organs for perception; yet the right eye is singled out because 
a normal person makes greater use of his right eye in perceiving objects 
than of his left eye or of his other sense-organs. 

Tarasa ETC: After perceiving external forms a person closes his eyes 
and then recollects the forms in his mind. At that time he sees them as 

ideas. The same process takes place in dreams. In both cases the person 
re-cognizes the impressions of gross physical objects already experienced. 

Therefore Taijasa, the perceiver in dreams, is the same as Viéva, the per- 
ceiver in the waking state. 

Prajna Etc: On the cessation of mental activities the perceiver of the 
waking and dream states becomes Prajna. In the absence of the subject- 
object relationship Prajna is the experiencer of unity. At the time of deep 
sleep there exists no particular consciousness. Therefore Prajna is described 
as a mass of undifferentiated consciousness. Both perception and memory are 

activities of the mind; they cease in deep sleep. 
‘THEREFORE ETc: It is in the waking state alone that a person knows that 

he dreamt and experienced deep sleep. That Atman is the Witness of the 
three states is known from the knowledge of the change of one state to 
another. Further, Atman is the Witness not only of the three states but 
also of the cognizers associated with them, namely, Viéva, Taijasa, and 

Prajna. Thus it is in this physical body and in the waking state alone that 

one comprehends the three states and their cognizers. 

According to Vedanta the microcosm and the macrocosm are identical, 

both being only forms of thought. Therefore, as we have already seen, 
Viéva is identical with Virat (Consciousness associated with the totality of 
gross bodies); Taijasa, with Hiranyagarbha (Consciousness associated with 

the totality of subtle bodies); and Prajna, with Iévara (Consciousness 
associated with the undifferentiated state, or state of cosmic dissolution). 
Their different names are determined according to their identification with
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different upadhis due to maya. Prajna, or Iévara, represents the causal aspect 

of Reality. He will be described as Turiya, or Pure Consciousness, when not 
viewed as the cause, that is, when free from all phenomenal relationships. 
‘The very idea of phenomenality is the result cf maya. From the standpoint 

of Reality it is non-existent. 

The satisfaction arising from experience is classified as being of three 
kinds: 

34 

Vigva experiences the gross; Taijasa, the subtle; and Prajna, the 
blissful. Know these to be the threefold experience. The gross object 
satisies Visva; the subtle, Taijasa; and the blissful, Prajna. Know these 

to be the threefold satisfaction. 

The result of the knowledge of the threefold division of the ex- 
periencer and the experienced: 

5 

The experiencer and the objects of experience associated with the 
three states have been described. He who knows these both does not 
become attached to objects though enjoying them. 

Errnrencer: That the experiencer of the three states is really one is 
known from the waking state, when a person says, “I, who now am per- 
ceiving objects [in the waking state], saw forms in the dream state and 
experienced their cessation in deep sleep.” There is nothing to suggest 
that three perceivers experience objects in the three states. 

OBJECTS OF EXPERIENCE: They are different states of the mind. 

He wuo ere: If a person knows the experiencers of the three states to 
be one and the experiences to be states of the mind, he does not identify 
himself with the changing perceivers or with the objects of perception. He 
knows that the objects which appear to be real in the waking and dream 

states disappear in deep sleep. Thus he is convinced of the illusoriness of 
the dream and waking experiences. He remains a witness to the appearance 
of ideas in waking and dreaming and their disappearance in deep sleep. 

Ideas are but states of the mind. Atman is their detached Witness. The 
acquisition of wealth or its loss in a dream does not make a person richer 
or poorer. The essence or principle of fire remains the same irrespective 
of the quantity of wood it consumes.
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The following verses of the Karika (from six to nine) give different 
views of creation or manifestation. It is pointed out that the tangible 
universe is not non-existent in the sense that a barren woman's son 
is non-existent. Its phenomenal reality is admitted. It is manifested 
from a pre-existing cause and it functions through the causal law. 
Brahman associated with maya, designated as prima, is the cause of 
the universe. 

6 

Surely a coming into existence must be predicated of all positive 
entities that exist. Prana manifests all [inanimate] objects. The Purusha 
manifests the conscious beings Cjivas) in their manifold forms. 

SuRELY ETc: Tangible entities, which are perceived to be real (though 
all names and forms, created by avidya, are ultimately unreal), must come 
into existence from an existing or positive cause. The son of a barren woman 
is never seen, whether as a real or as an illusory object. If the existence of the 
phenomenal universe is denied, then Brahman Itself becomes non-existent. 
The reality of Brahman, which is incomprehensible to the mind or sense- 

organs, is inferred from Its effect, the tangible universe. It is a matter of 
common experience that the snake which, through illusion, is seen in a 
rope pre-exists in the form of the rope. One cannot see the illusion of a 
snake or mirage without the substratum of a rope or desert. If one tries to 
prove the existence of Brahman by means of the causal law, one must admit 
the reality of the universe. 

ALL POSITIVE ENTITIES: Namely, Visva, Taijasa, and Prajna. These 

entities, associated with names and forms, are the result of maya. 
Prana Etc: One sees in the world two kinds of entities: sentient and 

insentient. Since like produces like, the text designates for them two causes. 

The Bhagavad Gita (VII. 4-6.) speaks of the lower and higher natures 
of Brahman. From the former evolve material objects. The higher nature 
animates these with consciousness and thus living beings come into exist- 

ence. The creation of inanimate objects is explained by the illustration 
of the spider, which produces its web from its own silk without any outside 
help. Conscious beings are compared to sparks, which are of the same 

nature as the fire from which they are produced, or to the reflection of the 
sun in water, which also strongly resembles the sun. To sum up: Brahman 
is the cause of the universe. When manifesting inanimate objects It is called 
prina, and when manifesting sentient beings It is called Purusha. 

This verse gives the view of those who regard Brahman as the cause of 

the universe.
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The following verse gives two alternative theories about the creation: 

one, that the creation is real, being the manifestation of God's glories; 

the other, that the creation is an illusion conjured up by God Himself. 
Both theories accept the act of creation. 

7 

Some of those who contemplate [the process of] creation regard 

it as the manifestation of God’s powers; others imagine creation to be 
like dreams and illusions. 

Som oF THOSE: Referring to the theists, who believe in a Personal God 
or Creator. 

Darams aND iLLusions: Compare the Sruti passage: “Indra (the 
Supreme Lord), through my’, assumes diverse forms.” (Ri. VI. xlvii. 18.) 

Sankara explains the view regarding the illusory creation in this manner: 
“The magician throws a rope up into the sky, climbs it with the help 
of his arms, holding weapons, then disappears from the sight of the 
spectators, and finally engages in combat with an [illusory] enemy. His limbs, 
severed one by one, drop to the ground, and then he rises up again. The 
onlookers witness the performance and enjoy it, but do not care to investigate 
the nature of the jugglery conjured up by the magician. The experiences of 
waking, dreaming, and deep sleep are like the throwing up of the rope, and 
their empirical experiencers, known as Viéva, Taijasa, and Prajna, are like 
the magician who appears to have climbed the rope. But the real magician 
is quite different from the rope and its climber. He remains on the ground, 
having veiled himself by his own magic. Exactly of the same nature is the 
truth regarding the Supreme Reality, known as Turiya. Noble souls seeking 
Liberation are interested only in the contemplation of Turiya and not in the 
process of creation, which is unreal and meaningless.” 

Those who believe that God has created the universe regard the creation 
either as real or as illusory. Even those who regard the creation as unreal 
devote themselves to the investigation of the process of creation. Sankara 
compares such people to those who, though knowing a phenomenon to be 
magic, waste their time in discussing it. The wise man is interested 
in Ultimate Reality and not in illusory manifestation. 

Other speculations regarding the creation: 

8 

Those who are convinced about [the reality of] manifested objects 
ascribe the manifestation solely to God’s will, while those who speculate 
about time regard time as the creator of things.
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Gop’s wii: Some of those who regard the creation as real ascribe it to 
God’s will. God, to them, is like a potter, who, prior to the creation of a 
pot, conceives its mame and form in his mind. The creation cannot be 
unrelated or external to God’s mind. 

Be the nature of the creation what it may—what is its purpose? Two 
alternative views are given: 

9 

Some say that the manifestation is for the purpose of God's en- 
joyment, while others attribute it to His diversion. But it is the very 
nature of the effulgent Being. What desire is possible for Him who 
is the fulfilment of all desires? 

Burt: Gaudapada, in conclusion, refutes all the theories of creation. 

VERY NATURE ETC: What others designate as the universe of multiplicity, 
endowed with names and forms and subject to the changes of birth, death, 
etc., is nothing but the non-dual Brahman. That one sees duality and seeks 
its cause is the result of maya, or ignorance. 

Verses 7 and 8 of the Karika give cosmological arguments regarding God’s 
existence and the cause of the universe: creation is the manifestation of 
God’s power; it is of the nature of an illusion conjured up by God; it is the 
result of God's will; it is the product of time—God, the controller of time, 

being unattached to creation. Verse 9 gives two teleological arguments: 
creation is for the experience of the Creator or it is for His diversion. Now 
all these speculations are refuted by the simple statement that in Brahman 
there cannot arise any desire which needs fulfilment. Brahman is free from 
desizes. It is blessedness itself, which fact denotes the absence of desires 
in Brahman. The ignorant mind, subject to maya, believes in the reality 
of the phenomenal universe and posits as its cause God’s will, diversion, etc. 

But the creation itself is maya. Therefore all theories regarding the creation 
are the result of maya. The truth is that Brahman alone exists and what 
is seen as the manifested universe is nothing but Brahman. 

Now tHe UpanisHap 1S RESUMED: 

The three states superimposed on Brahman through avidya have 
already been explained. Within them the causal law operates. Now 
will be explained the fourth state, known as Turiya, which is free 
from causality, is of the very nature of Pure Consciousness, and is the 
Supreme Reality. This will be done through the negation of the three 

States:
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VI 

Turiya is not that which is conscious of the inner Csabjective)> world, 

nor that which is conscious of the outer Cobjective) world, nor that 

which is conscious of both, nor that which is a mass of consciousness. 

It is not simple consciousness nor is It unconsciousness. It is unper- 

ceived, unrelated, incomprehensible, uninferable, unthinkable, and 

indescribable. The essence of the Consciousness manifesting as the self 

[in the three states], It is the cessation of all phenomena; It is all peace, 

all bliss, and non-dual, This is what is known as the Fourth (Turiya). 

This is Atman, and this has to be realized. 

Tar WHICH IS CONSCIOUS OF THE INNER wortD: Turiya is not to be 
identified with Taijasa, the perceiver of the dream, or inner, world. 

Nor... OWIER worip: Turiya is not to be identified with Viéva, or the 

self that functions in the waking state. 

Nor... Conscious oF Boru: It is denied that Turiya is an intermediate 

state between waking and dreaming. The reference is to a sort of day-dream 
when one is half dreaming and half waking. 
Nor... A MASS OF conscrousNEss: The association of Turiya with 

deep sleep is denied. In deep sleep consciousness is devoid of specific charac- 
teristics and remains as a general awareness. It is a causal state in which the 
experiences of the two other states lose all their distinctive features. 

Nor sumpie consciousness: It is implied that Turiya does not, like 

God, who is omniscient, cognize simultaneously the entire phenomenal 

world. 
Nor ... unconsciousness: That is to say, Turiya is not imsentient 

matter. 
Unvercervep: Turiya is the negation of all attributes, including the 

attribute of non-being. One cannot make It an object of perception. 
Uninrerssie: Such attributes as existence, knowledge, and infinity are 

not positive attributes of Turiya. They only serve a negative purpose, 
indicating that Brahman is other than non-existence, non-consciousness, and 
non-infinity. Besides, to draw an inference one requires a common feature, 

which always presupposes more objects than one. But Turiya is one and 
without a second; hence It is uninferable. There is nothing in the 

phenomenal world through which Turiya can be inferred. 
UnruinxaBie: The predicates by which one can think about an entity 

are absent in Turiya. 
InpescRIpaBLE: What one cannot think about cannot be expressed 

in words. 
THe ESSENCE ETc: The elimination of all attributes may make 'Turiya
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appear to be a void. Therefore the Upanishad describes It as a positive 
existence which can be realized, by pointing It out as the changeless and 
constant factor in the three states. The states, no doubt, change, but an 
awareness underlies them in the form of the self or as expressed in the 

judgement “TI am the perceiver.” Or the phrase may mean that through the 
consciousness of the self alone, which forms the basis of the three states, 

one can contemplate the transcendental Turiya. In other words, because 
of Turiya, which is changeless and constant, one is aware of self-conscious- 

ness in the three states. 
ALL PEACE: That is to say, free from attachment and aversion. 
Fourtu: This does not signify a numerical relationship with the three 

states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. Turiya is called the Fourth 

because It occupies the fourth place in the order of exposition of Brahman, 

whose three other states have previously been described. 
‘THis HAS TO BE REALIZED: The positive result of the Knowledge of 

Turiya is the cessation of duality. Duality produces friction, fear, and 
suffering. 

Turiya, or Pure Consciousness, is described in the text by the negation 
of all attributes. No language can directly express It, either by affirmative 

or by negative words. But It is not therefore a void or utter non-existence; for 

one cannot imagine the illusory universe without a positive substratum. A 
mirage cannot be perceived without the substratum of a desert. It may, how- 
ever, be contended that Turiya should be described as the substratum of 
the universe, and not in a negative way. Such a contention has no force; 

for the universe is unreal. No relation between real and unreal can be 
imagined, much less expressed, since the relationship itself is non-existent. 
Turiya cannot be described by any instrument of empirical knowledge, 
because of Its unique nature. It is devoid of all characteristics, specific or 

generic, being one and without a second. Being actionless, It cannot be 
described by any activity, such as creation, preservation, etc. Then, it may 
be asked, what purpose is served by the Knowledge of Turiya? Is it not 
something like the horns of a horse? Not at all. When a person realizes his 
self to be Turiya, he is freed from craving for outer objects. He is freed 
from the false fear and false expectation which plague the phenomenal life. 
When one knows the tme nature of the desert, one no longer runs after the 
illusory water of the mirage, and when one knows the tme nature of the 
rope, one is not frightened by the idea of the snake falsely superimposed 
upon it. The realization of the self as Turiya destroys ignorance, desire, 
attachment, aversion, etc. The gist of the teachings of the Upanishads is 
the identity of the self and Turiya. Compare: “That thou art” (Chh. Up. 

VI. viii. 7); “This Atman is Brahman” (Ma. Up. ID; “Atman, indeed is all 
this”? (Chh. Up. VIL vxx. 2). Turiya does not lie outside the three states.
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It is their unchanging and unrelated substratum. The subjective conscious- 

ness, objective consciousness, etc. mentioned in the text are all upadhis 

falsely superimposed upon It. When these limitations are removed by means 

of right knowledge, the Knowledge of Turiya reveals itself. The negation 

of the illusory limitations and the revelation of Turiya are simultaneous. 

It is like the immediate revelation of the rope when the illusory knowledge 

of the snake is destroyed. When the ignorance that veils the tme nature 

of the rope disappears, the rope is known at once. The knowledge of the 

rope is not the result of the destruction of the idea of the snake; for the 
rope has always existed. No other instrument of knowledge is necessary to 
reveal the rope after the illusory idea of the snake has been destroyed. Like- 

wise, the very destruction of such attributes as subjective consciousness and 
objective consciousness reveals the reality of Turiya, though the Knowledge 

of Turiya is not the direct result of the destruction of these attributes. No 
other instrument of knowledge is necessary for the realization of Turiya. 
When Turiya is realized, there no longer remains any distinction between 

the knower, knowledge, and the known. Therefore the purpose of the 
scriptures and other instruments of knowledge is to accomplish the cessation 

of the attributes mentioned in the text, which is simultaneous with the 
realization of Turiya. (The various instruments of knowledge employed to 
explain the non-duality of Brahman really belong to the sphere of duality. 
The purpose of these instruments is the destruction of duality. When 

duality is destroyed the instruments of knowledge are also destroyed. Then 
such factors of realization as the proof and the prover no longer remain. 

Only Brahman is.) 

Now trae KArrA Is RESUMED TO EXPLAIN THE ABOVE VERSE: 

10 

Turiya, the changeless Ruler, is capable of destroying all miseries. 
All other entities being unreal, the non-dual Turiya alone is known as 
effulgent and all-pervading. 

Miszrres: Miseries are associated with the three states of waking, dream- 
ing, and deep sleep. In deep sleep one is not aware of the effulgent Turiya; 
hence it too is characterized by misery. On account of our remaining forget- 

ful of Turiya we identify ourselves with the three states and suffer from 
various miseries, physical and mental. One who has realized Turiya wit- 

nesses, unattached, the appearance and disappearance of the states and thus 
tids himself of miseries. 

ALL OTHER ... UNREAL: The three states are unreal, like the illusory
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snake in the rope. When the truth is known, one realizes that the snake 
is nothing but the rope; likewise, with the Knowledge of Turiya, one realizes 
that the three states are nothing but Brahman, or Pure Consciousness. 

The generic and specific characteristics of the ihree states are de- 
scribed with a view to determining the nature of Turiya: 

I] 

Vigva and Taijasa are conditioned by cause and effect. Prajna is 
conditioned by cause alone. Neither [cause nor effect] exists in Turiya. 

The effect is what is done. The cause is what acts. The effect remains 
latent in the cause. Deep sleep is the cause; the waking and dream states 

are the effects. The causal state is characterized by the non-apprehension of 
Reality. Non-cognition is a universal feature of deep sleep. There are both 
misapprehension and non-apprehension in the waking and dream states. 
Misapprehension involves non-apprehension. When the true nature of the 
rope becomes veiled one has the mistaken notion of the snake. Turiya is 
altogether free from the notion of cause and effect—non-apprehension 
of Reality and its misapprehension. 

Complete ignorance is a characteristic of Prajna, whereas Turiya is 
omniscient. 

12 

Prajna does not know anything of self or non-self, of trath or un- 
truth. But Turiya is ever existent and all-seeing. 

SELF oR Non-sELF: That is, “I-consciousness” and the objective world 
Cwhich is real from the empirical standpoint). Prajna is a state of total 

unawareness, The ego and non-ego are correlatives. 
Trutw or unTautu: Untruth, or non-apprehension, is a trait of deep 

sleep. The dream and waking states are characterized by misapprehension. In 

these states relative truth is admitted. 
EvER EXISTENT Erc: It is so because nothing really exists except Turiya. 

Turiya is free from causality. In the sun, which is self-luminous and light 
itself, it is not possible to see any trace of darkness or any light other 
than its own light. Compare: “The vision of the Witness can never 
be absent.” CBr. Up, IV. iii. 23.) 

The second part of this verse may be explained differently. Turiya is 

ever all-seeing because It exists in the three states as well as in their per-
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ceivers. Compare: “There is no other witness but This.” (Br. Up. TI. 

vill, 11.) 

The following objection may be raised: Non-cognition of duality is 
the common feature of both deep sleep and Turiya. How is it, then, 
that Prajna alone, and not Turiya also, is conditioned by causality? 

13 

Non-cognition of duality is common to both Prajna and Turiya. But 
Prajna is associated with sleep in the form of cause, and this sleep 
does not exist in Turiya. 

Stexp Etc: Deep sleep, characterized by the absence of the Knowledge 
of Reality, gives rise to the cognition of variety in the two other states. 

Does not Exist ETc: Because Turiya is ever all-seeing. 

The contention that Turiya and Prajna may both be characterized as the 
causal state, on account of the common feature of non-perception of 
duality in both cases, is the result of a wrong inference based upon insufficient 
data. Prajna is said to be the causal state because it precedes the experiences 
of waking and dreaming. But this does not apply to Turiya, because It is 
not the immediately preceding condition of any state. Turiya is not a state 
that is antecedent or subsequent to any other state. It is the unrelated ground 
of all other states. Turiya is Pure Consciousness, non-dual and unchanging. 
It cannot be said to produce anything. Therefore the causal condition does 
not exist in Turiya; if it did Turiya would be the same as Prajna. 

The difference between Turiya and the three states: 

14 

The first two [Vigva and Taijasa] are associated with dreaming and 
sleep respectively; Prajna, with sleep bereft of dreams. Knowers of 
Brahman see neither sleep nor dreams in Turiya. 

_ Dreaminc: Misapprehension of Reality, for instance, the regarding of 
Atman as endowed with body, senses, etc. 

The knower of Brahman does not see dreams or sleep (that is to say, any 
causal relation) in Turiya, since it would be inconsistent, like seeing dark- 
ness in the sun. 

When does one realize Turiya?
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15 

Dreaming is the wrong cognition, and sleep the non-cognition, of 
Reality. When the erroneous knowledge in these two is destroyed, 
Turiya is realized. 

Dreaminc: Includes the waking state also, because there is a wrong 

apprehension of Reality in both states. 
SLEEP: As stated before, deep sleep is characterized by non-apprehension 

of Reality. Therefore it includes the two other states as well. The chief 
feature of the waking and dream states is the misapprehension of Reality, 

and of deep sleep, its non-apprehension. 

ERRONEOUS KNOWLEDGE: That is to say, non-apprehension and wrong 
apprehension of Reality, characterized by the causal relation. 

As long as a person identifies himself with the three states, he is a victim 
of misapprehension and non-apprehension. The three states are the realm 
of cause and effect. By ridding himself of the notion of causality he realizes 

‘Turiya, that is to say, sees the pure Brahman everywhere and always. 

Furthermore: 

16 

When the jiva, asleep under the influence of beginningless maya, 
is awakened, it then realizes birthless, sleepless, and dreamless Non- 

duality. 

Jrva: The individual soul. In essence it is the Supreme Self, but it 
assumes the characteristics of phenomenality because of having bound 

itself with the chain of cause and effect. 
AsizEp: Sleep, in the form of non-apprehension of Reality, is the com- 

mon feature of the three states. 
Brcivninciess: Maya consists of time, space, and causality. It is said 

to be beginningless because one cannot imagine the beginning of time, 
space, or the causal relation. If one assumes an arbitrary beginning of time, 
one can think of time beyond that also. The same is true of space and the 

causal relation. 
Brrunzss: By denying birth, the jiva’s other characteristics of phe- 

nomenality—duration, growth, change, decay, and death—are denied. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
The jiva, the individual soul] subject to the law of rebirth and sleeping
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under the influence of maya, which is characterized by misapprehension 

and non-apprehension of Reality, experiences such dreams as: “This is my 

father, this is my son, this is my grandson, this is my property, and these 

are my animals. J am their master, I am happy, I am miserable, I have 

suffered a loss on this account, and I have made a profit on that account,” 

and so forth and so on. Then it is awakened by a compassionate teacher, 

who himself bas known the Reality taught by Vedanta, through such 

instruction as: “Thou art not an entity conditioned by cause and effect, but 

thou art Brahman.” Thus awakened from sleep, the jiva realizes its tme 

nature. It knows that the Self is birthless, changeless, free from the stain 

of ignorance, and non-dual. 

It may be contended that if the Knowledge of Non-duality (Turiya) 
is possible only after the cessation of the perceived manifold, then 
Non-duality cannot be said to be eternally existent; for it certainly 
cannot exist while the manifold is perceived. The contention is thus 

answered: 

17 

If the phenomenal universe were real, then certainly it would 
disappear. The universe of duality [which is cognized] is mere illusion 
(maya); Non-duality alone is the Supreme Reality. 

Ir ste: The disappearance of an object can be asserted only when such 
an object is taken to be real. But the phenomenal universe, being maya, does 
not possess reality. Therefore one cannot speak of its disappearance. Only 
those who believe that the phenomenal universe really exists speak of its 
disappearance. 

THE uNIversE Etc: According to Non-dualistic Vedanta the phe- 
nomenal universe is neither real nor unreal; its nature is inscrutable to the 
finite mind. This is what is meant by maya. The universe is certainly not 
real; for it undergoes change and is not percevied at all in deep sleep or in 
the experience of non-dual samadhi. Again, the universe cannot be unreal, 
in the sense that the son of a barren woman is unreal; for it is perceived 

to exist. ‘Therefore Vedanta describes the universe as maya, of which neither 
origination nor dissolution can be predicated. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 

If the Knowledge of Non-duality CTuriya) is attained after the cessation 
of the perceived manifold, how then can Non-duality be said to exist while 

the perceived manifold remains? It is thus explained: The contention would 
be valid if the manifold really existed. The manifold is only a false notion,
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like a snake imagined in a rope. Such a snake does not really exist and there- 
fore does not disappear through discrimination. Likewise, an illusory vision 
conjured up by a magician does not really exist and then disappear, as 
though a veil thrown over the eyes of the spectators by the magician were 

removed. There is no doubt that the phenomenal universe would disappear 
if it really existed. But the duality known as the universe is maya. The 
only real substance is Non-duality, which may be likened to the rope or the 

magician in the illustrations already given. Hence it stands to reason that 
there is no such thing as the coming into existence of the manifold universe 
or its destruction. 

As the manifold universe is unreal, like the illusory snake, so also 
is the idea that distinguishes the teacher, the pupil, and the instruction. 

18 

If anyone imagines illusory ideas [such as the teacher, the taught, 
and the scriptures], then they will disappear. These [ideas] are for the 

purpose of instruction. Duality ceases to exist when Reality is known. 

Innusory meas: Such ideas as those of teacher, pupil, and the scriptures 
apply as long as one has not realized the highest truth of Non-duality. They 
ate admitted only from the standpoint of ignorance and cannot affect Turiya, 
because they are unreal. 

ARE FOR THE purpose ETc: The relationship between the teacher and 
the pupil remains til] the latter attains Knowledge. Then duality disappears. 

It has been stated in the previous verse that the manifold universe is 

Brahman. The waves, in essence, are non-different from the ocean. It is 

the name and the form (nama-rupa), projected by maya, that appear to 
distinguish the one from the other. Likewise, the diverse objects of the 
world are not different from Brahman. Names and forms, superimposed by 
ignorance, create the apparent distinctions. Even the so-called illusion man- 
ifesting the universe has no existence independent of Brahman. The wind 
that arises from the air disappears in the air and has no existence inde- 
pendent of it; so it is with the manifold universe in relation to the non-dual 

Brahman. As in a dream the objects which are experienced, such as an 
elephant or a cow, with their names and forms, are nothing but the mind- 
stuff, so also the physical objects experienced in the state of ignorance, 
with their distinctive names and forms, are nothing but Brahman. Thus 

such different ideas as those of teacher and pupil have no reality inde- 
pendent of Brahman. The cognition of these ideas of teacher, pupil, etc. 
as separate from Brahman is due to the fact that one persists in one’s belief
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in the reality of the phenomenal plane. Nevertheless such ideas are not 
meaningless. They are useful for the realization of Brahman. But after 
enlightenment all these ideas merge in Brahman and are realized to be 
non-different from It. The highest truth is that the manifold universe and 
the various ideas associated with it have no existence independent 
of Brahman. They are identical with It. 

Now tHE UpasNISHAD IS RESUMED: 

The highest truth, as explained above by the refutation of the 
erroneous superimpositions, can be grasped only by students endowed 
with sharp or moderate intelligence. But ordinary students, who cannot 

understand philosophical reflections, are advised to concentrate on AuM 
as the symbol of Ultimate Reality. 

VHI 

The same Atman [explained before as being endowed with four 
quarters] is now described from the standpoint of the syllable Aum. 
Aum, too, divided into parts, is viewed from the standpoint of letters. 
The quarters [of Atman] are the same as the letters of Aum, and the 
letters are the same as the quarters. The letters are A, U, and M. 

Tre same Arman Etc: The Maindukya Upanishad commences with the 
statement that Aum covers all things and also that which is beyond. 
Further, Aum is identical with Atman, which is endowed with four quarters. 

In the explanation of the word, emphasis has been given to Atman, which 
the word indicates. The present verse explains Aum from the standpoint 
of the word itself. 

The first verse of the Upanishad states that Aum is everything—past, 
present, and future, and also what is beyond time. The second verse states 
that Aum is the same as Brahman and Atman. Next follows the explanation 
of Atman with Its four quarters. All these explanations of Aum have been 
given from the standpoint of Atman, emphasizing the name (i.e. Atman) 
indicated by Aum. Now the same Aum is being explained from the stand- 
point of the word itself. 

Aum is pronounced Om. “In Sanskrit the vowel o is constitutionally a 
diphthong, contracted from a+u. Om therefore may be analyzed into the 
elements atu-+m.” CR. E. Hume, The Thirteen Principal Upanishads, 
Oxford University Press, fn. p. 393.) 

Points of specific resemblance between the quarters of Atman and 

the letters of Aum:
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IX 

Vaigvanara Atman, whose sphere of activity is the waking state, is 
A, the first letter [of Aum], on account of his all-pervasiveness or on 

account of his being the first. He who knows this obtains all desires 
and becomes first [among the great}. 

Varsvanarna Arman: Atman functioning through the waking state. His 
other name is Vigva; he is identical with Virat. (See M4. Up. III.) 

His: Here Atman is personalized. 

ALL-PERVASIVENESS ETC: The sound A pervades all sounds. It is present 
in all sounds. No sound can be produced without opening the mouth, and 
the sound that is thus produced is A. Likewise, the entire universe is 
pervaded by Vaisvanara Atman. It has already been stated that knowledge 
of the dream state and of deep sleep is possible only in the waking state. 
Since the three states constitute our entire experience of the universe, 

the waking state pervades the whole universe. Another point of resemblance 
between A and Vaiévanara is that just as A is the beginning, or first, of 
the three letters constituting Aum, so also Vaigvanara, or the waking state, 
may be said to be the beginning, or first, of the three states. 

HE wHo xnows erc: The fmit of this knowledge is mentioned for the 
purpose of inducing students to reflect on the meaning of Aum. 

The identity of the second quarter of Atman and the second letter 

of Aum is pointed out: 

x 

Taijasa Atman, whose sphere of activity is the dream state, is U, 
the second letter [of Aum], on account of his superiority or inter- 

mediateness. He who knows this attains a superior knowledge, receives 
equal treatment from all, and finds in his family no one ignorant of 
Brahman. 

Tayasa Arman: Atman functioning through the dream state. (See Ma. 
Up. IVD 

Supenionrry: As a matter of fact, A, being the first of all letters, is 

superior to them all. But U, coming after A, is stated here to be superior in 
a figurative sense. Taijasa, or Atman functioning through the dream state, 
is said to be superior to Vaisvamara because he perceives ideas, whereas 
the latter sees only gross objects. While investigating dreams the student 
realizes physical phenomena to be states of the mind, which knowledge 
brings him nearer to the truth.
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Isrermepiutensss: As the letter U is between A and M, so the dream 

state is between waking and deep sleep. 
From auu: Both friends and enemies. 

The identity of the third quarter of Atman and the third letter of 

Aum is pointed out: 

XI 

Prajna Atman, whose sphere is deep sleep, is M, the third letter 
[of Aum], because both are the measure and also because in them all 

become one. He who knows this is able to measure all and also com- 
prehends all within himself. 

Prajna Arman: Atman functioning through dreamless sleep. (See Ma. 

Up. V-VL.) 
Measure: Both the waking state and the dream state emerge from 

(during manifestation) and disappear into Cduring non-manifestation) the 

dreamless state. Therefore both Vaisvanara and Taijasa are said to be con- 
tained in Prajna, which may be compared to the container. The word 

measure in the text is used in the sense of a container. 
Att BECOME ONE: When the word Aum is repeated quickly several 

times, the sound actually heard is maum. That is why it is said that the 
letters A and U become one with M. Likewise, Visva and Taijasa become 

one with, or merge in, Prajna in deep sleep. 
Is ABLE... ALL: That is to say, he knows the real nature of the universe. 

He realizes that the universe perceived in the waking and the dream states 

is essentially the same as the experience of deep sleep, inasmuch as all the 
three states are characterized by non-apprehension of Reality. 
Comprenenns etc: He attains the status of [Svara, who is the cause of 

the universe. 

Now tHe Karima Is RESUMED: 

The meaning of the foregoing verses of the Upanishad is given by 
Gaudapida: 

19 

When it is desired to describe the identity of Viéva and the letter A, 
the chief ground given is the fact.that each is the first [in its respective 
sphere]. Another reason for this identity is the all-pervasiveness of each. 

Viéva: The same as Vaigvanara.
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20 

The clear ground for realizing Taijasa as of the same nature as the 
letter U is the common feature of superiority. Another plain reason 
for such identity is their being in the middle. 

21 

The indisputable reason given for the identity of Prajna and M is the 
common feature that both are the measure. The other reason for such 
identity is another common feature, namely, that both represent the 
state of mergence. 

22 

He who knows for certain the similarity of the three states [and 
the three letters of Aum], based upon their common features, is 

worshipped and adored by all beings and also is a great sage. 

Common Features: The three quarters of Atman, namely, Viéva, Taijasa, 
and Prajna, associated with waking, dreaming, and deep sleep, are non- 
different from the three letters of Aum, namely, A, U, and M. 

The knower of the identity of Atman and Aum is highly extolled for 

the following reason: With reference to Atman, Viéva merges in Taijasa, 
and Taijasa in Prajna; similarly, with reference to Aum, the sound A 
merges in U, and U in M. The different aspects of Atman are identical 
with the different sounds of Aum. He who knows this identity also 

realizes that the entire universe of waking and dreaming merges in Prajna 
and emerges from it. This Prajna is Igvara, or Brahman regarded as the 
cause of the universe (by those who believe in causality). He who is free 
from the notion of causality knows Prajna to be Turiya. 

The result of meditation on Aum as described above: 

23 

Through meditation on A the seeker attains Viéva; through medita- 
tion on U, Taijasa; and through meditation on M, Prajna. Meditation 
on the “soundless” brings no attainment. 

TuroucH MEDITATION on A ETc: He who meditates on Aum, em- 
phasizing A, or waking experience, attains, that is to say, controls, the
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entire universe experienced in the waking state. He becomes Vaisvanara, 

who is the physical aspect of Brahman, also known as Virat. (Brahman 

associated with the upadhi of the totality of gross physical bodies is called 

Tirat.) 

Taryasa: That is to say, Hiranyagarbha, or Brahman associated with the 

upadhi of the Cosmic Mind. The student who meditates on Aum, em- 

phasizing U, realizes the universe as consisting of ideas, like the universe 

experienced in dreams. 

Prayxa: That is to say, ISvara, in whom the universe merges at the 

time of dissolution. The meditator, after merging the gross universe in the 

universe of ideas, finally attains Ivara. 

“Sounpiess”: This aspect of Aum cannot be identified with any of the 

sounds or their corresponding quarters in Atman. It is the same as Turiya, 
which is free from the illusory notion of causality. The notion of causality 

makes a man see the causal relation as governing the three states and also 

realize that after waking from deep sleep he is seeing the same world that 

he saw before. 
Barvcs no arramvment: Because Turiya is everywhere and in every- 

thing. 

Now rae Manpuxya Lipaniswap 18 CONCLUDED: 

Aum, in its transcendental aspect, is Turiya. 

XII 

The Fourth (Turiya) is without parts and without relationship; 
It is the cessation of phenomena; It is all good and non-dual. This Aum 
is verily Atman. He who knows this merges his self in Atman—yea, 
he who knows this. 

Wrrnout parts: That is to say, without sound. This aspect of Aum 

cannot be expressed by any sound. Being non-dual, it cannot even be 
described as the substratum of the three other sounds. The Aum uttered 
through sounds points, by contrast, to the soundless Aum. All sounds 
must some time or other merge in silence or soundlessness. The soundless 

Aum is the same as Turtya. 
Wiruout neLationsur: That is to say, incomprehensible. Objects and 

their corresponding names or sounds both disappear in Turiya. The physical 

world is only an idea. Therefore all objects are but ideas expressed by names 
or sounds. The contemplation of Turiya destroys ignorance and also the
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mind created by ignorance. With the destruction of thoughts and sounds, 
there remains nothing by which Turiva can be comprehended. 

Turis Aum etc: As already stated, the three letters or sounds of Aum 

are identical with the three states of Atman. 
Mercers erc: He goes beyond birth and death and attains Immortality. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
Those who have realized Brahman, the Highest Reality, merge the self 

in Turiya because they have transcended the notion of cause and effect, 
which inheres in the third quarter of Atman. They are not born again; 
for they have realized their identity with the causeless Turiya. The il- 

lusory snake which has merged in the rope as a result of discrimination 

between the snake and the rope, does not reappear. Students of dull or 
mediocre mind who have renounced the world and are endowed with 

spiritual virtues should meditate on the common features of the sounds 
of Aum and the quarters of Atman, as explained before. Thus, proceeding 

step by step, they ultimately realize Turiya, devoid of any state or sound, 

and attain the Highest Goal. 

Here ends the Mandukya Upanishad. 

Aum Var Sat 

Now Gaupapaépa’s KArrkA 18 RESUMED TO EXPLAIN THE FOREGOING 

VERSES OF THE LipanisHaD: 

24 

Aum should be known quarter by quarter. There is no doubt that 
the quarters are the same as the letters. Having understood Aum 
quarter by quarter, one should not think of anything else. 

Awnyruinc ELsE: Refers to this world and the hereafter. For the knower 

of Aum all desires are fulfilled. 

He who can investigate into the meaning of Aum becomes blessed 
by the very knowledge of the word, because this knowledge destroys 

all duality. But the ignorant seeker who depends upon scriptural 

teachings should practise meditation on Aum as a spiritual discipline, 

according to the injunctions of the scriptures.
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25 

The mind should be concentrated on Aum. Aum is the fearless 
Brahman. He who is always absorbed in Auas knows no fear whatever. 

26 

Aum is verily the Lower Brahman. It is also stated to be the Higher 
Brahman. Aum is beginningless and unique. There is nothing outside 
it. It is unrelated to any effect and is immutable. 

Lower Branman: Saguna Brahman, which is regarded as the cause of 
the universe. 

Hicuer Braaman: When the sounds and quarters disappear in Turiya, 

Aum is revealed as the Higher Brahman. 
BEGcINNINGLESS: That is to say, without cause. 
Unique: Because nothing exists apart from Aum. 
Unne.step etc: Because Aum, as Turiya, is not the cause of anything 

else. 

Dull or mediocre minds should contemplate Aum as described in the 
first sentence of the text. The second sentence describes Turiya Atman, 
which can be grasped only by keen intellects. 

The reason for Aum’s being called unique in the foregoing verse: 

27 

Aum is, indeed, the beginning, middle, and end of all things. He 
who has realized Aum as immutable immediately attains the Supreme 
Reality. 

Aum ere: Aum is pointed out as the cause of the universe when a cause 
is sought. The text describes Aum as the cause from the standpoint of 
the theory of maya. 

As a magician, without undergoing any change in himself, conjures up 
a magic elephant; as a rope, without undergoing any change in itself, ap- 

pears as a snake—so Atman, which is the same as Aum, appears, through 
maya, as the cause of the universe. But from the highest standpoint there 

is no manifold universe. Aum, which may be compared to the magician, 
is regarded as the cause by those who see the fact of creation and explain it 

as maya.
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Aum should be meditated upon in the heart as a symbol of Brahman. 

28 

Know Aust to be Igvara, ever present in the hearts of all. The calm 

soul, contemplating Aum as all-pervading, does not grieve. 

Isvana: God the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer. 

Hearts: The heart is the seat of memory and perception. Though the 
Godhead is all-pervading, yet Its presence is especially felt in the heart. 

Catm soux: The calmness of the wise is the result of discrimination 
between the Real and the unreal, and renunciation of the unreal. 

The chapter ends with a statement about Turiya: 

29 

One who knows Aum, which is soundless and also endowed with 

infinite sounds, which is all good and the negation of duality, is a 
real sage, and none other. 

Sounpiess: Refers to Turiya, and not to the silence sometimes as- 

sociated with tamas. 
InFInITE souNnps: The meaning is that Turiya is endowed with infinite 

magnitude; it is not possible to determine Its extension or measure by 
pointing to this or that. 

None orner: Mere intellectual knowledge of the scriptures does not 

make one a sage. 

Here ends the First Chapter 
of Gaudapada's Karika, 

known as the Agama Prakarana, 

or Chapter based on Vedic Testimony.



CHAPTER II 

VAITATHYA PRAKARANA 

(The Chapter on IMlusion) 

HARIH AUM. The wise declare the unreality of all entities seen in 
dreams, because they are located within [the body] and the space 
therein is confined. 

Entrrtes: Such physical objects as a mountain or an elephant, as well as 
their perceiver, and also such ideas associated with them as happiness or 

misery. The distinction between a physical object and an idea is made 
by the dream ego. From the waking standpoint all the dream phenomena— 

including the objects perceived, the perceiver, and the feeling of happiness, 

unhappiness, etc.—are internal, being states of the mind. 
Wrrutw: Dreaming is an activity of the mind; according to the common- 

sense view the mind exists within the body. 

Coxrrep: According to the Hindu scriptural tradition, dreams are 
produced when the mind moves along certain nerves. Within the confined 
space of the nerves the mountain or elephant seen in a dream cannot exist. 

Hence dreams are considered unreal. 

It has been stated in the previous chapter CI. 18.) that duality disappears 
when Reality is known. This statement has been made on the authority 

of scriptural revelation. But the making of a statement merely on scriptural 

authority is dogmatic. Sankara contends that the unreality of phenomena 
can be established as well by reasoning, independent of scripture. Those 
who do not accept the Vedic authority, such as the Buddhists and the 

Jainas, must also be satisfied. Reason is the common ground on which all 
fair discussion must rest. Therefore the discussion in the second and 
following chapters will be conducted from the standpoint of reason, with 

occasional quotations from scripture in support of it. 

The concrete objects (such as a mountain or a river) and the ideas as- 

sociated with them (such as happiness or misery) experienced in dreams 
are all located within the body, where dream objects are cognized, and not 
outside. Since it is not possible for such objects to exist within the limited 
space of the body, they are said to be unreal. It may be noted here that 

252
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one cannot conceive of the existence of an idea without a concrete object 

with which it is associated. 

Dreams are unreal because the time and place associated with them 
do not correspond to the actual time and place. 

2 

The dreamer, on account of the shortness of the time involved, 

cannot go out of the body and see [the dream objects]. Nor does he, 
when awakened, find himself in the places [seen in the dream]. 

Dream objects are unreal because they are experienced within a limited 
time and place. The sleeping person does not go to another region, outside 

his body, where he experiences those objects. Sometimes objects seen in a 

dream are thousands of miles away and cannot be normally reached in a 
month. The long period of time it would take to visit the place and then 

come back to the room where one is sleeping does not correspond to the 

actual facts. The dreamer, when he awakes, does not find himself in the 
place where he experienced the dream objects. Had he actually gone to 

that place while dreaming, then, after waking, he would certainly find 

himself there. Though he goes to sleep at night, he dreams that he is seeing 

objects in the daytime, In dreams he meets many persons whom he does not 

find when awakened from sleep. All this proves that the dreamer, while 

asleep, does not really go to a distant place. Therefore the dream experiences 

are not real. This unreality, of course, is known in the waking state alone. 

The unreality of dream experiences is proved here from the standpoint 

of time and place. Even those who regard time and place as real cannot 

but admit the unreality of dreams. 

3 

Scripture, on rational grounds, declares the non-existence of the 

chariots etc. [perceived in dreams]. Therefore the wise say that the 

unreality established by reason is proclaimed by scripture. 

Scrreture: Compare: “There are no chariots in the dream state, no 

horses, no toads, but he himself creates chariots, horses, and roads. There 

are no blessings there, no happiness, no joys, but he himself creates 

blessings, happiness, and joys. There are no ponds there, no lakes, no 

rivers, but he himself creates ponds, lakes, and rivers. He indeed is the 

creator.” (Br. Up. IV. iii. 10.)
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On nationaL ETc: As given in the two foregoing verses. 
Tuerrrore Etc: The unreality of dreams is established by reason. In 

the passage quoted in the foregoing note the Upanishad emphasizes their 

unreality in order to prove the self-luminosity of Atman. That Atnan 
illumines all objects by Its inner light cannot be proved by the examination 
of the waking state alone. For it may be contended that objects are per- 

ceived, at that time, by the sense-organs with the help of sunlight, fire, 

a lamp, etc. But when objects are perceived in sleep the sense-organs do 

not function and external light is absent. The objects are revealed by the 

inner light of Atman. 

Like dream experiences, waking experiences, too, are unreal. 

4 

The different objects seen in the confined space of dreams are unreal 

on account of their being perceived. For the same reason [i.e. on 

account of their being perceived], the objects seen in the waking state 
are also unreal. The same condition [i.e. the state of being perceived] 
exists in both waking and dreaming. The only difference is the limita- 

tion of space [associated with dream objects]. 

Ow account or Etc: An object—that is to say, anything that is per- 

ceived—is unreal because it undergoes change. Reality is what is immutable, 

that is to say, what remains the same in past, present, and future. Con- 

sciousness, or the subject, which is the unchanging perceiver, is thus the 

only Reality, 

Onty pieFERENCE: The objects perceived in dreams are different from 

those perceived in the waking state because the former are seen in a con- 

fined space within the body. But that the dream objects exist in a confined 

space is known only in the waking‘ state. The inappropriateness of the 

space is not noticed during the dream. 

Sankara explains the text by the following syllogism: The proposition 
to be established is the unreality of objects that are perceived in the wak- 

ing state. Being perceived (drigyatvat) is the ground for the inference. That 
they are like the objects perceived in dreams is the illustration. As the 
objects perceived in dreams are illusory, so also are the objects perceived 

in the waking state. The common feature of being perceived is the relation 
between the illustration and the proposition to be proved. Therefore the 
objects that are perceived in the waking state are unreal.
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5 

Thoughtful persons speak of the sameness of the waking and dream 
states on account of the similarity of the objects [perceived in both 
states] on the grounds already mentioned. 

SAMENESS OF THE WAKING ETc: Sometimes dreams, waking experience, 
and Ultimate Reality are said to belong to three levels of reality. From the 
empirical standpoint waking experience may differ from dream experience, 

but from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality both are unreal. 

SIMILARITY OF THE opjEcTs: Both waking and dream experiences are 
characterized by the subject-object relationship. 

On THE GROUNDs ETc: Namely, that both experiences are perceived 

to exist. 

An additional reason for the unreality of objects perceived in the 
waking state: 

6 

If a thing is non-existent both in the beginning and in the end, it 
is necessarily non-existent in the present. The objects that we see are 
really like illusions; still they are regarded as real. 

Ir A ramnc erc: The water of a mirage, for example, does not exist 
prior to the ignorance that conjures wp the illusion, and it will not exist 

after the destruction of the ignorance. Therefore the water does not really 
exist even when it is perceived by a man under the spell of ignorance. 

Js NECESSARILY ... PRESENT: All objects perceived to exist are chang- 
able. They did not exist before they were produced; they will cease to 
exist in the end, that is to say, after they are destroyed. Therefore, like 

the water of the mirage, they are unreal. 
ARE REGARDED ETC: By people devoid of the Knowledge of Atman. 

The objects seen in the waking state may, like dream objects, have 
a beginning and an end; but they serve practical purposes. Hence 
they cannot be called unreal. This objection is answered: 

7 

The utility of the objects of waking experience is contradicted in 
dreams; therefore they are certainly unreal. Thus both experiences, 
having a beginning and an end, [are unreal].
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Unmrry exc: It may be objected that the objects of waking experience, 
such as food, drink, or vehicles, serve some practical purpose in that they 
appease hunger or thirst or carry a man to and fro, but this is not so 
with dream objects, and therefore the conclusion that the objects of waking 
experience are as unreal as those of dreams is not right. In answer it can 
be said that the objects that serve a purpose in the waking state fail to 

do so in dreams. A man who has enjoyed a sumptuous meal in the waking 
state may dream immediately afterwards that he is starving. The reverse 
is also true. A man satiated with food and drink in a dream may find himself, 
when awakened, quite hungry and thirsty. Hence the experiences of the 
waking state are contradicted in dreams. Therefore the objects of waking 
experience are as unreal as those of dreams. \. hus their unreality rests, as 
already stated in the foregoing verse, on the fact that both have a beginning 

and an end. 

In this verse the pragmatic or utilitarian test of reality is refuted. 
Gaudapada asserts that dream objects are means to dream ends as waking 
objects are to waking ends. A sense of the causal relation operates both 
in the waking and in the dream mind. Though what is considered to be 
a logical sequence in the waking state is not found to be so in dreams, 
yet each state has its own sense of appropriateness. 

It may be contended that the statement that the objects of waking 
experience are unreal, like those of a dream, is not correct, because 

the two experiences are intrinsically dissimilar. This contention is 

refuted: 

8 

The objects [perceived by the dreamer], not usually seen [in the 
waking state], owe their existence to the [peculiar] conditions under 
which the cognizer [i.e. the mind] functions for the time being, as 
with those residing in heaven. The dreamer, associating himself [with 
the dream conditions], perceives those objects, even as a man, well 

instructed here, goes from one place to another and sees the [peculiar] 
objects belonging to those places. 

THe opjects ETc: This is the opponent’s contention: A dreamer sees 
abnormal objects which are not perceived in the waking state. For instance, 
he may dream that he has eight hands and is seated on an elephant with 
four tusks. He may dream of other similarly unusual phenomena. But 
these dream objects are different from ordinary illusory objects. They have 
a reality of their own. Thus the illustration of dreams to prove the un- 
reality of the objects of waking experience is not apposite. And therefore 
the statement that waking experiences are unreal, like those of dreams,
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is not correct. ‘The contention is thus refuted: The objects seen in dreams and 
considered abnormal have no intrinsic reality of their own. What then is their 
nature? They are only peculiar to the circumstances with which the perceiver 
of the dream is associated. In other words, the peculiar mental condition of 
the dreamer projects those objects and he perceives them. For example, Indra, 
the lord of heaven, is said to have a thousand eyes, and other deities, similarly 

abnormal characteristics. The very fact of their dwelling in heaven makes 
their possession of these characteristics natural. Likewise, the dreamer, on 

account of the peculiar conditions of the dream state, perceives abnormal 
objects. The dream experiences—-whatever may be their validity during the 
dream state—are not, like the man who sees the dream, real. While asleep, 

the man associates himself with the dream conditions and sees objects pecul- 

iar to those conditions. (The dream objects are only the phantasms of his 
mind.) It is like the experience of a man in the waking state who, fol- 

Jowing a well marked route, arrives in another country and on his way 
sees different objects belonging to different localities. Hence, as the per- 
ception of the snake in the rope and of the mirage in the desert are the 
result of the peculiar mental condition of the perceiver, and therefore 

unreal, so also the objects perceived in dreams are unreal because of the 
peculiar conditions of the dream state itself. Therefore the illustration of 
dreams is not incorrect. 

It has been stated that dream and waking experiences are alike in nature. 
But the opponent seeks to establish a difference between them, through the 
contention that dream objects—generally queer, fantastic, and unnatural— 
do not have their counterparts in the waking state. In reply, Gaudapada 
suggests that dream objects, however grotesque and abnormal, appear per- 
fectly normal to the dreamer. The latter has his own idea of time, space, 
and form. Just as the standard of space, form, etc. pertaining to the waking 
state does not apply in the dream state, so the dream standard does not 
apply in the waking state. Every object finds its fitness in the peculiar 
condition in which it is placed. Therefore dream and waking experiences, 

in spite of their apparent differences, being the products of the peculiar 
conditions of the mind, are not dissimilar. To the fully illumined person 
the objects of waking experience also appear to be queer and fantastic. 

The similarity of the objects of waking experience to those of dreams 

is reiterated: 

9-10 

In dreams, what is imagined within the mind is illusory and what 

is cognized outside [by the mind], real; but truly, both are known to 

be unreal. Similarly, in the waking state, what is imagined within
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by the mind is illusory and what is cognized outside [by the mind], 
real; but both should be held, on rational grounds, to be unreal. 

Wuar 1s miacrxep: Le. without any external counterpart. 

Is mLusory: For afterwards it disappears. 

It may be contended that during the waking state we make a distinction 

between real and unreal, whereas all dreams are known to be unreal. For 
instance, when we see a pot we know it is real, whereas a mirage is illusory. 
In reply it is said that the distinction between real and unreal is seen in 
dreams also. For instance, in dreams such objects as a pot or a jar, per- 

ceived by the senses to exist outside and cognized by the mind of the 

dreamer, are held by him to be real. But again, the dreamer sometimes 
imagines things while dreaming and later on realizes, in the dream itself, 
that they are illusory. Thus, though the dream experiences are ultimately 

known Cin the waking state) to have been unreal, yet they have their 
own distinctions of real and unreal as long as the dream lasts. The con- 
clusion is that all objects, whether seen in dreams or in the waking state, 

be they subjectively imagined or objectively real, are but states of the 
mind and therefore unreal. 

The following objection may be raised: 

Il 

If the objects perceived in both waking and dreaming are illusory, 
who perceives all these objects and who, again, imagines them? 

Wao percerves ETC: It is the subject, or ego, who remembers his past 
experiences and recognizes, from memory, the present ones. The subject 
can be inferred only from memory and present experience. If past memory 

and present experience are unreal, then the subject also becomes unreal. 

The perceiver of finite objects is the individual ego; and the perceiver 

of the universe is Isvara, or the World Soul. If the phenomenal universe is 
unreal, then both the individual soul and Igvara become unreal. In that 

case all the categories of experience, namely, the knower, the known, and 

knowledge, become unreal. Such a view would imply an absolute nihilism 
and would deny the reality of Atman. But this contention is invalid. For in 

order to deny everything, one must admit the existence of a denier, who 
is the conscious Atman. 

The above objection is refuted by the theory of maya:
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12 

It is the self-luminous Atman who, through the power of Its own 
maya, imagines in Itself by Itself [all the objects that the subject ex- 
periences within and without]. It alone is the cognizer of objects. 
This is the decision of Vedanta. 

Ir 1s erc: That is to say, there is no extra-cosmic Creator of the 

universe. 

Maya: When one regards the creation as a fact and seeks its cauge, 

Vedanta formulates the theory of may&. From the causal standpoint maya, 
or the creative power, inheres in Brahman. Maya is cosmic ignorance, under 

whose spell Brahman appears as the Creator, the individual ego, and the 
manifold universe. 

Imacines: There is no actual creation. The universe is perceived owing 
to the ignorance of the perceiver. One who has realized the Knowledge of 
Brahman sees neither maya nor the universe. 

In Irsexe sy Itsexe: From the causal standpoint Brahman associated 
with maya is both the material and the efficient cause of the universe. The 
creation is often explained by the illustration of the spider, which makes 
its web from its own silk. 

Iv atone Erc: Atman projects the universe by the power of maya. Its 
reflection in the buddhi (mind) appears as the jiva, or individual soul. 
Knowledge, memory, the perceiver, and the perceived all inhere in Atman. 

The self-luminous Atman, by Its own miya, conjures up the imagination 
of the different objects seen to exist outside in the relative world, and also 

their cognizer, the individual self. It is like the imagining of a snake in a 

rope. It is the Self that imagines both the snake and its perceiver. This 
Self is the substratum of both knowledge and memory. Therefore the con- 
clusion of Vedanta is quite unlike the view of certain Buddhist nihilists. 
Again, Vedanta is not solipsism. The individual ego does not create the 
universe. Both come into existence together. The one cannot be conceived 

of without the other. Both the ego and the non-ego appear out of the mind 
of Isvara when the Knowledge of Reality is veiled by ignorance. The jiva, 
Tévara, and the world, all conjured up by maya, last as long as maya lasts. 

How Atman imagines the phenomenal universe: 

13 

The Lord (Atman), with His mind turned outward, imagines in 
diverse forms various objects [either permanent, such as the earth, or
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impermanent, such as lightning], which are already in His mind [in 

the form of vasanas, or desires]. Again, He turns His mind within 

and imagines various ideas. 

Tue Lorp: Refers to Atman as the Creator. 

Wrra His amxp etc: The distinction between external objects ana 

internal ideas is due to one’s association with two organs of perception, 

namely, the senses and the mind. When the mind alone is active one per- 

ceives internal ideas; when the sense-organs are associated with the mind 

ong perceives external objects. Atman, in association with the organs of per- 

ception, externalizes the ideas, that is to say, makes them appear as gross 

physical objects. The difference between externality and internality is not 

intrinsic. 

Avreapy iw His mrp: “It is generally seen that a potter or weaver 

desirous of making a pot or a cloth first conceives in his mind the nature 

of the cloth or the pot meant for future use and then creates it outside, 

endowing it with an appropriate name and form. Likewise, the Lord, the 

primal Creator, first conceives in His mind—which consists of maya—the 

subtle form of the universe to be created and then manifests it outside, 

endowing it with suitable names and forms which can be comprehended 

by all.” (Anandagiri.) 

Turns His mrnp: That is to say, with the help of the mind alone, the 

Lord imagines various ideas. 

The world extended in time and space, and its permanent and im- 

permanent objects, such as earth and lightning, as well as various non- 

physical objects, such as sound and smell, are all only ideas in the mind of 

the Creator. He creates from His mind the ego and the non-ego and also 

their mutual relationship. 

Another doubt about the statement that the objects perceived in 

the waking state, like those seen in dreams, are only imagined by the 

mind, is raised and answered: 

14 

Those that are cognized internally only as long as the thought of 

them lasts, and those that are perceived outside and relate to two points 

in time, are all mere objects of the imagination. There is no ground 

for differentiating the one from the other. 

CocnizED INTERNALLY ... LASTS: Refers to internal ideas, which are 
created only by the mind and have no corresponding reality in the outside
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world. For instance, when one sees a snake in place of a rope, the snake 

exists only in the perceiver’s mind. 
PERCEIVED OUTSIDE . .. TIME: Refers to external objects, which are 

cognized by different people at different points in time. The knowledge 
that such objects exist does not depend upon the mind of one person alone, 

that is to say, of the perceiver. Thus external objects are said to relate to two 

points in time. 

Osyecrs Etc: Ideas cognized internally and existing as long as the 
mental state that experiences them lasts, and external objects, which are 

said to exist independent of any particular observer, are all imagined by the 

mind. For instance, the notion that the world existed before I was born 

or will continue to exist after I die or that many things exist at present 
of which I am not conscious—these are all mere ideas in the mind at the 

present time. Past, present, and future are nothing but ideas present 

in the mind at the moment. 

THERE Is NO ETC: That external objects are of the same nature as internal 

ideas can be understood from the analogy of a dream. A man may remain 

asleep only for five minutes and yet dream that he is seeing objects over a 

period of many years. The different objects perceived in the dream, related 

to different perceivers, are all figments of the mind of the dreamer. Though 

from the subsequent waking state the dream objects are known to be 

illusory, yet at the time of the dream they are knowm to be actually existing. 

Likewise, in the waking state a man may imagine that he sees external 

objects over a period of many years, yet it is quite reasonable to believe that 

from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality these external objects are also 

figments of the mind. There is no intrinsic difference between the objects 

seen in a dream and the objects seen in the waking state; both possess a 

common feature, namely, that they are perceived. This fact of being per- 

ceived indicates their illusory nature. 

To recapitulate the opponent’s contention and Gaudapada’s reply: An 

idea exists as long as the mental state that creates it lasts; but external 

objects have an independent reality; they can exist even when they are 

not perceived by any mind. Imagination often does not correspond to 

reality in the outside world:.the snake that one imagines oneself to be seeing 

in a rope does not actually exist; the reality of the imaginary snake lasts only 

as long as the peculiar state of mind that gives rise to it lasts. Further, 

external objects are perceived by other minds as well. Hence internal ideas 

and external objects are different in nature. In answer, Gaudapada says 

that both internal ideas and external objects are mere figments of the mind, 

because they are perceived Cdrigyatvat).
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Ideas, it may be contended, are vague, whereas gross objects are 
characterized by vividness and clarity. This difference also, it is said 
in reply, is fictitious. 

15 

Those that exist within the mind [as subjective ideas] and are 
known as unmanifested, and those that are perceived to exist outside 
in a manifested form, both are mere objects of the imagination. ‘Their 
difference lies only in the difference of the organs [by means of which 
they are perceived]. 

UnManiFesTED: Imaginary objects, called ideas, are said to lack the 
clarity of gross external objects. 

THEIR DIFFERENCE ETc: The distinction between gross objects and 
mental ideas is not due to anything real that inheres in their very nature, 

both being creations of the mind. A similar distinction is found in a dream, 
yet the whole of the dream is unreal. 

Orcans: The apparent distinction between gross objects and internal 
ideas can be explained in this way: External objects are perceived by the 
five sense-organs, whereas ideas are perceived only by the mind. In spite of 
this difference, internal ideas and external objects do not admit of any 

distinction as regards their rea] nature. In dreams, also, the dreamer uses 
sense-organs to experience dream objects. 

Thus it is established that the objects perceived in the waking state are 
non-different from such mere creations of the mind as dream experiences. 

How are the various entities, internal and external, created from 
the imagination and how are they related as cause and effect? 

16 

First of all is imagined the jiva, the embodied individual, and then 

are imagined the various entities, both external [such as sounds, forms, 

etc.] and internal [such as the pranas, sense-organs, etc.], that are 
perceived to exist. As is one’s knowledge so is one’s memory. 

Imacrnep: Atman Itself imagines the idea of the jiva through the power 
of maya. CII. 12.) It is like the rope’s appearing as the snake. No illusory 
superimposition is possible without a substratum. Thus is refuted the 
Buddhist doctrine of nihilism. 

Jrva: The embodied individual is a complex of cause and effect and is 
characterized by such ideas as “I am the doer” and “I am happy or miserable.”
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“What is the source of such objects of the imagination, both internal and 
external, which appear to be related to one another as cause and effect? In 

reply it is said: The jiva, which is an aggregate of cause and effect and is 
further associated with the idea of being a doer and an experiencer, is first, 

like the snake in the rope, imagined in Atman, which is Pure Consciousness 
and devoid of characteristics. Then, for the experience of the jiva, are 

imagined various entities, both internal and external, such as the pranas and 
the sense-organs, characterized by the idea of agency, action, and the result 

of action. What is the cause of this imagining? It is thus explained: The 
jiva, which is a product of the imagination and is itself competent to create 

further products of the imagination, has its memory determined by its own 

inherent knowledge. That is to say, its knowledge is always followed by a 

memory similar to that knowledge. Hence first comes the knowledge of the 

idea of cause and next the knowledge of the idea of effect. Then follows 

the memory of both cause and effect. This memory is followed by a 

corresponding knowledge which results in the various states of knowledge 

characterized by action, actor, and effect. These are followed by their 

memory, which, in turn, is followed by other states of knowledge. In this 

way are imagined various entities, internal and external, which are per- 

ceived and are related to one another as cause and effect.” (Sankaracharya). 

From common experience we know that food and drink are followed by the 

idea of satisfaction. Food is the cause, and the satisfaction, the effect. From 

the memory of this knowledge of cause and effect we regard it as reasonable 

to cook food in order to satisfy our hunger. After eating the food thus 

prepared we derive certain definite states of knowledge characterized by the 

idea of satisfaction. This satisfaction inheres in us as memory, which 

stimulates us the following day to undertake a similar act of cooking. Ac- 

cordingly, we perform the action, which is followed by a result similar to the 

one experienced before. Thus ideas succeed one another and appear to be 
related as cause and effect. That such ideas need not have any counterpart 

in the gross physical world of the waking state can be understood through 
the analysis of dream experiences. As a matter of fact, it cannot be proved 

that even in the waking state an idea can produce a correlated effect in the 

world perceived to exist outside. The illusory nature of causality will be 
discussed later. It should be noted, further, that the idea of jivahood has 

no beginning. In a causal series it is impossible to determine the first cause. 

It has been stated that the notion of jivahood is followed by other 
subsequent products of the imagination. Now, how is jivahood itself 

imagined?
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17 

As a rope lying in darkness, about whose nature one remains un- 
certain, is imagined to be a snake or a line of water, so Atman is 

imagined in varlous ways. 

“It is found in common experience that a rope, not known as such, is 
imagined in semi-darkness to be a snake, a line of water, a stick, or any one 
of a number of similar things. If the rope were previously known in its 
true nature, then the illusion of a snake or a stick would not have been 
possible, Similarly, Atman is imagined in various ways, for instance, as a 

jiva or as prana, because of ignorance of Its true nature, the pure essence 
of Knowledge, which is non-dual and utterly unrelated to such phenomenal 
characteristics as causality etc., resulting in the experience of suffering and 
grief. This is the conclusion of Vedanta.” (Sankaracharya.) This ignorance 
is maya, the inscrutable power described, from the phenomenal standpoint, 

as inhering in Brahman. 

Since jivahood is the result of ignorance, it is destroyed with the 
destruction of ignorance. 

18 

When the real nature of the rope is ascertained, all misconceptions 
about it disappear and there arises the conviction that it is nothing but 
a rope. Even so is the true nature of Atman determined. 

Even so Etc: The Upanishads teach, by such statements as Neti, neti— 
“Not this, not this’ (Br. Up. IV. iv. 22.), that Atman is devoid of all 
phenomenal characteristics. As the sun’s light dispels darkness, so Self- 
Knowledge dispels a man’s ignorance regarding Atman and reveals Its true 

nature, which has been described by such Sruti passages as the following: 
“Atman, indeed, is all this’ (Chh. Up. VII. xxv. 21); “That Brahman is 
untouched by cause and effect, without interior or exterior” (Br. Up. II. v. 

19); “Uncreated and existing both within and without” (Mu. Up. IL. i. 2); 
“Free from decay and death, Atman is immortal and fearless’ (Br. Up. 
IV. iv. 25). 

bd No sensible man can doubt or deny the reality of the Self. “I am’ 
is the unshakable conviction of all; otherwise no thinking is possible. 
Now, doubt arises about the nature of “I,” or the Self. Is it the body,
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the vital breath, the mind, or the intellect, or something else? From 
time without beginning Atman has been a subject of endless con- 
troversy, and this controversy will continue into the endless future— 

so long as men desire to ascertain the nature of Atman through the 
discursive reasoning of the changeable mind. Some of the illusory ideas 
regarding Atman are given in verses 20-28. 

19 

Atman is imagined as prana and other numberless ideas. All this 
is due to maya, belonging to the effulgent Atman, by which It appears, 
Itself, to be deluded. 

Maya: The doctrine of mayA is an explanation of the manifold universe 
from the causal standpoint. By the power of may4 the manifold comes into 
existence and appears to be real; but it cannot affect the non-dual and 
transcendental nature of Atman. 

Maya is an inexplicable power belonging to Brahman. It is the creative 
energy through which the phenomenal universe is projected. The very 

conception of the Lord as the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the 

universe is the result of maya. One can know and contemplate the Personal 
God through this power of maya; otherwise Pure Consciousness, which is 
devoid of all attributes, remains unknown and unknowable to the finite 

mind. Even when diversity disappears at the end of a cycle, the Lord, 

covered by maya, remains as the cause. It is only when the Knowledge 
of Reality arises that maya completely disappears. 

Some of the ideas superimposed upon Atman through maya: 

20 

Those conversant with prana describe Atman as prana; those con- 

versant with the elements, as the elements; those conversant with the 

gunas, as the gunas; and those conversant with the tattvas, as the tattvas. 

THOSE CONVERSANT WITH PRANA: Refers to the followers of Vaigeshika 
and the worshippers of Hiranyagarbha. 

TuosE ... ELEMENTS: The materialists, such as the different schools 

of Charvaka. 
Tose ... cunas: The followers of Samkhya. 
Tose . . . Tattvas: The Saivas, who enumerate three cosmic prin- 

ciples—Atman, avidya, and Siva—as the ultimate realities of the universe.
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21 

Those acquainted with the padas call It the padas; those acquainted 
with objects, the objects; those acquainted with the lokas, the lokas; 
those acquainted with the gods, the gods. 

Papas: The quarters. This view is held by Vatsyana. 

Oxjects: Such as sound, colour, ete. This view is held by the Pauranikas, 

the believers in mythology. 
Loxas: The different planes, such as Bhuh, Bhuvah, and Svah. This 

view is held by the Mimamsakas, the followers of the ritualistic portion 

of the Vedas. 
Gonos: Deities such as Fire, Indra, etc. 

22 

Those conversant with the Vedas describe Atman as the Vedas; 

those conversant with the sacrifices, as the sacrifices; those conversant 

with the enjoyer, as the enjoyer; and those conversant with the objects 
of enjoyment call It the objects of enjoyment. 

THOSE CONVERSANT WITH THE VeEpas: Refers to the followers of 

Bodh&yana and other adepts in the Vedic rituals. 

Tuosr ... ENJovER: The followers of Simkhya, according to whom the 

purusha, or conscious entity in every living being, is the enjoyer of the fruit 

of action performed by prakriti, or nature. 

OBJECTS OF ENJOYMENT: Such as delicious food and drink. The text 

refers to cooks and gourmands, who are interested in tasty food. 

23 

The knowers of the subtle call It the subtle, and the knowers of 

the gross, the gross. Those that are familiar with the Personal Deity call 
It the Personal Deity, and those that are familiar with the void, the void. 

Sustrz: By some, Atman is described as subtle, like an atom. 

Gross: By some, Atman is identified with the gross body. 

Personat Derry: Atman is described as Siva, Vishnu, and so forth, 

endowed with their peculiar physical characteristics. 

FaMILIAR WITH THE vorp: Refers to the Buddhist nihilists.
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24+ 

Those that know time call Atman time, and those that know space 
call It space. Those versed in the art of disputation call It the object 
of dispute; and those knowing the worlds call It the worlds. 

THOSE THAT KNOW Tre: Refers to the astrologers. 
Space: The quarters of the sky; or the word may refer to those who 

foretell the future by observing the breath. 

25 

The knowers of the mind call Atman the mind; the knowers of 

the buddhi, the buddhi. The knowers of the chitta call It the chitta; 

and the knowers of righteousness and unrighteousness call It righteous- 
ness and unrighteousness. 

Tue suppui: The discriminative faculty. 

Tue currra: The mind-stuff. 

26 

Some say that Atman consists of twenty-five cosmic principles; some, 
of twenty-six principles; some, again, of thirty-one principles; while 
there are yet others who describe It as consisting of an infinite number 
of principles. 

SoME . . . TWENTY-Five ETc: Refers to the followers of Samkhya, 
according to whom there are twenty-five tattvas, or cosmic principles, 
namely, prakriti (nature), mahat (cosmic mind), ahamkara (I-conscious- 
ness), the five tanmatras (subtle elements), the five organs of action, the 
five organs of perception, the mind, and the purusha. 

SOME, OF TWENTY-six ETc: The followezs of Patanjali, who adds Iévara, 
or God, to the categories of Samkhya. 

SoME, ... OF THIRTY-ONE ETC: The Paéupatas. 

The mutual contradictions inyolved in these theories prove their fallacious 

nature. 

27 

Those who know how to gratify others call Atman gratification; 
- those who are conversant with the aéramas call It the aéramas. The
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grammarians call It the masculine, feminine, and neuter genders; and 

still others, the Higher Brahman and the Lower Brahman. 

Tose ... GRATIFY oTHERS: Refers to a sect of atheists. 

28 

The knowers of creation call It creation; the knowers of dissolution, 
dissolution; and the knowers of preservation, preservation. In truth, 
all such ideas are always imagined in Atman. 

KxowERS OF CREATION: Refers to the followers of the Puranas. 

Sucu meas: Those described in the foregoing verses and also those 
that will be discussed by men in times to come. 

Imacinep ETc: So long as men use their finite minds to ascertain the 
truth about Reality, they will imagine all sorts of things regarding Atman. 

But Atman transcends all mental states. 

Prana is the Causal Brahman, the same as Prajna, or the Self associated 

with deep sleep. All the entities described in verses 20 to 28 are various 
modifications of prana. Through maya Atman appears as préna. Therefore 

the entities described above are all like the snake, water, etc. imagined in 

the rope, the desert, etc. This imagination is due to ignorance of the true 
nature of Atman, which in reality is free from characteristics and differ- 
entiation. Sankara does not make any attempt to explain verses 20-28, since 

it serves no useful purpose to discuss meaningless fancies. 

Gaudapida sums up the above theories and gives his own explana- 
tion regarding them: 

29 

The disciple grasps only that idea which is presented to him by 
his teacher. Atman assumes the form [of what is taught] and thus 

protects the disciple. Absorbed in that idea, he realizes it as Atman. 

Grasps: Sometimes a qualified teacher realizes the limited intellectual 
power of the pupil and teaches him only a partial view of Reality. And the 
pupil, for want of proper discrimination, remains satished with it. 

Ipra: Prana manifests all ideas and is the highest manifestation of Atman 
in the relative universe. It represents Atman in Its causal aspect. Therefore 
all the ideas regarding Atman given in the foregoing verses, and all those 

that have been left out, are included in prana.
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ABSORBED ETc: Such a student attains only a partial view of Reality, 

though he believes that view to be the ultimate. He shuts his eyes to other 

views. Failing to realize that his idea of Reality, being only a product of 

the imagination, is in no way different from other ideas, he becomes in- 

tolerant. This is a mistake generally committed by fanatics, who do not see 

that their views have no more validity than those of others. The snake 

imagined in the rope is not different, as far as the error is concerned, from 

a stick that may also be imagined in the same rope. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 

What will one gain by endless discussion of this kind? Whatever 

interpretation of Atman—whether mentioned above or not—is given to the 

disciple by the teacher, he takes it for Ultimate Reality; he says to himself: 

“T am that” or “That is mine.” Such a conception of Atman as is explained to 
the inquirer appears to him as the sole Reality. It protects him and keeps 

him away from all other ideas. On account of his single-minded devotion 

to that idea] he attains identity with it. 

30 

Atman, though non-separate from all these ideas, appears to be sepa- 
rate. He who truly knows this interprets, without any fear, the mean- 
ing of the Vedas. 

Non-sEPARATE: What is falsely superimposed is not really different from 
the substratum. Thus, to the knower of Truth, prana and other similar 

ideas are not different from Atman, as the snake falsely superimposed upon 
a rope is truly the same as the rope. 

Apprars ETc: The ignorant person regards Atman as completely other 
than Its manifestations. To the illumined all that exists is Atman. 

‘Truly KNows TuIs Etc: That is to say, through reasoning. (See II. 4.) 
Even when Atman is falsely imagined as prana etc. Its true nature is never 
affected. 

InrERPRETs ETc: He interprets the Vedas according to their main 
divisions. That is to say, he knows that the Upanishads directly lead to 

the revelation of the non-dual Brahman, whereas the other part, dealing 

with rituals and sacrifices, describes the phenomenal universe conditioned 
by the law of causality. “None but the knower of Atman can understand the 

true meaning of the Vedas. None but he can derive real benefit from his 

actions.” (Manusamhita.) “A knower of Reality is never a slave of the 
Vedas. Whatever interpretation he gives to the Vedas is their true meaning.” 

CAnandagiri.)
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The phenomenal universe is really non-different from Brahman, be 
cause it has no independent existence of its own. The knower of this truth 
sees everything as Brahman and thus lives without attachment, false fear, 
or false expectation. He really enjoys the world. One who knows the mirage 

to be the desert can still see the mirage and enjoy it. The false notion that 
diversity can exist independent of the substratum of Unity (i.e. Brahman) 
is the cause of attachment and aversion, of false expectation and false fear. 

The unreality of duality has been demonstrated by reason. It can 
be established by scriptural evidence as well. A conclusion arrived at 
can be accepted as valid if it is supported by reasoning, personal ex- 
perience, and also scriptural evidence (i.e. the experience of illumined 
persons). 

3] 

As dreams, illusions, and castles in the air are viewed, so is the 

tangible universe viewed by the wise, well versed in Vedanta. 

Dreams anp mLusions: These are believed to be real by persons who 
do not know the truth. 

CASTLES IN THE atr: “Sometimes a person sees a city in the sky, full of 

shops, houses, palaces, and localities frequented by men and women. And 
then it quickly disappears.” (Sankaracharya.) And this is an illusory 
phenomenon. 

The non-duality of Brahman is the teaching of the Upanishads. Compare: 

“There is no diversity whatsoever in It” (Br. Up. IV. iv. 19); “Indra (the 

Supreme Lord), through mAya, assumes diverse forms” (Ri. VI. xlvii. 18); 

“In the beginning all this [i.e. the universe] exists as Brahman”; “There is 

no duality” (Br. Up. IV. iii. 23); “When everything has become the Self, 

then what can one see and by what means will one see it?” (Br. Up. IV. 

v. 15). Diversity is the cause of friction, fear, and suffering. The wise see 

the manifestations as Brahman. 

The meaning of the chapter is summed up: 

32 

There is neither dissolution nor creation, none in bondage and none 

practising disciplines. There is none seeking Liberation and none 
liberated. This is the absolute truth.
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The notion of birth and death, of bondage and spiritual discipline, the 

desire for Liberation and its attainment—all this belongs to the world of 

duality, which has already been proved to be unreal. Hence the notions of 
birth and death, etc. are meaningless from the standpoint of Ultimate 

Reality. Brahman alone exists and all that is perceived is Brahman. 
The following interpretation of this important and profound verse is based 

upon the commentary of Sankara and its explanation by Anandagizi: 

When the universe of diversity is realized to be unreal and Atman alone 
to be real, it becomes clear that all our dealings, secular or religious (Vedic), 

pertain to the domain of ignorance. Then we clearly see that there is no 
destruction; no creation or coming into existence; no bondage, that is to say, 
no worldly being; no discipleship, that is to say, no one practising disciplines 
for Liberation; no seeker after Liberation; and none liberated. The gist 

of this verse is that the state of bondage, discipleship, etc. cannot exist 
in the absence of creation and destruction. How can it be said that there 

is neither creation nor destruction? Jt is because duality never exists at any 
time. The absence of duality is emphasized by such scriptural passages as: 

“All this is verily Atman” CBr. Up. II. iv. 6); “Atman is one and without 
a second” CChh. Uy. VI. ii. 1). Birth and death can be predicated only 

of what exists and never of what does not exist. Birth and death are never 
mentioned with reference to the son of a barren woman. That which is 

non-dual can never be said to be born or destroyed. Birth indicates a previous 
non-existence, and death, a subsequent non-existence. But the non-dual 

Atman is eternal existence. Further, birth and death, implying change, can 
only be brought about by an external factor which effects the change. But 

Atman is one and without a second. That Atman should be non-dual and 
at the same time subject to birth and death is a contradiction in terms. It 

has already been stated that the experiences in the realm of duality, char- 

acterized by the activity of prana, mind, etc., are mere illusions of which 

Atman is the substratum. The illustration of the snake and the rope has 
already been given. The imagination characterized by the appearance of the 
snake is not really produced from the rope nor is it dissolved in the rope. 

Otherwise, such an illusion would have been experienced by others as well. 

Though from the empirical standpoint the illusion of the snake is said to be 

created from the rope, yet such an explanation can be justified only if the 

illusion is admitted to be a fact. But an illusion disappears when the reality 

is known; therefore the illusion is not a fact. [This is a refutation of the 

view of the realists.] Further, the illusion of the snake cannot be produced 

from the mind alone, because our subjective idea does not correspond to the 

object existing outside. From the standpoint of Reality the mind itself is 

unreal and hence cannot produce a new thing. [This is a refutation of the 
view of the idealists.] Thirdly, the illusion cannot be created jointly from
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the mind and the external object (the thing-in-itself). The thing-in-itself, 

it is assumed, is unknown and unknowable, and beyond the causal Jaw. It 
cannot create anything. Besides, from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality, 

both the mind and the external objects are unreal; hence no new entity 
can be produced by them. Therefore an illusion cannot be said to be created 
either from the external object or from the mind or from both. As the 
illusory snake is only a state of the mind, so also is duality. [This is true 
from the relative standpoint; from the highest standpoint, the illusion, too, 

is non-existent.] Neither in deep sleep nor in deep meditation, when the 

mental activities are controlled, is duality perceived. The appearance and 
disappearance of duality being associated with the states of the mind, duality 
is purely a product of the imagination. Hence it has been rightly stated 
that Ultimate Reality is free from birth and death. 

Objection: If that is so, then the function of the scriptures should be to 
prove that duality is unreal, and not to establish Non-duality as a positive 
fact; for the same method cannot refute one position, that is to say, prove 

a negation, and establish another, that is to say, predicate an affirmation. 
If duality is refuted and if there is no evidence of the existence of Non- 
duality, then, as the Buddhist nihilists contend, Ultimate Reality cannot 

but be a void. 
Reply: This contention is inconsistent with reason. It has been stated 

many times that an illusion cannot exist without a substratum. As the rope 
is the unrelated substratum of the illusory snake, so also Non-duality is the 

unrelated substratum of illusory duality. 

Objection: The analogy is irrelevant, for even the rope which is the 
substratum of the illusory snake is asserted by you to be an imaginary entity. 

Reply: It is not so; for when the imagined form disappears, the un- 
imagined substratum continues to exist, simply because the substratum is 
not imagined. [The illustration of the rope and the snake is given only 

as an analogy which applies to the realm of duality. No exact illustration 

can be given for Non-duality, since no second entity exists.] 
Objection: As the substratum of the imagined snake in the rope is 

unreal, so also the unimagined substratum, that is to say, Non-duality, or 

Brahman, is unreal. 

Reply: It cannot be so. In empirical experience the rope is not imagined; 
it exists even before the illusion of the snake arises. Likewise, Brahman 

CNon-duality) can never be an object of imagination; It exists even before 
the illusion of duality arises. Further, no imagination is possible without 

a subject or perceiver, who must be admitted as prior to the imagined object. - 

Therefore it is unreasonable to say that Non-duality is unreal. [Even if the 
analysis of the dualistic world leads to the experience of a void or total 
negation, as the Buddhist nihilists contend, there must be an experiencer
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of the negation. If that experiencer is also negated, there must be another 

experiencer of such negation. If one is faced with a regressus, there must 

be a perceiver of the regressus, without which the argument of regressus ad 
infinitum is not possible. Therefore an ultimate substratum or perceiver 
cannot be denied. This substratum is Brahman, or Atman, which continues 

to exist even when all products of the imagination are negated.] 

Objection: Scripture can be applied only to the realm of duality. It is 
meaningless with reference to Non-duality. If duality is unreal, then 
scripture too is unreal. Therefore scripture cannot remove duality and 
reveal the non-dual Brahman. 

Reply: This contention is without force. From the relative standpoint 
duality exists as we perceive it. It is superimposed, through ignorance, upon 

the non-dual Atman, as a snake or a stick is superimposed upon a rope. ‘The 
notions of happiness and unhappiness, knowledge and ignorance, birth and 
death, corporeality, grossness and subtleness, old age and decay, etc. are 

superimposed upon Atman. Through all these relative experiences the 
reality of Atman persists as the perceiver. This being so, scripture certainly 

has no applicability with regard to Atman, which, being the substratum, is 

ever self-evident. Scripture cannot directly describe the tme nature of the 
non-dual Atman. It is of no use to the knower of Ultimate Reality. The 
purpose of scripture is to accomplish what is not yet accomplished. It does 
not serve the purpose of evidence if it is used to establish what is self- 

evident or what has already been established. Though Atman is by nature 

pure and non-dual, yet It is not aware of Its true nature on account of such 

obstacles as the notions of happiness, unhappiness, corporeality, etc. super- 

imposed by ignorance. The purpose of scripture is to remove these illusory 

notions; thus it serves a negative purpose. This is accomplished when 

scripture describes Atman as Neti, neti—Not this, not this.” (Br. Up. Il. 

iii. 6.) Thus dissociating from Atman such adjectives as happy or unhappy, 

which would make It an object (vishaya), scripture indirectly helps to 

establish It as the eternal subject or substantive. The negation of attributes 

reveals the real nature of Atman. The purpose of scripture is to negate all 

positive characteristics falsely associated with Atman. 

Non-duality is the highest Bliss. 

33 

Atman is imagined as the unreal objects [that are perceived to 
exist] and as Non-duality as well. The objects, too, are imagined in the 

non-dual Atman. Therefore Non-duality is Bliss.
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ATMaN ... UNREAL oByzcrs: This is explained by the illustration of the 
illusory objects, such as a snake or a stick, which are imagined in a rope. It 
is the rope alone that is regarded as the snake etc. These objects are unreal 

because they are of changing nature and also because they are perceived 
through ignorance. Likewise, Atman is imagined as prana, mind, etc. The 
objects are nothing but activities of the mind. Atman is free from action. 

Therefore the knower of Atman does not see any object, created by the 

mind, that exists independent of Atman. He sees Atman alone. That the 
objects are imaginary, having Atman as their substratum, is an explanation 

from the empirical standpoint. 
As Non-puatrry 4s wELL: From the observation of the changing ideas 

superimposed upon Atman, one may infer that It is non-dual. The illusion 
of diversity cannot be explained without a substratum of unity. Therefore 

the unity of Atman, thus imagined, is a correlative of diversity and tinged 

with ignorance. But from the highest standpoint no changing objects exist. 

All that is perceived is nothing but Atman. The knower of Atman realizes 

Its non-dual nature. Vedanta describes Brahman, or Atman, as non-dual 

or as one and without a second—not simply as one. 

Tue opjects, Too, Etc: From the relative standpoint such objects as 

prana and mind are said to be imagined in Atman. From the highest stand- 

point everything—even what is perceived to be imagination—is Atman. 

The imaginary snake is nothing but the rope. 
TuErErorEe utc: It is so because, from the relative standpoint, Non- 

duality is the substratum of all illusions and also because, from the highest 

standpoint, It alone exists. Even when the mind moves in the empirical 
plane, it attains peace by discovering the unity underlying diversity. Unity 

dispels suspicion and fear. When one regards diversity as possessing an 

existence independent of Non-duality, then one courts the misery which 

arises from jealousy, hostility, fear, and the rest. When the seeker attains 

Non-duality, he enjoys real Bliss, for in that state there exists nothing 

of which he can be afraid. 

The highest teaching of Vedanta is that Brahman alone is real. What the 

ignorant see as diverse phenomena are nothing but Brahman. As the snake is 

identical with the rope, and dream-objects with the mind, so the various 

objects that are perceived to exist are nothing but Brahman. When one 

perceives the snake as other than the rope, one is afraid of it. This fear 

is based on ignorance. Similarly, when one sees objects outside Atman, one 

feels attracted or repelled by them. The highest Bliss is experienced when 

one realizes all things to be Atman. From the standpoint of Reality the 

phenomenal world—and even the idea that it exists—is nothing but Atman. 

Therefore from the highest standpoint there is neither birth nor death.
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Nothing can be added to or taken away from Brahman. The knower of 
Non-duality sees Brahman alone in everything—even in so-called good 
and evil. 

The nature of diversity is inscrutable. It is something that cannot be 
described either as real or as unreal. 

34 

The diversity in the universe does not exist as an entity identical 
with Atman, nor does it exist by itself. Neither is it separate from 
Brahman nor is it non-separate. This is the statement of the wise. 

THE DIVERSITY ... wrrm ATman: The changing phenomenal universe 
cannot exist as a separate entity and at the same time be identical with the 
unchanging non-dual Atman; in that case the diversity would become 

unreal, because Atman is one and without a second. The illusory snake, 

which in darkness appears to be other than the rope, is known, with the 

help of a light, to be the same as the rope. The light does not reveal two 
separate entities, namely, the snake and the rope, and their identity. It 

reveals only one thing, namely, the reality of the rope. Likewise, the light 
of Knowledge reveals only the non-dual Atman. Diversity, which is taken 

to be real from the relative standpoint, is realized to be nothing but the 
non-dual Atman; it does not exist as one with Atman. 

Nor... By irseLF: The diverse objects, such as prana, the mind, etc. 

do not really exist as they appear to; they are illusory, like the snake etc. 

seen in the rope. 

NEITHER . . . SEPARATE: The notion of separateness is unreal. The 

universe is not separate from Brahman in the way that a horse is distinct 

from a buffalo. It is through maya that one regards the manifold as separate 

from Brahman. 

Nor .. . NON-SEPARATE: Because the diverse manifestations are unreal 

from the standpoint of Brahman. No relationship whatsoever can be 

established between diversity and the non-dual Atman. 

Tuis ... wise: Because they do not see the reality of multiplicity. ‘The 

maya that creates diversity is zeal for the ignorant, a puzzle to the speculative 
philosopher, and non-existent to the knower of Truth. 

The implication of the text is that not even the slightest trace of diversity 
can be associated with Atman. Diversity being the cause of misery, the 

non-dual Atman alone is the highest Bliss.
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The Knowledge of Non-duality described above is exiolled for the 
purpose of intensifying the desire of aspirants for its realization: 

35 

The wise, who are free from attachment, fear, and anger and are 

well versed in the Vedas, have realized Atman as devoid of all 
phantasms and free from the illusion of the manifold, and as non-dual. 

FREE FROM... ANGER: One who seeks Non-duality must, at the outset, 
practise disciplines comprising discrimination between the Real and the 

unreal, renunciation of the unreal, and total self-control, and he must 

cherish an unceasing aspiration for Truth. The practice of disciplines creates 
the mood for contemplation, through which Non-duality is directly ex- 

perienced. Mere intellectual knowledge is mediate and indirect. The 
perception of duality is direct. Only an immediate and direct experience 

cf Non-duality can destroy the illusory notion of duality. 

Vepas: That is to say, the true import of the Vedas. 
Have neatizep: Reality is not unknown and unknowable, as agnostics 

affirm. It can be directly realized through proper disciplines. 

“The Supreme Self can be realized only by sannydsins who are free 
from all blemishes and who are well versed in the true meaning of the 

Upanishads, and not by vain logicians whose minds are clouded by passion 

and who see truth only in their particular creeds or opinions.” CSankar- 

acharya.) 

How does a knower of Atman behave? 

36 

Therefore, knowing Atman as such, fix your attention on Non- 
duality. Having realized Non-duality, behave in the world like an 
inert object. 

As sucu: That is to say, as constituting the very stuff of Bliss and 

Fearlessness, on account of Its being the negation of diversity. 

Inert opyecr: The knower of Atman transcends all codes of human 

conduct. He is beyond good and evil. But no evil can ever come from him; 

he radiates only what is good. He acts like an inert object. He is not a 

reformer in the ordinary sense of the word, yet through his silent influence 

the evils of society are removed. Realizing Brahman everywhere, he sees
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nothing other than Brahman. He does not assume the conscious role of a 
teacher, nor does he have to manifest supematural powers to convince 
others. 

How does a knower of Atman conduct himself among men? 

37 

The illumined sannydsin does not praise [any deity], does not salute 
[any superior], and does not perform rites to propitiate departed an- 
cestors. Regarding both body and Atman as his abode, he remains 
satisfied with what comes by chance. 

Dozs NoT Praise EYC: Householders who are still interested in material 
things worship God or respect superior men in society for the fulfilment of 

their wishes. For the propitiation of departed ancestors they perform 
ceremonies which are regarded as obligatory duties of householders. The 
knower of Atman is not interested in any material enjoyment, here or 
hereafter. Therefore he does not make any effort to secure them. 

Recarping EtG: When conscious of the outer world, he takes food 
for the nourishment of the body. At other times Atman alone is his abode. 

REMAINS SATISFIED ETc: He requires only the fewest things to cover 
his body or satisfy his hunger. 

38 

Having known the truth regarding what exists internally as also 
the truth regarding what exists externally, he becomes one with Reality, 
he exults in Reality, and never deviates from Reality. 

Havine gNown Erc: He realizes that both the physical body and the 
outer world are unreal, like objects seen in a dream. Compare: “The 
difference being only in a name, arising from speech” CChh, Up. VI. i. 5); 
“He is the .. . Purusha, uncreated and existing both within and without” 

(Mu. Up. IL. i. 2); “Tt is the true. It is the Self. And That thou art” CChh. 

Up. VI. viii. 7). 

InrernaLty: That is to say, the truth regarding internal objects, such 

as the pranas, mind, etc. It refers to the physical man. 
ExreRNauty: Refers to the earth and other physical objects that exist 

outside. 
Never peviates ETc: “A person devoid of the true Knowledge of the 

Self regards the mind as the Self. When the mind is restless he takes
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Atman also to be restless. He becomes physically active. Identifying himself 
with the body, he says to himself, ‘Ah, I am now fallen from Self-Knowl- 
edge.’ When the mind is concentrated he sometimes thinks he is happy 
and one with the Self. Then he says, ‘Now I am one with the Truth.’ But 
the true knower of the Self never thinks thus. For Atman is always the 
same and changeless; it is impossible for Atman to deviate from Its true 
nature. The consciousness ‘I am Brahman’ never leaves the knower of the 
Self. In other words, he never loses his awareness that he is the real Self.” 
CSankaracharya.) 

Here ends the Second Chapter 
of Gaudapiida’s Kariké, 

known as the Vaitathya Prakarana, 
or Chapter on Illusion.



CHAPTER III 

ADVAITA PRAKARANA 

(The Chapter on Non-duality) 

THE JIVA, betaking himself to devotional worship, abides in the 
manifest Brahman. He thinks that before the creation all was of the 
same nature as the birthless Reality. Therefore he is said to possess 
a narrow intellect. 

Jrva: The embodied individual. 

Berazinc etc: He practises worship and other devotional exercises in 

order to attain Liberation. In the first chapter (J. 18.) it has been stated 
that the notion of the worshipper and the worshipped is illusory since they 

belong to the realm of duality. No form of worship is compatible with 

Non-duality. 

Azsmes ETc: He takes the manifest Brahman to be real. 

Manirest Braman: Brahman manifest in the relative universe. Some- 
times It is regarded as the Personal God, sometimes as the World Soul. It is a 

manifestation of the Absolute in time and space and is called Saguna 

Brahman or Karya (Causal) Brahman. From the standpoint of Non-duality 

the manifestation is unreal; therefore the World Soul, Personal God, etc., 

too, are ultimately unreal. 

BEFORE THE CREATION ETc: That is to say, before the creation there 

existed a state of perfection, and this perfection was lost during the creation. 
A similar idea is found in the Christian tradition in the “fall of man.” 
Though the Hindu scriptures contain such an idea, they deny it from 

the standpoint of Reality. The truth is that when a man regards himself 
as fallen from the state of perfection and tries to regain that state through 
spiritual practice, even then he is in reality the non-dual Brahman. 
Narrow inrertect: He knows only a partial truth. Through ignorance 

he believes that the non-dual Brahman, like the phenomenal! universe, 

is subject to change and can be limited by time. Compare: “That which 
cannot be expressed by speech, but by which speech is expressed ——That alone 
know as Brahman, and not that which people here worship.” CKe. Up. I. 5.) 

279
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A man ignorant of Non-duality practises devotional worship for the 
purpose of attaining Liberation. He regards himself as a devotee and 

Brahman as the goal of worship. He further thinks that though at present 
he is related to the manifest Brahman, after death he will realize the 
attributeless Brahman. According to him, everything prior to the creation, 

including himself, was of the same nature as the birthless Brahman. He 
takes the manifold to be real and believes that through worship it can be 
transcended after death. But the knower of Brahman sees that birth, death, 

bondage, spiritual discipline, and the attainment of Liberation all belong 
to the realm of duality and hence are unreal. 

In the discussion of the meaning of Aum it was stated that Atman is 
the negation of phenomena, that It is blissful and non-dual. It was also 

stated in the first chapter CI. 18.) that duality does not exist when Reality 
is known. Further, in the second chapter the non-existence of duality has 

been established with the help of the illustrations of dreams, magic, a 

castle in the air, etc., and also by means of reasoning. The perceptibility 
and finitude of objects have been given as reasons for their unreality and 
for the consequent non-existence of duality. In the present chapter Non- 

duality will be established through reasoning, which will be further 
supported by experience and scriptural evidence. 

One who is unable to realize the true nature of Brahman, which is 
both within and without and therefore birthless, believes himself, 

through ignorance, to be helpless and practises devotions in order to 
realize Brahman. On account of cherishing such a limited view, he is 
called narrow-minded. Therefore it will now be said that Brahman has 

never been subject to any limitation. The narrowness of the mind that 
sees manifestations and duality has been condemned in the Upanishad. 
Compare: “When one sees another, one hears another, one knows 
another—then there is limitation.” (Chh. Up VIL xxiv. 1.) 

2 

Therefore I shall now describe Brahman, which is unborn, the same 
throughout, and free from narrowness. From this one can understand 
that Brahman does not [in reality] pass into birth even in the slightest 
degree, though It appears to be manifest everywhere. 

I sHALL Now Exc: Narrowness of mind, due to ignorance, is destroyed 
through the Knowledge of Brahman. 

Unszorn Erc: An object endowed with parts may be said to be born
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by a change or rearrangement of its parts. But Brahman is incorporeal and 
without parts. Hence It is called ajati, birthless. 

FREE FROM Erc: Brahman is called bhumé, or great. 
Tuoucu Ir erc: The manifestation, as stated before, is like the appear- 

ance of the snake in the rope. The truth is that the rope does not create or 
become the snake. It is through ignorance that one sees the snake. Similarly, 
the birthless, causeless, changeless, attributeless Brahman is imagined by the 
ignorant as creating or becoming the universe. 

That Brahman is birthless and free from limitations is explained by 
means of an illustration and through reasoning: 

3 

Atman, which is like akaéa Cinfinite space), is said to be manifested 

in the form of jivas, which may be likened to the akaéas enclosed in 
pots. The bodies, also, are said to be manifested from Atman, just as a 

pot and the like are created out of akaga. As regards the manifestation 
of Atman this is the illustration. 

Lie 4xiéa: The word is generally translated as space, the first material 
element to come into existence in the relative universe. It is subtle, partless, 

and all-pervasive; therefore Atman is compared to it. From akaéa evolve 
the other elements, namely, air, fire, water, and earth. These five elements, 

becoming gross, create the universe and all material bodies within it. 

Wuicn ... ports: The akasa inside a pot is really the same as the all- 

pervading infinite akasa. The former is not created by the latter. One 
speaks about the space inside the pot and limited by it Cghatakasa) because 
the body of the pot appears to limit the infinite space (mahakaéa). Likewise, 
Atman does not become or create the jiva, but appears as such on account 
of the apparent limitation put on It by the body, mind, etc., created 
by ignorance. Therefore creation or manifestation is not real. 

THE BODIES, ALSO, ETc: The material pot exists in ak@éa after being 

created out of akasa. As we have noted, akaéa is the original element from 
which the other elements are produced. All material objects are made out 
of the five elements. Likewise, the non-dual Brahman, in association with 

maya, appears as Brahman with attributes, from which evolve the five 
elements, which, in turn, are the cause of all physical bodies. Therefore all 
physical bodies are said to be created out of Atman. But the whole creation 
is nothing but a product of the imagination, like the snake in the rope. 
Non-dualistic Vedanta explains the phenomenal universe both by the 
theory of illusory superimposition and by causation. Brahman, or Pure
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Being, appears to have become the universe through maya; causality operates 

within the universe. 

‘When scripture, with a view to enlightening the ignorant, speaks of 
the creation or manifestation from Atman, such manifestation—which is 

regarded as a fact by the ignorant—is explained by the illustration of space 
a and the pot.” (Sankaracharya.) 

4 

As, on the destruction of the pot etc., the akagas enclosed in them 
merge in the [great] akaéa, so the jivas merge in Atman. 

As, on Ero: “As the creation of the akasa enclosed in a pot follows the 

creation of the pot, and as the merging of that ak4sa in the great akasa 
follows the destruction of the pot, so the creation or manifestation of the 
jiva follows the creation of the aggregate of the body, mind, etc., and the 
merging of the jiva in the Supreme Self follows the destruction of the 
aggregate. The meaning is that neither the creation nor the destruction 
of the jiva is real from the standpoint of the non-dual Atman, which is the 

real nature of the jiva.” (Sankaracharya.) 

The following verse refutes the contention of the dualists, especially 
the followers of the Samkhya philosophy. According to them, there are 
many atmans associated with different bodies; otherwise the birth and 
death, happiness and unhappiness, bondage and Liberation, of one 
Gtman would affect all individual souls, and further, there would 
follow a confusion regarding the results of action. That is to say, the 
action of one individual would affect others who were not responsible 
for it. There would then not exist any possible relation between action 
and the result of action, and the law of causality would be rendered 

futile. The objection is answered: 

5 

As the dust, smoke, etc. soiling the akaéa enclosed in a particular 

pot do not soil the other akaSas enclosed in other pots, so also the 
happiness, miseries, etc. of one jiva do not affect other jivas. 

The reply to the contention that the multiplicity of Atman is real is as 
follows: The non-dualists admit a multiplicity of atmans in the relative 
world, and also the happiness, misery, bondage, Liberation, etc. associated 
with these individuals. But this multiplicity is due to the limitations caused
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by the upadhi of the mind, which is the result of ignorance. From the 
standpoint of Ultimate Reality ignorance and multiplicity do not exist. 

As stated above, this verse refutes principally the view of the Samkhya 
philosophers. According to them, there are two ultimate categories, namely, 
purusha and prakriti. The purushas or dtmans, devoid of parts and 
attributes, are of the very nature of consciousness. There are as many 

putushas as there are bodies. Prakriti, or nature, non-dual, undifferentiated, 
insentient, and dull, consists of the three gunas: sattva, rajas, and tamas, 
which ate the principles of serenity, activity, and dullness, respectively. 
Prakriti is activated by the very proximity of the purusha. It evolves into 
the buddhi Cintellect}, I-consciousness, sense-organs, etc. Sattva, rajas, 
and tamas, remaining undifferentiated in prakriti, become differentiated 
when it evolves into the buddhi. Happiness, misery, bondage, etc., the result 
of the three gunas, become the visible attributes of the buddhi. The 

purusha, through avidya, reflects upon itself the characteristics of prakriti 
and thus experiences misery, happiness, etc. The example is given of a 
colourless crystal reflecting the colours of different flowers placed near it. 
All actions are performed by prakriti (owing to the proximity of the 
purusha), but their results are experienced by the purusha. Prakriti, being 
insentient, cannot be the experiencer. As long as the purusha remains 
identified with prakriti it is bound. But the very enjoyment of material 
objects ultimately brings about satiety, and the purusha detaches itself from 
prakriti and realizes its freedom. Thus prakriti is both the cause of bondage 
and the cause of Liberation, the purusha being, in itself, of the very 
nature of light. According to the followers of Samkhya, the purushas, or 

Atmans, are many; therefore the happiness or misery of one does not 
affect the others. Non-dualists generally’ accept the conclusions of Samkhya, 
but assert that the multiplicity of atmans conceived by them is due to avidya. 
In the empirical world bondage, Liberation, etc. are admitted, but they are 
denied from the standpoint of Reality. Even Samkhya does not deny that the 
activities of the 4tman in the relative world are the result of avidya. 

The following objection may be raised: The variety of names, forms, 
and functions is an indubitable experience in the relative world. This 
can be explained only if one admits a multiplicity of Gtmans, each 
having a different name and form and performing a different function. 
The non-duality of Atman cannot explain this variety. The answer 
is as follows: 

6 

Though the diversity of forms, functions, and names of the aka$as 
[associated with different receptacles] is admitted, yet this does not
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imply any [real] differentiation in akaéa itself. The same is the con- 
clusion regarding the jivas. 

TroucH Ere: In practical experience we find different forms—large and 
small—of the non-dual 4kasa (space), such as the akaSa enclosed in a jar, 

the akaSa enclosed in a cup, the akaa enclosed in a room, etc. Their 
functions also are different. For instance, the akaga in a jar holds water 
and the akaéa enclosed in a house serves the purpose of accommodations. 

Without space (akaéa) the pot cannot hold water nor can the house be a 

dwelling-place. The portions of akaéa enclosed in the pot, jar, etc. are 

called by different names on account of their association with different 

upadhis. 
Yer erc: This multiplicity of names, forms, and functions of the akasa 

is not real, because the akasa remains non-dual and undifferentiated. The 

apparent differentiation is the result of its association with such upadhis 

as the pot, jar, house, etc. 
Tw same Erc: The jivas, or individual atmans, appear to be different on 

account of their association with the upadhis of different bodies, minds, etc. 
The upadhis are unreal because they are changeable. Therefore, from the 

standpoint of Reality, Atman is, like 4ka4a, one and non-dual. 

This explanation of the apparent differentiation in Atman as being due 
to avidya is given only from the empirical standpoint, when one regards the 

differences as a fact. But from the standpoint of Reality the differences 

do not exist. 

Why should one not take the differentiations of akaga to be real? 
The reply is as follows: 

7 

As the akaga enclosed in a pot is neither an effect nor a part of the 
[real] akaéa, so the jiva is neither an effect nor a part of Atman. 

Errecr: The akaéa enclosed in a pot is not the effect of the real akaga 
in the way that a gold necklace is the effect of gold, or a wave, of the ocean. 

The necklace and the wave are explained as modifications of the gold and 
the ocean. 

Part: As the branch of a tree is a part of the tree. 

So etc: The jiva is really neither a becoming nor a part of Atman. 
Jivahood is the result of avidyd, like the iusion of the snake and the 

tope. From the standpoint of Reality the jiva is nothing but the non-dual 
Atman.
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It may be objected that Brahman, or Atman, is non-dual and ever 
pure, whereas the jivas are many and contaminated by passion, hate, 
attachment, etc; therefore Brahman and the jiva cannot be non-differ- 
ent. In reply it is said: 

8 

Children regard akaéa as being soiled by dirt; likewise the ignorant 
regard Atman as being similarly soiled. 

CurtpREN: Refers to those who have not yet developed the power of 
discrimination. 

AxAsa ETc: The grey colour of the sky is not the true nature of akasa 

but is caused by such extraneous things as dust and smoke. 
IcnonantT ETC: Birth, death, happiness, misery, etc. are not the real 

nature of Atman. They are the result of Its association, through ignorance, 

with the upadhis of body, mind, etc. 

A thirsty man, owing to ignorance, sees, in the desert, water with foam 

and waves. Similarly, embodied beings, owing to desire, see, in the non-dual 

pure Atman, attachment, passion, and other blemishes. Desire is the result 
of ignorance regarding the true nature of Atman. As the illusory water 

of the mirage cannot wet a single grain of sand, so all the blemishes falsely 
attributed to Atman cannot make It lose Its purity even in the smallest 
measure. The blemishes that affect the jiva are of five kinds, as described 

by Patanjali. These are: avidya, owing to which one regards the body, 
which is non-Self, as the Self; asmita, or I-consciousness, on account of 

which one regards the mind as Atman; raga, or attachment; dvesha, 
or anger, which arises when the desire to possess an object is frustrated; 

and abhiniveéa, or the fear of death. 

The above meaning is further explained. 

9 

Atman, in regard to Its birth and death, Its going and coming [i.e. 
rebirth], and Its dwelling in different bodies, is not unlike akaéa. 

Axaéa: The akaga enclosed in a pot is said to be created when the 
pot is made, and destroyed when the pot is broken; but the real akaéa 

is free from creation and destruction. 

The following objection may be made: It is admitted that, after death, 
the righteous jiva goes to heaven, and the sinful jiva, to hell. After the
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experience of happiness or misery they are reborn, and in due course they 

depart from this world. Now, if the jiva is the non-dual, pure Atman, 
then this doctrine of rebirth becomes inconsistent. In reply it is stated: 
The text savs that the diverse experiences of the jiva are the result of 

avidya, and therefore are not real. 

10 

All aggregates are produced by Atman’s maya, as in a dream. No 
rational argument can be given to establish their reality, whether they 
are of equal status or whether some are superior [to others]. 

Accrecates: That is to say, the combinations of limbs, bones, etc. that 

make up physical bodies. 
Arman’s MAYA: If anyone subject to avidyd sees multiplicity, then this 

avidy4 is in the perceiver. It has no objective reality. 
Dream: Dream bodies are created by the ignorance that exists in the 

sleeping person. 
Some saRE ETc: All aggregates—constituting the bodies of pots or 

animals or men or gods—are produced by avidya, like the bodies seen in a 

dream or conjured up by a magician. This avidya, or ignorance, is in the 
perceiver. In other words, from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality these 
bodies do not exist. In order to establish their reality one may argue that 
there are some bodies, such as those of the gods, that are superior to others, 

such as those of birds and beasts, or that the bodies of all created beings 
ate of equal status. But no rational argument can be given regarding their 

creation or reality, because, as has been repeatedly stated, the very idea 
of creation, or coming into existence, is the result of avidya; and with 

the removal of avidya the idea of creation also vanishes. Since there is no 
creation, the bodies have no real existence. 

The reality of the birthless and non-dual Atman, which has been 
established through reason, is now further corroborated by the evidence 
of scripture: 

1] 

The Supreme Self is the self of the five sheaths, such as the physical 
and the vital, which have been described in the Taittiriya Upanishad. 
That the Supreme Self is like 4kasa has already been stated. 

Five sHEatus: These are the annamayakoéa (the gross physical sheath, 
consisting of such physical parts as head, feet, and hands), the prana-
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mayakoga (the vital sheath, consisting of the five pranas), the manomaya- 
koSa (the sheath of mind), the vijnanamayakoéa (the sheath of intellect, 

which gives rise to the idea of individuality, or L-consciousness), and the 

anandamayakoga (the sheath of bliss, experienced in deep sleep or aesthetic 
contemplation, when the notion of ego is transcended). They are called 
sheaths because, like the sheath of a sword, they conceal Atman, which is 

their inmost essence. The sheaths are arranged one inside another, the 

gross physical sheath being the outermost, and the sheath of bliss, the 

innermost. They are animated by the presence of Atman. The aggregate 
of the body, consisting of the five sheaths, has been created from Atman 

through the power of maya. (For a description of the sheaths see Tai. Up. 

II. 1-5.) 

Tre Supreme Serr: That is to say, Brahman, described as Truth, Con- 
sciousness, and Infinity. Through the power of maya It projects the 
different bodies and remains hidden by them. 

Lyre axaéa: See III. 3. 

Atman, or the Self, as described here, cannot be established by the 
arguments pursued by the logicians, since It is quite diferent from the 

atman about which they speak. 

Further scriptural evidence: 

12 

The same akaéa dwells within both the earth and the stomach; like- 

wise, the same Brahman dwells within the pairs described in the Madhu- 
Brahmana. 

THE EARTH AND THE sTomMacH: The earth represents the cosmic or 
suptaphysical (adhidaivata), and the stomach, the physical Cadhyatma). 
The same Atman is the inner essence of both the physical and the supra- 

physical. 
Tue pares ETc: The Madhu-Brahmana is the name of a section CII. v.) 

of the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. The passage of the Upanishad referred 
to here begins thus: “The earth is the honey (madhu, effect) of all beings, 
and all beings are the honey (madhu) of the earth. Likewise, the bright, 

immortal person in the earth and the bright immortal person in the body 
[are both madhu]. He is indeed the same as the Self—that Immortal, that 
Brahman, that All.” The purpose of this passage is to establish the fact that 

the Supreme Brahman alone exists in all the pairs of the physical and the 
supraphysical, or cosmic. This is accomplished by indicating the point or the 

state where duality vanishes.
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There is no scriptural passage that praises dualism and condemns 
non-dualism. 

13 

The identity of the jiva and Atman is praised by pointing out their 
non-duality; multiplicity is condemned. Therefore non-dualism alone is 

free from error. 

Praisep: Because non-dualism is established both through reason and 
through scripture, and also because it is conducive to the welfare of all. 

Conpemnep: Compare: “There is no duality” CBr. Up. IV. iii. 23); 
“Fear arises from the awareness of duality” (Br. Uv. I. iv. 2); “If a man 

sees the slightest difference [in Atman], then he is overcome with fear” 
(Tai. Up. IL. 7); “He goes from death to death who sees any difference here 
[in Atman]” (Ka. Up. IL. i. 10). 

Both the knower of Brahman and the scriptures extol Non-duality and 
condemn multiplicity. This also accords with reason. But the false views 
advanced by the logicians are confusing and cannot be accepted as fact. 

It may be contended that the Vedas themselves contain passages 
declaring the duality, that is to say, the separateness, of the jiva and the 
Supreme Self. The contention is refuted: 

14 

The separateness of the jiva and Atman, which has been declared 
in the earlier [section of the Upanishads], dealing with the creation, 

is figurative, because this section states only what will happen in the 
future. This separateness cannot be the real meaning [of those passages]. 

THE SEPARATENESS ETc: The Karmakdnda, or ritual section, of the 
Vedas describes the creation of the universe and mentions the separateness 

of the individual soul Cjiva) and the Supreme Self (Atman). This is 
reiterated in certain passages of the Upanishads. For instance, there are 
passages that refer to the Supreme Self as endowed with many desires. 
There are also passages like the following: “He, the Highest, supported the 
heavens and the earth.” (The word He in the passage really refers to 

Hiranyagarbha, or the Cosmic Mind, who is a product of maya.) Such 

statements indicate that the Supreme Lord is other than the created 
universe. In the face of these conflicting statements found in the Upanishads, 

supporting both the idea of separateness and that of Non-duality, how can
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it be asserted that non-dualism alone is the correct conclusion of the Vedas? 

This is the contention of the opponent. 
Ficurative: The reply of the non-dualist is that such passages have only 

a figurative meaning. It is true that the Llpanishads contain passages regard- 

ing the creation, such as, for instance: “That from which all these beings 
are produced” (Tai. Uy. III. 1); “As, from a blazing fire, sparks . . . fly 
forth” (Mu. Uy. IL i. 1); “Akasa has evolved from that which is Atman” 

(Tai. Up. I. i. 3); “It saw... It created fire’ (Chh. Up. VI. ii. 3). But 
the creation thus described is not real from the standpoint of Brahman, or 

the Absolute. The differentiation between the jiva and Atman implied in the 
creation is like the differentiation between the infinite akaéa and the akaéa 

enclosed in a pot. (See III. 3-7.) As already stated, such differentiation is 

created by upadhis, which themselves are the result of avidya. The state- 

ment regarding creation is made with reference to a future happening. That 
is to say, when scripture makes such a statement, it takes into consideration 

the multiplicity regarded as real by those who are still wnder the influence 

of avidya. The true purpose of the Lipanishadic passages dealing with the 
creation and destruction of the universe, and so on, is ultimately to 

establish the oneness of existence or the non-duality of Brahman. (The 
Upanishads certainly accept the empirical view of the universe from the 

relative standpoint. They explain it by stating that Brahman, which is 
both the material and the efficient cause of the universe, first projects the 

different material bodies from Its maya and then enters into all as their 
living self. This explanation establishes the essential non-difference of the 
jiva and Brahman.) This is expressed by such well-known passages as: 

“That thou art” CChh. Up. VI. viii. 7); “He does not know, who says, ‘T 

am one and he is another’” (Br. Uy. I. iv. 10). Keeping in view Non- 

duality, which is finally established, the Upanishads use certain dualistic 

passages, especially regarding creation, as a concession to the experience of 

multiplicity common to the unillumined. Thus they are merely figurative. 

This verse of the Karika may be interpreted in a different way: The 

non-duality of the jiva and Atman, explained by such a passage as “He is 

one and without a second” (Chh. Uy. VI. ii. 1.), exists even before the 

creation, as referred to in such passages as: “It saw” (Chh. Up. VI. ii. 3); 

“Tt created fire” CChh. Uy. VI. ii. 3). The idea of the creation is the result 

of ignorance, which is ultimately dispelled by right knowledge. That the 

passages dealing with the diversity of creation finally lead to the establish- 

ment of the non-duality of Atman is known from such a scriptural passage 

as: “It is the True. It is the Self. And That thou art.” (Chh. Up. VI. viii. 
7.) Now, if this ultimate Non-duality is kept in view, then the passage 
suppotting the separateness of the jiva and Atman must be taken in a
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figurative sense. In common parlance it is said that the pudding is cooking, 

even before the pudding js finished. 

All the statements about the creation given in the Upanishads are 

only means for clarifying the mind so that it may understand that Non- 

duality is Ultimate Reality. 

15 

The scriptural statements regarding the creation, using the examples 

of earth, iron, and sparks, are for the purpose of clarifying the mind. 

Multiplicity does not [really] exist in any manner. 

Tue scrrerurar xtc: It has already been stated (Ill. 3, 10.) that the 
aggregates of body, mind, etc., like dream bodies, are the result of ignorance 
and that the creation of the different j jivas from the non-dual Atman is like 
the production of the akaéas enclosed in a pot, a house, etc. from the infinite 

akaéa. This latter instance of creation is the result of upadhis caused 

by avidya. 
CLaRiIryING THE MIND: Since the ignorant take the creation and diversity 

to be real, their minds should be enlightened. The examples of earth, fire, 
iron, etc. given by the Upanishads to explain the creation serve that 

purpose. They are not to be taken literally. 
Munriericrry pors not Etc: Those who hold the empirical view of 

diversity ultimately realize, through reasoning and the proper understanding 
of scripture, that the whole idea of the creation and diversity is unreal. ‘The 

non-dual Atman neither creates nor becomes the universe. It alone exists. 

It may be contended that before the creation the universe may have been 
non-dual and free from birth, but that after the creation one sees multiplicity 
in the manifested universe and embodied beings; and further, that the crea- 

tion as described in the scriptures is real. The reply to this contention is 
that the scriptural passages dealing with the creation have a quite different 

meaning. It has already been stated that the physical bodies, which are 
aggregates, are produced through illusion and that the creation of the 
universe is like the production of the 4kaga enclosed in a pot. The different 
created beings are like the portions of akaa inside different pots. The 

scriptural passages dealing with the creation and diversity have the ultimate 
aim of demonstrating the non-duality of the jiva and Brahman. The 
illustrations of earth CChh. Up. VI. i. 4.9, iron (Chh. Up. VI. i. 6.), 

sparks (Mu. Up. IL. i. 1.9, etc. are given in scripture to explain the crea- 
tion in order to train the minds of unenlightened seekers to comprehend 

Non-duality. They serve no other purpose.
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The following objection may be raised: It may be true that scripture 
declares the sole reality and non-duality of Atman, and the unreality 
of the phenomenal universe. But scripture also contains such passages 
as: “O my dear, Atman alone should be realized” (Br. Up. II. iv. s.), 

“He (Atman) desired,” etc. Further, various injunctions have been laid 

down in scripture regarding the disciplines of people belonging to 
various castes and stages of life. All this, as well as the dualistic rituals 
prescribed by the Vedas for householders, seems to contradict the unborn 
and the non-dual nature of Atman. The following verse resolves this 
contradiction and states that the disciplines and duties associated with 
the various castes and stages of life also ultimately help seekers to realize 
the same goal, namely, the non-duality of Atman: 

16 

There are three stages of life, corresponding to the threefold under- 
standing of men: inferior, mediocre, and superior. Scripture, out of 
compassion, has taught this discipline for the benefit [of the unen- 

lightened]. 

‘Turee staces: The student period Cbrahmacharya), the householder 
stage (garhasthya), and the stage of retirement (vanaprastha). The word 
stages also implies the three upper castes of Hindu society, whose members 

alone are entitled to practise the Vedic rituals. (See Self-Knowledge, p. 18 
ff. and p. 22 ff.) 

InFERion ETc: That people are bom with different degrees of under- 
standing is due to the effect of actions performed in their previous lives. 
Thus they find themselves in different castes. Those who are born with 
low understanding look upon the manifested universe as real. Mediocre 
intellects think in terms of causality; they accept the universe as real and 
regard Brahman as the cause. Superior intellects see the non-dual Brahm 

alone. 
Scrreture Etc: The disciplines for the different castes and stages have 

been laid down for those of inferior and mediocre minds, who uphold the 
empirical point of view. These minds, on account of inner impurity, believe 

in diversity. Through proper disciplines their understanding becomes clearer 
and they can grasp the meaning of ‘Non-duality. Thus the real purpose of 
caste rules, ritualistic worship, etc. is to train the student in order that he 

may finally understand the non-duality of the jiva and Brahman. For those 

who have attained the goal the disciplines are meaningless. 

Buddha, in order to emphasize the transcendental nature of Reality, con- 
demned caste, the scriptures, rituals, and so on. It is to the eternal glory of
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Sankara that he left them intact and showed how to use them for the 

attainment of Reality. 

The Knowledge of Non-duality is established through reason and 
scripture. It alone is the perfect Knowledge. The dualistic views lead 
to false conclusions. They are fruitful sources of attachment and 
aversion. Therefore they are condemned. 

17 

The dualists, firmly clinging to their conclusions, contradict one 
another. The non-dualists find no conflict with them. 

Contrapict Etc: The dualists take relative truths to be Ultimate Reality. 
Each becomes attached to his own point of view and dislikes the views 

of his opponents. 
Tse Non-puauists ETc: Non-dualism alone gives the rationale of rela- 

tive truths. It shows their utility from the relative standpoint. It accepts the 
usefulness of social disciplines and religious devotions for aspirants. Hence 
non-dualism cherishes neither like nor dislike for other views. In the course 

of a man’s physical movements his hands or feet may strike any other part 
of the body; but this does not irritate the body, for the limbs are its integral 
parts. Likewise, the non-dualist, on account of his knowledge of identity 
with all diverse objects and thoughts, does not feel angry at the hostile 

attitude of others; for he knows these so-called others to be his own Self. 

He realizes the entize world to be the projection of his own thought. His 
love and compassion are based upon the perception of Non-duality. 

The following is adpated from Sankara’s commentary: 
The views of the dualists are false for the additional reason that they are 

fruitful sources of the vices of attachment and aversion. Why is this so? 
The dualists, following the views of Kapila, Kanada, Buddha, Jina, etc., 

hold firmly to the conclusions formulated by their respective schools. They 
think that the views they hold are alone the ultimate truth, whereas other 

views are devoid of truth. Therefore they cultivate attachment to their own 

views and aversion to those of others who are opposed to them. Victims of 
attachment and aversion, dualists quarrel with one another, the reason 

being that they adhere to a partial truth as the whole truth. But the view 

of the non-dualists, with its universal acceptance and the support of the 
Vedas, does not conflict with any other view. It is thus free from the 
blemish of attachment and aversion and is the true knowledge. 

How is it that the non-dualist does not conflict with the dualist?
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18 

Since Non-duality is Ultimate Reality, duality is said to be Its effect. 
The dualist sees duality in both [the Absolute and the relative]. There- 
fore the non-dualist position does not conflict with the dualist position. 

Duaurry ... urrect: If duality is perceived to exist, it is the effect 
of Non-duality. From the ordinary standpoint the cause is different from 
the effect; otherwise a man cannot distinguish the one from the other. But 

from a higher standpoint the cause itself becomes the effect. What one calls 
the effect is only a name, a mere figure of speech; in itself it has no reality. 

‘The waves are non-different from the ocean. The ocean alone is real. It is 

only the name and form that create the difference between the ocean and 

the waves. Furthermore, it is the activity of the mind that creates the notion 
of duality. When the mind is at rest, as in deep sleep, in a swoon, or 
in samadhi, one does not perceive the phenomena of duality. Therefore 

duality is the effect. The non-dualist does not deny the fact of duality dur- 
ing the state of ignorance; but he denies that it is ultimately real. Con- 

sequently, from the standpoint of Reality, the non-dualist does not contradict 
duality, since the latter is really non-existent. 

In sotu: According to the dualist, duality exists both in the relative and 

in the Absolute. This is contrary to reason and scripture. 

THEREFORE THE NON-DUALIST ETC: The non-dualist is like a man riding 
a spirited elephant, who knows that none can withstand him. If a lunatic, 
though standing on the ground, thinks that he, too, is on an elephant and 

challenges the other to drive his beast upon him, the former laughs at him 
and goes his own way. Likewise, the dualist, knowing only partial truth, 
thinks that he possesses the whole truth and challenges the non-dualist to 

refute him. But the non-dualist, secure in his position, laughs at the 
challenge and bears po ill-will against the other. ‘To a real non-dualist there 
is no opponent. He is not conscious of another. He regards all as his own 

Self. (Adapted from Sankara.) 

If it be said that duality is the effect of Non-duality, then it can be 
contended that duality, too, like Non-duality, is the Supreme Reality, 
for the effect partakes of the nature of the cause. 

19 

The unborn Atman becomes manifold through may4, and not other- 
wise. For if the manifold were real, then the immortal would become 

mortal.
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Turoucu Mayd: The manifestation of the manifold is en appearance 
due to maya. It is like the seeing of many moons by a person with diseased 

eyes, or the seeing of a snake in a rope by a deluded person. The non-dual 

Atman has not in any way become the phenomenal universe. Neither a 

logical necessity nor any inexplicable factor can make the non-dual Atman 

become or create diversity. An object endowed with parts may be said to 
undergo modification by a change or rearrangement of its parts. This is how 

a material entity, such as clay, changes into a pot or a jar. But Atman is 
without parts. Therefore no change is possible in It except through the 

maya of the perceiver. 
For r Etc: Atman is unborn, immortal, and changeless. If It became 

the manifold, then It would become mortal and lose Its immortal and 

changeless nature. It would be like fire’s becoming cold. A thing cannot 
retain its own nature while undergoing a change. One of the tests of 

Reality is that it never admits of any change of its innate nature. The 

non-dual Atman, being Reality itself, cannot really change into the dual 

universe. Therefore the idea of creation or modification is false. 

20 

The disputants assert that the unborn entity (Atman) becomes born. 
How can one expect that an entity that is birthless and immortal should 
become mortal? 

Disputants: Refers to the dualistic interpreters of the Upanishads. 

Unzorn: That is to say, changeless. 

Brcomzs Born: That is to say, changes itself into the manifold universe. 

Become Morrat: All created objects are mortal. If the immortal Atman 

becomes the manifold, then It must partake of the mortal nature of the 

manifold. Birth means change. An entity cannot remain changeless while 
giving birth to another entity. 

It is utterly impossible for a thing to change its inherent nature. 
Hence the theory that Atman somehow becomes the universe is falla- 
cious, 

21 

The immortal cannot become mortal, nor can the mortal become 
immortal. For it is never possible for a thing to change its nature.
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In no way is it possible for a thing to reverse its nature, that is to say, 
to become other than what it is. Fire can never change its nature, which 

is to be hot. 

It may be contended that Atman, or Brahman, the cause, is immortal 
before the creation but subsequent to the creation, when the cause 
manifests itself as the effect, becomes mortal. Thus unchangeability and 
change apply to the two states of Brahman. This contention is refuted: 

22 

How can one who believes that an entity by nature immortal becomes 
mortal, maintain that the immortal, after passing through change, 
retains its changeless nature? 

Becomes MorTAL: If the immortal Ci.e. Brahman) manifests the universe, 
then even before the creation it must contain within it the possibility of 
change. In that event Brahman cannot be called immortal. 

AFTER ... CHanGE: If an entity undergoes change it must be im- 
permanent, because the change implies the destruction of its inherent nature. 

The so-called Absolute of the dualists is a changeable entity. If Ultimate 
Reality is mortal, then Liberation, which implies some sort of identification 

with the Absolute, cannot be an immutable experience. 

It may be contended that those who support the doctrine of ajiiti 
(i.e. the doctrine of non-creation) cannot explain the scriptural passages 
describing the creation by Brahman. In reply it is said that there are 
certainly passages in the Upanishads which describe creation; but, as 
already stated (III. 15-16.), these serve other purposes, namely, the 
clarification of the understanding regarding Ultimate Reality. Further- 
more, when the scriptures differ about a particular point, it is only 
reason that can make the final decision. 

23 

Coming into birth may be real or illusory; both views are equally 
supported by the scriptures. But that view which is supported by the 
scriptures and corroborated by reason is alone to be accepted, and not 
the other. 

According to Non-dualistic Vedanta, all creations, actual or illusory, are 
equally unreal. The creation of objects in dreams is called illusory in rela- 

tion to objects perceived in the waking state. But the objects of the waking
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state are also realized to be unreal from the standpoint of the non-dual 
Brahman. Both illusory objects and so-called real objects belong to the 
realm of phenomena. The purpose of the scriptures is not to establish the 
creation, real or apparent (mayik>, but to demonstrate the ajati, or eternal 
changelessness, of Brahman. The scriptures describe Liberation as the goal 
of life; but that goal cannot be achieved if the creation is taken to be real. 

An opponent may ask: How can ajati (the changelessness of Brahman) 
be the final conclusion of the scriptures? In reply it is said: If the 
creation were real the existence of diversity would be real. Consequently 
there should not be any scriptural passages implying the unreality of 
manifested objects. But there are such passages. Wherever the creation 
is mentioned in the scriptures, the purpose is to help the seeker to 
realize ultimately the non-duality of Atman. 

24 

From such scriptural passages as, “One does not see any multiplicity 
in Atman” [Ka. Uy. IL. i. 11.] and “Indra (the Supreme Lord), through 
maya, assumes diverse forms” [Ri. VI. xlvii. 18.], one knows that 

Atman, though ever unborn, appears to have become many only 
through maya. 

Onty THROUGH MAYA: If the manifold is perceived to exist it is nothing 
but maya. Birthlessness and creation cannot be predicated of the same object. 

Scripture extols the Knowledge of the non-duality of Atman. Compare: 
“What delusion, what sorrow, can there be for him who beholds that 
oneness?” (I§. Up. 7); “He goes from death to death who sees any differ- 
ence here” (Ka. Up. II. i. 10). The only rational theory about creation, if 
one sees it, is the doctrine of mayd, and not that of modification, or becom- 

ing Cparinamavada). 

25 

Further, by the negation of the creation, coming into birth is negated. 
The causality of Brahman is denied by such a statement as “Who can 
cause It to come into birth?” 

NEGATION OF THE CREATION: Compare: “Into a blind darkness they 
enter who worship only the creation.” (Ig. Up. 12.) See the explanation 

of this verse given in The Upanishads Vol. I, p. 211. 

THE causaLiry or Braman ETc: Compare: “It has not sprung from
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anything; nothing has sprang from It.” (Ka. Up. I. ii. 18.) The jiva, or 
individual soul, is the result of ignorance (maya). Its existence separate 
from Brahman is perceived on account of ignorance. When ignorance is 
destroyed the jiva is realized to be nothing but Brahman. Hence it is 
ignorance that is responsible for the appearance of the jiva, just as it is for 
the appearance of an illusory snake in a rope. Therefore no one has created 
either the jiva or the universe. From the standpoint of Reality there is no 
act of creation. The purport of this verse is that there cannot be any cause 
of a thing which has been brought into existence only through ignorance 
and which disappears with the destmiction of ignorance. The idea of 
causality cannot apply to Brahman, or Pure Being. It is accepted simply 
to explain the objects of the phenomenal world, which are perceived when 
the real nature of Brahman is veiled by ignorance. 

Scripiure first attributes positive characteristics to Brahman, and 
finally negates them, so as to enable the struggling aspirant to realize 
the subtle nature of Reality. 

26 

On account of the incomprehensible nature of Atman, the scriptural 
passage “INot this, not this” negates all [dualistic] ideas [attributed to 
Atman]. Therefore the birthless Atman alone exists. 

INCOMPREHENSIBLE: The nature of Atman is extremely subtle. 

‘THE SCRIPTURAL ETc: The reference is to Br. Up. II. iti. The section 
begins with the statement: “There are two forms of Brahman, gross and 

subtle, mortal and immortal, limited and unlimited .. .” It ends thus: “Now, 

therefore, follows the description [of Brahman]: ‘Not this, not this.’ ” 

CBr. Uy. II. iti. 6.) 

Nxcares atu erc: The usual Vedantic methods of establishing the 
non-dual Brahman are called adhyaropa (illusory superimposition) and 
apavada (negation). First the manifold universe is explained as illusory 
superimposition upon Brahman through maya. (The whole purpose of the 
Vedintic cosmology, psychology, ethics, and spiritual discipline is not to 

prove the ultimate reality of the tangible universe, but to demonstrate the 
non-duality of Brahman.) Next, what is superimposed through ignorance 

is refuted by means of discrimination. Finally arises the Knowledge of 
Brahman, which is one and without a second. Those who at first cannot 

meditate on the attributeless Brahman are advised to contemplate some of 

Its characteristics. Thus their minds become pure and one-pointed. At last 
they are told that Brahman cannot be associated with any word or thought. 

Thoughts are nothing but states of mind and are therefore changeable and
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unreal. One may point out the moon by means of a finger, but one can 
never see the moon if one’s eyes are fixed all the time on the finger. 

THEREFORE ETc: After attaining the non-dual Atman one realizes that 
the attributes previously negated are the same as Atman, or Brahman. 
What is negated is the false idea that these can exist independent of 
Brahman. The snake falsely superimposed wpon the rope is nothing but 
the rope. All that exists is Brahman. To the knower of the Self the 

universe is Brahman, 

The foregoing verses have established, on the evidence of scripture, 
the birthlessness and non-duality of Atman. The same thesis will now 
be proved by reason. Sankara always maintains a dual position in his 
philosophy. While arguing with those who accept the Vedas, he quotes 
scripture and gives a rational and consistent interpretation of it to 
prove his point. But when he argues with those who do not accept the 
authority of the Vedas, he proves his point by means of reason. 

27 

What is ever existent appears to pass into birth through maya, yet 
from the standpoint of Reality it does not do so. But he who thinks 
this passing into birth is real asserts, as a matter of fact, that what is 
born passes into birth again. 

Waar Is EVER EXISTENT ETc: It has already been concluded, on the 
evidence of scripture, that the birthless and non-dual Atman is the only 
Reality and that nothing else is real. The same thing may be proved by the 
following reasoning: It cannot be contended that the Knowledge of Atman 
is unreal simply because Atman Itself is incomprehensible. The very per- 
ception of the universe points to the reality of Atman. The universe is 
perceived by all and must have a cause. Without a real magician one cannot 
see the magic created by him. Likewise, one accepting the creation of the 

universe as a fact must admit the reality of Atman, which, like the magician, 

is the substratum or cause of the universe. In other words, the manifestation 

of the universe is due to may’, which inheres in Atman. As an elephant 
conjured up by a magician indicates the magician’s reality, so also the 

creation of the universe indicates the reality of Atman. No creation is 
possible from a non-existing substratum or cause. It is also not true that the 
manifested universe is the effect of Atman. The fact is that the very idea 
of the creation is maya. (If one accepts the manifested universe as a fact, the 

non-dualist speaks of it as the result of maya, whereas the dualist describes 
it as the effect of an existing cause.) The first sentence of the text may be
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explained in another way. As an existing entity, such as a rope, produces an 
effect, such as a snake, only through mAy4, and not in reality, so the in- 
comprehensible and eternal Atman is seen to produce an effect, in the fon 
of the universe, only through maya. No real birth from Atman can be pred- 
icated. 

He wuo etc: From the standpoint of Reality the birthless Atman cannot 
pass into birth. The contention that the unborn is born again, involves a 
contradiction. If one accepts the reality of the causal law one cannot locate 

the final cause. If the unborn Atman is the cause of the universe, then It 

must have come from another cause, which also must have had a previous 

cause. This leads to an infinite regress and one never finds an unborn 
cause. There will thus be an endless past as far as the cause is concerned, 

and an equally endless future from the standpoint of the effect. Therefore 
there can be no Liberation (Mukti), which means freedom from the causal 
chain. Hence it is rational to accept the statement that the unborn and 
non-dual Atman—which is the Supreme Reality—does not really create the 

universe, for the creation is maya. 

It has been stated in the previous verse that the phenomenal universe, 
which is perceived to be real, has been created, through maya, from the 
ever existent Atman. There are, however, some people who contend 
that all objects are unreal and that they have been produced from a non- 
existent cause. But such a position is untenable. 

28 

The unreal cannot be born either really or through maya. For it is not 
possible for the son of a barren woman to be born either really or 
through maya. 

There are those who hold that all entities are non-existent and that they 

are produced from a non-existent cause. But a non-existent entity cannot 

be produced either in reality or through illusion; for we know nothing like 

this in our experience. One cannot imagine the birth of the son of a 

barren woman either in reality or through maya. Therefore the view of the 

nihilists, who deny the reality of appearances and consequently of the 

cause, is untenable. 

That it is possible only for an entity that is real to pass into existence, 

through maya, is now stated:
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29 

As in dreams the mind acts through maya, presenting the appearance 
of duality, so also in the waking state the mind acts through maya, 
presenting the appearance of duality. 

As IN DREAMS ETC: In dreams one experiences the diversity of the 

perceiver, the object of perception, and the act of perceiving. This diversity 
is taken to be real by the dreamer. But in the waking state he realizes that 

the diverse experiences of the dream state are nothing but the activity of the 
mind; the diversity of the dream experiences is the result of ignorance on the 

part of the sleeper. 
APPEARANCE OF ETc: That is to say, the appearance of the perceiver and 

the object of perception. The act of perceiving is also implied. 

In THE waxinc eTc: The diversity experienced in the waking state, like 

that perceived in dreams, is the activity of the mind, through maya. The 
mind is superimposed through ignorance upon the non-dual Atman. To the 

knower of Reality the mind is Brahman, just as to the knower of the rope 
the illusory snake is the rope, or to the awakened man the dream experience 

is nothing but the mind. 

It may be contended that the existence of duality has been admitted 
in the foregoing verse. But the answer is that this duality is only an 
appearance created by ignorance. The only reality in both the waking 
and the dream state is the mind, or consciousness, which appears, 
through ignorance, in the dual form of the perceiver and the perceived. 

30 

There is no doubt that the mind, which is in reality non-dual, appears 
to be dual in dreams; likewise, there is no doubt that what is non-dual 

[i.e. Atman] appears to be dual in the waking state. 

“In reality the illusory snake is the same as the rope. The mind, too, 
which is non-dual [as is known in deep sleep or the deepest meditation]— 
being the same as Atman—appears in a dual form in dreams. Verily, in 

dreams, such objects of perception as an elephant etc. and their perceivers, 
such as the eyes, etc., have no existence independent of consciousness (the 

mind). Similar it is with the waking state. [What is perceived in the waking 
state is also the activity of the mind.] Consciousness (the mind), which is 

the ultimate reality, is the common feature of both. [The idea that the
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mind is endowed with such characteristics as determination and volition 
is a false superimposition upon consciousness, that is to say, upon the 
non-dual Atman.]” CSankaracharya.) 

How can it be proved that the mind appears as the multiple objects, 
like the rope appearing as the snake? 

31 

All the multiple objects, comprising the movable and the immovable, 
are perceived by the mind alone. For duality is never perceived when 
the mind ceases to act. 

ARE PERCEIVED ETC: Diversity is nothing but the mind. 
Wuen etc: In deep sleep or in samadhi. 

“The statment [that the mind alone appears as the multiple objects] is 
made on the basis of an inference following the method of agreement and 
difference. The proposition is that all this duality, perceived as such by the 

imagination of the mind, is in reality nothing but the mind. The reason 

for such an inference is that duality is perceived when the mind acts and 
that it vanishes when the mind ceases to act, that is to say, when the 

activity of the mind is withdrawn into itself [as in samadhi] through the 
knowledge obtained through discrimination, repeated practice, and renun- 

ciation—just as the illusory snake disappears into the rope. Another instance 

of the withdrawal of the activity of the mind into itself is deep sleep. Hence, 
on account of the disappearance of duality, it is established that duality 
is unreal. Thus it is proved that the perception of duality is due to the 
activity of the mind.” (Sankariicharya.) 

How does the activity of the mind cease? 

32 

When the mind, after realizing the knowledge that Atman alone 
is real, becomes free from imaginations and therefore does not cognize 
anything, for want of objects to be cognized, it ceases to be the mind. 

Tue KNowLepce ero: Atman alone is real; all objects, which are only 

states of the mind, are unreal on account of their changeability and nega- 
tability. They are mere names and forms admitted for the purpose of the 
practical life created by ignorance. Thus they are ultimately unreal. The 
seeker first learns about the Knowledge of Reality from a teacher and the 

scriptures.
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Ir ceases ETC: The activities of the mind, which create the world of 
diversity, belong to the empirical realm where alone the duality of subject 

and object is recognized. But such action is not possible in the realm of the 
non-dual Atman, where there exists no consciousness of subject and object. 

Therefore in that state the mind, which consists of desire, determination, 
etc., ceases to exist. It becomes identical with Atman, which is free from 

all cognitions of duality. Then the mind remains as a mass of conscious- 

ness—like fire, free from smoke or crackling sound, when its fuel is con- 
sumed. 

If the dual universe is unreal, how then is the Knowledge of Atman 
realized? 

33 

Knowledge (Jnana), which is unborn and free from imagination, is 

described [by the wise] as ever inseparable from the knowable. The 
immutable and birthless Brahman is the goal of knowledge. The birth- 
less is known by the birthless. 

Kyowxrepce: That is to say, Pure Consciousness without any object. 
AS EVER INSEPARABLE ETC: Knowledge is the same as Brahman; other- 

wise knowledge could not tell us what Brahman is. Darkness cannot 
illumine the sun; only the light of the sun, which is non-different from it, 

reveals the sun. Compare: “Brahman is Knowledge and Bliss’ (Br. Up. 
IIL. ix. 28 [7]; “Brahman is Truth, Knowledge, and Bliss” (Tai. Uy. IL. 1). 

THE BIRTHLEss Etc: Brahman, which is the unchanging mass of Con- 

sciousness, does not depend upon any other instrument of knowledge for Its 
revelation. Scripture and the teacher describe to students only what is not 
Brahman, Reasoning and discipline remove the obstacles, whereupon 
Brahman, or Consciousness, is revealed by consciousness. 

When the knower of Non-duality does any work in the world, which, 
to the ignorant, implies a knowledge of duality, he knows that the doer, the 

deed, and the goal are all Brahman. Likewise, to him the knower, knowl- 
edge, and the goal of knowledge are all Brahman. All these, being of the 
same nature as Brahman, are without beginning or end. 

The fruit of Knowledge, that is to say, Liberation, is not indirect, like 
the happiness one associates with heaven, but direct and immediate, 
like the inner satisfaction after a happy experience. Knowledge is 
attained through the control of the mind, which is now described. It has
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already been stated that through the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman 
the mind becomes tranquil and free from illusions. When duality dis- 
appears the mind ceases to act, like fire which has consumed its fuel. 
The yogis should investigate the behaviour of the mind brought under 
control through the Knowledge of Reality. It may be contended that 
in the absence of specific knowledge the mind under control behaves 
exactly like the mind in deep sleep. If that be so, what then is ta be 
investigated? The objection is answered: 

34 

One should know the behaviour of the mind which, being endowed 
with discrimination and free from illusions, is under control. The 

condition of the mind in deep sleep is not like that but is of a differ- 
ent kind. 

Tue conprTion ETc: The mind in deep sleep remains under the spell 
of the darkness caused by ignorance. Further, it contains potential desires 

which are the seeds of future worldly activities, later giving rise to many 
afflictions. ‘Therefore it is quite different from the mind controlled through 

discrimination and the Knowledge of Non-duality. The fire of Knowledge, 

in such a mind, burns up ignorance, which contains the seeds of harmful 

activities. 

Raja-yoga declares that the mind manifests itself in five forms, which are 
called scattering, darkening, gathering, one-pointed, and concentrated. The 
active mind is scattered and experiences pleasure or pain. The darkening 

mind is inert and dull and tends to injure others, as is observed in animals. 
The gathering mind struggles to centre itself. The one-pointed mind tries to 
concentrate. And the concentrated mind experiences samadhi. Concentration 

is attained when the imaging faculty of the mind is controlled through the 
Knowledge, of the non-dual Atman. The mind under control is not inert like 
the mind in deep sleep. Permeated with the Knowledge of Non-duality, such 
a mind engages in action which is in harmony with the Knowledge of Atman. 

Therefore its activities should be studied. 

The difference between the mental activities of a man in deep sleep 
and of an illumined person: 

35 

The mind is withdrawn in deep sleep, but it is not so when the 
mind is controlled. The controlled mind is verily the fearless Brahman, 
the light of whose omniscience is all-pervading.
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Dezp steep: The mind in deep sleep attains a seedlike condition 
characterized by undifferentiated unawareness. This is why, when a man 

awakes from deep sleep, his potential desires again become manifest. 

WHEN THE MIND ETc: When the mind is controlled through discrimina- 

tion, it does not attain the seed state, as in deep sleep. The fire of Knowledge 

destroys the very seeds of desire, which create diversity. Bereft of the idea 
of the perceiver and the perceived, it becomes one with the non-dual 

Brahman. 
Feartess: Fear arises in the state of duality. 

ALL-PERVADING: For the knower of Brahman, Knowledge is never 
absent. Whether active or absorbed in contemplation, he sees always the 
non-dual Brahman alone. 

Such is the nature of Brahman that Its knower is untouched by any 
sense of duty. 

36 

Brahman is birthless, sleepless, dreamless, nameless, and formless. It 

is ever effulgent and omniscient. No duty, in any sense, can ever 
be associated with It. 

Bratuzess: All births are in the realm of ignorance. There is no cause 
for Brahman to pass into birth; hence Brahman is unborn and exists both 
within and without. 

SztzeEpiess: Deep sleep is characterized by non-apprehension of objects. 

In deep sleep one does not apprehend the true nature of things. But 
Brahman is omniscient. 

Dreamuzss: The dream state is characterized by wrong apprehension 
of objects. 

Ever EFFULGENT: The presence or absence of light cannot be associated 

with Brahman. In Brahman light is never absent. When a person is far 
away from the sun he speaks of day and night, or of sun-up and sun-down. 

But if one could take one’s position on the sun itself, one would not see 
any such phenomena. The statement that Brahman is unmanifest during 
the state of ignorance and that It is manifest through Knowledge is made 
from the relative standpoint. 

No puty ... can ETc: No action in the sense of duty can be associated 

with the knower of Brahman. Even the practice of meditation and other 
disciplines, which are considered duties for the ignorant, has no meaning 

for him. He never deviates from the awareness that he is of the very nature 
of purity, knowledge, and freedom.
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The reason for defining Brahman as in the foregoing verse is 

explained: 

37 

Atman is beyond all expression by words, and beyond all acts of the 
mind. It is great peace, eternal effulgence, and samadhi; It is unmoving 
and fearless. 

By worps: Speech is the function of the tongue. Here the word tongue 
includes all the organs of perception and action. 

Beyonp ... worps: That is to say, Atman cannot be known through 

any of the organs. 

Great PEACE: Because Atman is free from distinctions. 
EFFULGENCE: Consciousness is the very essence of Atman. 

SamApui: Atman is designated as samadhi because It can be realized only 
through the knowledge arising out of deep concentration; or because the 
jiva concentrates its mind on Atman and thereby attains complete jdentity 
with It. The knowledge of identity is realized by discrimination and the 

negation of phenomena. 

38 

Brahman is free from mental activity and hence from all ideas of 
acceptance or relinquishment. When knowledge is established in Atman 
it attains birthlessness and sameness. 

Acceprance Etc: Where there is change or the possibility of change 
one can imagine acceptance and relinquishment. The sense of the passage 
is that when a person identifies himself with the non-dual, partless, and 

changeless Brahman, he goes beyond all scriptural and social injunctions, 
whether mandatory or prohibitory. These injunctions apply only to the 

relative world. 
Kwowxepce ... Arman: When the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman 

is attained all conceptual knowledge disappears. 
BrrtHLessness ETc: This statement denotes the supreme state of Non- 

duality. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
The present verse concludes, by means of reasoning and scriptural 

authority, what was originally stated CITI. 2.) as a proposition in the words: 

“Therefore I shall now describe Brahman, which is unborn, the same 
throughout, and free from narrowness.” Everything other than the Knowl- 
edge of Reality, that is to say, Atman, is narrow and limited. The
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Brihadaéranyaka Upanishad CIII. viii. 10) states: “O Gargi, he who departs 
from the world without knowing the Imperishable One is indeed narrow- 

minded.” The purport is that he who realizes this Knowledge becomes 
established in Brahman and attains the fulfilment of all desires. 

The Knowledge of birthless Non-duality is called asparsa-yoga, that 
is to say, a yoga not in touch with anything else, because nothing exists 
[besides Atman] with which it can come in contact or be related. 

39 

This yoga, which is not in touch with anything, is hard for yogis in 
general to attain. They are afraid of it, because they see fear in that 
which is really fearlessness. 

Tuts voca, erc: The word yoga, meaning union, implies the reality 
of another entity with which union is sought. But the very nature of the 
non-diil Atman precludes the existence of anything other than Itself. 
Therefore this yoga is free from touch or relationship. The Upanishads 
declare the Knowledge of Atman to be ever uncontaminated by the touch 
of good or evil, which are perceived to exist only in the realm of duality. 

Yoots IN GENERAL: Refers to yogis unaware of the tme significance of 

Vedanta, whose aim is to attain some sort of trance condition by means 

of breath-control or other mechanical means. 

ARE AFRAID ETC: Superficial yogis are afraid of losing their consciousness 
of individuality, without which no experience of happiness is possible here or 
hereafter. Such yogis believe in the reality of external objects conducive 

to happiness. The Vedanta philosophy says that the true nature of the 
individual self Cjiva) is that it is non-different from Brahman. The idea 

of a separate individuality is due to ignorance. 
Frarressness: There is nothing besides Brahman and therefore noth- 

ing that can create fear. Fear arises from the consciousness of another. 

The control of the mind as a means to peace and fearlessness is 
recommended for those, mediocre or inferior in intelligence, who are 
still practising disciplines and who are ignorant of the non-dual nature 
of Atman: 

40 

Yogis [who are ignorant of Non-duality] depend on the control of the 
mind for attaining fearlessness, the destruction of misery, Self-Knowl- 
edge, and imperishable peace.
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Yoais: Refers to those yogis who, too, follow the spiritual path but do not 
possess the sharp intellect to realize the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman. 

They regard Atman as separate from the mind but related to it. Further, they 

think that the happiness or unhappiness of Atman is influenced by the 
mind. For such aspirants the control of the mind is beneficial, because there 
cannot be any cessation of misery if the mind is active. But when theiz 

efforts to control the mind are slightly relaxed, such yogis experience dis- 

tractions. Thus they do not possess the natural, spontaneous, and effortless 
peace and fearlessness that a person who sees nothing but Atman can 

enjoy. 

Those aspirants who admit the separate existence of the mind should 
learn the methods for its control by the usual disciplines of Yoga described 
in the two following verses. But the sage illumined by the Knowledge of 

Non-duality sees that the mind and the sense-organs do not possess any 
reality independent of Atman. If anyone speaks of such reality, he regards 
it as imaginary, like the illusory perception of a snake in a rope. To such 

a sage the mind and the senses are inseparable from Atman and hence one 
has nothing to fear from their activity. He is not interested in the control 
of the mind. Duality does not exist for him. Hence he is free from misery 

and fear, and his experience of peace is natural and effortless. 

If the independent reality of the mind is admitted, then the control 
of the mind is almost impossible. 

41 

The mind is to be brought under control by undepressed effort; it is 
like emptying the ocean, drop by drop, with the help of a blade 
of kuga grass. 

Unverressep errort: The obstacles to the control of the mind are 
endless. When the aspirant closes his eyes in meditation he sees nothing 

but darkness, and when he opens his eyes he sees only the phenomenal 
world. But these obstacles must not depress him. 

The Knowledge of Non-duality is the sure road to peace and fearlessness. 
The worries and restlessness of the mind cannot be got rid of before one 
has realized that everything is the non-dual Brahman. 

Untiring effort is not enough to bring the mind under control. In 
addition one should follow the other means which are now stated:
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42 

The mind distracted by desires and enjoyments should be brought 
under control by proper means; so also the mind enjoying pleasure in 
inactivity Claya). For the state of inactivity is as harmful as the state 
of desires. 

SyouLp BE ETc: The outgoing desires of the mind should be controlled 
by cultivating the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman. Self-Knowledge is the 

goal of all spiritual disciplines. 
ENJOYING PLEASURE ETC: In the state of laya, or mental quietude, the 

student experiences a kind of peace, like that of deep sleep, owing to the 
absence of worry following the withdrawal of the mind from external 
objects. It is a morbid state of mind in which one becomes oblivious of 
oneself and the world, and is often mistaken for the real samadhi. But this 

peace is quite different from the peace of Self-Knowledge. Self-Knowledge 
is the reverse of oblivion; it makes one omniscient. A teacher is of real 

help in overcoming this obstacle. 
As HARMFUL ETC: Because in both states the Knowledge of Atman is 

absent. Mere forgetfulness of the outer world and ego, such as one 
experiences in deep sleep or in a swoon, is not the real criterion of Knowl- 
edge. With the help of discrimination between the Real and the unreal, 
and meditation on the nature of Atman, one overcomes all obstacles. 

The teachers of Vedanta speak of four obstacles the student may face 
while practising spiritual disciplines. They are called laya, vikshepa, 
kashdya, and rasasvada. Laya is a trance-like condition, a sort of hypnosis. 

Vikshepa is the distraction caused by material objects. Kashaya is the deep 
attachment the student suddenly feels for an object experienced long ago. 

Rasasvada is the taste of bliss—temporary in nature—which arises when 
the student overcomes a particular obstacle or when he experiences certain 
visions while still on the path. (See Self-Knowledge, pp. 104-6.) 

The Vedantic disciplinés for controlling the restless mind: 

43 

Turn back the mind from the enjoyment of desizes, remembering 
that they beget only misery. Do not see the created objects, remembering 
that all this is the unborn Atman. 

Turn sack Etc: All desires imply duality, which is the result of avidya. 
They produce sorrow because all objects of enjoyment are impermanent.
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One experiences grief when they disappear and boredom if they remain 
too long. 

Do Nor szE Erc: During the period of discipline the student learns from 
the scriptures and the teacher that all that is perceived to exist is nothing 
but the unborn and changeless Atman, or Brahman. The perception of 

multiplicity as independent of Brahman is the cause of fear and sorrow. 

Discrimination and detachment are the effective means to the control 

of the mind. 

44 

If the mind becomes inactive, arouse it [from laya]; if distracted, 

make it tranquil. Understand the nature of the mind when it contains 
the seed of attachment. When the mind has attained sameness, do not 

disturb it again. 

Ip THE minp Erc: It is a strong temptation in the aspirant to seek 
oblivion by inducing in the mind a state of inactivity. Often he is frightened 
by the immensity of the effort required for Self-Knowledge. He wants a 

short-cut so as to forget the suffering of life. In order to overcome this 
obstacle of mental inactivity he is advised to practise discrimination and 
the Knowledge of Atman. He must cultivate detachment from this illusory 
peace, which is a form of tamas. 

Ir pisrracreD Etc: The way to overcome distraction is to dwell con- 
stantly on the transitory nature of the objects of desire. 

Unversranp eT: Attachment is another obstacle. Sankara explains this 
obstacle as an intermediate state of the mind: The mind is neither inactive 
nor attached to worldly objects, but it is without Self-Knowledge; it still 

contains the seed of attachment both to desire for enjoyment and to 
inactivity. The yogi should understand the real nature of such a state 
of mind and extricate it from this pitfall. For this purpose discrimination 
is the effective discipline. 
Wuen THE minpD etc: After the mind has been detached from the 

happiness experienced in laya, or inactivity, it may still want to pursue 

desixes. The yogi should withdraw it from objects and establish it in same- 
ness. While on the way to the realization of sameness, it should not be 

disturbed, that is to say, turned to external objects. 

The yogi is asked to cultivate detachment even from the happiness 
that follows the state of samadhi.
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45 

The yogi must not taste the happiness [arising from samadhi]; he 
should detach himself from it by the exercise of discrimination. If his 
mind, after attaining steadiness, again seeks external objects, he should 
make it one with Atman through great effort. 

Happiness: Before attaining the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman, the 
yogi experiences different kinds of happiness associated with different kinds 
of samadhi. Any happiness related to an external experience is transitory and 
must be renounced. 

Discrimration: All dualistic experiences, whether from an external 
object or from a mental state, are created by avidya and therefore must 
be renounced, 

Maxe rr Erc: The mind, or consciousness, in its real nature is identical 
with Atman. 

The temptation to enjoy inner happiness comes to all highly developed 
yogis. After the attainment of Nirvana, Buddha felt tempted to enjoy its 
bliss all by himself. But he controlled the desire and dedicated himself to 
the service of humanity. Ramakrishna often brought his mind down 
by force, as it were, from the state of samadhi in order to instruct people. 

Furthermore, he admonished Vivekananda, after the latter had experienced 

samadhi, to forgo its pleasure and work for others. All three worked for the 
world, living under the spell of the divinity, immortality, and non-duality 

of Atman. Ramakrishna often said that to see the manifold world alone, 
without being aware of Non-duality, is ignorance Cajnana); and to realize 
the One only, and deny multiplicity, is a kind of philosophical knowledge 
Cjnana); but to see the non-dual Atman alone in everything, even in’ what 
the unillumined call the manifold, is a richer knowledge (vijnana), the 

highest Wisdom. 

In the ultimate experience the mind itself is realized as Brahman. The 
real discipline to achieve it is not to suppress or weaken the mind, but 
to bring out the mind's real nature through discrimination, detachment, 
and one-pointedness. 

46 

When the mind does not lapse into inactivity and is not distracted 
by desires, that is to say, when it remains unshakable and does not give 
tise to appearances, it verily becomes Brahman.
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LUnsHaxaBLe: This steadiness, which has been compared to the un- 
flickering fame of a candle set in a windless place, is quite different from 
inactivity. The steady mind sees the non-dual Atman alone everywhere. 

VERILY BECOMES ETC: This is the real nature of the mind. The pure 

mind is the same as Pure Consciousness, or Atman. 

Now is described the nature of the mind in the state of the highest 
realization. The whole universe is the manifestation of the mind. He 

who has realized the mind to be the non-dual Atman sees the same 
Atman everywhere and in everything. 

47 

This Supreme Bliss abides in the Self. It is peace; it is Liberation; 

it is birthless and cannot be described in words. It is called the 

omniscient Brahman, being one with the birthless Self, which is the 

true object of knowledge. 

ABIDES IN THE SELF: This Bliss is of the very nature of the Knowledge 

of the true essence of Atman. 

CaNNOT BE DESCRIBED ETc: Because it is different from all other 

experiences. 

Bratuuess: This Bliss is not created, as is sense-pleasure. It exists always 
but is discovered only by the highest yogi. 

Truz oBjEcT oF KNOWLEDGE: For the seeker, Atman is the goal 
of knowledge. 

The Supreme Bliss is identical with the unborn Brahman. The knower 

of Brahman describes this Bliss as the omniscient Brahman and finds no 

difference between it and Brahman. 

Various spiritual disciplines for the control of the mind and the 
practice of devotions have been described. The meaning of the evolu- 

tion of forms has been explained by the illustrations of iron, clay, etc. 

These all apply to the realm of duality. If they are real, then the non- 
dual Atman becomes false. If they are unreal, then they are totally 

meaningless. [he following verse suggests that all these descriptions and 
explanations serve one purpose alone, namely, the ultimate realization 
of Non-duality. In themselves they have no element of reality.
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48 

No jiva ever comes into existence. There exists no cause that can 
produce it. The supreme truth is that nothing ever is born. 

Jrva: The one who is called the doer and the enjoyer. Such a being 
does not come into existence by any means whatsoever. 

THere exists no Etc: Atman, being by nature non-dual and birthless, 
can never be born of a pre-existing cause. 

Tue suPREME TRUTH: Other truths are relative; they may serve the 
purpose of discovering the supreme truth, which is that the jiva, as an entity 
separate from Brahman, never exists. 

Here ends the Third Chapter 
of Gaudapdda's Karika, 

known as the Advaita Prakarana, 

or Chapter on Non-duality.



CHAPTER IV 

ALATASANTI PRAKARANA 
(The Chapter on the Quenching of the Fire-brand) 

I BOW TO THE BEST among men, who, by means of knowledge, 
which is like ak4sa and which is non-different from the goal of knowl- 
edge, realized the nature of the jivas Cdharmas), which, too, are like 

akaéa. 

Besr erc: The author salutes Narayana, the Great Spirit, who is wor- 

shipped at the shrine of Badarikaégrama, in the Himalayas, as Nara-Nara- 
yana, God-Man. The Hindu philosophers begin their treatises by seeking 
the blessings of the Lord for the successful completion of their work. Ac- 
cording to tradition Gaudapada practised austerities at Badarikaérama and 

worshipped the Lord in His human form, who revealed to him the Knowl- 
edge of Non-duality. The Lord Himself is thus the promulgator of this 
Knowledge. 

KnowLepcE, wuicH 1s Etc: Knowledge resembles akaa but is superior 

to it. Akaéa, the first element to be evolved from Brahman, is a subtle form 

of matter. But Knowledge is entirely non-material. The point of similarity 
is their all-pervasiveness. 

Non-DIFFERENT .. . KNOWLEDGE: Knowledge is identical with the jiva; 
the realization of this identity is the goal of knowledge. The knowledge itself 
is in reality Brahman. Knowledge and its objective are like fire and its 
heat, the sun and its light. The knower, knowledge, and the end of 
knowledge are all one. If knowledge were intrinsically different from the 
jiva or Brahman, then one could never know their tre nature. 

Jrvas: The word in the Sanskrit text is dharman, which is the plural of 
dharma. This word means, literally, attribute. According to Vedanta attribute 

and substance are non-different. Hence the dharma is the same as Brahman 
and the jiva. In the text, therefore, Gaudapada uses the word dharma to 
denote the jiva. The plural number is used on account of the multiplicity 
of the jivas, which is admitted from the empirical standpoint. 

Lixe 4x4Sa: The jiva, in its true nature, is all-pervading, like akaSa. The 
jiva and Brahman and the knowledge by which they are known are identical. 
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The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
‘The first chapter, that is to say, the Mandukya Upanishad proper, declared 

the reality of Non-duality on scriptural evidence through the explanation 
of Aum. The second chapter established the same truth with the help of 
zeason and scripture (scripture supporting what was proved by reason), by 
demonstrating the unreality of the distinctions implied by the external 
objects of experience. The third chapter, dealing with Non-duality, estab- 
lished it directly, on the authority of reason and scripture, and concluded 

with the statement: “The supreme truth is that nothing ever is born.” The 
Knowledge of Non-duality, which alone is the real import of the Vedas, is 
challenged by the dualists and by the nihilists of the well-known Buddhist 
school. But the teachings of these schools contradict each other and their 
followers’ reasoning is vitiated by the blemishes of attachment to their 
own opinion and aversion for that of others. Hence the knowledge they 
claim is false knowledge. The philosophy of non-dualism is true philosophy 
because it is free from these blemishes. (Two of the tests of Reality are that 
it must be free from contradiction and conflict and must be conducive 
to the welfare of all, Ultimate Reality is that by the knowing of which 
everything can be known. The Knowledge of Non-duality satisfies these 
conditions.) The purpose of the present chapter, called Alatasanti, or the 
Quenching of the Fire-brand, is to bring to a conclusion the discussion of 
the philosophy of non-dualism. This is done by showing in detail that 
other systems, on account of the mutual contradictions inherent in them, 

cannot be called true philosophy. The method followed is called the method 
of disagreement, or avitanyaya. CThis is one of the processes of inference, 
the other being known as the method of agreement. The second chapter, 
following the method of agreement, has shown that what is caused or 
brought into existence is unreal. In the present chapter it will be shown 
that what is not unreal is also not caused.) 

Now the salutation is made to the yoga taught by the philosophy of 
non-dualism, 

2 

I bow to the yoga known as asparéa, taught in the scriptures, which 
promotes the happiness and well-being of all creatures and is free from 
strife and contradictions. 

Asparéa: This word denotes the yoga which is always and in all respects 
free from touch (sparéa) or relationship with anything whatsoever and 
is of the same nature as Brahman. It may be said that there is a contradiction 
involved in the term itself; for the very word yoga, meaning contact or 
union, implies more than one entity, whereas the non-dual Brahman pre-
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cludes such contact or union. Gaudapada gives the discipline for the attain- 
ment of the non-dual Atman the name of yoga, the word having been 
used in his time to denote spiritual disciplines in general for the realization 
of Ultimate Reality. This yoga is said to be identical with Brahman because 
through it one attains the Knowledge of Brahman. 

Promores etc: Certain things, such as enjoyment of desires, promote 
temporary happiness but are not conducive to a man’s ultimate well-being. 
Again, certain disciplines, such as the practice of austerities and the con- 
trol of the senses, promote his well-being but are not pleasant. But the 
yoga described here produces both happiness and well-being. It enables the 
student to realize Brahman, which is described as Existence-Knowledge- 
Bliss Absolute. The nature of Brahman never changes. Duality, implying 
change and loss, is the root of all misery. 

FrEE FROM ETc: Non-dualism teaches its followers that even those who 
come to differ with them and contradict their philosophy are really theix 
own self. One cannot look upon one’s own self as an enemy and quarrel 
with it. 

How do the dualists quarrel with one another? 

3 

Some disputants postulate that only an existing entity can again 
come into existence, while other disputants, proud of their intellect, 

postulate that only a non-existing entity can come into existence. Thus 
they quarrel among themselves. 

Some vispuranrs: Refers to the Samkhya philosophers, the followers 

of Kapila. According to them a non-existing entity cannot come into exist- 

ence and an existing entity cannot disappear into non-existence. That which 

exists is real and will always remain so, whereas that which is non-existent, 

like the son of a barren woman, is unreal and will never come into existence. 

What is called birth is only the remanifestation of the cause in another 

tangible form, known as the effect. Death is the disappearance of the effect 

into the cause. Oil exists in an unmanifested form in oil-seed; therefore 

it can be extracted by pressing the seed. No oil can ever be got by pressing 

sand, because oil is not present in the sand. One speaks of the creation and 

destruction of a pot. What do these terms really mean? Clay is transformed 

into a pot, and the pot disappears into clay. Therefore creation or coming 

into existence can be predicated of an entity that already exists in some 

form or other. 
Orner vispurants: Refers to the followers of the Nyaya and Vaiéeshika 

philosophies. Challenging the contention of the Samkhya philosophers, they
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ask how one can assert the birth of what already exists. Only an object, like 
a pot, which has not existed before, can be created or born through the 

efforts of the potter. If 2 pot or a cloth already exists, it is meaningless 
to speak of its creation again. If an object exists, why then should a man 

make an effort to create it again? The example of the sand not yielding 
oil really means that the power to produce oil is absent in the sand. 

The disputation among the dualists is mentioned here in order to make 
clear the non-contradictory nature of the non-dualist’s position. All dualists 
believe in the act of creation or evolution. 

What do the disputants really establish by quarrelling among them- 
selves and refuting one another's conclusions? 

4 

An existing entity cannot [again] come into existence (birth); nor 
can a non-existing entity come into existence. Thus disputing among 
themselves, they really establish the non-dualistic view of ajati (non- 
creation). 

AN EXISTING ETc: This is how the followers of Nyadya and Vaiseshika 
refute the followers of Samkhya. ‘Their view can be stated thus: A cannot 
produce B, since A is always A, and B is always B. It may be contended 
that A plus C can produce B. Even then, C is something that does not 
exist in A, which is taken to be the cause. Therefore the effect B cannot 

come out of the cause A. 
Nor CAN A NON-EXisTING ETC: This is the argument of the Samkhya 

philosophers against the Nyaya and the Vaiseshika philosophies. 

Tus pispurinc erc: Both parties, in effect, refute the notion of 
creation. Thus they really support the non-dualistic view of non-creation. 

Both theories are based upon causality. But by refuting each other they 
in fact refute causality itself. For if an existing entity is produced from an 
existing cause, then there is no real causal relation. Similarly, it is absurd 
to say that a positive entity can be produced from a non-existing cause. 
Thus the theory of causality is untenable. All these arguments only 
establish the non-dualistic position of ajati. 

5 

We approve the ajati (non-creation) thus established by them. We 
have no quarrel with them. Now hear from us about Ultimate Reality, 
which is free from all disputations.
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We: The non-dualists. 
Tum: The followers of the Simkhya, Nyaya, and Vaiseshika systems. 
Hear From us: The following instruction is addressed to the pupils. 

6-8 

The disputants assert that the unborn entity (Atman) becomes born. 
How can one expect that an entity that is birthless and immortal should 
become mortal? 

The immortal cannot become mortal, nor can the mortal become 
immortal. For it is never possible for a thing to change its nature. 
How can one who believes that an entity by nature immortal be- 

comes mortal, maintain that the immortal, after passing through change, 
retains its changeless nature? 

These verses, already explained in the foregoing section CIII. 20-22.), are 
repeated here in order to reveal the mutual contradiction of the dualistic 
philosophers and thus to vindicate the non-dualistic position. 

Even in the relative world the nature of a thing does not undergo 
any change, 

9 

By the prakriti, or nature, [of a thing] is understood that which, 
when acquired, becomes the essential part of the thing, that which is 
its characteristic quality, that which is its inalienable nature from its 
very birth, that which is not extraneous to it, and that which never 
ceases to be itself. 

Wuen acourrep etc: Refers to certain superhuman powers acquired 
by yogis. When these powers are acquired in their complete form, they 

become the very nature of the yogis and are never lost. 
Craracrsristic etc: Like the heat of fire or the light of the sun. These 

characteristics never undergo any change. 

INALIENABLE ETc: For instance, it is the very nature of a bird to fly and 
of a fish to swim. 

Nor exrransous Etc: As with water, whose nature is to How down- 

ward. 

The entities in the empirical world from which the examples in the 
text are drawn are created by avidya. If even their nature does not undergo
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any change, why then should it be otherwise with the immutable Supreme 

Reality, whose very nature is aj4ti, utter non-manifestation? 

What is the inherent nature of Atman, regarding which the dualistic 
disputants imagine various changes? What, again, is the harm of such 

notions? 

10 

All the jivas are, by their very nature, free from senility and death. 
But they think they are subject to senility and death, and by the very 
power of thought they appear to deviate from their true nature. 

Seniurry aNp DEATH: By these two terms are meant all the six changes 
which are inherent in every physical entity. These are birth, existence 
(after the entity is born), growth, maturity, senility, and death. 

Trey Tam«x etc: That the jiva is subject to birth and death is a mere 
hallucination (kalpana) created by ignorance. Such an idea is taken to be 

fact only by those who entertain it. By the very power of thinking they 
project such ideas and regard them as real. Thus the jiva believes that 
birth, old age, death, etc. belong to its very nature. But all such notions 
are unreal. They cannot affect the tre nature of the jiva, which is the 

non-dual Atman even when through ignorance it considers itself to be a 
phenomenal being subject to birth, death, and other changes. 

If the cause is said to be the eternal and birthless reality, how then 
can change and birth be predicated of it? 

1 

The disputant according to whom the cause itself is the effect must 
maintain that the cause is born as the effect. If it is born, how can it be 

called birthless? If it is subject to modification, how then can it be 
said to be eternal? 

Tue pispurant ETc: Refers to the Samkhya philosopher, according to 
whom prakriti, or pradhana (nature), is the cause, which because of the 
proximity of the purusha transforms itself into such effects as mahat (the 
cosmic mind), ahamk4ra CI-consciousness), etc. Further, according to him 
the eternal and birthless prakriti consists of the three gunas: sattva, rajas, 
and tamas. When the gunas are in a state of equilibrium prakriti remains 
undifferentiated, but when the balance is disturbed by the proximity of the 

purusha, the physical universe comes into existence. Thus creation is noth- 
ing but the modification of prakriti into the tangible universe.
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Ir rr Is BoRN Ec: If the cause itself (such as prakriti), which is said 

to be birthless, is born, that is to say, becomes the effect (such as the mind, 
the ego, etc.), how then can the cause be described as birthless? In a causal 

series there is no such thing as a first or unborm cause. To say that prakriti 
is unborn and at the same time passes into birth involves a contradiction. 
CSee IV. 13.) 

IF ir 1s supjecr ero: If prakriti consists of the three gunas, that is to 

say, if it has parts, how then can it be eternal or permanent? That which 
is composed of parts must, in course of time, undergo decomposition. How 
can prakriti be eternal if even a part of it is affected by change? One never, 

for instance, sees a jar Ccomposed of parts) that, though broken in one 
part, is still called permanent or eternal. 

The purport of this verse is that a contradiction is obvious in the statement 
that an entity is partly affected by change and at the same time remains 

unborn and eternal. Here the Samkhya view is challenged by the followers 
of the Vaigeshika system. 

The following verse shows another contradiction in the contention 
of the Samkhya philosophers: 

12 

If, as you say, the effect is non-different from the cause, then the 
effect too must be unbom. Further, how can the cause be eternal if 
it is non-different from the effect, which is bom? 

THEN THE EFFECT ETc: According to the Samkhya philosophers the 

cause and the effect are non-different; and further, the cause is unborn. 

This certainly involves a contradiction. A thing cannot be an effect and at 

the same time unborn; for an effect must, by its very definition, be born 

of a cause. Again, if there is an identity between cause and effect, how 

can a man distinguish the one from the other? 

Forrnern, How etc: “If, as the Samkhya philosophers maintain, the 

cause is identical with the effect, how can the cause, which is non-different 

from the born effect, be permanent and immutable? It is not possible to 

imagine that one part of a hen is being cooked and that another part is 

laying eggs.” (Sankaracharya.) 

If .the identity of cause and effect is maintained, then it may be asked 

whether the cause is identical with the effect or the effect is identical with 

the cause. In the former case the effect becomes unborm, and in the latter 

case the cause is born and thus loses its immutable character. Gaudapada
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avoids all these contradictions and confusions by denying that the cause 

passes into birth. The only reality is the unborn and non-dual Brahman, 
which is called the cause by those whose minds still move in the causal 

plane. 

Furthermore: 

13 

There is no illustration to support the view that the effect is born 
from an unborn cause. Again, if it is said that the effect is produced 
from a cause which itself is born, then this leads to an infinite regress. 

THERE 1s NO ETc: The Samkhya philosophers maintain that such effects 
as the mind and the I-consciousness are evolved from the unborn prakriti. 
Gaudapada says that this is a theory based upon an inference that lacks 
an illustration to justify it. Some of the dualistic theologians, too, maintain 
that the universe has been created from a cause Ci.e. God) which itself 
is without a cause. 

Acatn, 1F etc: If the effect is produced from a cause which, in its tum, 
is the effect of some other cause, then there will be an endless regress and 
one will never arrive at a cause which is, itself, unborn. 

The two following verses refute the position of the Mimamsakas, who 
affirm that the ritualistic portion of the Vedas gives the true significance 
of the scriptures. According to them the performer of Vedic sacrifices 
goes, after death, to heaven, which is man’s ultimate goal. They say, 
further, that birth in a human body is the cause of a man’s righteous 
and unrighteous actions and that those actions, again, are the cause 
of his future embodiment. This chain of cause and effect is without 
beginning. It is like the hen-and-egg series, which likewise is without 
beginning. 

14 

How can they who assert that the effect is the cause of the cause, and 
the cause is the cause of the effect, maintain the beginninglessness 
of both cause and effect? 

THE EFFECT ... OF THE CAusE: According to the Mimamsakas, birth 
in a human body is the cause of the merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma) 
a man acquires. Further, a man’s merit and demerit are the cause of his
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body. Thus the effect (merit and demerit} becomes the cause of the cause 
Cthe body). 

THE CAUSE... THE EFFECT: The cause, namely, merit and demerit, is 

the cause of the effect, namely, the body. Therefore it is seen that according 
to this view the cause produces the effect and the effect, in its turn, 

produces the cause. 

Marntatn Ere: It is obvious that, according to the Mimamsakas, the 
cause has its beginning in the effect and the effect has its beginning in the 
cause. Therefore to assert that the cause and effect are without beginning 
involves a contradiction. 

According to the Mimamsakas the cause (i.e. merit and demerit) is pro- 

duced from the aggregate (i.e. the body, mind, etc.), which itself is an 
effect. Similarly, the cause Cie. merit and demerit) is the cause of the 
effect Cie. the aggregate). How, contends the non-dualist, can the disputants 

who maintain this view, namely, that both cause and effect have a begin- 
ning on account of their mutual dependence, assert that both cause and 

effect are beginningless? This position involves a contradiction. The Mimam- 
sakas may contend that Atman has become both the cause and the effect. 

‘Therefore, as modifications of Atman, they may have a beginning; but from 
the standpoint of the substratum, that is to say, Atman, the cause and the 
effect are beginningless. This contention cannot be maintained, since Atman, 
which is partless, eternal, and immutable, can be neither a cause nor an 
effect. 

The contradiction involved in the position of the Mimimsakas: 

15 

Those who say that the effect is the cause of the cause and that the 
cause is the cause of the effect maintain, actually, that the creation 
[takes place] after the manner of the birth of father from son. 

The statement that the cause is produced from the effect, which itself is 
born of the cause, involves the same contradiction as the statement that 

father is born from son. 

The following verse refutes causality from the standpoint of time: 

16 

If causality is asserted, then the order in which cause and effect 
succeed each other must be stated. If it is said that they appear
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simultaneously, then, being like the two horns of an animal, they 
cannot be mutually related as cause and effect. 

If it be contended by the Mimamsakas that the contradiction pointed out 
above is not valid, then they should determine the order in which cause 

and effect succeed each other. The Mimamaskas must show that the cause, 

which is antecedent, produces the effect, which is subsequent. If, on the 

other hand, cause and effect arise simultaneously, then they cannot be 

described as cause and effect, since it is impossible to establish the causal 
relation between a bull’s two horns, which are produced at the same time. 

The very notion of the causal relation is absurd. 

17 

The cause that you affirm, cannot be established [as the cause] if it 

is produced from the effect. How can the cause, which itself is not 
established, give birth to the effect? 

THE CAUSE THAT you ETc: A cause cannot be established, that is to 

say, considered to be existent, if it is produced from an effect which itself 

(since it must come after the cause) is yet unborn and therefore non- 
existent. 

How can etc: If the cause itself is thus proved to be non-existent, 
like the horns of a hare, how then can it produce the effect? If it cannot 
produce the effect, how then do you call it a cause? Two things which 
are mutually dependent upon each other for their coming into existence— 
and which are proved to be non-existent (like the horns of a hare)—cannot 
be related as cause and effect. Being non-existent, they cannot have any 

other relationship, such as that of the container and the contained, sub- 
stance and attribute, or the like. 

This verse reveals that the very idea of the causal relation involves an 
absurdity. ‘The case for the supporter of causality may be stated thus: The 
cause and effect are dependent upon each other for their coming into 
existence. For instance, the idea of dwelling produces a house, and a house 

produces the idea of dwelling. This contention is refuted in the following 
manner: The general law of causality is that the cause is antecedent, and 
the effect, which is dependent upon the cause, is subsequent. If the effect 
be the cause of the cause, then the cause is admitted to be born of some- 
thing that is not yet in existence. If the cause is to be produced from a non- 
existent effect, then the cause itself becomes non-existent. And the cause, 

itself being non-existent, can only produce an effect which also is non-
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existent. Thus both cause and effect become non-existent, like the horns 

of a hare. Therefore they cannot be regarded as cause and effect, which 
relationship can subsist only between two entities whose antecedence and 
subsequence are established. 

18 

If the cause is produced from the effect and if the effect is, again, 
produced from the cause, which of the two is born first upon which 
depends the birth of the other? 

Though one cannot find a relation between cause and effect, yet it may 

be contended that cause and effect, even without a causal relation, depend 

upon each other for their mutual existence. The following is a reply to this 
contention: Which of the two, the cause or the effect, is antecedent? That 

is to say, upon the previous existence of which is the subsequent existence 
of the other dependent? In other words, if both cause and effect are mutually 
dependent, how can we say that one is prior to the other? If the priority 

of the one cannot be established, then it cannot be proved that the other 

is subsequent to it. 

From the foregoing verses one comes to the conclusion that ajati, 
or non-creation, is the ultimate truth. 

19 

The inability to reply [to the question raised above], the ignorance 
{about the matter], and the impossibility of establishing the order of 
succession [if the causal relation is admitted] clearly lead the wise 
to uphold, under all conditions, the doctrine of ajati, or non-creation. 

The dualists Cie. the Mimamsakas), who uphold causality, cannot explain 
which, of the cause and effect, is antecedent and which is subsequent, both 
being admitted as mutually dependent. This reveals their ignorance regard- 
ing the Knowledge of Reality. Further, the order of succession asserted by 

them—that the cause comes from the effect and the effect from the cause-— 
js inconsistent. Other dualistic schools, namely, the followers of Samkhya 
and of Nydya and VaiSeshika, supporting the evolution of things from 
existing and non-existing causes respectively, contradict each other, only 
showing the fallacy of their respective positions. This demonstrates the 

fallacious nature of the causal relationship itself and leads the wise to the 
conclusion regarding ajati, or the non-creation of things.
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The illustration of the seed and sprout is not apposite. 

20 

The illustration of the seed and the sprout is something which is yet 
to be proved. The illustration [i.e. the middle term], which itself is not 

yet proved, cannot be used for establishing a proposition to be proved. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
Objection: Regarding our [i.e. the Mimamsaka] causal relation you have 

raised mere verbal difficulties to show our inconsistency and made a carica- 
ture of our position by pointing out its absurdity, as if we spoke of the 

birth of the father from the son or made our causal relation look like that 
between the two horns of a bull. We never meant to say that the effect 
came from a cause that was not already existent, nor the cause from 

an effect not already established. 

Reply: What then is your point? 
Objection: We mean by the causal relation the relation between the 

seed and the sprout. 
Reply: But the causal relation existing between the seed and the sprout 

is itself to be proved. Unless the illustration is proved to be valid, it cannot 

be used for establishing a proposition. 
Objection: It is apparent to all that the causal relation of seed and sprout 

is without beginning. 
Reply: The beginning of both the antecedents and the consequents must 

be admitted. As a sprout just produced from a seed had a beginning, so also 
the seed produced from another sprout (existing in the past.) had a begin- 
ning. Therefore all sprouts and seeds have a beginning. It is unreasonable 
to say that either of these is without beginning. The same applies to the 

argument about the cause and the effect. 
Objection: We contend that each of the series of seeds and sprouts is 

without beginning; that is to say, there is a seed series and also a sprout 
series. From the seed series is produced the sprout series, and vice versa. 

Likewise, from the cause series is produced the effect series and vice versa. 
Reply: Not so. Even those who maintain the beginninglessness of the 

seed and the sprout cannot demonstrate the existence of such things as the 
seed series and the sprout series apart from the seeds and the sprouts. Like- 
wise, the existence of the cause series and the effect series cannot be demon- 
strated. Therefore you have not been able to prove the beginninglessness 

of the cause and the effect. Our objection is not a verbal one. No expert 
logician will use something which is yet to be established, as the middle 
term, or illustration, in order to establish the relation between the major 
and minor terms of a syllogism.
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All this confusion and contradiction regarding causality only proves 
the non-creation of entities (ajati). 

2 

The ignorance regarding the antecedence and the subsequence 
of cause and effect clearly proves the absence of creation (Cajati). If the 
jiva (dharma) has really been born, then why can you not point out its 
antecedent cause? 

THE IGNORANCE ETc: It cannot be determimed which, of the cause and 
the effect, is antecedent and which is subsequent. The fact of birth can be 
established if the order of the succession of cause and effect is established. 
In the absence of such order there cannot be any birth or creation. 

Ie ero: If an entity is said to have been created or produced, its ante- 
cedent cause must also be pointed out; for if one sees the effect, one must 

also see the cause. The relationship of cause and effect—if such a rela- 
tionship is admitted at all—must be inseparable. 

Jrva: The dharma, that is to say, the effect. 

One cannot logically determine the cause of an entity that is believed 
to be bom. The whole idea of birth or production is due to avidya. 

The idea of non-creation is reiterated: 

22, 

Nothing whatsoever is born, either of itself or of another entity. 
Nothing is ever produced, whether it be being or non-being or both 
being and non-being. 

Norsine erc: One can make six possible statements regarding the 
birth of an entity: It is born either of itself or of another entity or of both. 
What is born is either an existing entity or a non-existing entity or both. 

The first sentence of the text refutes the first three alternatives, and the 
second sentence, the next three. Thus the text establishes the doctrine 

of ajati, or non-creation. 
Errwer OF ITSELF ... ENTITY: An entity cannot have been born of 

itself, that is to say, from its own form, which has not yet come into exist- 
ence. A jar cannot be the cause of the selfsame jar. Again, an entity cannot 
have been born of another entity which is other than itself. A jar cannot 
be produced from another jar or from a piece of cloth. Likewise, an entity 

cannot have been born both of itself and of another, since that involves 
a contradiction. A cause cannot, at the same time, combine within it two
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contradictory aspects. A jar or a piece of cloth cannot be produced by a com- 

bination of a jar and a cloth. 
NortuHmne Is EVER... Non-BEmNG: If a thing exists, then it cannot 

be said to have been born. Its very existence is the demonstration of its 
non-birth. A thing that is non-existent, on the other hand, cannot be said 
to be born. Its very non-existence is the demonstration of its non-birth. The 

horns of a hare may be given as an illustration. Finally, a thing which is 
at the same time both existent and non-existent cannot be born, for no 

such thing has ever been seen. Therefore it is established that nothing 

whatsoever is born. The opponent may contend that we all see a son bom 
from a father or a jar produced from clay. In reply Sankara says: “Tme, 
we hear people use the word birth. And they also have a notion that 
corresponds to it. They say that a jar is produced from clay and that a son 
is born from a father. But both the word and the notion corresponding 
to it are examined by men of discrimination, who wish to ascertain whether 
or not these are valid. After examining them they come to the conclusion 
that such entities as a jar or a son, denoted by the words and signified 
by the notions, are mere verbal expressions. "Their coming into existence 
cannot be proved. Compare: ‘By knowing one nugget of gold all that 
is made of gold is known, the difference being only in a name, arising 
from speech, but the truth being that all is gold...’ CChh. Up. VI. i. 5.5” 

The Buddhist idealists (vijnanavadis) contend that ideas alone exist; there 
are no external objects corresponding to them. One idea gives birth to 
another idea. Cause, birth, and effect are all ideas, and these ideas are 

momentary. The moment an idea is cognized it vanishes, giving birth 
to a new idea. Our notions regarding cause, effect, and act of birth are only 
ideas forming a series. They form a unit. But this contention is also un- 
tenable. If one idea is immediately succeeded by another, then the ante- 
cedent idea is no longer cognized. In the absence of such cognition no 
memory is possible. If an idea disappears the moment it comes into existence, 
the very possibility of experience becomes an absurdity. In the absence 

of the memory of the antecedent idea it is not possible to establish a causal 
relation between it and the idea that follows. 

If one admits the beginninglessness of cause and effect, one is forced 
to admit ajati, or the absence of birth. 

23 

The cause cannot be produced from a beginningless effect; nor can 
the effect be produced from a beginningless cause. That which is with- 
out beginning is necessarily free from birth.
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THE causE ... EFFECT: A beginningless effect cannot produce a cause; 

otherwise it cannot itself be an effect. One cannot conceive of a beginning- 
less effect; for an effect, implying a birth, must have a beginning. 
Nor... cause: A beginningless effect, by following its own inherent 

nature (i.e. without any extraneous cause), cannot be produced from a 
beginningless cause. If the effect is produced from a beginningless cause, 

then it loses its inherent nature, that is to say, beginninglessness. 

If the cause and the effect, on account of never having been born, are ever 
free from birth or beginning, they can no longer be called cause and effect; 
for these are always associated with the idea of birth. Therefore if one 
accepts the beginninglessness of cause and effect, one must admit their 

ajati, or non-creation. 

The realist position affirming the existence of external objects is 
stated. If the external objects produce subjective ideas, then there is a 
causal relationship. 

24 

Subjective knowledge must have an object for its cause; otherwise 
variety becomes non-existent. Further, from the experience of pain, the 
existence of external objects, accepted by the dualistic scriptures, must 
be admitted. 

SuBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE ETC: The very awareness of such notions as 
sound, touch, etc. proves the existence of an external cause; otherwise, how 
are these notions produced in one’s mind? 

OrHERWIsE ETC: In the absence of external objects the variety of 

experiences-—touch, colour, etc.—-would not be possible. These experiences 
are universally admitted. Hence objects corresponding to them must exist 
outside. If it is contended that all that exists is subjective knowledge, then 
the answer of the dualists is that knowledge has one attribute only, that 

is to say, the power to illumine or reveal. There cannot be any diversity 
inherent in knowledge itself which will explain the variety of such ex- 
periences as blueness, yellowness, etc. This variety must have different sub- 
strata. A white crystal Cwhich may be compared to pure knowledge) can- 

not reflect different colours unless it comes in contact with external objects 
possessing those colours. Therefore external objects corresponding to the 

ideas must exist. 
Furruer, Etc: The pain caused by burns, cold, etc. is experienced by 

all. Such pain cannot be felt in the absence of fire etc. Fire exists inde- 
pendent of the knowledge of the experience of the pain. Hence the reality 

of external objects must be admitted.
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This verse gives the views of the dualists, who believe in the reality of 
external objects. Their argument is as follows: Knowledge is not possible 
without the contact of an external object. Mental impressions are created 
by objects existing in the outside world. Besides, the variety of knowledge 
is not possible if different objects do not exist outside. Furthermore, differ- 
ent experiences give rise to different sensations such as pleasure and pain. 
These sensations are not possible without external objects. A man may be 
able to create an idea, but he cannot create pain. The pain of a burn is ex- 
perienced only when the body comes in contact with fire. Therefore pain 

and pleasure must have external causes. 

In the three following verses realism, which supports causality, is 
refuted from the standpoint of Buddhist idealism (vijninaviada). 

25 

The dualists, by force of reason, assert that there is a cause of sub- 
jective knowledge. But from the standpoint of the true nature of things 
we assert that the [so-called] cause is, after all, no cause. 

By Force ETc: The argument of the dualists is that the diversity of 
subjective impressions and the experience of pain, pleasure, etc. are not 

possible without corresponding external objects. 
FROM THE STANDPOINT ETC: The Buddhist idealists contend that external 

objects, such as a jar or a pot, are not the cause or the support of the sub- 
jective ideas regarding them. This is because, from the standpoint of Reality, 
these external objects, associated with names and forms, do not exist. 

When the true nature of clay is known, one sees that a jar does not exist 
apart from clay in the way that a horse exists independent of a buffalo. 
Nor does a piece of cloth exist apart from the threads of which it is woven. 
Names and forms are, only conventions to serve a practical purpose in the 
world. They are illusory. If the dualists contend that external objects create 

subjective ideas, they may be asked about the cause of those objects. As 
they cannot point out the cause, the argument regarding causality fails. 
For instance, what is the trie nature of cloth? It does not exist apart from 
thread; the latter again does not exist apart from tiny fibres. One may 

proceed in this manner and go from one cause to another till language or 
the object denoted by it fails; yet one will never find the cause. Or the 

phrase bhutadarganad, here translated as “the true nature of things,” may 
be read as abhutadarSanad, which means “from the unreal nature of experi- 

ences.” According to this interpretation external objects are not admitted 
as cause, because they are as unreal as the snake seen in a rope. The snake 

is a mere idea, due to ignorance, in the mind of the perceiver. The external
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world, like the illusory snake, disappears when one attains the Knowledge 
of the non-dual Atman. It is one’s belief in causality that makes one say 
that external objects are the cause of subjective ideas. The knower of 

Atman, free from this illusory belief, does not see the external world. One 
does not see it in deep sleep, trance, or when one has attained the Knowl- 

edge of Reality. Thus is answered the contention regarding the reality of 
the causal relationship based upon the awareness of diverse subjective ideas 

or the experience of pain, pleasure, etc. 

The dualists’ contention is as follows: External objects must exist, since 

we are conscious of the diversity of subjective impressions. Further, the 
experience of pleasure, pain, etc. points to the reality of such objects. The 

mind may create an idea, but it will not cause pain to itself. The reply of 
the idealists is as follows: Neither the variety of ideas nor the experience 

of pain, pleasure, etc. necessarily depends upon the existence of outer 
objects. One sees objects in dreams and feels sensations in that state; but 
they are all subjective impressions in the mind of the dreamer. No external 
object corresponding to the dream experiences exists at that time. One 
cannot prove the reality of external objects independent of the mind. The 
subjective impression of a snake, and the consequent feeling of fear or 
pain, can be produced in the absence of an extemal snake. 

Therefore: 

26 

The mind is not related to [external] objects or to the ideas that 

appear as such objects. This is so because objects are non-existent and 
the ideas [that appear as external objects] are not distinct from the 
mind. 

Or... opygors: Because the mind, like the dream mind, is identical 
with its ideas. It is found in the waking state that the mind alone appears 
as the objects seen in dreams. The mind is identical with these ideas; 
hence there cannot be any causal relation between them. 

Tus Is sO... NON-ExisTENT: There cannot be any causal relation be- 
tween the mind and non-existing objects. The external objects perceived 
in the waking state are as unreal as dream objects. CSee the second chapter 

of the Karika.) 

It is the mind alone which, as in dreams, appears as external objects, 

such as a jar or a cloth. 

The idea that the mind can really be subject to delusion is wrong.
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27 

The mind does not enter into the causal relation in any of the three 

periods of time. How can it ever be subject to delusion, when there is 

no cause for such delusion? 

Tue minp ETc: The dualists may raise the following objection: The 
mind, we admit, creates false ideas of objects (such as the idea of a jar 

or a pot) in the absence of such objects. Therefore false knowledge exists. 
But consequently there must exist right knowledge as well, related to or 

distinguished from false knowledge. CHere an attempt is made to prove 
the positive existence of avidya, which causes illusory knowledge.) The 

idealists refute the contention by the first sentence of the text. 

THREE... Tre: Past, present, and future. 
How can tr etc: If the mind ever came in contact with a real object, 

then one could speak of right knowledge. And in relation to that right 
knowledge, the idea of an object like a jar, in the absence of the object, 
could be called false knowledge. But the mind never does come in contact 

with an external object which really exists. Hence there is no possibility 
of the mind’s falling into error, when there is no cause for error. In other 
words, the mind is never subject to illusion. How so? Such indeed is the 
nature of the mind that it takes the form of a jar, a pot, etc. though in 

reality such objects do not exist at all. This is what is known as avidyd, or 
ignorance of the nature of Reality. It is on account of avidya that the mind, 
which is the same as the non-dual Atman, appears to take the form of ex- 
ternal objects. But this avidya is not a correlative of true knowledge. It is 

an inscrutable metaphysical ignorance which conjures up the existence of 
external objects. Its cause can neither be asked by the finite mind (which 
is the result of ignorance) nor be understood by it. To seek the cause of 
avidya is the very nature of the ignorant mind, which has not yet been 
able to free itself from the wrong notion of causality. 

The three foregoing verses (25-27), giving the views of the Buddhist 
idealists (vijndnavadis), refute the realist theory about the external 
world. The following verse, while agreeing in part with the idealists, 

refutes their conclusion. 

28 

Therefore neither the mind nor the objects perceived by the mind 
are ever born. To see their birth is like seeing the footprints [of birds] 
in the sky.
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The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
‘The Advaitic teacher Gaudapada approves of some of the arguments of 

the Buddhist subjective idealists. The idealists assert that so-called external 

objects do not exist, being but states of the mind. We too agree with these 
conclusions, because they are in conformity with our view of Ultimate 
Reality. (See IV. 25.) Therefore it is right to say that though the mind 
has never been produced, it appears to have been produced and to be 
cognized as such. But how can the subjective idealists say that the mind 
is momentary, non-Self in nature, and filled with misery? Certainly this 
cannot be known by the mind (as described by them). If the mind is 
momentary, if the consciousness of one moment is unrelated to that of the 
next, how, in the absence of an unchanging mind, is it possible to per- 

ceive the change of consciousness from one moment to another? Therefore 
it cannot be asserted that the mind is born every moment and that it is 
full of misery, etc. The subjective idealists do not admit the existence of 
an onlooker who can witness the momentary changes as well as the painful 
nature of the mind. Thus their position is more absurd than that of the 
realists, and they are therefore caricatured as day-dreamers who profess 
to see footprints of birds in the sky. But most absurd of all is the position 
of the Buddhist nihilists, who, in spite of the perception of the tangible 
world, assert the absolute non-existence of everything, including their own 
experiences. In the absence of a perceiving consciousness, how could one 
say that all that exists is a mere void? The nihilists take a position like 
that of those who claim to compress the whole sky in the palms of their 
hands. 

The following verse summarizes what has already been stated in the 
form of @ proposition: 

29 

The cause [Brahman] from which the birthless mind is asserted [by 

the dualists] to have been born is itself unborn. [Because Brahman is 

ever unborn,] therefore it is never possible for It to be other than what 
It is. 

For the reason already stated, it has been established that Brahman is 
birthless and non-dual. The mind, which is unbom, that is to say, which 
is Brahman Itself, is imagined by the dualists to have been bor of the 
unborn Brahmen through miy3. But if Brahman is unborn by nature, then 

It cannot give birth to the mind; for it is impossible for a thing to change 
its inherent nature. Therefore the unborn Brahman cannot cause the birth 

of anything else.
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Atman is ever pure, ever free, and ever existent. It is not, as the 

dualists contend, subject to bondage and Liberation. 

30 

If, as the dualists contend, the world is beginningless, then it cannot 
be non-eternal. Moksha (Liberation) cannot have a beginning and be 

eternal. 

Ir xtc: The dualists contend that the phenomenal world, perceived 
to exist due to the bondage of Atman, is without beginning and comes to 
an end with the attainment of Liberation. That is to say, Atman is bound 

during the state of ignorance and becomes free with the acquisition of 

Knowledge. In other words, the bondage of Atman is real. Gaudapada says, 
in reply, that if the world is without beginning, it cannot have an end, and 
therefore bondage, too, cannot have an end. Hence the liberation of 
Atman becomes an impossibility. In ordinary experience there is no in- 
stance of an object that has no beginning but has an end. It may be con- 
tended that the seed produces the tree, and again, that the tree produces 
the seed, and that this relationship is without beginning; but the tree- 
and-seed series can come to an end when the tree dies without leaving a 
seed. The answer is that we do not see the same tree and seed in the tree- 

and-seed series. A new tree is born of a seed, and the tree dies leaving a 

new seed. Therefore both the seed and the tree have a definite beginning. 
Hence the assertion that the state of bondage has no beginning, but has 
an end, which has been sought to be corroborated by the example of the 
tree-and-seed series, is not valid. So it stands to reason that if Liberation 
begins when the bondage of the world is destroyed, it must come to an end. 

Moxsua Etc: It may be contended that Liberation is not a substance, 

but a nonentity, like that which follows the destruction of a jar. This 
nonentity has a beginning but has no end. Likewise, Liberation, which 
begins on the destruction of bondage, can be eternal. The reply is that this 
assertion contradicts the opponents’ proposition that Liberation has a posi- 
tive existence from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality. Further, if Libera- 

tion is taken to be a nonentity, then it is like the horns of a hare. In that 

case it can never have a beginning. 

The following two verses have already been explained in the Chapter 
on Illusion (II. 6-7). They are repeated here in connexion with the 
discussion regarding the unreality of the universe and also with a view 
to proving the unreality of Liberation if, as the dualists contend, it has 
a beginning.
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31-32 

If a thing is non-existent in the beginning and in the end, it is 
necessarily non-existent in the present. The objects that we see are 
really like illusions; still they are regarded as real. 

The utility of the objects of waking experience is contradicted in 
dreams; therefore they are certainly unreal. Both experiences have a 
beginning and an end. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
Objection: Suppose the state of Liberation has a beginning and an end. 

What harm is there in that? 

Reply: If a thing has a beginning and an end, it does not exist in the 
middle state either. If a man thinks he sees such an existence he is cer- 

tainly a victim of delusion. The familiar instance is that of a mirage: 
The water in the mirage has no existence prior to its perception by the 
deluded man, and it does not exist when the illusion vanishes. Therefore 
the water of the mirage is not real; it is seen because of the ignorance 

of the perceiver. If one accepts the idea of Liberation as conceived by the 
opponent, then it, too, would be non-existent. 

Objection: But the water of the mirage cannot quench our thirst, whereas 
Liberation is conducive to man’s happiness. 

Reply: If what the disputant says about Liberation is true, then it is 
only an illusion and cannot serve any purpose whatsoever. If Liberation 
Cie. the Knowledge of Atman, which is the same as Atman) has a be- 
ginning and an end, then it is like any other experience of dreaming or 
waking. A man who is starving during the waking state, may fall asleep 
and dream that he is enjoying a hearty meal. But his dream experience does 
not serve him any purpose in the waking state. Any experience with a 
beginning and an end is illusory from the standpoint of Reality. 

The following verse shows that the birthless and non-dual Brahman 
alone exists: 

33 

All entities seen in dreams are unreal, because they are perceived 
inside the body. How is it possible for things that are perceived to 
exist, really to exist in Brahman, which is indivisible and homogeneous? 

ALL ENTITIHs ETC: Compare JI. 1. 

Dream experiences are unreal because they have a beginning and an 
end, and because they are seen within the body. Waking experiences, too,
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have a beginning and an end, and are perceived within the body of Virat. 
(Brahman, or Pure Consciousness, associated, through ma&y&, with the 

totality of all bodies, is called Virat.) Therefore from the standpoint of 
Reality they are unreal. Further, dream experiences are considered unreal 
because the space associated with such experiences does not correspond 
to the space within the body. Waking experiences, too, cannot exist in 
Brahman, which is non-dual and homogeneous Consciousness and contains 

no room for the existence of objects other than Itself. 

The preceding verse is further explained: 

34 

It is not reasonable to think that a dreamer actually goes out in order 
to experience the objects [seen in the dream], because of the discrep- 
ancy of the time involved in such a journey. Nor does he, when 
awakened, find himself in the places [seen in the dream]. 

Discrepancy ETc: A dream may last only a few minutes but the dreamer 
may experience events which cover years. Therefore the notions of time 
and space experienced in dreams are unreal from the waking standpoint. 

It is said that, after death, a person may follow a particular path and in 
course of time attain heaven, where he communes with Brahman. But 
Brahman transcends time; therefore the notion of realizing It after death 

is unreal on account of the discrepancy of time. Further, Brahman is 
homogeneous and all-pervading. Therefore from the standpoint of Ultimate 
Reality the idea of space associated with the relative world is unreal. 
Hence, just as the time and space experienced in dreams become unreal in 
the waking state, so also do the time and space experienced in the waking 
state become unreal from the standpoint of Brahman. 

Furthermore: 

35 

The dreamer, after awaking, realizes the illusoriness of the con- 
versations he had with friends etc. in the dream state. Further, he does 
not possess in the waking state anything he acquired while dreaming. 

ANYTHING ETC: Such as gold, land, a house, ete. 

The conversations, discussions, etc. held in a dream become meaningless 
in the waking state. Similarly, the scriptural and religious discussions etc.
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carried on with sages in the waking state become meaningless from the 
standpoint of Brahman. For all beings are ever free. There is no real 
bondage or ignorance which requires to be removed by religious practices. 
(See I. 17-18; Hl. 32.) For the knower of the non-dual and birthless 

Brahman the study of scripture, the discussions, etc. undertaken in the 
waking state for the attainment of Knowledge are as unreal as dream ex- 
periences. For Atman is ever free, pure, and illumined; It never really falls 
into bondage. When an illumined person is seen eating, drinking, studying 
scripture, etc., it should be remembered that these activities are quite 

different from those of the ignorant, for they are dissociated from the gen- 
eral notion of the subject-object relationship. While performing these 

actions he is conscious of the non-dual Brahman alone. The aim of the 

scriptural study, spiritual discipline, etc. undertaken by the ignorant person 
is to free him from the hypnotic spell which makes him feel that he is 
not Brahman. 

Waking experiences, on account of their similarity to dream experi- 
ences, are unreal. 

36 

The dream body is unsubstantial because the other [i.e. the physical] 
body, different from it, is perceived. Like the [dream] body, all things 
cognized by the mind are unsubstantial. 

Tue pRH#AM Bopy ETC: The real body lies motionless in sleep, but the 

sleeping person dreams that he is walking. Therefore from the standpoint 
of waking the dream body is unsubstantial. Likewise, from the standpoint 
of Ultimate Reality the body perceived in the waking state—the body 

which is sometimes honoured and sometimes insulted—is unsubstantial. 
ALL THINcs ETC: Dream objects are unsubstantial on account of their 

being perceived by the mind; the objects perceived in the waking state are 
equally unsubstantial for the same reason. (See II. 4.) 

For the following reason, also, the objects experienced in the waking 
state are unreal: 

37 

Since the experience [of objects] in dreams is similar to the experi- 
ence [of objects] in the waking state, waking experience is regarded 
as the cause of dream experience. It is only by him [who admits wak-
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ing experience to be the cause of dream experience] that waking 
experience can be regarded as real. 

The following is adapted from Sankara’s commentary: 
For the following reason, also, the objects perceived in the waking state 

are unreal: In dreams, as in the waking state, the dreamer sees the subject- 
object relationship and the operation of causality. For this reason he regards 

the waking state as the cause of the dream state; that is to say, he regards 
the dream as the product of waking experience. Since the dream is the 

private experience of the dreamer, the waking state, which is its cause, 
should also be his private experience. Therefore the waking state should 

be real only to the perceiver of the dream, that is to say, to him who takes 
the dream to be real. The gist of this verse is that it is to the dreamer 
alone that the dream objects appear to be objects of common experience 

and therefore real. So, likewise, the experiences of the waking state, which 

are the cause of the dream, appear to be the common experience of all 
and therefore real. But the objects perceived in the waking state fall 
within the experience of the dreamer alone and do not belong to the 

common experience of all. Therefore waking experiences are like dream 
experiences. 

lt has been said in the previous verse that waking experiences are the 
cause of the dream experiences: since the latter are unreal, the waking 
experiences must also be unreal. It may be contended that there exists 
too glaring a discrepancy between the two states for them to be given 
the same status. The following verse answers this contention by saying 
that the very fact of birth or evolution cannot be established. From the 
standpoint of Ultimate Reality, or the unborn Brahman, all relative 
experiences are unreal. 

38 

All entities are said to be unborn, since birth cannot be established 

[as a fact]. It is utterly impossible for the unreal to be born of the real. 

ALL ENTITrEs ETC: To the non-discriminating the waking experiences 
are surely real. But the wise deny causality and do not see the birth of 

anything. Creation, or birth, dependent upon causality, cannot be es- 
tablished as a fact. Hence the non-dualists regard all entities as the unborn 

Atman. Compare: “He is the . . . Purusha, uncreated and existing both 
within and without.” (Mu. Up. II. i. 2.) The wise see everywhere the 
non-dual Brahman alone.
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Tr 1s xtc: In common experience we never see a real entity producing 

an unreal one. The birth of a barren woman’s son is utterly absurd. 

Objection: You yourself have stated that the dream experiences are 
produced by the waking experiences. Then how is it that you deny 
the fact of birth, or production? In answer it is stated: 

39 

A man filled with the impressions of the unreal objects seen in the 
waking state sees those very things in’ dreams as well. But he does 
not see in the waking state the unreal objects seen in dreams. 

A Maw etc: A man sees unreal objects in the waking state and is deeply 
impressed by them. He sees those very objects in dreams as well. But he 
does not see again in the waking state the unreal objects which he sees 

in dreams. 

In this verse Gaudapada explains his notion of the causal relationship 
between waking and dreaming. A man perceives in the waking state objects 

which are as imaginary as the illusory snake in the rope, but he is deeply 
impressed by this perception. He takes these objects to be real. Then he 
falls asleep and sees them in a dream. In that state, too, he sees various 
imaginary objects characterized by the subject-object relationship. Though 
fully absorbed in the objects he sees in the dream state, he does not see 
the selfsame objects in the following waking state. Sometimes he does 

mot see in the dream state what he sees in the waking state. Thus a de- 
pendable causal relationship does not exist between dreaming and waking. 
But because one generally sees in dreams what one sees in the waking 
state, the waking state is said to be the cause of the dream. The truth is 
that the three states of waking, dreaming, and« deep sleep are falsely 
superimposed upon Atman. To the illumined they are the same as the non- 

dual and birthless Atman. 

Causality in any shape or form is denied from the standpoint of 
Reality: 

40 

The unreal cannot have another unreality for its cause, nor can the 
real have the unreal for its cause. The real cannot be the cause of the 
real. And how utterly impossible it is for the real to be the cause of 
the unreal!
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THE UNREAL ETc: This is a refutation of the theory of the Buddhist 
nihilists, according to whom the unreal universe has been produced from — 
an unreal entity called the void. An unreal entity, like the horns of a hare, 
cannot be produced from another unreal entity, like a castle in the air. 

Nor can THE REAL ETc: This is a refutation of the Nyaya theory that 

an existing thing can be produced from a previous non-existence. 
THE REAL Etc: This refutes the Simkhya theory that an existing cause 

Csuch as prakriti) can produce an existing effect (such as the universe). 

How urrerty ETc: This refutes the theory of a certain class of 
Vedantists, who say that Brahman is the cause of the illusory phenomena. 

All of the four schools refuted above accept causality in some form or 

other. From the standpoint of Reality there can be no causal relationship 
whatsoever between entities. : 

The following verse states that there is no causal relationship what- 
soever between the waking and the dream state, though both are un- 
real. 

4] 

As a person in the waking state through false knowledge appears to 
handle objects, whose nature is inscrutable, [as if they were real,] so 

also, in dreams, he perceives, through false knowledge, objects whose 
existence is possible in the dream state alone. 

As A PERSON ETc: It has already been stated that the objects seen in the 
waking state are unreal, like the illusory snake perceived in the rope. 

The nature of these objects conjured up by maya is inscrutable. They 
cannot be called real, because they are subject to change. But one cannot 
say that they are unreal, like the son of a barren woman, because they 
appear to exist. Therefore sense-objects cannot be described either as real 
or as unreal. This very inscrutability is characteristic of maya. The only 
substance about which there cannot possibly exist any*doubt or misgiving 

is Atman. 
So atso utc: The objects seen in dreams, such as an elephant or a 

house, are equally inscrutable. The sleeping person perceives them because 
he is bereft of discrimination. Their existence is peculiar to that condition 
alone. They are not the effect of waking experiences. 

The idea of causality taught in scripture is a concession to human 
weakness. Brahman is described as the cause of the universe so that
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students of dull or mediocre intellect may understand the Supreme 
Reality with the help of causal arguments. 

42 

Wise men teach causality only for the sake of those who, afraid of 
non-creation, assert the reality of [external] objects because they per- 
ceive such objects and also because they cling to various social and 
religious duties. 

Wisz MEN: That is to say, non-dualistic Vedantists. 
Wuo ... assert ETC: Multiplicity cannot be established either by 

reason or from scriptural evidence. It is the result of ignorance. 
SoctaL ETc: Namely, the duties pertaining to the four castes and the 

various stages of life. 

Men of mediocre or dull intellect take the apparent world to be real. 

They are attached to their individuality. Further, they follow various social 
and religious observances in order to enjoy happiness here and hereafter, 
since they are believers in causality. It is for the benefit of such people that 

non-dualistic seers teach causality and speak of Brahman as the cause of 
the universe. Through constant study of scripture and practice of medita- 
tion and self-control they gradually come to understand that the effect 
Cie. the universe) cannot possess a reality independent of the cause 

Cie. Brahman) and that the universe is, in reality, Brahman. It has already 
been said that the scriptural statements regarding creation are meant as 
a help for mediocre pupils’ higher understanding of Reality. (See III. 15.) 

For such pupils creation, causality, etc. are described in the beginning; 
but in the end all these notions are refuted. It is like erecting a scaffold 
to repair the top of a building and then removing it when the task is 

finished. 

Recognizing the necessity of different religious practices for diverse 
temperaments, non-dualists do not condemn earnest and sincere dual- 
istic worshippers. 

43 

Those who, because of their fear of the truth of absolute non- 
creation and also because of their perception [of external objects], 
deny ajati (non-creation) are not affected by the evil consequent on 
the belief in creation. This evil, if there is any, is insignificant.
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Ars not Etc: A sincere dualistic worshipper endowed with faith in his 
ideal and devoted to the path of righteousness must not be condemned. He 
is not committing any sin. He too tries to follow the path of discrimination. 

He is frightened by the very idea of the non-dual Brahman and shrinks 
from the truth regarding non-creation because in his present state of mind 

he cannot ignore the external world and also because he is attached to 
the various social and religious duties. Therefore, even though a slight 
blemish attaches to his belief and conduct, it is not serious. It is the result 
of his not yet having realized Ultimate Reality. In the end he overcomes 
all obstacles and realizes the truth of non-creation. 

‘This verse shows the catholicity of Non-dualistic Vedanta. 

A person may see an external object. He may also believe that he 
can deal with it in some way or other. But this does not prove that the 
object is real. In other words, mere sense-perception and the fulfilment 
of @ purpose are not convincing tests of reality. 

44 

As an elephant conjured up by a magician is taken to be real because 
it is perceived to exist and also because it answers to the behaviour 
fof a real elephant], so also [external] objects are taken to be real 
because they are perceived to exist and because one can deal with 
them. 

Iv answers Etc: The spectator sees that the illusory elephant is tied 
with a rope, is fed with grass, and can be mounted. 

One can etc: External objects serve the practical purposes of life. 

It is the business of the true philosopher to find out if the object perceived 
to exist is genuine and if its so-called usefulness is real. 

What is Ultimate Reality? 

45 

It is Consciousness, Vijnaéna, alone that appears to be born or to 
move or to take the form of matter. But this Consciousness is really 
ever unborm, immovable, and free from the traits of materiality; it is all 
peace and non-dual. 

Conscrousnuss: ‘That is to say, the mind free from the notion of 
causality created by maya. It is the same as the non-dual Atman.
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Though Ultimate Reality is ever unborn, yet it appears to be born. For 
example, we say that a man called Devadatta is born. Likewise we say that 
Devadatta is moving and that he is fair and tall. What is that entity which 

is the Ground or substratum of all these descriptions? It is Pure Conscious- 

ness, or Atman, which is really free from birth and all other changes. From 
the standpoint of Reality it cannot even be called the substratum; for 

nothing whatsoever exists in relation to which Atman may be called the 
substratum. It is described in this way only from the relative standpoint. 

Brahman, which is the inmost Consciousness of living beings, is 
birthless. 

46 

Thus the mind is never subject to birth. All beings, too, are free 
from birth. ‘Those who know this do not fall into false knowledge. 

Minn: That is to say, Brahman, or Pure Consciousness. 

Aux BEmNGs: Ultimate Reality cannot be said to be one or many, which 
are correlatives applying to the categories of the phenomenal world. The 
word beings Cdharmah) is metaphorically used in the plural because of 
the perception of variety, which is, in reality, the illusory appearance of the 

non-dual Atman as different corporeal entities. 
Tsosr etc: The knower of Reality does not wander in the darkness of 

avidya and hanker after unreal things. 

The purport of the text is that all that exists is Brahman. The multiplicity 
seen by the unillumined and regarded by them as separate from Brahman, 

is nothing but the non-dual Brahman. It is the non-dual Brahman that is 
perceived as the objects of the waking state, the ideas of the dream state, 
and the undifferentiated consciousness of deep sleep. 

It is the birthless and immutable Consciousness that appears to be born 
or to move. This is described by the illustration of a fire-brand: 

47 

As [the line made by] a moving fire-brand appears to be straight, 
crooked, etc., so Consciousness, when set in motion, appears as the per- 
ceiver, the perceived, and the like. 

As etc: If a fire-brand is moved swiftly it makes a circle, a straight line, 
or a crooked line according to the movement of the hand. The fire burn- 
ing at the end of the stick appears to have assumed various forms.
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So Erc: When Consciousness is set in motion, such illusory phenomena 

as the subject and the object are perceived. In reality, however, there is no 

motion in Consciousness; it only appears to be moving. This apparent 

motion is due to ignorance. 

That Consciousness is all peace is described by an illustration: 

48 

As the fire-brand, when not in motion, is free from all appearances 

and remains changeless, so Consciousness, when not in motion, is free 

from all appearances and remains changeless. 

So Consciousness exc: As already stated, the idea of motion is at- 

tributed to Consciousness through avidya. There are two powers of avidya: 

the veiling-power and the projecting-power. The first conceals the true 

nature of Reality, and the second creates various forms. 

No figure is seen when the fire-brand is not moved. Even when moved, 

the fire is only a point at the end of the stick. The different figures seen 

at that time are mere appearances. Similarly, even during the state of 

ignorance no change takes place in Consciousness. 

49 

When the fire-brand is set in motion, the appearances [that are 

seen in it] do not come from elsewhere. When it is still, the appear- 

ances do not leave the motionless fire-brand and go elsewhere, nor do 

they enter into the fire-brand itself. 

Since the various forms seen when the fire-brand is moved are illusory, 

one cannot truly speak of their origination and disappearance, and the like. 

Furthermore: 

50 

The appearances do not emerge from the fire-brand, because their 
nature is not that of a substance. This applies likewise to Conscious- 
ness, because of the similarity of the appearances. 

Tue apPpEARANCES ETC: The appearances do not come out of the fire- 
brand, like something coming out of a house. The reason is that they are 
not substances; they are unreal.
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Because or «rc: In both instances the appearances are the result 

of the ignorance of the perceiver. 

Birth, change, death, etc. have no real existence. They are illusory, 
having been created by avidya. 

How is it that the appearances are similar? 

51-52 

When Consciousness is associated with [the idea of] activity, [as 
in the waking and dream states,] the appearances [that seem to arise] 
do not come from anywhere else. When Consciousness is non-active, 
[as in deep sleep,] the appearances do not leave the non-active Con- 
sciousness and go elsewhere, nor do they merge in it. The appearances 
do not emerge from Consciousness, for their nature is not that of a 
substance. They are incomprehensible, because they are not subject 
to the relation of cause and effect. 

Appearances [THAT SEEM To anise]: Such as birth, change, death, etc. 
Do not come etc: That is to say, they are not produced from an out- 

side cause. 
Nor po THEY MERGE ETc: Because their nature is not that of a sub- 

stance. ; 
IncoMPREHENSIBLE: The ordinary mind can think of an object only 

through the causal or some other relationship. The objects seen in the 
waking and dream states cannot be said to be unreal or non-existent, be- 
cause they are perceived..Nor can they be said to be real or existent, be- 
cause they are not perceived in deep slecp. Therefore it is impossible to 

know their true nature. This is maya. As already stated, maya, or appear- 
ance, is real to the ignorant; to the intellectual philosopher it is a puzzle; 

and to the illumined soul it is non-existent. 

When Consciousness appears to be active, as in the waking and dream 
states, various forms are cognized. But they do not come from outside; for 

nothing is seen to exist outside Consciousness. Again, when Consciousness 
remains non-active, as in deep sleep, the forms do not leave Consciousness 
Cby which they are perceived during the waking and dream states) and 
go elsewhere. No one is ever aware of such a happening. Further, the 

forms do not enter into Consciousness itself in deep sleep. Consciousness 
is non-dual and beyond the idea of time and space; therefore the objects 

existing in time and space can neither be produced from it nor merge in it. 
Further, being unreal, they can have no relationship with Consciousness.
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The fire-brand and Consciousness are alike, the only special feature of 

Consciousness being its immutability. 
The purport of the verse is this: As the fire-brand (which is merely a 

point) is associated with forms—straight or crooked—though in reality 
such straight or crooked forms are ever non-existent, so Pure Consciousness 
is associated with the ideas of birth, death, etc. though such ideas are ever 

non-existent. Hence these ideas of birth, death, etc. are illusory. 

Atman, being other than substance or attributes, cannot be either the 
cause or the effect. 

53 

A substance may be the cause of another substance, and a non- 
substance, the cause of another non-substance. But the jivas cannot 
possibly be anything like a substance or a non-substance. 

Sugsrance: That is to say, entity endowed with parts. 
A supstanck May Erc: It has already been established that Atman, in 

Its real nature, is non-dual, unborn, free from attributes, and free from 
parts. Those who imagine the causal relation in Atman must admit that 
only a substance can be the cause of another substance, and only that 
which is other than a substance can be the cause of something else which 
is other than a substance. No one finds, in common experience, a non- 
substance, by itself, to be the cause of something other than a non-substance. 
The jivas, being devoid of parts, cannot be called either substances or 
non-substances. Hence they cannot be the cause or effect of anything. 

Non-susstrancxe: That is to say, attribute. 

Atman is without parts; hence It cannot be called a material substance. 
It is not an attribute, because no one can conceive of attributes, such as 
colour or form, without a substance. Therefore Atman is free from causality. 

54 

Thus external appearances (objects) are not caused by the mind, 
nor is the mind caused by them. Hence thoughtful people hold to the 
principle of absolute non-creation. 

Tus utc: The nature of Atman is not that of an empirical substance; 
it is free from all change. Therefore it is free from the notion of causality. 

The popular belief is that the idea of a pot in the potter’s mind is the cause 
of the pot, and that a material pot, existing outside, gives rise to the idea
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of the pot in the mind. This notion is erroneous; for all entities are mere 

appearances of Consciousness. 

The nature of the mind is the same as that of Consciousness, or the 

non-dual Self. External objects are not produced from the mind, nor is the 
mind produced from external objects. For all external objects are mere 

appearances of Consciousness. Therefore in reality the cause does not 
produce the effect, nor is the effect produced from the cause. Thus the 

knowers of Brahman declare the absence of causality in Atman. 

What happens to those who cling to the belief in causality? 

55 

As long as a person clings to the belief in causality, he will find 
cause producing effect. But when this attachment to causality wears 
away, cause and effect become non-existent. 

As Lone 4s Etc: “As long as a man cherishes faith in causality and says 
to himself: ‘I am the doer. I have done these righteous or unrighteous 
deeds and I shall reap their results in a future birth’—in other words, as 
long as he falsely attributes causality to Atman and clings to this belief — 
he will see cause producing effect. Such a man will be subject to incessant 

birth and death as a result of his attachment to the belief in causality. 
But when his clinging to this belief, which is the result of ignorance, is 
destroyed by the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman—just as possession 
by a ghost is destroyed by means of incantations, medicinal herbs, etc.— 

then causality will cease to operate.” (Sankaracharya.) 

A seeker of Truth should analyse the law of causality. He will then 
find out its illusory nature. One realizes Ultimate Truth by freeing one’s 
mind from the false belief in causality. 

The harmful effect of belief in the causal law: 

56 

As long as a person clings to the belief in causality, samsara will 
continue to expand for him. But when this attachment to causality 
wears away, samsara becomes non-existent. 

SamsAra: The phenomenal world, characterized by never-ending birth, 

old age, disease, and death. Samsara, projected by avidy4, is supported by 
the law of cause and effect.
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If nothing but the non-dual Atman exists, how can one speak of 
the creation and destruction of samsara, which is supported by the 
law of cause and effect? The answer is as follows: 

57 

The entire universe is created by false knowledge; therefore nothing 
[in it] is eternal. Everything, again, as one with Ultimate Reality, is 
unborn; therefore there is no such thing as destruction. 

Fass kNowtepce: Empirical knowledge, which arises when true Knowl- 

edge is veiled by ignorance. 
Noruine [x rr] etc: Nothing in the realm of ignorance is everlasting. 

Therefore it is said that samsara is characterized by creation and destruc- 
tion. The empirical world is real for the ignorant. 

As ons wiru etc: As the idea of the snake falsely superimposed upon 
the rope is really nothing but the rope, so also, to the knower of Reality, 

the universe is non-different from Brahman. 
‘THEREFORE THERE 1s ETC: In the absence of birth there is no destruc- 

tion. That is to say, for the knower of the non-dual Atman the law of cause 

and effect disappears. 

An objection may be raised that if nothing but the birthless and non- 
dual Atman exists, then the statement regarding the origin and destruction 
of the universe Csamsira), given in the foregoing verse, becomes irrelevant 
and contradictory. The reply is that the two statements are made from 
two different standpoints and so involve no contradiction. From the stand- 
point of Ultimate Reality there is neither birth nor death; but from the 
relative standpoint birth and death exist. Let us imagine a rope lying in 
semi-darkness. The wise man sees it as the rope and does not feel disturbed. 
But the deluded person sees it as a snake and is frightened, despite the 

assurance that it is nothing but a rope. But subsequently, through dis- 
crimination, he rids himself of the idea of the snake. The idea of the snake 
was created through ignorance, and it is the illusory snake that is destroyed. 
Now, from the two standpoints, the rope and the snake are both facts. 
‘The wise man sees the rope, and the ignorant, the snake. Therefore the 

statement of the one does not contradict that of the other. The ideas of 
birth and death are admitted from the relative standpoint. To the man of 
wisdom everything is the non-dual Atman. Therefore for him there is 
no such thing as the cessation of the universe. (See I. 17-18.) 

The notion of birth is created by maya, which, however, is non- 
existent from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality.
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58 

Birth is ascribed to the jivas; but such birth is not possible from the 
standpoint of Reality. Their birth is like that of an illusory object. 
That illusion, again, does not exist. 

SucH Birt Etc: It has already been stated that the creation is brought 
about through false knowledge. 

IzLusory oBjEcT: Such as a snake perceived in a rope. Such a snake does 
not exist. 

‘Tuat iLLusion Erc: Maya is the name given to something that does 
not really exist Cbut which is perceived on account of false knowledge). 

The illusory nature of birth is explained by the familiar illustration 
of the illusory mango tree produced from an illusory seed by a magician: 

59 

The illusory sprout is bor of the illusory seed. This illusory sprout 
is neither permanent nor destructible. ‘The same applies to the jivas. 

A magician produces an illusory mango tree from an illusory sprout. 

This sprout is neither permanent nor destructible simply because it has 
no real existence. In like manner, the ideas of birth and death do not 
apply to the jivas. From the standpoint of Reality the jivas are free from 
birth and death. 

60 

The term permanent or impermanent cannot be applied to the 
birthless jivas. What is indescribable in words cannot be discriminated 
about [as permanent or impermanent]. 

Jrvas: The nature of the atmans (dharmah) is pure and homogeneous 
Consciousness. Therefore no name or other word can be used to describe 

them. 
DiscrimmnaTeD ETC: The terms permanent and impermanent are cor- 

relatives and apply to the objects of the relative world. 

That one seeks to describe non-dual Pure Consciousness through 
words is due to the activity of the mind (which is the result of avidya). 
Any description through words is meaningless from the standpoint of 

Reality.
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61-62 

As in dreams the mind acts through miy4, presenting the appearance 
of duality, so also in the waking state the mind acts through maya, 
presenting the appearance of duality. 

There is no doubt that the mind, which is in reality non-dual, 
appears to be dual in dreams; likewise, there is no doubt that what 
is non-dual [i.e. Atman] appears to be dual in the waking state. 

See TI. 29-30. 

That the diverse objects perceived in the empirical world are unreal 
is explained by means of the illustration of a dream: 

63 

The dreamer, wandering about in all the ten directions in his 
dream, sees the whole variety of jivas, born of eggs, moisture, etc. 

Vantery ETc: The Vedantists classify living beings into four groups: 
those that are born of wombs, of eggs, of moisture, and of the soil. 

The objects seen in dreams have no existence apart from the mind 
of the dreamer. 

64 

These entities, which are objects of the mind of the dreamer, do 
not exist apart from his mind. Likewise, the mind of the dreamer is 
an object of perception of the dreamer alone. 

THEsE Entries: In the waking state one clearly sees that in dreams 
the mind alone takes the form of objects. 

Do nor Exist etc: The various kinds of jivas perceived in dreams 
are but states of the mind. 

Lmewise, ETc: The mind of the dreamer is perceived by the dreamer 
alone. 

There is no such entity as the mind existing apart from the dreamer. 

Like the jivas perceived in dreams, those perceived in the waking 
state also do not exist outside the mind of the perceiver.
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65-66 

The waking man, wandering about in all the ten directions in his 
waking state, sees the whole variety of jivas, born of eggs, moisture, 
etc. They are the objects of the mind of the waking man and do not 
exist apart from it. Likewise, the mind of the waking man is an object 
of his perception alone. 

Jrvas: The living entities seen in the waking state are similar to those 
seen in dreams. 

Lixewise Etc: The jivas perceived in the waking state do not exist 
independent of the mind of the perceiver, because they are perceived by 

his mind alone. Dream experiences can be cited as an example to explain 
this fact. These jivas are similar to the jivas perceived in a dream, which 
are cognized by the mind of the dreaming person alone. The mind through 

which the jivas are perceived during the waking state is not different from 
Atman, just as the dream mind, by which dream objects are perceived, is 
not different from the dreamer. 

From the standpoint of Ultimate Reality the mind is identical with the 

non-dual Atman. When, through ignorance, Reality is characterized by the 
perception of the subject-object relationship, it is called the empirical mind; 
and when it is free from any such relationship, it is the non-dual Atman. 
From the standpoint of Reality the perceiver, the instrament of perception, 
and the object of perception are one. The causal relation is in the mind 
of the perceiver under the spell of ignorance. 

The following verse denies the contention that the ego creates the 
non-ego, or the mind, the objects, 

67 

Both [the mind and the jivas] are objects of each other’s perception. 
Can the one exist independent of the other? The reply of the wise is 
in the negative. There is no evidence of the existence of the one 
without the other; they are cognized only through each other. 

Born src: The word jivas Cin brackets in the text) includes all objects 
perceived by the mind. The mind exi&ts only in relation to the jivas, or 
entities, perceived as external objects, and these latter only in relation to 

the mind. The ego and non-ego come into existence together; the one does 

not create the other. 
Tus nepiy xtc: In the empirical world the mind and the objects are
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mutually dependent for their existence. Neither the mind nor its objects 

have any existence if either is considered separately. Therefore the idealist, 

who denies the reality of external objects, and the realist, who denies the 

existence of the mind, are both wrong. 

THERE 1s No ETc: The mind of the dreamer cannot exist independent 

of the elephant he sees in his dream, nor can the elephant he sees exist 

independent of the dreamer’s mind. It is the same with the waking state. 

One cannot cognize a jar without the knowledge that it exists, nor can 

one have the knowledge that a jar exists without the cognition of the jar. 

It is impossible to distinguish between the objects of knowledge and the 

instrument of knowledge. 

The knowledge that a variety of objects exists is possible only when one 

object is perceived in relation to another. Therefore in the relative world 

one must admit the triad of knower, known, and knowledge. 

It may be contended that if the jivas perceived in the waking state 

are non-existent, then their birth and death, which are objects of 

common experience, have no meaning. The following verses say, in 

reply, that though the beings seen in dreams or created by a magician 

do not really exist, yet one observes their birth and death. It is the same 

with the birth and death of the beings seen in the waking state. 

68-70 

As the dream jiva comes into existence and disappears, so also these 
jivas [perceived in the waking state] appear and disappear. 

As the jiva conjured up by the magician comes into existence and 
disappears, so also these jivas [perceived in the waking state] appear 

and disappear. 
As an artificial jiva comes into existence and disappears, so also these 

jivas [perceived in the waking state] appear and disappear. 

Arviriciar jrva: A creature produced by means of incantations, medici- 
nal herbs, or the like. 

The jivas seen in dreams, magic, etc. or in the waking state are merely 
figments of the mind. Their birth, death, etc. are merely the result of the 
objectifying tendencies of the mind, and nothing more. 

In the relative plane one sees the birth, death, etc. of the jivas, as 
with the objects seen in dreams or those created by a magician. But 
from the standpoint of Reality the wise man sees absolute birthlessness.
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7] 

No jiva ever comes into existence. There exists no cause that can 
produce it. The supreme truth is that nothing ever is bom. 

The apparent birth and death of the jivas are possible only on the 
empirical plane, like the birth and death of dream beings in a dream. But 
the ultimate trath is that no jiva ever is born. (See IIE. 48.) 

The world of duality is created by the movement of the mind, which 
from the standpoint of Reality is the non-dual Atman. 

72 

The world of duality, which is perceived to exist and is characterized 
by the subject-object relationship, is verily a movement of the mind. 
The mind, again, [from the standpoint of Reality] has no contact 
with any object. Hence it is declared to be eternal and unattached. 

Has no conracr etc: Because the mind is the same as the non-dual 
Atman. Anything that could perceive objects outside itself would be re- 
lated to such objects. But the mind, having no such external object, is free 

from. relations. 

The mind in reality is free from the idea of the subject-object relation- 
ship. The idea of the object is superimposed upon the mind through 
ignorance. When the mind moves, following its inherent nature, the 
ignorant see the subject and the object and establish a relationship between 

them. But the object has no existence apart from the mind. This has 
already been shown by the analogy of a dream. Thus the mind is ever 

unrelated to objects. The mind in reality is Atman. 

It may be contended that the reality of the teacher, the scriptures, 
and the pupil cannot be doubted and that the mind cannot but estab- 
lish a relationship with them; therefore the utterly detached nature of 
the mind cannot be maintained. The answer is as follows: 

73 

That which exists on the strength of false knowledge based upon 
imagination does not really exist. Again, that which is said to exist 
on the strength of the views advanced by other schools of thought 

does not really exist.
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Twat wiicu Exists Erc: A reference to the teacher, the scriptures, and 
the pupil. Their existence is admitted only in the relative world, which is 
based upon false knowledge. These ideas have no validity from the stand- 
point of the non-dual Atman. It has already been stated that the teacher, 
the scriptures, and the pupil have meaning only in the state of ignorance, 
their purpose being to help the unillumined realize the Truth. (See J. 18.) 

AGAIN, THAT wuicH ETc: A reference to the Vaiseshika and other 
schools of thought, which admit the reality of categories. These too, when 
analysed, are found to be non-existent from the standpoint of Reality. 
Therefore it is rightly said that in the absence of objects the mind 

is non-attached. 

If the teacher, the scriptures, and the pupil are the result of false 
knowledge based upon imagination, then the statement that Atman is 
birthless (aja) is also an effect of imagination, because it is the scrip- 
tures that teach the birthlessness of Atman. 

74 

Atman is called birthless Caja) from the standpoint of false knowl- 

edge based upon imagination; in reality It is not even birthless. The 
unborn Atman is said to be born from the standpoint of the false 
knowledge cherished by other schools of thought. 

Arman Is CALLED ETc: The birth of Atman is asserted from the stand- 
point of false knowledge. In order to refute illusory empirical experience, 
scripture teaches that Atman is birthless. But this birthlessness is true only 

in relation to empirical birth. 
Iw reatrry Etc: Birth and birthlessness are correlatives; they are con- 

cepts of the world of duality, which is the result of ignorance. Hence it 
cannot even be truly said that Atman is unborn. From the standpoint 
of Reality nothing whatsoever can be predicated of Atman. 
ATMaN 1s samp ETc: For instance, the Samkhya school, which believes 

in causality, asserts the birth of Atman. As against this assertion, it is main- 

tained by the non-dualists that Atman is birthless. But that Atman is 
birthless is also asserted from the standpoint of avidya. The assertion 

is made simply to refute the idea that Atman is bom, as believed by the 

followers of Samkhya and by other dualists. The idea that Atman is birth- 

less is related to the false idea of its birth. It cannot be said that the 

birthlessness (ajati) of Atman is not imaginary but the truth; for, being 

a correlative of what is imaginary, it too is imaginary. 

The real nature of Atman cannot be determined by any instrument of
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knowledge. It is known in an immediate and direct experience. Neither 
word nor thought can describe it. The false knowledge of duality and birth 
is negated by the knowledge of non-duality and birthlessness. Then the 

Jatter also disappears. What remains is an indescribable experience. It is 
not the void of the nihilists, because this void cannot be conceived without 
Consciousness. A chemical is used to remove impurities from water; after 
destroying the impurities, the purifying agent also disappears, leaving only 
pure water. The whole of spiritual discipline consists in negating one 
imaginary image by another; and this process continues till the last trace 
of imagination is eliminated, leaving behind the self-luminous Reality. 

Duality is perceived to exist only on account of the mind's clinging 
to the belief that it exists. 

75 

People persistently hold to the idea of unreality [i.e. duality]. But 
such duality does not exist. One who has realized the absence of 
duality is not born again, since there remains no longer any cause 
[for his birth]. 

Pzorrze ETc: Due to ignorance people stubbornly believe in duality and 
become attached to external objects. This attachment is the cause of their 
repeated births in the relative world and their consequent suffering. 

But sucu etc: Mere belief in a thing cannot make it rea]. ‘The repeated 
assertion by the deluded that they are seeing water in a mirage does not 
make that water real. Through proper investigation the water is discovered 
to be illusory. 

Onze wo was Erc: Attachment is the cause of birth. Again, attachment 
is the result of belief in the reality of external objects. Therefore when one 
realizes the unreality of such objects, one rids oneself of attachment and 
becomes free from the chain of birth and death. 

A person frees himself from the false ideas of birth and duality by means 
of the ideas of birthlessness and non-duality. Then he goes beyond all 
ideas and hallucinations—such as birth and non-birth, duality and non- 

duality—and realizes the true nature of Atman. 

There can be no birth in the absence of a cause. 

76 

When the mind finds no cause—superior, inferior, or middling—it 
becomes free from birth. How can there be an effect without a cause?
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Generally speaking, one can conceive of three kinds of births: birth 

aS a man, as a superman (such as a god or angel), and as a subhuman. 

being (such as an animal, bird, or insect). They are determined by three 
different causes. As a result of righteous action performed without attach- 
ment to the result, as prescribed in scripture, one is born as a god or angel. 
Human birth is the result of action consisting of both righteous and unright- 
eous elements. Inferior birth results from the performance of unrighteous 
action. The illumined sage, having realized the non-dual Self, becomes 
free from all hallucinations and does not find the existence of any cause. 
(Every notion of a cause—superior, inferior, or middling—is the result 
of ignorance.) Thus he no longer undergoes birth. That is to say, his mind 
does not objectify itself as god, man, or animal, which are simply the 

effects of their respective causes. No effect can be produced in the absence 
of a cause, All embodied beings, from the highest deity to the lowest insect, 
belong to the realm of ignorance. 

lt may be contended that if a man attains Liberation when he 
realizes the birthlessness of Atman, a time factor is admitted. If Libera- 
tion is dependent upon time, then it is an extraneous achievement and 
therefore cannot be permanent. This objection is answered: 

77 

The birthlessness of the mind, which is free from manifestation and 
causal relationship, is absolute and constant. For duality [i.e. the per- 
ceiving mind and its objects] is merely an objectification of the mind. 

Tue BIRTHLESSNESS ETc: The mind in its true nature is absolute, eternal, 

immutable, and all-pervading. It is the same as Pure Consciousness, or 
the non-dual Atman. There exists nothing else which can cause its birth. 
The meritorious and wicked deeds that are regarded as the cause of its 
birth in the empirical world do not exist from the standpoint of Reality. In 
its true nature the mind, or jiva, never comes under bondage. Ignorance 
is non-existent from the standpoint of Atman. Even when, due to ignorance, 

a man regards himself as subject to birth and death, he is in reality free. 
Atman never deviates from Its true nature even though It appears as the 
empirical jiva. The rope remains a rope even when, through ignorance, 
it is regarded as a snake. 

For puariry Etc: The external objects that ate perceived to exist are 
objectifications of the mind. To the ignorant these objects are real in them- 
selves. The wise see them as the non-dual mind. 

It cannot be said that birthlessness, or Liberation, sometimes exists and 
sometimes disappears. It is eternal, unchangeable, and absolute.
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The cause of birth is belief in causality. When this false belief is 
destroyed by the Knowledge of Reality, one attains the Highest Good. 

78 

Realizing the absence of causality as ultimate truth, and not finding 
any other reason [for birth], one attains that state which is free from 
guief, desire, and fear. 

Reatwine erc: All objects in the realm of duality are unreal. The 
reason for this conclusion is given in II. 4. 

Nor Frnpinc src: The deeds, meritorious or wicked, that may be 

regarded as the reason for birth as gods, men, or subhuman beings belong 
to the realm of ignorance. 

GRIEF, DESIRE, ETC: These are experienced only in the world of duality. 

The secret of non-attachment is the realization of the non-existence 
of external objects. 

79 

On account of attachment to unreal objects the mind pursues such 
objects. [But it comes back to its pure state] when it attains non- 
attachment, realizing their unreality. 

On accounr Erc: Attachment to unreal objects is the result of the 
firm belief that duality exists. But from the standpoint of Ultimate Reality 
duality is non-existent. 

Bur ir erc: The only effective way to become non-attached to external 
objects is to know their unreal nature by following the Vedantic method 
of reasoning. Certain exercises prescribed by inferior Yoga may make the 
mind oblivious of the world for the time being; but when the effort is 
relaxed, the world and its objects appear again. The discipline of non- 
dualism makes one realize the unreal nature of the phenomenal world and 
destroys the very seed of attachment. 

The experience of the illumined soul: 

80 

The mind freed from attachment [to all external objects] and un- 
distracted [by fresh objects] attains the state of immutability. The wise 
realize such a mind to be Brahman; It is undifferentiated, birthless, 
and non-dual. .
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Unpisrracren Etc: Because no such objects exist. 
Arraiys ETc: That is to say, the mind becomes free from objectification. 

Such a mind has the same nature as Brahman. CAs Ramakrishna has said: 
“Pure Mind and Pure Atman are non-different.”) This is what is realized 

by the wise. 

The nature of Brahman, or Pure Consciousness: 

81 

The birthless, dreamless, and sleepless Reality reveals Itself by Itself; 
for this Dharma (Atman) by Its very nature is self-luminous. 

Revears Ere: It does not depend upon any external object for Its 
revelation; for It is the essence and substratum of everything. 

The non-~dual Atman is described as dreamless and sleepless. The dream 
state is characterized by wrong apprehension, and deep sleep, by non- 
apprehension, of Reality, The empirical waking state is not mentioned 
because, like the dream state, it is characterized by wrong apprehension 
of Reality. The wise see Brahman in the waking state and in all other 

states as well. 

How is it that seekers, though taught again and again by scripture 
and their teacher, do not realize the non-dual Atman? 

82 

The Lord (Atman) becomes easily hidden because of attachment to 

any single object, and is revealed with great difficulty. 

Bzcomes Etc: The reason for the concealment of the true nature of 
Atman is the perception of duality and the attachment that follows from 
it. There is no other cause. 

Is REVEALED ETc: It is extremely hard to attain the Knowledge of Atman. 
Compare: “Wonderful is the expounder and rare the hearer; rare indeed 
is the experiencer of Atman taught by an able preceptor.” (Ka. Up. I. ii. 7.) 

How is the true nature of Atman veiled by attachment to various 
notions? 

83 

The ignorant, with their childish minds, verily cover Atman by 
predicating of It such attributes as existence, non-existence, existence
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and non-existence, and total non-existence, deriving these character- 
istics from the notions of change, immovability, combination of change 
and immovability, and absolute negation [which they associate with 
Atman]. 

Prepicatine Etc: The predicates described in the text are mere notions 
falsely superimposed upon the attributeless, non-dual Atman. 

ExisrEncE: A reference to the Vaigeshika school, according to which 
there is an atman which is separate from the body, sense-organs, prana, etc. 

Now-ExIsTENCE: A reference to the Buddhist school of subjective ideal- 
ism. According to this school the 4tman is identical with the changing 
buddhi, or intellect. It is impermanent. Consciousness, which exists only 

for one moment, disappearing the next, is the only reality. There is no such 
entity as a permanent reality. 

EXIsTENCE AND NON-EXISTENCE: A reference to the Jaina school, which 
upholds pseudo-nihilism. According to this school the atman is both 
existent and non-existent. Though separate from the body, it is of the 

same size as the body. It exists as long as the body lives. When the body 
dies the atman also dies. 

ToTaL NON-ExIsTENCE: A reference to the Buddhist school of absolute 
nihilism. According to this school there is no permanent reality such as 
Atman. All things end in nothingness or the void. 

Cuancz: The followers of the Vaiseshika school hold that the atman is 

changeable, because it is subject to pain, pleasure, etc. Though changeable, 
the atman is described as existent in order to differentiate it from such 

impermanent material objects as a jar or a pot. 

Immovasinirry: According to the subjective idealists the atman is im- 

mutable or changeless because it exists only for a moment. During that 

moment’s existence no change takes place in the dtman. 
Comarvation ETc: According to the Jaina school the atman is both 

existent and non-existent. 

Atman, in Its true nature, is free from all ideas and objectifications. But 

people associate It with various ideas, on account of their attachment to their 

own theories, and therefore cannot know Atman as It really is. “If these 

learned men act as veritable children on account of their ignorance of 

Ultimate Reality, what is to be said of those who are by nature unenlight- 

ened!” (Sankaricharya.) 

What is the nature of Ultimate Reality, by knowing which men 

rid themselves of ignorance and attain wisdom?
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84 

These are the four theories regarding Atman, through attachment 
to which It always remains hidden [from one’s view]. He who knows 
the Lord to be ever untouched by them indeed knows all. 

Tse etc: The theories described in the previous verse. 
REMAINS HIDDEN: Vain talkers, indulging in disputes, become attached 

to their favourite theories and do not see the true nature of Atman. 
Ever uNToucaep: The desert is never affected by the illusory water 

of the mirage. 
Kxows atu: He realizes that all that exists is Atman. Even the ideas 

falsely superimposed upon Atman are realized to be Atman when Its tme 
nature is known. One who knows Atman knows all. There remains for him 
nothing else to be known. 

The knower of Brahman is the real brahmin. He transcends all 
duties, scriptural or social, 

85 

What else remains to be desired by him who has attained the state 
of the brahmin-——a state of complete omniscience and non-duality, 
which is without beginning, middle, or end? 

Braumin: A real brahmin is one who is endowed with the Knowledge 
of Brahman. 

CoMPLETE omniscrence: For a knower of Brahman there remains 
nothing else to be known. Brahman is the essence of Knowledge. 

Wrrnourt BEGINNING ETc: Brahman is free from the illusory ideas of 
creation, preservation, and destruction. 

The knower of Brahman does not acquire self-control or tranquillity 
through any artificial or enforced means. These are quite natural to 
him because of his being endowed with the Knowledge of Brahman. 

86 

The humility (vinaya) of the brahmins is natural. Their tranquillity 
(Sama) is also natural. Further, the control of the senses (dama) comes 
natural to them. He who has realized Brahman attains peace.
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Humanrry: A real knower of Brahman is humble by nature because he has 
realized his oneness with Brahman. His humility is not artificially cultivated. 

ConTROL OF THE SENSES ETc: They do not pursue external objects, 
because they realize these to be unreal. The control of the sense-organs 
is conducive to inner tranquillity. 

He wo ere: Peace is the very nature of Brahman. 

A knower of Brahman does not cultivate tranquillity, humility, or 
restraint of the senses because of social injunctions or consciousness of duty. 
He does not employ any external means to acquire calmness. All the virtues 
mentioned in the text come natural to him. He realizes that all that exists 
is Brahman. His mind does not run after external objects, simply because 
they do not exist for him as such. It is impossible for him to be arrogant, 
because he sees Brahman in all beings. Constantly feeling his oneness with 
Brahman, which is all peace, he radiates peace. 

It has been shown ihat the various theories regarding Ultimate 
Reality cherished by unillumined scholars are mutually contradictory. 
Attachment to them is the cause of one’s wandering in the phenomenal 
world created by ignorance. Further, these theories generate attach- 
ment and aversion. They are false. On the other hand, the philosophy 
of non-dualism is the true knowledge. It explains everything and is 
all peace by its very nature. Now will be discussed the non-dualistic 
method of arriving at Reality: 

87 

[Vedanta] recognizes the ordinary state of waking, in which duality, 
consisting of objects and the idea of coming in contact with them, is 
admitted. It also recognizes a purer ordinary state [i-e. the dream state], 
in which is experienced duality consisting of objects and the idea of 
coming in contact with them, though such objects do not exist. 

Orprnany state: That is to say, the empirical world of waking, common 
to all human beings and characterized by the subject-object relationship. 
This sense-perceived world, dealt with in the scriptures, constitutes the 
practical life of man in the waking state. 

Ir atso nrc: The dream state is called purer because of the subtle nature 
of dream experiences. In that state there exists the idea of coming in con- 
tact with objects, though such objects are really absent. It, too, is an 
empirical state characterized by the subject-object relationship. The dream 
state also is a common human experience.
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When we look at objects from the waking standpoint alone, we think 
of them as real. When the same objects, seen in a dream, are judged from 

the waking standpoint, we know them to be mere ideas of the mind. Finally 
comes deep sleep, which will be discussed in the following verse. The 
analysis of deep sleep in co-ordination with the experiences of dreaming 
and waking leads the seeker to the knowledge of Ultimate Reality. He then 
realizes that everything is the mind, or Pure Consciousness. 

The state of deep sleep is described: 

88 

The wise recognize another state, in which there exist neither objects 
nor ideas regarding them. This state is beyond all empirical experiences. 
They describe the three: knowledge, the objects of knowledge {i.e. the 
three states], and the supremely knowable [i.e. Ultimate Reality]. 

ANOTHER STATE ETC: That is to say, the state of deep sleep, which is 
totally different from waking and dreaming. It is beyond all empirical 
experiences, which are characterized by the subject-object relationship. 

Knowzepce: That by which the three states are known. 
Tue opjzcts ETc: That is to say, the three states. Nothing else exists 

that can be known. The three states constitute man’s total experience. All 

the false ideas of the disputants are included in them. 
SupREMELY KNOWABLE: That is to say, the birthless and non-dual 

Atman, which is called Turiya. 

The Vedantic method of arriving at Reality lies in the study and 
investigation of the three states, to which are confined all human experiences. 
The wise man realizes that all that is seen and known is Brahman. Brahman 
is not something that exists beyond. What the ignorant call the experiences 
of the three states is the Brahman of the wise. Sarvam khalvidam Brahma— 
“All that exists is Brahman.” CChh. Up. III. xiv. 1.) 

By the knowing of Atman everything is known. 

89 

Having known knowledge and the threefold knowable, one after 
another, the knower, endowed with supreme intellect, attains in this 
very life, and everywhere, the state of omniscience. 

Know ence: That is to say, the significance of the three states, which 
contain the totality of man’s experience.
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THREEFOLD KNOWABLE: The three states, which should be the object 

of investigation. The first knowable is the waking state of empirical 
experience. The second is the dream state of subtle experience, in which 

the waking state merges. And the third is the state of deep sleep, which is 
beyond all empirical experience and in which the two preceding states 
merge. The knower of the three states is led to the experience of Turiya, 

which transcends the three states and is the non-dual and birthless Reality. 

Turiya is called transcendental only from the waking or empirical stand- 
point. The illumined see Turiya in all the three states. It is Turiya alone 
that appears to the ignorant as the three states. 

SUPREME INTELLECT: Only the keenest mind can understand the tre 
nature of Atman. 

Iy Tuts etc: Knowledge should be attained here in this life with the 
help of discrimination. One is sure of this life; what happens after death 
is a matter of speculation. 

STATE OF OMNISCIENCE: There exists nothing else to be known out- 

side the experience of the three states. It is Atman that appears as the 
three states. According to the etymological definition, Atman denotes that 
immutable Consciousness which experiences gross objects during the waking 
state, subtle objects Cideas) in the dream state, and an ineffable bliss in 

dreamless sleep, when the subject-object relationship ceases to exist. The 
omniscience of the knower of Atman remains constant and undiminished. 
His knowledge does not appear and disappear like that of ordinary persons. 

This verse elaborates the Advaita method of attaining Self-Knowledge. 

To the man of gross intellect, objects appear to exist outside. To the man 
of higher discrimination, objects are mere ideas or states of the mind. The 
jnani sees only the undifferentiated, changeless, and non-dual mind (Con- 
sciousness) in place of gross objects or subtle ideas. That which appears 
to the realist as material objects and to the idealist as ideas characterized by 
the subject-object relationship, is regarded by the jnani as the non-dual 

mind, or Atman. This is well understood through the investigation of the 
three states. What is perceived as a gross object in the waking state is 
known as an idea in the dream state. The experience of deep sleep 
is characterized by non-differentiation. From the relative standpoint Pure 
Consciousness is veiled, in deep sleep, by a thin layer of ignorance. The 
jnani, who is free from ignorance, sees the mind as Pure Consciousness, 
non-dual and unchanging. The merging of the state of waking in the 

dream state, and the merging of both these states in deep sleep, which 
includes all the states, has been explained in the second verse of the 

Mandukya Upanishad by the illustration of Aum. A, which stands for the 
waking state, merges in U, which signifies the dream state. Ultimately 

both A and U merge in M, which is the symbol of deep sleep. All three
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states finally merge in Turiya, or Pure Consciousness, which is Ultimate 
Reality and, from the relative standpoint, the substratum of the three 

states. One who has realized this becomes omniscient. Since the non-dual 
Atman, or Pure Consciousness, alone exists, there is no knowledge that 

he lacks. 

The two foregoing verses speak of the three states as objects to be 
known. Hence one may contend that they constitute Ultimate Reality. 
This contention must be answered: 

90 

One should be conversant, at the very outset, with four things. 
These are as follows: the things to be avoided, the goal to be realized, 
the disciplines to be cultivated, and the tendencies to be rendered in- 
effective. Of these four, all except the goal to be realized [i.e. the 
Supreme Reality] exist only as products of the imagination. 

Turncs To BE ETc: Namely, the three empirical states of waking, dream- 
ing, and deep sleep. The three states have no independent reality, being 
falsely superimposed upon Atman, like the snake on the rope. Therefore 

they are to be avoided. 
Goat To BE ETC: The Knowledge of Ultimate Reality, free from the 

four false theories already described. (See IV. 83.) 

DiscrpLines erc: These are scholarship (pandityam), silence (maunam), 

and childlike spontaneity (valyam). The first consists in learning from 
the scriptures that the non-dual Atman alone is the goal of the scriptures. 
Silence means the avoidance of vain talk; it follows from intense con- 
centration on Brahman. Childlike spontaneity is the natural state of Atman, 
characterized by absence of egotism and vanity, etc. These virtues are 
cultivated by serious students, who, in quest of Reality, have renounced the 
longing for progeny, wealth, and happiness in heaven. (See. Br. Up. 

Il. v. 1.) 
TENDENCIES ETc: A man is born, as a result of his past actions, with 

various tendencies or mental impressions which determine his present actions. 
Unrighteous tendencies, known as kashdya, are coloured by delusion, 
attachment, aversion, etc. Of these, the powerful ones bear fruit in his 

present life, while the others await favourable conditions for fruition. 
Though the aspirant may not have much control over the tendencies that 
have already started to bear fruit, he should destroy the latent ones by the 
practice of discrimination and detachment. 

ALL ExcerT EeYc: Brahman being Ultimate Reality, the three other
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things with which one should be conversant belong to the plane of ignorance. 

The knower of Brahman realizes that there is nothing to be shunned or 
cultivated. 

Ultimate Reality, which has been explained as the goal to be known, 
is now described: 

91 

All Atmans (Dharmas) are to be known, by their very nature, to 
be beginningless and [unattached] like 4kasa. There is not the slightest 
variety in them in any way or at any time. 

THERE Is NoT ETc: The use of the plural number in the word Atmans 
may suggest a multiplicity in Ultimate Reality. But the plural number is used 
in consideration of the multiplicity of jivas seen from the empirical stand- 
point. Each of the innumerable jivas seen by the ignorant is realized by the 
wise to be the birthless and non-dual Atman. The second sentence of the 
text utterly refutes the notion of multiplicity. It is not a fact that multi- 

plicity should be taken to be real even at the present time and in the 
phenomenal world created by maya. Atman is ever free from maya. The 
notions of time, space, and causality create the false idea of multiplicity. 
They are the product of ignorance. Atman is untouched by ignorance. 

Therefore Gaudapada designates the non-dualistic doctrine as the doctrine 

of ajati, that is to say, of non-creation or non-manifestation. 

Even the statement that Atman is to be known is applicable only on 
the empirical level. It has no meaning from the standpoint of Reality. 

92 

All jivas are, by their very nature, illumined from the very begin- 
ning. There can never be any doubt about their nature. He who, 
having known this, rests without seeking further knowledge is alone 
capable of attaining Immortality. 

Innumiunep etc: Like the sun, whose nature is unchanging light, the 
jivas are always illumined. It cannot be said that Knowledge, which is the 
stuff of Atman, is destroyed by ignorance and created by spiritual discipline. 

Atman can never be associated with ignorance. If one could observe from 
the sun one would never see any cloud or mist. 

THERE CAN NEVER ETC: It is unnecessary to make even the slightest
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effort to know the nature of the jiva, because there cannot be any doubt 
about its true nature. It is always free, pure, and illumined. 

He wo etc: The seeker of Liberation does not stand in need of any 
further knowledge to strengthen his own conviction or to convince others. 
The sun does not need any other light to be sure of its luminous nature. 

Even Immortality and peace are not to be attained. In that case 
they would be something foreign to the nature of Atman. Atman, by 
Its very nature, is immortal and all peace. 

93 

The jivas, from the very beginning and by their very nature, are 
all peace, unborn, and completely free. They are characterized by 
sameness and non-separateness. The unborn Atman is always estab- 

lished in sameness and purity. 

Tue unsorn ETc: The foregoing verse lays down certain conditions for 

the attainment of peace and Liberation. But this Liberation is really not 
something external and to be acquired. Atman, which is ever free, has never 
been covered by a veil. The effort to get rid of samsara or attain Bliss 
is meaningless. Nothing that is done with reference to an entity whose 

nature is immutable serves any purpose. 

Those who have realized the non-dual Atman are magnanimous. 
Others are narrow-minded. 

94 

Those who always wander in the realm of separateness cannot 
realize the purity of Atman. Their minds are inclined to differentiation 
and they assert the separateness of the Atmans. Therefore they are 
called narrow-minded. 

Reau or etc: The false idea of separateness is created by ignorance. 

InctineD To ETc: They confine themselves to the multiplicity of 
phenomenal experiences. 

Narrow-mMinDED: The Sanskrit word kripana, in the text, means a miser, 
that is to say, one who, though possessing wealth, cannot enjoy it. The 
dualist, though he is none other than the non-dual Atman, cannot enjoy 
the Bliss and Freedom that the Knowledge of Non-duality bestows upon 
its knower.
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The man endowed with the Knowledge of Non-duality is extolled: 

95 

They alone in this world are endowed with the highest wisdom who 
are firm in their conviction of the sameness and birthlessness of Atman. 
The ordinary man does not understand their way. 

‘THEY ALONE ETc: They are indeed few. But such illumined souls are 
found everywhere, among both men and women, brahmins and non- 

brahmins. (During the post-Upanishadic period, women and sudras were 
prevented from acquiring the Knowledge of Brahman through the study 
of the Vedas. But the Upanishads themselves mention women as seers.) 

‘THE onprnary ETC: The viewpoint of the ignorant is quite different from 
that of the wise. “The wise see themselves in every being and are devoted 
to the welfare of all. Even the gods feel puzzled trying to trace the foot- 
steps of those who do not leave behind any marks.” 

Even the gods, who are said to move in a higher plane of consciousness, 
stand stupefied before the knower of Brahman; for the gods have not yet 
transcended the realm of duality. The wise, seeing the non-dual Atman 
everywhere, do not broadcast their knowledge or perform miracles in order 
to convince people. ‘That is why the ordinary man cannot understand them. 
The wise lead a spontaneous life in harmony with their convictions. No 
one except those who have similar experiences can understand them. 

Why is the Knowledge of the non-dual Atman called the highest 
knowledge? 

96 

Knowledge, which is the very essence of the unborn jivas, is itself 
called unborn and unrelated. This Knowledge is proclaimed to be un- 
attached, since it is unrelated [to any other object]. 

Unrexarep: There exists no other entity besides Consciousness; there- 

fore it is unrelated. 

From the standpoint of Reality the jiva is identical with Knowledge, as 
the sun is identical with its heat and light. This refutes the theory of the 
realists, such as the followers of the Nydya doctrine, that knowledge is an 

attribute of Atman and arises only through the contact of the mind with 
an external object. The fact that Knowledge, or Consciousness, is not absent 
in the absence of an outer object is known from the study of deep sleep and
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the oneness realized in the deepest contemplation. It has already been stated 
that the appearance of external objects is due to maya. 

If even the slightest change in the unborn nature of the jiva is ad- 

mitted, then Liberation is not possible. 

97 

To those ignorant people who believe that Atman can deviate from 
Its true nature even in the slightest measure, Its eternally unrelated 

character is lost. [In that case] the destruction of the veil is out of the . 

question. 

DEVIATE . . . MEASURE: That is to say, if it is admitted that the 
non-dual Atman undergoes a very slight change and produces the external 

world. 
Ivs ETERNALLY ETc: If the birth or production of an object is admitted, 

then knowledge must be related to it; otherwise one cannot be aware of its 

birth. In that case, the absolute and unrelated nature of Atman cannot 

be maintained. 
Tue pEstRucTion ETc: If it is contended that Knowledge undergoes the 

slightest change, then one cannot speak of Liberation or the destruction 

of bondage, since there is no guarantee of its being permanent. 

The preceding verse has stated that the ignorant cannot rend the 
veil covering the true nature of Atman. It may be contended that this 
is a tacit admission that Aiman is covered by a veil. In reply it is said 
that the statement does not mean that such a veil exists; it only 
reiterates the ever existent fact that Atman never deviates from Its 

true nature. 

98 

All jivas are ever free from bondage and pure by nature. They are 
illumined and free from the very beginning. Yet the wise speak of the 
jivas as capable of knowing [Ultimate Reality]. 

Yer erc: In view of the fact that all jivas are ever free, the third 
sentence of the text appears to involve a contradiction. The statement that 
the jivas are capable of knowing Ultimate Reality is made only in a 
figurative sense. For instance, people say that the sun rises and shines. The 
sun, whose very nature is light, cannot be said to rise or shine at a particular
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time. Likewise, people say, “There stands the hill.” Now, standing is a 
correlative of moving. Though the hill never moves, yet it is described as 

standing. As the idea of rising and shining does not affect the zeal nature 
of the sun, and the idea of standing does not indicate that the hill some- 
times takes a walk, so too the statement that the jiva knows Ultimate 

Reality does not affect its true nature. The jiva is ever free from bondage. 

The position described in the text is most difficult to grasp, since the 
average man, firmly believing in causality, accepts the veiling or bondage 

of Atman as a fact. But from the standpoint of Atman there is no causality 
and therefore no veil or ignorance. The idea that the veil can be removed 
by Knowledge is itself the result of avidya. 

The doctrine of ajati, or non-creation, is peculiar to Non-dualistic 
Vedanta and is not borrowed from Buddha's teachings. 

99 

The Knowledge of the wise man, who is all light, is never related 
to any object. All the jivas, as well as Knowledge, are ever unrelated. 
to objects. This is not the view of Buddha. 

Aut ticutr: The consciousness of the illumined soul is constant. 
Is NEvER ETc: Because objects other than the jivas do not exist. 

ALL THE jrvas ETc: It has been stated in the first verse of the present 
chapter that knowledge, the goal of knowledge, and the jivas are all-pervad- 
ing, like akasa, and non-different from one another. Were they separate 

in nature, one could speak of a relationship. 
Bupvpxa: The historical founder of Buddhism. The referente is to the 

Buddhist school of idealism, which holds that Buddha taught the reality 
of ideas and the non-existence of external objects. Buddhist philosophy is 
nearest to Advaita Vedanta in its dialectics. But the doctrine of Ultimate: 

Reality as the non-dual Atman, characterized by the absence of distinction 
of the knower, the known, and knowledge, is taught in Vedanta alone. 

The last sentence of the text carries the implication that Gaudapada’s. 
Karika, even during his lifetime, was suspected by some critics of being. 

influenced by Buddha’s teachings. The same view is held even now by 

some of Gaudapada’s critics. But by his emphatic denial Gaudapada puts all 

such criticism to rest. 

The Karika is concluded:
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Having realized the Knowledge [of the Supreme Reality], which is 
hard to grasp, profound, birthless, the same throughout, all light, and 
free from multiplicity, we salute It as best we can. 

Harp Ere: Because this Knowledge is free from all possible predicates. 
(See IV. 83.) 

Prorounp: Like a bottomless ocean. People devoid of discrimination 
are frightened by Knowledge, just as a man ignorant of swimming is afraid 
of plunging into the ocean. 

We saute etc: Salutation implies duality. It is impossible for a non- 
dualist to salute another entity, because no such separate entity exists. 

But this salutation is made from the relative standpoint. The commentator, 
full of human Feeling, is grateful to the Knowledge which has enabled him 

to attain the Supreme Reality. He drags both himself and Knowledge, as 

it were, to the relative plane, imagines Knowledge to be the teacher and 
himself the pupil, and then salutes It. 

Here ends the Fourth Chapter 
of Gaudapada’s Karika, 

known as the Alatasanti Prakarana, 

or Chapter on the Quenching of the Fire-brand, 
and also Gaudapada’s Commentary 

on the Mandukya Upanishad. 

Aum. Peace! Peace! Peace!



FINAL SALUTATION 
BY SRI SANKARACHARYA 

I SALUTE BRAHMAN, the destroyer of the fear of those who take 
refuge in It—which, though unborn, appears to be associated with 
birth through Its own majestic powers; which, though motionless, 

appears to be moving; and which, though non-dual, appears to have 
assumed many forms to those whose vision is deluded by the perception 
of diverse objects and their attributes. 

I prostrate myself at the feet of the teacher of my teacher, the most 
adored among the adorable, who—out of sheer compassion for the 
beings drowned in the deep ocean of the world, infested by the terrible 
sharks of incessant births and deaths—rescued, for the benefit of all, 
this nectar, hardly attainable even by the immortals, from the inmost 
depths of the ocean of the Vedas by churning it with the rod of his 
Ulumined wisdom. 

I make obeisance with my whole being to those holy feet—the 
dispellers of the fear of the chain of births and deaths—of my own great 
teacher, who, through the light of his illumined wisdom, destroyed 
the darkness of delusion enveloping my mind; who put an end, for 
ever, to my appearance and disappearance in this terrible ocean of in- 
numerable births and deaths; and who enables all others, too, that 
take shelter at his feet, to attain unfailing knowledge of the scriptures, 
peace, and the state of perfect non-differentiation. 

Aum Tat Sat 

1A reference to Gaudapida, who was the teacher of Sankaracharya’s teacher, 
Govindapada.
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THE THREE STATES 
CAvasthatraya) 

THE STUDY OF the three states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep in 
the investigation of Ultimate Reality is the unique feature of the Vedanta 
philosophy. ‘These three states are mentioned in the major Upanishads and 
the Brahma Sutras. The Mandukya Upanishad confines itself to a discus- 
sion of them in order to establish the existence of Turiya, or Transcendental 

Consciousness. 

The basis of knowledge is experience. We usually gather knowledge 
from the experience of the waking state, believing that it alone possesses 
certainty. But the life of a man includes the three states of waking, dream- 
ing, and deep sleep, each with its own experience. Since the waking state is 
only a part of life, the experience gathered in that state is only a partial ex- 

perience. Hence knowledge derived from the waking state can lead only to 
partial truth, not to the whole truth. The knowledge of science, speculative 
philosophy, theology—in fact any knowledge derived from the experience 

of the waking state alone—must fall short of the whole truth. 
Similarly, the knowledge derived from study of the dream state and of 

deep sleep, separately, is only partial truth. 
It appears that knowledge derived mainly from waking experience is the 

foundation of a materialistic or realistic philosophy; that knowledge de- 
rived from the study of dreams produces idealism, mysticism, or spiritualism; 

and that knowledge gathered from deep sleep is responsible for the philos- 
ophy of nihilism. But when the experiences of the three states are co-ordi- 
nated, one obtains a completely different philosophy, which should include 

all forms of knowledge, be they in the domain of religion or of science. The 
Reality arrived at through study of the three states does not conflict with or 
contradict any other form of reality; the knowledge of such Reality must 

promote the welfare of all. Little truths alone meet with contradiction, not 

the great Truth. The whole includes the parts; it is not in conflict with them. 
Speculative philosophy and dogmatic theology are guided by intellect, 

emotion, feeling, or sense in arriving at the goals of their research. These 

instruments of knowledge are related either to the waking or to the dream 
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state and are therefore vitiated by contradictions. Vedanta claims that its 
investigation is guided by reason. It defines reason as the instrument by 

which the three states are comprehended and co-ordinated. 

WAKING AND DREAM EXPERIENCE 

It is generally admitted that waking experience and dream experience are 

different from each other: the objects perceived in dreams are unreal, and 

those perceived in the waking state are real. But it is also said that “things 

are not what they seem.” 
Dream objects are felt, while the dream lasts, to be as real as those 

of the waking state. In dreams, as in the waking state, there exists a sense 

of distinction between real and unreal. While dreaming, the sleeping person 
regards the dream state as the waking state. He somehow distinguishes it 

from other states; otherwise he could not regard the dream experiences 

as real, even for the time being. Further, one sometimes sees illusory 
objects in a dream and knows them to be so while dreaming. Thus one 

somehow makes a distinction between illusion and reality in the dream itself. 

Second, it is contended that dream objects are subjective, that is to 

say, that they are the creation of the sleeper’s mind, whereas waking objects 
are real, that is to say, they exist outside, independent of the perceiver, and 
are perceived by means of sense-organs. What makes this difference is said 

to be the instrumentality of the sense-organs, which are active in the waking 

state and inactive in sleep. After awaking, a man realizes that he was 

dreaming, because he knows then that he saw the objects in his dream 
though his senses were not functioning. But a distinction made on such 
grounds is not plausible. The sense-organs and the physical bodies of the 

dream world are as active as those of the waking world. In dreams, too, one 

not only thinks, but touches, tastes, smells, hears, and sees objects though 

they are only creations of the dream. A man dreams that he sees a moun- 
tain, climbs it, and feels satisfied after reaching the top. Thus there exists 

-not only an ego but also external objects and inner feelings in the dream 
state as in the waking. But the sense-organs which appear to be real in one 

state are found to be unreal in the other. 

Third, dream experience is said to be private, its objects and actions being 

known to the dreamer and none else, whereas waking experience is shared 
by others. But the application of the idea of “private” or “public” to 
distinguish the objects of one state from those of another is not valid. Like 

the waking world, the dream world, too, has not only its sun, moon, and 

stars, but other living beings as well, who share with the dreamer the 

experience of the dream. Dream experience has as much of public character, 
so long as the dream lasts, as waking experience. 

Fourth, waking percepts—in contrast to dream percepts—are said to
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endure for an appreciable and measurable period of time. But dream objects 
are also observed to endure for months and years, though the dream may 

not last for more than a few minutes as measured by the standard of time 

of the waking mind. The sense of time is present in both states: each has 
its independent standard of measurement, although the standard of one state, 

appearing real in that state, is proved false in the other. 

Fifth, it is observed that the money a dreamer possesses cannot purchase 
his bread and butter when he feels hungry in the waking state. But likewise, 
the money owned by a waking person does not serve a similar purpose in 
his dreams. If the test of reality is pragmatic, it can be said that dream 
objects are means to dream ends just as much as waking objects are means 

to waking ends. A sense of causal relation is present in the dream mind 
as it is in the mind of the waking person. But what is considered logical 

sequence in the waking state may not always obtain in the dream. Each 
state has its own notion of propriety, and each is falsified by the other, in 
spite of the belief that each is dealing with reality. 

Sixth, dream percepts are often found to be queer and fantastic, the likes 

of which are not seen in the world of the waking man. But such percepts, 
however absurd, appear perfectly normal to the dreamer. Obviously he has 
his own notions of time, space, distance, and form. But his standards are 

unreal to the waking person. Similarly, the standards of the waking state 
do not apply in the dream, though both standards have their application 
in their respective spheres. 

Seventh, it may be objected that dream experiences are refuted by waking 

ones. A man, after awaking, can judge the merits of the dream; but wak- 
ing experiences are not found to be unreal in dreams, nor does a person 

sit in judgement, while dreaming, over his waking experiences. Therefore 
the two states cannot be placed on the same level. In answer it may be 

said that to the dreamer the dream is a waking state. In fact, whether a 

person is awake or dreaming, what passes before him is simply a succession 
of waking states, one group of zeal objects coming after another. For the 

special feature of the waking state is that the objects perceived in it are 

felt to be real. It is the objects of one waking state that are judged in another 
waking state. When these objects turn out, in the other state, to be unreal, 

that state is called a dream. Thus it is only one waking state that is refuted 
by another waking state. The dream state continually suggests that the 

waking world, though different, has no higher value than the dream world. 
That waking objects are no more real than dream objects can be learnt 

in the waking state itself. In the same waking state a past experience may 
be proved false and regarded as a dream. In the illusory perception of a 

snake in a rope, the snake which was taken to be real is subsequently 

proved to be a mere idea. And both dreams and past waking experiences are
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nothing but ideas or memories. The difference between a dream and an 
illusion is that the former refers to an entire state whereas the latter covers 

only a part of a state.* 
Eighth, it is said that what gives the indisputable stamp of reality to 

the waking state is that we return to the same objects—such as children, 
relatives, friends, and house—every time we awake, whereas we do not 

see the same objects in the successive dream states. In reply Vedanta de- 

clares that the dream state is a waking state for the dreamer, as has al- 
ready been pointed out, and one knows a state to be a waking state only 
when there is the feeling that the objects seen are real and, as such, remain 

the same in all waking states. This feeling must be present even while a 
person is dreaming; otherwise he cannot regard the dream as a waking state 

and the objects seen in it as real. Whether we actually retum to the same 

objects in every waking state is a matter for investigation confined to the 

waking state. But the fact remains that we have the feeling that real objects 

are unchanging and that all waking states have the characteristic of present- 

ing real or unchanging objects. 
Ninth, it may be contended that if the objects of the waking state are 

exactly like those of the dream state, then our beloved kith and kin would 

be no more than ideas, like those of our dream-world relatives. Such an 

attitude is repugnant to our feelings. The reply of Vedanta is that our 

relatives seen in the waking or the dream state are as real as the “I,” or 

ego, which deals with them. Their physical bodies also are as real as our 
bodies in those states. For instance, if a man in the waking state regards 
his ego or body as real, then his kith and kin are also to be regarded as 
real in that state. Confusion arises when a man thinks his body or ego 
to be real and the bodies or egos of others to be mere ideas. 

Tenth, it may be urged that in dreams the objects one takes to be real 
are mere ideas, whereas in the waking state the real appears real, and 
the unreal, unreal (i.e. mere ideas). Further, in the waking state a man 

has a more clear and logical mind than while he is dreaming. In reply it 
may be said that a person fully awake sometimes sees a snake to be real, 
whereas after inquiry he finds it to be only a rope. Till the truth is known, 
the snake is real to him, though in fact it is only an idea projected by his 
mind. CIf a person has never before seen a snake, but has seen something 

1 The story is told of a Hindu farmer and his wife seated by the dead body 
of their only son. The farmer was in a reflective mood but did not shed a 
single tear. When his wife reproached him for not showing any emotion, he 
said that on the previous night he had dreamt he was a king and his wife was 
the queen. They were blest with seven sons all endowed with princely qualities. 
Suddenly he awoke and the children disappeared. Now he was wondering 
whether he should mourn the loss of those seven children or of the one son 
lying dead before them.
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else, such as a stick, which resembles a rope, he would see a stick in the 
dusk, that is to say, he would see what his memory produces.) Hlusions 
of this kind are common enough to establish the fact that ideas, though 

only subjective and mental, do appear real and objective, being actually 
perceived by the sense-organs. Therefore it is not in dreams alone that 

ideas appear real: in the waking state a similar phenomenon takes place. 

One may remark, however, that illusions are exceptions and that one 
sees in the waking state many realities which are not illusions. In reply 
Vedanta declares that nothing is more real to a man than his own body. 
He had a body when he was six years old, and now, at sixty, he has a body 
too. But what he thought most real at six is no longer there at sixty, at which 

age the former body is only a memory or idea. Following the same line of 

reasoning, it may be asked if there is anything in the world that one takes 
to be real which is not found to be only a memory or idea. The example of 
the body, it may be objected, implies a lapse of time. But it can be said 
in answer that one and the same object is sometimes found to appear at 

the same moment in different forms to different persons; and these ap- 
pearances are real to the persons concerned. What one sees are only forms 

or ideas. 

Whence do these forms come and whither do they go? This problem need 
not be discussed here. The purpose of this chapter is not to study the 
phenomena of waking experience by themselves, but to co-ordinate them 
with those of dream experience. This study raises two closely connected 
issues: (1) What is the nature of reality as found in the objects perceived? 

(2) When, or under what circumstances, do we become aware of the 

nature of such reality? 
C1) The objects perceived by the senses in the waking and dream states 

are both, in reality, ideas. This fact can be known if the inquirer detaches 
himself from both states and judges objectively the nature of the objects 
of experience. When one is awake, one cannot argue that the waking state 

is the same as the dream state or that one is only dreaming. The states 
are different. The objects of the waking state are zeal, while those seen in 

a dream are mere ideas. The dream is always in the past and is a memory; 
the waking state is present and actual. That one sees mere ideas both in the 
waking and in the dream state is known only when one detaches oneself 
from both states and then views them objectively. 

It is perceptibility by the sense-organs that is said to differentiate a real] 

object from an idea. This is how a real snake is distinguished from the idea 

of a snake. But we are also aware that an illusory snake may be seen in 

place of a rope—of course, only till the truth about the rope is known. 

And though the snake is merely an idea, it is nevertheless perceived by 

the sense-organs, which mark it as a real object. Likewise, turning to
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the dream state, we find that all the objects perceived there are real and 

that the state itself is a waking one while the dream lasts. But on inquiry 

we realize that all the real objects of this waking state are mere ideas. 

Now suppose we are back again in the waking state. The objects of 

the waking state are perceived by the senses and therefore appear to us 
perfectly real. But what is their true nature? Vedanta, from its detached 
standpoint, says that they are ideas. Where has one seen an objective 

reality that does not pass into the region of memory or ideas but always 

remains real? There is no objective reality that is not found, on inquiry, 

to be an idea. This truth is not easily grasped if one limits one’s inquiry 

to the waking state alone. To a Vedantist things are thoughts; objects are 
never known to exist apart from thought. The objects seen, as well as 
the ideas we have of them, are equally thoughts, as in a dream, though 

they appear to be different. Some of the idealistic philosophers of the 
West, too, have held that perceived objects are mere states of the mind. 

But their arguments are based on the experience of the waking state alone 

and therefore are not always convincing. 

(2) When, or under what cixcumstances, does one know that the reality 

behind the objects is a mere idea? This truth dawns sometimes of itself and 

sometimes after conscious effort. After a man’s sleep is over, he wakes 

naturally and becomes disillusioned about the reality of the objects he 

saw in his dreams. Or again, a person who mistakes a rope for a snake 

goes near it without any thought of making conscious inquiry, and learns 
the truth. Likewise, a man who has acquired enough knowledge and 
wisdom about the world Cwhich Vedanta holds may require several lives or 
generations of experience and observation) attains without much conscious 

effort the knowledge that the world is an idea. Or again, one may set 
about inquiring into the nature of perceived objects, utilize the experience 

of others, and realize the truth. Such a pursuit of truth is well known to 
modern thinkers, though they confine themselves to the data of the waking 

state alone. 

Have ideas any of the reality which they seem to possess? The question 

has been debated for many centuries by philosophers of East and West, 

and many of them, basing their views on data supplied by the waking 

state alone, have held that ideas do possess reality, or at least a degree of 

reality. But the answer given by Vedanta is related to the investigation of 
the third state, or deep sleep. In taking up that investigation it will be 
useful to bear in mind some of the results of the study of the two states 

of waking and dreaming. 
(1) Undeveloped minds, like those of very young children, often make 

no distinction between the waking and dream states. Primitive people 
think they see real ghosts, spirits, gods, and angels in dreams. On the other
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hand, those who take appearances to be real regard the objects seen in 
the waking state as different from those seen in dreams. But through proper 
investigation one realizes that the names and forms of both the waking 

and the dream state are unreal, that is to say, mere ideas. 

(2) In each state, the objects, though mere ideas, are as real as the 
“T,” or ego, of that state. 

(3) Time, space, and causality, which are indissolubly associated with 
objective reality, both in the waking and in the dream world, are mere 

ideas which vary with the individual. The standard by which one judges 
time, space, and causality in one state contradicts that by which one judges 
them in the other. In other words, to use a modem term, they are relative. 

(4) Dream experience helps us understand the real nature of waking 

experience, and vice versa. 

DEEP SLEEP 

Let us now turn to deep sleep. A person in deep sleep is not con- 
scious of anything. At that time he does not perceive objects, as he does in 
the waking and dream states. He is not aware of thought, feeling, or any 

activity of the mind. If he is conscious of any of these, he is either awake 
or dreaming. Where then do objects Cincluding thoughts and feelings) 

disappear during deep sleep? Vedanta holds that any supposition or in- 
ference about the whence or whither of ideas in deep sleep is futile. Ideas 

Cincliding names and forms) are mere appearances. Therefore one cannot 
ask whence they come and whither they go. The illusory snake seen in 
the rope comes neither from outside nor from the rope, neither does it 

disappear in the rope—-simply because the snake is an appearance. 

The indisputable fact is that the mind in deep sleep is not aware of the 
existence of ideas anywhere. The sleeper is not conscious even of his “I,” 
or ego, which is indissolubly associated with the world of ideas. And it 

cannot be said that the world disappears into the “I” or into “my mind,” 
for neither of these is known to exist in deep sleep. Further, the “I” is a 
part of the cognized world; it is the correlative of the “not-I” and cannot 
create or wipe out the world to which it belongs—a feat which solipsists 

have vainly sought to perform. If everything disappears, whence do ideas 
or the world come when we awake? They must have a basis of existence. 

They cannot be the effect of non-existence. To postulate non-existence, 
one must also admit an existence which is aware of it. There cannot be 
any such entity as absolute non-existence, since that implies the non- 
existence of one’s awareness, which bears witness to everything, including 

non-existence. Again, the absence of objects cannot establish the absence 
of the light that illumines them. Similarly, the absence of percepts or 

cognitions in deep sleep cannot establish the absence of the perceiver or
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cognizer. Since ideas, whatever may be their nature, cannot be the effect 

of non-existence, so long as they are known to exist, and since there exists 
in deep sleep neither “I” nor “my mind” into which ideas may merge, 
Vedanta says that what exists in deep sleep is Mind, that is to say, pure 

mind, or Spirit, denoted by the Vedantic word Prajna. 

THE NATURE OF IDEAS 

An idea, as distinguished from Reality, means what is mental or un- 
substantial and appears and disappears in an instant without leaving 

any trace of its whereabouts. If, when ideas appear, they are known to 
exist in Mind, and if they are known to disappear in the same Mind, 
then the only inference is that they resolve themselves into the Mind-stuff, 
that is, as Vedanta puts it, they become indistinguishable from Mind. 

The illustration of waves and the calm sea may be given: the waves arise from 
the sea and are dissolved in it. In deep sleep, Mind remains in an un- 
differentiated state and is called Avyakrita. Inasmuch as the universe is 

nothing but ideas, and ideas are in Mind, the universe is in Mind. But 
Mind cannot be said to be within “my body” or “my ego,” as unphilo- 
sophical people assume; for Mind has no limitations of space. This Mind 

is called Chitta by Gaudapada in ‘his Karika. 
There exists, in deep sleep, an awareness or consciousness without con- 

tent. The use of these terms is not free from ambiguity. Consciousness is 
always associated with a content; in deep sleep no such content is ap- 

prehended. Further, the words consciousness and awareness, by themselves, 
both Jook like pure abstractions. But an abstraction cannot give rise to 
anything like the universe, which appears real and substantial. Vedanta 
says that this awareness is nothing but Mind, the reality of which is 

directly and immediately perceived. 
Vedanta sometimes designates Mind as Sakshin, the Witness or Onlooker, 

which is never an object of thought. This Sakshin is not the “I,” which 
disappears in deep sleep, although when ideas are cognized, Sakshin, or 

Mind, functions for the time being as the “I,” or subject. Sakshin is not 

real in the sense that a sense-perceived object is real; on the other hand, its 
unreality cannot be conceived. Therefore it is said to be neither real nor 
unreal, but supra-real. It is beyond time and space, which condition objects 

in the waking and dream states. It is the only entity whose non-existence 
cannot be imagined. 

It has been stated that Mind, or Sakshin, is the source of all ideas, 

and consequently of the universe. This conception, however, belongs only 
to the relative plane. When one sees the universe of ideas and its appear- 

ance and disappearance, then one regards Sakshin as its source. But since 

Mind is the sole entity that exists in deep sleep, and since there exists in
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that state no trace of the universe, Mind is truly devoid of relationship. 

All relationships, including the basic relation of cause and effect, have been 
refuted by Gaudapada in the fourth chapter of the Karika. The notion 
of causality is the result of avidya, or ignorance. It applies to the phenomenal 

state, when a multiplicity of objects is perceived and one seeks to establish 

a relationship between them. That is why, when Vedanta speaks of 
Sakshin from the waking standpoint, it uses the language of causality and 

describes it as the source and final merging-place of all ideas. 
Vedanta does not teach that material objects like the sun, the moon, 

and the stars; men, animals, and birds; trees, flowers, and mountains, all 

disappear every day in deep sleep, as if they were nothing. This disap- 
pearance might be admitted as true if one confined oneself to waking ex- 

perience alone and saw only partial truth. But when one envisages the 
whole truth, from the standpoint of the three states, one does not really 
see that such physical objects are totally destroyed, leaving behind a vacuum. 
The universe is not unreal to one who looks at it as Sakshin. It is Mind, 

or Pure Consciousness, immortal and unchanging. That which is real can 
never be unreal, and the reality of the unreal can never be conceived. 
Everything seen, felt, or thought of is the One Entity, of whose non- 

existence it is impossible even to conceive. It is the very nature of Reality 
to appear as the phenomenal universe without undergoing any change as 
regards its non-duality, infinity, and eternity. All that exists is Mind, 
just as all that exists in the ocean is the ocean itself. The waves and bubbles 

cannot be conceived as existing independent of the ocean. Only when one 
imagines the waves to have an independent existence can one think of 
their source and their place of final disappearance. 

This grand trith can be realized through the understanding and co- 
ordination of the experiences of the three states. The faculty by which the 

three states are co-ordinated is called Vedantic reasoning. Intuition and 
intellectual reasoning, as applied to religion, science, and other human 
pursuits, are the Vedantic reasoning functioning in the waking state. 

Similarly, the Personal God and such other spiritual ideals as Krishna, 

Buddha, and Christ, are only waves in the infinite ocean of Mind, or 
Consciousness, immediately and directly felt as “I am.” They all arise 

from and disappear into Mind. This truth adds a new flavour and richness 
to all religious phenomena. We learn that different religions and spiritual 

ideals are necessary for diverse temperaments. They are not contradictory; 
on the contrary, they are so many symbols or paths leading to one and the 

same supersensuous Reality. 

Consciousness, or Mind, is directly realized only as it exists in “me,” 

and not as it exists in other creatures. This Awareness functions as “TY” 

2See Md. Up. Gau. Kd. IV. 26-28.
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when the latter distinguishes itself from the rest of the world; and it is 
the same Awareness that is conscious of the empirical ego and the three 
states, as its objects, when it contemplates their appearance and disappear- 
ance. This Awareness is called Atman and is realized as “I am Atman” 
and “I am He” or as “Thou art Atman” and “Thou art That.” The God- 
head regarded as the Creator and Preserver of the universe becomes 
identical with Atman when the unphilosophical notion of causality is 
destroyed by means of Vedantic reasoning. Then one realizes the sublime 
Vedintic truth that all that exists is Atman.
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acharya Religious teacher. 
Advaita Non-duality; a school of Vedanta philosophy teaching the one- 

ness of God, soul, and universe, whose chief exponents were Gaudapada 
and Sankaracharya. 

Agni Fire; the god of fire. 
Agnihotra A Vedic sacrifice in which oblations were offered to Agni. 

akaga The first of the five material elements that constitute the universe; 

often translated as “space” and “ether.” The four other elements are 
vayu Cair), agni (fire), ap (water), and prithivi (earth). See The 
Upanishads Vol. I, p. 58. 

Anandagiri A well-known Sanskrit scholar who wrote commentaries 

chiefly on Sankaricharya’s explanations of the Upanishads, the Brahma 

Sutras, and the Bhagavad Gita. 
antahkarana The inner organ; the mind. 
Arjuna A hero of the epic Mahabharata and a friend and disciple of 

Krishna. 

agrama Hermitage; also any one of the four stages of life: the celibate 

student stage Cbrahmacharya), the married householder stage Cgarhas- 
thya), the stage of retirement and contemplation (vanaprastha), and 

the stage of religious mendicancy (sannyasa). See The Upanishads 

Vol. I, pp. 4°5- 
Atman The Self or Soul; denotes both the Supreme Soul and (with small 

a> the individual soul, which, according to Non-dualistic Vedanta, are 

ultimately identical. 

Aum The same as Om. 

avidya A term of Vedanta philosophy denoting ignorance, individual or 
cosmic. 

Badaraéyana The author of the Brahma Sutras and other philosophical 
works; also known as Vyasa. 

Bhagavad Gita An important Hindu scripture, comprising eighteen chap- 

ters of the section on Bhishma in the epic Mahabharata, and con- 

taining the teachings of Krishna, 
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Brahma The Creator God; the First Person of the Hindu Trinity, the 

other two being Vishnu and Siva. 
brahmacharya ‘The first of the four stages of life; the life of an unmarried 

student. See 4srama. 

Brahman The Absolute; the Supreme Reality of Non-dualistic Vedanta. 

Brahma Sutras An authoritative treatise on Vedanta philosophy, ascribed 

to Vyasa. 

brahmin A member of the priestly caste, the highest caste in Hindu 

society. 

buddhi The determinative faculty of the mind, which makes decisions; 

sometimes translated as “intellect.” 

devas (Lit., shining ones.) The gods of Hindu mythology. 

dharma Righteousness, duty; the inner constitution of a thing, which 

governs its growth. 

gandharvas Members of a class of demigods in Hindu mythology, who 

are the musicians of the gods. 
Gayatri mantra A sacred verse of the Vedas, recited daily by Hindus of 

the three upper castes after their investiture with the sacred thread. 

Gita The same as Bhagavad Gita. 
guna According to Samkhya philosophy, prakriti (nature or matter) 

consists of three gunas—usually translated as “qualities’—known as 
sattva, rajas, and tamas. Tamas stands for dullness or inertia; rajas, 
for xestlessness or activity; sattva, for balance or righteousness. They 
are the three strands forming the twisted rope of nature, by which 

a man is bound to the relative world. 

  

Hiranyagarbha (Lit., the Golden Egg.) The first manifestation of Saguna 

Brahman in the relative universe. 

Tgvara The Personal God. See Saguna Brahman. 

Jainas The followers of Jainism, an important religious sect of India. 
jiva CLit., living being.) The individual soul, which in essence is one 

with the Universal Soul. 
jnana Knowledge of Reality arrived at through reasoning and discrimina- 

tion; also the process of reasoning by means of which Ultimate Truth 
is attained. 

jnani One who follows the path of reasoning and discrimination to realize 
Ultimate Truth; generally used to denote a non-dualist.
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Kanada A sage who was the founder of the Vaiseshika philosophy. 
Kapila The well-known founder of the Samkhya philosophy. 

karma Action in general; duty. The Vedas use the word chiefly to denote 
Titualistic worship and humanitarian action. 

kshattriya A member of the second or warrior caste in Hindu society. 

Madhva Short for Madhvacharya. 

Madhvacharya The chief exponent of Dualistic Vedanta CA. D. r199- 
1296). 

manas ‘The faculty of doubt and volition; sometimes translated as “mind.” 
math Monastery. 

maya A term of Vedanta philosophy denoting ignorance obscuring the 
vision of Reality; the cosmic illusion on account of which the One 

appears as many, the Absolute as the relative world. 
Mimamsakas The followers of the Purva-mimamsa philosophy, a system 

based upon the ritualistic portion of the Vedas, whose chief exponent 
was Jaimini. 

Nirvana Final absorption in Brahman, or All-pervading Reality, through 
the annihilation of the individual ego. 

Nyaya Indian Logic, one of the six systems of orthodox Hindu philosophy, 
founded by Gotama. 

Om ‘The most sacred word of the Vedas; also written Aum. It is a symbol 

both of the Personal God and of the Absolute. 

Patanjali ‘The author of the Yoga system, one of the six systems of 
orthodox Hindu philosophy, which deals with concentration and its 
methods, control of the mind, samadhi, and similar matters. 

pitris Forefathers. 
Prajapati The Creator God. 
Prajna Consciousness functioning in deep sleep. 
prakriti Primordial nature; the material substratum of the creation, con- 

sisting of sattva, rajas, and tamas. 
prana ‘The vital breath which sustains life in a physical body; the primal 

energy or force, of which other forces are manifestations. In the books 
of Yoga, prana is described as having five modifications, according 
to its five different bodily functions: (1) prana Cwhich controls the 

breath), (2) apana Cwhich carries downward unassimilated food and 

drink), €3) vyana (which pervades the entire body), (4) udana (by 
which the contents of the stomach are ejected through the mouth, and 
the soul, at death, is conducted from the body), and C5) samana
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Cwhich carries nutrition throughout the body). Prana is also a name 

of Saguna Brahman, or Brahman with attributes. 

pranayama Control of the breath; one of the disciplines of Yoga. 

prarabdha karma Action performed in a past life, the fruit of which is 
being reaped in the present life. 

Puranas Books of Hindu mythology. 

purusha (Lit., person.) A term of Samkhya philosophy denoting the indi- 

vidual conscious principle. In Vedanta the Purusha denotes the Soul. 

Purvamimamsa One of the six systems of orthodox Hindu philosophy, 

whose chief exponent was Jaimini. It is based upon the ritualistic 

portion of the Vedas. 

rajas ‘The principle of restlessness or activity in nature. See guna. 
Raja-yoga A system of Yoga ascribed to Patanjali, dealing with concen- 

tration and its methods, control of the mind, samadhi, and similar 

matters. 
rakshasas Members of a class of demigods; monsters. 
Ramakrishna A great saint of Bengal, regarded as a Divine Incarnation 

(A. D. 1836-1886). 
Ramanuja Short for Ramanujacharya. 
Ramanujicharya A great saint of southern India, the founder of the school 

of Qualified Non-dualistic Vedanta CA. D. 1017-1137). 
rishi A seer of Truth to whom the wisdom of the Vedas was revealed; 

a general name for saint or ascetic. 

Sachchidananda (Lit., Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute.) A name of 

Brahman, or Ultimate Reality. 
Saguna Brahman (Lit., Brahman with attributes.) The Absolute con- 

ceived of as the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the universe; 

corresponds to Iévara, or the Personal God. 

Saivas The worshippers of Siva. 
samadhi Ecstasy, trance, communion with God. 

Samkhya One of the six systems of orthodox Hindu philosophy, which 
teaches that the universe evolves as the result of the union of prakriti 
(nature) and purusha (consciousness). According to this system, which 
is attributed to Kapila, there are as many purushas, or units of con- 

sciousness, as there are living beings. 
samsata_ The relative world; the unceasing round of births and deaths. 

Sankara Short for Sankaracharya. 

Sankaricharya One of the greatest saints and philosophers of India, the, 
foremost exponent of Advaita Vedanta CA. D. 788-820). 

sannyasa “The monastic life; the last of the four stages of life. See agrama.
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sannyasin A Hindu monk, who renounces the world in order to realize 
God. 

sattva The principle of balance or righteousness. See guna. 
Siva The Destroyer God; the Third Person of the Hindu Trinity, the 

other two being Brahma and Vishnu. 
Smriti The sacred books of the Hindus, subsidiary to the Vedas, guiding 

their daily life and conduct; they include the epics, the Puranas, and 

the Code of Manu. 
soma juice The juice of a creeper used in Vedic sacrifices. 
Sruti The Vedas. 
gudra_ A member of the fourth or labouring caste in Hindu society. 

Taijasa Consciousness functioning in the dream state. 
tamas The principle of dullness or inertia in nature. See guna. 

Turiya CLit., the Fourth.) Pure Consciousness, which both transcends 
and pervades the three states of waking, dreaming, and deep sleep. 

upadhi A term of Vedanta philosophy denoting a limitation imposed upon 
the Self or upon Brahman through ignorance. 

Vaigeshika One of the six systems of orthodox Hindu philosophy; founded 
by Kanada. 

Vaiévanara Consciousness functioning through the collective gross body 
in the waking state. : 

Varuna ‘The presiding deity of the ocean in Hindu mythology. 
Vayu The god of the wind. 
Vedanta (CLit., the essence or the concluding portion of the Vedas.) A 

system of philosophy ascribed to Vyasa, discussed mainly in the 
Upanishads, the Bhagavad Gita, and the Brahma Sutras. 

Vedas ‘The revealed scriptures of the Hindus, consisting of the Rig-Veda, 

Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda, and Atharva-Veda. 
Vidya Knowledge leading to Liberation, i.e. to the realization of Ultimate 

Reality. 
Virat Consciousness limited or conditioned by the upadhi of the aggregate 

of gross bodies; an epithet of the Cosmic Soul. 
Visishtadvaita Qualified Non-dualistic Vedanta, as expounded by Ramanu- 

jacharya. 
Vishnu CLit., All-pervading Spirit.) The Preserver God; the Second Person 

of the Hindu Trinity, the other two being Brahma and Siva; also a 

name of the Supreme Lord. 
Visva Consciousness functioning through the waking state. 
Vyasa The compiler of the Vedas and the reputed author of the Vedanta 

philosophy.
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yakshas Members of a class of demigods. 

yoga Union of the individual soul and the Supreme Soul; the discipline 

by which such union is effected. The Yoga system of philosophy, 

ascribed to Patanjali, is one of the six systems of orthodox Hindu 

philosophy and deals with the realization of Truth through concen- 

tration of the mind. 
yogi One who practises yoga.


